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ABSTRACT

This dissertation focuses on the development process of a new business in an envi
ronment of dynamic change from the perspective of collaborative business relationships 
and networks. The emergence of a new business can be seen as one of the most important 

phenomenon in the knowledge driven global economy. A basic argument underlying this 

study is that a new business can only be bom through inter-organizational collaboration; it 

is beyond the reach of any single corporation. The study contributes to the evolving the

ory of network management by providing empirical evidence for the cmcial roles played 

by different types of networks in the emergence of a radically-new business group and by 

outlining what capabilities are required to not only survive in this network context but 

also to co-create it. This general aim is approached through the following research objec

tives:

• To identify the collaborative inter-organizational forms through which a focal

actor in an environment of dynamic change constructs its new business.

• To identify the primary organizational arrangements and capabilities related to 

the utilization of inter-organizational relationships in a new business construc

tion.
• To identify the main endogenous and exogenous factors influencing the devel

opment process of different inter-organizational forms in the new business 

construction.

In order to capture the constmction dynamics of a new business, a longitudinal 

study was required in a field that is characterized by technological and commercial 

change and uncertainty. Specific new business development within Elisa, the second 

largest telecommunications company in Finland, was chosen as the focal business. The 

ICT field was seen to match well the requirements of both technological and commercial 

turbulence and the interrelatedness of actors. A longitudinal and multiple-case design was 

chosen as the research strategy. The focal business unit was studied over a ten year pe

riod ranging from the early 1990’s to 2003. This time span helped to capture the evolu

tional and intentional development of collaborative forms leading to new business devel

opment.
The study provides several theoretically and managerially significant findings. 

First, the emergence of a new business is clearly a combination of the evolution of tech

nological and market factors which are not controllable by any one actor and of the inten-



tional strategy of developing collaborative forms — alliances, partnerships and strategic 
nets - by the focal actor. Without this strong intention or strategy the focal actor, Elisa, 

would not have been able to develop its position in the emerging new internet and mobil

ity related services. Second, the results show that an innovative actor has to be able to de

velop capabilities in network management. Without these it cannot influence and orches

trate the other actors whose resources and competences are required in creating the tech

nological platforms underlying new business services nor the services themselves. Net

work management was seen to be composed of such strategic level competencies as being 

able to design differentiated strategies for different types of nets, perceiving the nets and 

partnerships as an interrelated portfolio of collaborative forms, and being able to develop 

different contractual forms for different type of collaborative forms. In addition to these 

primary results the study offers several insights into such important issues as the organ

izational forms used in network management; partner evaluation, classification, and selec

tion; and the role of knowledge management in corporate level network management.
In sum, this research contributes theoretically the evolving theory of network man

agement by providing empirical evidence for the crucial roles played by different types of 

collaborative forms in the emergence of a radically-new business and by outlining what 

capabilities are required to not only survive in this network context but also to co-create 

it.

Keywords: business networks, network management, collaborative networks, ICT 

industry, new business creation, commercializing technology innovations
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

This thesis focuses on the creation of a new business in the ICT sector from the per

spective of collaborative business relationships and networks. The emergence of a new 

business can be seen as one of the most important phenomena in the dynamic knowledge 

driven global economy. Why approach this topic from the perspective of business relation

ships and collaborative networks? A basic argument underlying this study is that a new 

business can only be bom through inter-organizational collaboration; it is beyond the reach 

of any single corporation.
This Introduction chapter provides the background of the study and then lays out the 

research objectives and questions. The research traditions employed and the key theoretical 

constmcts of the study are then discussed. Subsequently, the research methodology is pre

sented and the method level choises are described and discussed. Finally, the chapter con

cludes with the outline of the study.

1.1 Background

New business creation is not an independent, isolated process but a collective proc

ess that requires interaction and cooperation with other actors. It involves the establishment 

and maintenance of a network of relationships with other organizations including suppliers, 

competitors and customers (cf. Håkansson and Snehota, 1995).
Recent years have shown an exceptional growth in demand for inter-organizational 

collaboration (Achrol and Kotler, 1999; Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996; Gulati, 1998; 

Hagedoorn, 1990, 1995; Powell et al., 1996; Spekman et al., 2000; Webster 1992) resulting 

from the rapid pace of technology development along with the dispersion of knowledge and 

technological resources. To be competitive and survive in a network economy, companies 

need technological knowledge and resources to develop products and processes. Specifi

cally, they need to connect their organization through vertical and horizontal networking 

strategies to other market players in order to gain new knowledge and innovations beyond 

their immediate organizational boundaries (Håkansson and Snehota, 1995; Kogut and 

Zander, 1997; Powell et al., 1996; Teece et al., 1997; Teece, 2000). These different forms of 

inter-organizational collaborations consist of supplier and marketing or distribution net

works, technological-innovation and product-development networks, and various competi-
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tive alliances used, for example, to establish industry standards (Ford et al., 2002; Frels et 

al., 2003; Gummesson, 2002; Möller and Halinen, 1999).

Over and above the managerial challenges inherent in a business creation, high-tech 

firms face unique challenges due to technology-driven services and markets. These firms 
need to cope with exceptionally short product life-cycles in the face of fast changing tech
nology and need to be able to adapt to rapidly evolving or collapsing markets (cf. McGrath 

1995, 4). In high-tech and knowledge-intensive industries, R&D-partnerships, alliances and 

coalitions are often used for creating new technological platforms and dominant solutions 

(Blomqvist, 2002; Möller and Rajala, 1999). Therefore, an understanding of the emergence 

of different collaborative forms and the management of resultant relationships has become a 
critical factor determining success in contemporary business.

Many studies based on the Industrial Networks approach (IMP)1 that originated in 

Europe, and on North American studies on economic sociology (see e.g. Gulati, 1999, Uzzi, 

1997), have focused on describing different forms of business networks, identifying struc

tural characteristics of diverse collaborative forms and examining how companies act in a 

business network. Moreover, since the 1990s, the importance of inter-organizational busi

ness relationships for the competitiveness of firms has become widely recognized (Amit and 
Zott, 2001; Gadde and Håkansson, 2001; Håkansson and Snehota, 1995). Recent research 
suggests, however, that companies are obviously not only trying to influence the evolvement 
of different types of collaborative forms but they are deliberately trying to construct so- 

called value nets or strategic networks to achieve their strategic and business goals (Hinter- 

huber, 2002; Hung, 2002; Jarillo, 1993; Parolini, 1999; Spencer, 2003). In spite of a few 

seminal studies (Alajoutsijärvi et al., 1999, Håkansson and Lundgren, 1995; Håkansson and 

Waluszewski, 2002; Lundgren, 1991) we have no more than a scant understanding of the 

dynamics of the emergence of business networks, the managerial challenges faced and, in 

particular, the role of the focal actor and capabilities needed in the developmental process of 

a new business.

1 The IMP = Industrial Marketing and Purchasing group has researched and created the so-called Industrial Net

work Approach (see e.g. Ford, 1990; Ford et al., 2002; Håkansson, 1987; Håkansson and Snehota, 1995; Matts

son, 1997)
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Network environment----
Busines's'Nctwork

Business net

Focal actor
F = Focal Actor

Figure 1.1. The levels of analysis in this study

According to Halinen and Tömroos (1998, 191-193) networks can be studied from 

an actor-network, dyad-network and a micronet-macronet perspective by using focal organi

zations, dyads or small nets of organizations as the unit of analysis. According to Halinen 

and Törnroos (2004, 7), business networks “сам be limited in relation to those actors, who at 

certain point in time actively relate to each other through business, social and/or techno

logical exchange". The business network identified by the focal actor is the most relevant 

network in forming the context for its business operations (Halinen et al., 1999). A business 

network is also an opportunistic structure (see e.g. Hedaa, 1999) because it is built around a 

defined marketplace prospect through knowledge sharing and resource mobilization. In this 

study, a business network refers to the overall configuration of interconnected companies 
around a company, whereas a business net, a micro network, refers to any intentional col
laborative form of a clearly defined group of actors having observable connections, proc

esses and rules of conduct with each other (cf. Moller et al., 2003). Participants of a busi

ness net are aware of their connections and they have chosen to participate based on per

ceived value, benefits and/or strategic advantages. Intentionally formed business nets may 

have an embryonic nature since they are not static, but self-stimulating and evolutionary. In
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an intentionally created business net, a focal actor is presumed to have some kind of power 

to control and mobilize other participants in the business net. In this study, the terms busi

ness net, value net, strategic net and net all refer to the same phenomenon: intentionally 

constructed business nets. A network environment, a macro network, refers to the overall 

configuration of interconnected organizations around a focal actor. The surrounding macro 

network includes such entities as a market area, economy and society that the focal actor 

cannot openly influence. The network environment in this study incorporates many other 

companies which are not visible to the focal actor and to a particular net, and which cannot 

be directly influenced by the focal actor.

This study takes the focal actor’s viewpoint analyzing the focal actor’s different col

laborative forms (micro networks). It approaches the emergence of a new business from the 
perspective of a particular organization operating in the ICT-sector. Adopting a particular 
actor's view point has several benefits. Firstly, it allows the researcher to study how the fo

cal organization tries to manage the process of a new business creation. That is, a focal actor 

intentionally aims to create and foster a formal cooperation with other organizations through 

a variety of collaborative forms. Secondly, a longitudinal research approach was needed as 

the creation and emergence of a new business is a highly complex process (cf. Håkansson 

and Lundgren, 1995; Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002: Lundgren, 1991). The complexity 

stems from both its dynamic aspect, in terms of the fast pace of technology changes in

volved, and from the fact that the collaborative relationships can be asymmetric between 

independent or semi-independent actors. Also, business network evolution is driven by the 

interplay of stability and change that has either exogenous or endogenous roots. There are 

two major rival dialectical processes in networks: competition and cooperation (Easton, 
1992, 165) which create managerial challenges in constructing a new business and its busi
ness networks. The complexities involved are high suggesting that adopting a focal actor’s 

perspectives helps us to keep the research project feasible. Third, focusing on the focal actor 

allows the researcher to examine the evolution of the different types of capabilities assumed 

necessary when moving from innovation and R&D driven networks to production and mar

keting driven collaborative forms (cf. Möller and Svahn, 2003; Rosenbröijer, 1998; see also 

Gemiinden and Ritter, 1997; Ritter, 1999 of network competence).
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1.2 Research objectives, perspective and limitations

In the existing literature there is limited understanding of the dynamics of the emer

gence of new business and networks, particularly with regard to the role of individual actors 

in the development process (Alajoutsijärvi et al., 1999; Håkansson and Lundgren, 1995; 

Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002; Lundgren, 1991). Moreover, there has been relatively 

little academic research published concerning what has been named e-business, in spite of its 

huge impact on our economy (Amit and Zott, 2001). The dissertation therefore aims to con

tribute to such discourse by studying the evolution of a new business through different col

laborative forms from the viewpoint of a focal actor.

This study argues that a better theoretical and empirical understanding of the mecha

nisms by which a focal actor constructs its business and networks is needed. Currently, it is 

not clear which specific factors in the various collaborative forms determine the positive 

outcomes and competitive advantage for a focal actor. This study argues that an inter- 
organizational collaboration is needed to construct a new business. This dissertation also 

tries to reveal the capabilities involved and understand the influence of endogenous and ex

ogenous factors in the business developmental process. Hence, the explicit focus of this dis

sertation is the potential implication for the formulation of theoretical propositions regarding 

the emergence of a new business, and what capabilities and managerial processes are re

quired in the development of business networks.
This study intends to contribute to the evolving theory of network management by 

providing empirical evidence for the crucial roles played by different types of networks in 

both the emergence of a radically-new business group and by outlining what capabilities are 

required to not only survive in this network context but also to create it.

The general research objectives can be formulated as follows:

1. To identify the collaborative inter-organizational forms through which a focal actor 
in an environment of dynamic change constructs its new business.

2. To identify the primary organizational arrangements and capabilities related to the 

utilization of inter-organizational relationships in a new business construction.

3. To identify the main endogenous and exogenous factors influencing the develop

ment process of different inter-organizational forms in the new business construc

tion.
In order to capture the construction dynamics of a new business, a longitudinal study 

was required in a field that is characterized by technological and commercial change and
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uncertainty (Huber and Van de Ven, 1995). The developmental process of a new businesss 

through different collaborative forms is a challenge to research particularly because it incor

porated a temporal dimension into the research design. Characteristically, the inclusion of 

dynamic factors complicates the research setting and exerts a strong influence on the re

search design. For this reason, a longitudinal case study approach has been selected. More

over, the longitudinal case study approach was chosen so that this dissertation can be pre

sented as cases of on-gong processes in order to increase the understanding of the phenom

ena under investigation (see Carson et al., 2001, 94-95). A qualitative longitudinal case re

search allowed the researcher to gain deeper understanding of the contextual setting and took 
into account the embedded character of network relationships. It also allowed the identifica
tion of the causal forces influencing the focal actor and the construction of a new business 
and networks (cf. Easton, 1995; Dubois and Cadde, 1999).

This study is an embedded multiple-case design (Yin, 1994), as the cases, that is the 

different types of collaboration forms, are studied from multiple viewpoints and levels of 

analysis. Empirically this multiple-case study is limited to the research and analysis of a 
business evolution within a single corporation, Elisa2, in an environment of dynamic change, 

that is, in the information and communication technology (ICT) industry. Fast speed of 

technological developments, increasing connectivity, globalization and uncertainty charac

terizes the ICT sector. High-tech innovative companies, like Elisa, face many challenges 

due to technology- and knowledge driven services and markets. They need to cope with 

exceptionally short product life-cycles in the face of fast changing technology and need to be 

able to adapt to rapidly evolving or collapsing markets (cf. McGrath 1995, 4). Therefore, 
innovative organizations need to attract resources, bringing in together capital, partners, suppli
ers and customers to create cooperative networks. Innovative organizations need to be both co
operative and competitive to generate new products and equally satisfy both customers, share

holders and partners. Companies need to construct temporary or more permanent innovation, 

marketing or production focused collaborative forms in order to gain access to external 

knowledge and resources. The interchange of knowledge and resources through various 

relationships assist organizations to create a broader view of the business landscape. Having 

a broad view of the business landscape and the company within, assist innovative organizations 

to vision their business opportunities, co-evolve and reinvent customer value propositions and 

to be successful in their businesses.

2 Elisa is the 2nd largest telecommunication firm in Finland, see more: www.elisa.com.
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Another limitation of this study is the perspective adopted. The present study con
centrates on the focal actor, and presents the business and network development from the 
focal actor’s point of view. However, it is obvious that the other participants of the develop

ing networks could have had different views of developmental issues as well as the man

agement of these networks. In view of the richness of the material from the case corpora

tion, it was decided to limit the perspective to the focal actor. The focal actor was one of 

Elisa’s business groups, the Home Commerce Business group (HCB) which operated 
across variety of industries. HCB integrated several technologies and resources from a num

ber of actors to create services for consumers and communities. Home Commerce, in this 

instance, refers to a set of Internet-based services targeted toward consumers and accessible 

from home using various terminals. Internationally, the concepts of “Future Home”, “Smart 

Home", ".Intelligent Home", "Digital Home", "Networking Home", "Smart Environ

ments", “Internet Home", "AutomatedHome" and "Smart Housing” are used for platforms 

and services in this business (Masala, December 16th 2003). The focal actor, HCB, uses the 

terms “Future Home" and “Smart Home" in the same context (Masala, December 16th 
2003). Such concepts refer to “o house or an apartment with a cabled or wireless intelli

gent network used to control signals for building automation or to transmit multimedia sig

nals ”. The concept of building automation denotes “home automation, residential system 

technology, residential wiring technology. It incorporates all automating measures em

ployed within buildings (including leased housing and private homes). Building automation 

makes it possible to control and regulate technical systems to ensure efficiency, primary’ en

ergy savings, productivity and comfort.”3

The dissertation is temporally limited to the time period from 1990 to 2003. The 

time period is long enough to capture the developmental process of a new business, Home 

Commerce business (HCB). The selection of a single corporation from which the multiple 

cases are chosen naturally brings limitations concerning the generalization of the results of 

the study. On the other hand, a multiple-case study within a single corporation with excel
lent data access makes it possible to understand the phenomenon under study more pro
foundly.

This study will not deal with the social capital and social networks (see e.g. Yli- 

Renko, 1999 of social capital), nor with the impacts of personal connections and contacts in 

networking even if they are important (see e.g. Halinen, 1997). Neither will this study deal

3 http://www.inliaus-duisburg.de/en/meilensteine/glossar.htTn
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with the cognitive processes behind any strategic or operative decisions during this devel

opmental process of a new business and its networks throughout the years 1990 to 2003.

Moreover, this study will not describe or analyze in detail any single activity in the 

different types of collaborative forms constructed. As Easton (1992, 3) said: “The focus of 

research is, ultimately, the network and not the firm or the individual relationship, although 

firms and relationships must be studied if networks are to be understood”.

This dissertation uses a multi-theoretical perspective in order to achieve a more thor

ough understanding of the emergence of a new business and complexity of business net

works (cf. Eisenhardt, 1989; Möller and Wilson, 1995). The study aims to contribute to the 

development of the emerging theory of network management by integrating concepts from 
Industrial Network Theory (IMP), the Resource-Based View of the Firm (RBV), the Dy

namic Capabilities View, Strategic Networks and Value Net -approaches and Knowledge 

Management and with a particular focus on its inter-organizational learning perspective. 

Because of the complexity of the multi-theoretical perspective in this research the research 

traditions and key concepts are presented concisely in Section 1.3. The research strategy and 
methodology are presented more thoroughly in Section 1.4.

1.3 Research traditions and key concepts 

Introduction

The scholarly interest towards different forms of inter-organizational collaboration 

has increased significantly during the last decade (see e.g. Achrol and Kotler, 1999; Bran
denburger and Nalebuff, 1996; Gulati, 1998; Hagedoom, 1990, 1995; Håkansson, 1982; 
Spekman et al., 2000; Webster 1992). Networks have been studied in several research disci

plines including industrial marketing, industrial economics, social networks and organiza

tional theory. Inter-organizational networks include supplier networks, technological- 

innovation and product-development networks, and different competitive alliances used, for 

example, for establishing industry or technology standards and for competing against other 

value systems (see e.g. Gummesson, 1999; Ford et al., 2002a; Frels et al., 2003; Möller and 

Halinen, 1999).

In this study, a multi-theoretical approach was taken because it can enhance the un

derstanding of the true complexity of business networks (cf. Eisenhardt 1989, Möller and 

Wilson 1995) and also assist in understanding and examining the different levels of analysis 
in this study. These different levels of analysis are described in Figure 1.1.
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This study aims to contribute to the development of the emerging theory of network 
management by integrating concepts from the Industrial Network Theory (IMP)4, the Re

source-Based View of the Firm (RBV), the Dynamic Capabilities -View, Knowledge Man

agement and especially its inter-organizational learning perspective, and Strategic Networks, 

Strategic Alliances and Value Net -approaches. These research traditions have embarked 

upon challenging issues of the competitive positioning of a firm (see e.g. Porter, 1980, 

1985), how a firm can acquire competitive advantage and core competences (see e.g. Praha- 

lad and Hamel, 1990, 1994; Hamel and Heene, 1995), and how value is created with the help 

of external resources (see e.g. Amit and Zott, 2001, 2002; D'Aveni, 1994; Eisenhardt and 

Martin, 2000; Teece, 2003; Teece et al., 1997; Thomas, 1996).

The concepts of organizational learning (see e.g. Senge, 1990) and knowledge man

agement (see e.g. Allee, 1997; Boisot, 1998; Choo, 1998; Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Ed- 
vinsson and Malone, 1997; Klein and Prusak, 1994; Larsson et al., 1998; Leonard and Bar
ton, 1995; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Sveiby, 1997; Sanchez and Heene, 1997) are also 

utilized since inter-organizational relationships create possibilities for knowledge acquisi

tion, combination and exploitation. Knowledge Management and especially its inter- 

organizational learning perspective are used to analyze the learning process within the focal 

actor’s organization and learning through experiences in the different collaborative forms 

that the focal actor participates in or constructs.

RBV and Dynamic Capabilities views are used in this study to better understand what 

kind of capabilities organizations attempt to create and what resources they utilize when 

constructing business networks. IMP in conjunction with the RBV are selected to analyze 

the development and acquisition of resources within the focal actor and through relationships 

in a business net. Resources refer to the resource pool that a focal actor can coordinate 

through mobilizing actors in a business net. Strategic Networks and Value Net approaches 
are used to describe and analyze the value constellation and creation in a net and how the 
focal actor gains competitive advantage through creating a web of relationships.

4 The IMP = Industrial Marketing and Purchasing group has researched and created the so-called Industrial Net

work Approach (see e.g. Ford, 1990; Ford et al., 2002; Håkansson and Snehota, 1995, Håkansson, 1987; Matts

son, 1997)
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Figure 1.2. The levels of analysis and the research traditions

Figure 1.2 summarizes and illustrates the previously mentioned research traditions 

and levels of analysis used in this study. The research traditions are applied in different lev

els of analysis in this study: Concepts of IMP, Strategic Networks and Alliances are used 

when analyzing the network environment and net -levels. Concepts of Value net, Strategic 

Networks, Strategic Alliances and Knowledge Management, and especially its inter- 

organizational perspective, are used when analyzing the net level in this study. To conclude, 
concepts of RBV and Dynamic capabilities —view as well as also the Organizational Learn
ing are employed in the analysis the focal actor. Previous research on Strategic Management 
is also referred when analyzing business- and net strategies as well as strategic management 

of relationships in different collaborative forms.

The following section presents a short review of research traditions and also the key 

concepts and their definitions used in this study.

Review of research traditions

Many practitioners are of the opinion that strategy depends on learning, and that 

learning depends on capabilities (see e.g. Prahald and Hamel, 1990; Mintzberg et al., 1998, 

213). Unique company resources and capabilities are therefore seen as a primary basis of 

profitability and the basis for formulating its longer-term competitive advantage. This organ

izational emphasis on restructuring, reengineering, outsourcing and forming alliances to 

build unique capabilities became known as the Resource-Based View (RBV) (see Barney, 
1991; Penrose, 1959; Rumelt, 1974; Zollo and Winter, 2002). RBV perspective suggests 
that a firm is a collection of heterogeneous resources (Wernerfelt, 1984). It suggests that a
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company’s performance is related to differences in its resources. Resources that are not easy 
to imitate form the basis for competitive advantages (Amit and Schoemaker, 1993; Barney, 

1991). The concept of dynamic capabilities became an addition to the RBV -approach in 

the middle to late 1990's.

The RBV-approach and its knowledge-based extension of inter-organizational col

laborations conceptualize the firm as a collection of resources, of which knowledge and core 

capabilities are a critical issue in achieving, maintaining and renewing competitive advan

tage. Companies differ in how they can control resources that are necessary for implement

ing strategies. The core behavioral assumption is that companies are able to leam by acquir

ing, assimilating, sharing and dissimilating knowledge within the organization and between 

organizations. RBV sees the knowledge, capabilities, organizational culture and manage

ment as sources of competitiveness.

The Resource-Based argument of alliance formation suggests that firms use alliances 

to establish the optimal resource configuration that maximizes the value of their resources is 
(Das and Teng 1998). Companies use alliances and other types of cooperative forms to de

velop a value creating resource base that a single company could not have formed (see e.g. 

Möller and Rajala 1999; Blomqvist 2002).

As Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) said: "When markets shift, technologies proliferate, 

competitors multiply, and products come obsolete almost in overnight, successful are those 

companies that consistently create new knowledge..., and quickly embody it in new tech

nologies and products ”. The increasing importance of innovations and the fast pace of tech

nology and product development have made understanding of organizational knowledge 

creation and innovative organizational transformations an important task in organizational 

and management research.
The Knowledge Management approach emphasizes knowledge as a key competitive 

asset (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Nonaka and Teece, 2001). Knowledge management is 

seen as a way to enhance the performance in many organizations. Knowledge sharing in a 

network and between organizations is a critical factor in terms of its relative competitiveness 

(see Håkansson, 1993; Larsson et al., 1998). Knowledge sharing refers to not only codified 

information, like product specifications, but also beliefs and experiences. Seen from this 

perspective, knowledge creation, management and sharing are a question of mastering the 

renewal and change in all the activities within an organization and in a network of organiza
tions. Information, on the other hand, can be defined as easily codifiable knowledge that can 

be shared between network actors (Kogut and Zander, 1997, 386). Different forms of inter-
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organizational relationships generate possibilities for collaboration, learning, knowledge 

transfer, knowledge sharing, and knowledge exploitation (see e.g. Amit and Zott, 2001; 

Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). However, they also create interdependency between organiza
tions.

Improving the organization’s ability to learn from its own experience and that of oth

ers has been the main focus of the increasing studies on organizational learning and knowl

edge management (see e.g. Grant, 1996). Learning is largely dependent on events in the 

surrounding and existing environment with which the organization interacts, and also on 

endogenous factors occurring within the organization. Organizational Learning within the 

scope of this research can be defined as the organization’s ability to gain understanding from 

experience through experimentation, observation, analysis, and a willingness to examine 

both successes and failures (cf. Senge, 1990; see also Argyris, 1993; Kim, 1993). Also, or

ganizational learning includes developing capabilities that the organization will need to act 

effectively in different situations. Consequently, the organization’s current position is often 
determined and shaped by its evolution-path (see Teece et al., 1997, 522-523).

The research on Strategic Networks extended the prior research, which mainly 

viewed the company as an independent unit seeking competitive advantage from either ex

ternal industry sources or from internal resources, the various relationships influencing the 

company’s conduct and performance (Gulati et al., 2000). Strategy researchers have studied 

networks as a means of creating competitive advantage. In previous studies (Gulati et al., 

2000; Jarillo, 1988; Nohria, 1992; Venkatraman and Subramaniam, 2002), networks are seen 

as a means of gaining access to critical resources. They have also discussed the implications 

of a network structure for value creation. The discussion has focused on how to combine the 

value activities of multiple actors to form “value creating” products (Anderson and Narus, 

1999; Doz and Hamel, 1998; Norman and Ramirez, 1993). Amit and Zott (2001) view stra

tegic networks as “stable inter-organizational ties, which are strategically important to par

ticipating firms”. Jarillo (1988, 32) defined strategic networks as a “mode of organization 
that can be used by managers and entrepreneurs to position their firms in a stronger com

petitive stance”, and he suggested a strategic network to be “a purposeful and conscious ar

rangement among distinct, but related profit-seeking organizations often led or set up by a 

hub firm” (cf. Miles and Snow, 1986; Park 1996, 797). Snow et al. (1992) discussed dy

namic networks, often created around a hub or lead firms, which usually rely on a core func

tion such as manufacturing, R&D, design, assembly or brokering. A key characteristic for a 

strategic business network is its intentionality: strategic business networks are purposefully
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formed, developed and maintained networks (Möller and Svahn, 2003). Moreover, their 

existence is motivated by strategic objectives which mean that the networks are formed and 

maintained in order to obtain competitive advantage over competitors. Identified partici

pants of a strategic network have common goals towards which they are aiming.

Studies of Strategic Alliances (see e.g. Bleeke and Ernst 1995; Chesborough and 
Teece 1996; Gomes and Casseres 1994; Kanter 1988, 1994; Kanter and Eccles 1992; Nanda 
and Williamson 1995) are also referred in this study. Hamel and Prahalad (1989,134) de

scribed strategic alliance as follows: successful companies view each alliance with clear stra

tegic objectives as a window on their partner’s various capabilities using the alliance to build 

skills in areas outside the formal agreement and systematically spread new knowledge thor

ough out their organizations (cf. also Child in Dierkes, 2003 of strategic alliances, Bengtsson 

et al., 1998). The previous studies of strategic alliances show that strategic alliances are not 

often long-lasting relationships. Kanter (1994) suggested that tighter control by one partner 

or development of a single command center might reduce conflicts and increase the manage

ability of relationships. Chesborough and Teece (1996) argued that managers must make a 

trade-off between incentives and control to find the right degree of (de)centralization when 

organizing for innovation. According to Kanter (1994), flexibility and openness in alliances 

bring particular advantages, especially in new technology fields. In addition, alliances create 
new business and innovation possibilities. Effective management of strategic relationships 

requires managers to be sensitive to political, cultural, organizational, and human resource 

management issues (see Kanter 1994). Kanter (1994) also argues that nurturing inter

company relationships is an important managerial skill.
The Value Net approach, especially Parolini’s view (1999) is also used in this re

search. Value system and value activities are also concepts mentioned in this study. The 

value system describes the combination of the value activities of multiple actors forming 

“value creating” end products (see also Anderson and Narus, 1999; Doz and Hamel, 1998; 

Norman and Ramirez, 1993). These value activities are performed using sets of resources 

(see Parolini 1999, 59-63). The value activities are defined from the customer’s perspective 

in the Value Net approach (Parolini 1999, 70-71). The division of value activities can be 

different. One or two companies can take care of the whole value system or it can contain 

several actors and industries. A value-system perspective argues that value creation spans 

organizational and industry boundaries (Amit and Zott, 2001). Companies can simultane

ously participate in more than one value system. The value of heterogeneous resources is 

dependent on the other resource with which they are combined (Alchian and Demsetz,
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1972). The Value Net approach assists in analyzing value creation from the focal actor’s 
perspective in this study. The RBV as well as the Value Net -approach assist in identifying 
managerial capabilities in emerging nets.

The Industrial Network or “markets-as-networks" -approach pursued by the Indus

trial Marketing and Purchasing Group (IMP) view industrial markets as networks of in
ter-firm relationships. It stresses the importance of business relationships as a coordination 

mechanism on a balance with markets and hierarchies, and their role in supporting learning 

and innovation in industrial systems (see e.g. Håkansson, 1982, 1987, 1989; Lundgren, 

1991). Networks represent a complex system in which different interdependencies between 

actors are characterized by both competition and cooperation, continuously constituting and 

reconstituting business fields (Alajoutsijärvi et al., 1999; Halinen et al., 1999; Halinen and 

Tömroos, 1998; Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002; Mattson, 1985). Social relationships 

seem to have an important role in the development of business relationships (see e.g. Easton 

and Araujo, 1992; Håkansson ed., 1982). Moreover, the previous IMP-studies (see e.g. 
Cadde and Håkansson, 2001; Håkansson and Snehota, 1995) argued that continuity is essen

tial for the development of the business and for the effective use of resources in a business. 

A development of new technical innovations and solutions (see e.g. Håkansson, 1989; 

Waluszewski 1990; Lundgren, 1991) require continuity in relationships (i.e. long-term rela

tionships). Also, they claimed that interdependence between actors and technologies is ap

parent (see e.g. Håkansson, 1989; Lundgren, 1991; Waluszewski, 1990). The Industrial 

Network approach offers some other useful concepts that are of obvious value in this study. 

They are presented later in this section.

The RBV- and IMP -approaches both view a company as an actor in a web of rela

tionships which influence the firm’s conduct, survival and success. While the RBV - 

approach focuses on the constraints that a dependence on exchange partners poses and em

phasizes the firms’ pursuit for independency by increasing the firm’s resource base, and 
thus, productivity (see e.g. Rumelt, 1984; Wernerfelt, 1984), IMP -theory focuses on accu

mulating benefits and effectiveness via a web of relationships (see e.g. Ford et al., 2003; 

Håkansson 1987,1989). The dynamic capability -view adds the dimension of seizing busi

ness opportunity via the creation of new capabilities dynamically suitable for the changing 

situation within both a network and a business context.

The relationships and collaboration in business networks vary in different businesses 

and industries. Not all relationships are beneficial to a firm; however, especially since creat

ing and developing partnerships is resource intensive, firms can be involved with only a lim
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ited number of partners (Cadde and Snehota, 2000). According to Ford (2002a, 75) the de

velopment of relationships can also be considered as a dilemma of strategy and organization. 

When the operational management concentrates in the coordination and maintenance of a 

single relationship, the strategic management of relationships involves the assessment of any 
single relationship within the company’s strategy in markets. Any single firm has only lim

ited control over its relationship portfolio and network position (Håkansson and Ford, 2002). 

Further, strategic management covers a portfolio of relationships and it is concerned with the 

interplay between them and their particular importance and the resulting resource allocation. 

(Ford, 2002a, 75) However, the managerial challenges of strategic management of a portfo

lio of relationships in a creation of a business net seem to be less studied than operational 

management of relationships. The strategic management of relationships is important from 

the point of view of this study as this research tries to explain the managerial processes used 

in construction and management of a business group and its different collaborative forms. 

The strategic management of relationships and management of a business net require orches

tration and coordination of actors involved.

According to Loeser (1999), network strategies can be categorized as following (see): 

improving operational efficiency, improving the leverage of existing capabilities, and devel
oping new capabilities. In this study, efficiency describes to the efficient use of resources 

available and tuning business processes so that there are no overlapping tasks. Effectiveness 

refers to a capability to produce more innovations from R&D-process or new product ver

sions from the product maintenance process into the commercialization process.

The effects of external relationships are expected to be particularly important in e- 

business and in technology-dependent business as exemplified by the case in this study (see 

e.g. Jarillom 1988, 1993; Parolini, 1999). The interchange of resources by a company via 

external relationships provides access to external resources that balance out any lack of in

ternal resources. Although the relevance of exploiting “external resources” (Teece et al.,

1997), the importance of “alliance and acquisition routines that bring new resources into the 

firm from external sources” (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000, 1108), and the “ability to inte

grate efforts of different actors” (Grant, 1996) are mentioned, the managerial challenges in

volved in operating in a complex network (Kenis and Knoke, 2002; Park, 1996) remain 

rather unarticulated in previous studies.
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Key concepts and definitions

The firm negotiates through a network of relationships within networks of organiza

tions. First, it is important to make a distinction between a network of organizations and a 

network organization. Network of organizations refers to any group of organizations or ac

tors that are interconnected by relationships (Möller and Svahn, 2003, 204). According to 

Axelsson and Easton (1992) and Håkansson and Snehota (1995) of the Industrial Network 

Approach (IMP), any market can be described as a kind of a macro network. This markets 

as networks view also compares to that held by scholars of economic sociology (Granovetter 

1973, 1985; Knoke, 2001; Uzzi, 1996), and prevailing in the network externalities discus

sion in economics (Katz and Shapiro, 1985) as well as in the recent marketing studies of 

“network markets” (Frels et al., 2003: Srivastava et al., 1998). Achrol (1997, 59) proposes 

that: “a network organization is distinguishedfrom a simple network ...by the density, multi
plicity, and reciprocity of ties and a shared value system defining membership roles and re
sponsibilities." Furthermore, information technology (IT), and particularly the Internet, have 

increased the networking of organizations and made it possible to form new kinds of coop

eration, products and services. A virtual organization is a network and an example of the 

new kind of cooperation and collaboration between organizations, which is facilitated by IT 

(Hoogeweegen et al., 1999: Mowshowitz ,1997).

Embeddedness is another relevant element of this study, both from an empirical and a 

theoretical aspect: In the Industrial Network Approach (IMP), the concept of embeddedness 

refers to an organization’s relations with and dependence upon the different types of net

works (institutional and political networks, technological systems and institutions) which 

form an organization’s “environment”. These simultaneously operate to condition the or

ganization’s actions, its potential relationships, and the outcomes it may achieve (Halinen 
and Tömroos, 1998; Lundgren, 1991).

Networks can be seen as markets, groupings of firms or organizations. They can be 

divided into vertical or horizontal networks or they can have a mixed character. Vertical 

networks can also be called as marketing channel networks that efficiently promote, modify 

and move goods to markets (Ghauri et al., 2003, 731). Horizontal networks often include 

cooperation among competitors, they can be partially competitive and partially cooperative, 

that is, co-opetitive networks. These co-opetitive networks are common, for example, in 

automotive industry. The following classification of strategic value nets (see Möller et al., 

2002) is used in this study:
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• Vertical value nets: Supplier nets, channel and customer nets; Vertically inte
grated value-systems

• Horizontal value nets. Competition alliances, resource/capability ac

cess/development alliances; market and channel access/cooperation alliances; 

”networking forums” - company or institutionally driven

• Multidimensional value nets: “Hollow organizations”, Complex business nets,

new value-system nets
Network management may be studied at several levels of analysis and from several 

viewpoints. For instance, Möller and Halinen (1999) described four interconnected levels of 

network management: (1) macro networks, (2) strategic nets, (3) relationship portfolios, and 

(4) strategic relationships. In this study, the focus on network management is the manage

ment of business nets and strategic management of portfolio of relationships within a net. 

Moreover, Lorenzoni and kipparini (1999) in their research, provided evidence that inter- 
organizational networks can be constructed and be deliberately designed (managed), by their 
leading organizations in order to gain sustainable competitive advantage in terms of innova

tion and cost economics. This requires capabilities to interact with other organizations; ca

pabilities that assist in generating, gaining access and transferring knowledge within the 

network in question. However, effectiveness in this kind of network requires a sense of 

community and mutual trust (cf. Blomqvist, 2002). The individual actor’s potential to man

age depends on the degree of power that the actor has when coordinating the actions of 

other actors in the business net. According to Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) and Wernerfelt 

(1984), an actor that commands resources through which it can carry out activities that are 

valuable, rare, inimitable, and nonsubstitutable holds a very strong power position in a stra

tegic network. This actor can often appropriate the largest share of the revenue that the net 

creates (cf also Möller and Svahn, 2003). The physical manifestation of this power is a for

mal, written contract stating the boundaries and responsibilities of the cooperation in a spe
cific context between focal actor and another actor in a business net. The contract limits the 
activities that each actor is responsible of and performs. Contracts in a business net define 

available ‘activity and resource boundaries’ that the focal actor need to consider and obey 

when mobilizing and orchestrating other actors and directing the business net towards its 

goals.
A strategy can be defined as a plan for how a company will compete in the competi

tive environment and it includes explicit choices about which goals to pursue, which markets 

to compete in, how to compete, and how to measure success (Mohammed et al., 2002, 31 ).
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The network context is structured in the three dimensions: actors, activities and re

sources. Actors refer to the business network participants. These actors can perform various 

value activities. They can also have different roles in a business network. One actor can 

have different roles in different business networks in which it participates simultaneously. 

The network context determines actors (who they are and how they are related to each 

other); activities (what activities are performed and the ways in which they are linked to

gether); and resources (what resources are used and the pattern of adaptation between them) 

(see the Actors-Resources-Activities (ARA) model by Håkansson and Johansson, 1992). 

Moreover, according to Håkansson and Snehota (1995) and Axelsson and Easton (1992), 
mobilization and coordination of value activities of other significant actors are essential in 
business networks. In this current dissertation, the focus is mainly on the business net entity. 

In some cases, dyad relationships formed by the focal actor are described and analyzed.

The position in a business network in the scope of this research is defined by the 

characteristics of the company’s relationships and the benefits and commitments that arise 

from them (see Ford et al., 2002b, 7; Johansson and Mattsson, 1988). To get a business 

network established and a new business started, a firm has to build relationships, which are 
new to both parties involved (Forsgren et al., 1995, 22). This can sometimes mean breaking 

existing relationships and adding a new relationship to existing ones. The position describes 

how the firm is connected to the other actor that is to what external resources it has access, 

with which actors it competes and includes the actor’s internal resources (Mattsson, 2003). 

At each point in time the firm occupies certain positions in the business network. The posi

tion is a result of earlier activities and constitutes the base, which gives both the develop

ment possibilities and constraints of the firm within a network context (Forsgren et al., 1995, 

22; Johansson and Mattson, 1988). The network position itself is not dependent only on the 
focal actor and its decision-making but also on the changes elsewhere in the network that 
have an effect upon the position.

Håkansson and Snehota (1989) argued that the part of the network within the network 

horizon that the actors consider relevant is the actor’s network context. The network horizon 

describes the boundaries of the network, which the actor can observe, and the horizon 
changes depending on the perspective (Anderson et al., 1994; Snehota, 1990). The horizon 

of nets from the viewpoint of the focal actor in this study is illustrated in Figure 1.3. The 

horizon of a net is limited to actual partners i.e. the partners with which the focal actor has 

written contracts, and the sub-contractors of the actual partners. The written contracts re-
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quire that the partners need to have the focal actor’s approval of the subcontractors used, and 

thus, the focal actor is aware of the subcontractors of the partners.

As Strandvik and Törnroos (1997) described, there are different types of relation

ships. Actual relationships are maintained, enhanced, changed or terminated. In this study, 
the actual relationships are the contract partners and subsidiaries of the HCB. Visible rela
tionships that are either initiated or blocked refer to subcontractors of net-members, which 

the focal actor can either approve or disapprove. Invisible relationships are possible, identi

fiable and can have either positive or negative effect in value creation. Invisible relation

ships and organizations are not identified by the focal actor (cf. Salmi, 1995) and they are, 

for example, partners of net-members who do not have direct or indirect contract relationship 

with the focal actor in this study (see Figure 1.3).

network horizon

Other actors 

in the competitive 

environment /

Contractpartners
partners The focalPartners’

actorpartners

"Actual

relationships 

^ Visible 

relationshipsOther actors from

other industries
Invisible

relationships

Figure 1.3. A business network, its relationships and its horizon

A strategic alliance is established to offer the participants certain strategic benefits, 

e.g. a wider market penetration. It can be defined as a particular type of inter-organizational 
relation in which the partners make substantial investments and efforts in developing a long
term collaboration and cooperation and common orientation toward their individual and mu

tual goals; often these are referred and described as partnerships. In this study, the difference 

between a business net and a strategic alliance is that in a business net, not all the actors are 

strategically important. In a net, you contract out where you lack the resources (cf. Mintz-
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berg 1998 of (out)sourcing strategies). Also, not all the relationships in a business net aim 
to be long-term.

In a partnership, companies are highly committed to the ongoing relationship over an 

extended time period, and the motivation behind this partnering is a joint objective of a mu
tual benefit (see e.g. Ellram, 1995,14; Dyer et al., 1998, 59-62). Anderson and Narus 

(1990,42) defined a working partnership between two companies as “the extent to which 

there is mutual recognition and understanding that the success of each firm depends in part 

on the other firm, with each firm consequently taking actions so as to provide a coordinated 

effort focused on jointly satisfying the requirements of the customer market place”. In cen

tral partnerships, the importance of cooperation, mutual trust, communication and sharing 

relevant and confidential information are essential when developing and maintaining it. 

Partner organizations are interdependent on each others, sharing risks and rewards of the 
relationship. The maintenance of a relationship requires also conflict-resolution techniques 
(see Mohr and Spekman, 1994, 151-152 of characteristics of partnerships). Partnerships 

also require investments on relationship-specific assets (Dyer and Singh, 1998, 662). Part

nerships in a business net are studied in this dissertation from the point of view of a focal 

actor. Partnering is a process where a customer firm and supplier form strong and also 

broad social, economic, service and technical ties over time (Anderson and Narus, 1999).

Resources

Assets Capabilities

Non-physicalPhysical OrdinaryDynamic

see e.g. Metcalfe and James (2000) sec e.g. Zollo and Winter (2002) 
Teccc et al (1097),
Eisenhard and Martin (2000), 
Amit and Zott (2000),
Grant (1996), (2002)

Figure 1.4. Definition of the concepts resource, asset and capabilities

The previous literature on capabilities, assets and resources is somewhat diversified 

concerning the terminology and definitions of these concepts, and therefore, in this study, 1 

identify the resources of companies as assets and capabilities. Figure 1.4 presents the defini

tion of the concepts of resource, asset and capabilities in this study. Resources can be di-
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vided into capabilities and assets (see e.g. Grant, 1996). Capabilities can be defined as in

tangible knowledge resources, and physical and non-physical resources as tangible and in

tangible assets (see e.g. Metcalfe and James, 2000). Also, capabilities can be divided to 

ordinary and dynamic capabilities. Eisenhardt and Martin (2000, 1107) defined dynamic 

capabilities as the firm’s “processes to integrate, reconfigure, gain and release resources” — 

to match and even create market change. A company must be capable of continuously creat

ing new, and thus, temporary, competitive advantages based on different resource combina

tions than those of the incumbent competitors. In doing so, a company has also enhanced its 
value creation, (of dynamic capabilities see e.g. Amit and Zott, 2001, 2002; D’Aveni, 1994; 

Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Teece, 2003; Teece et al., 1997; Thomas, 1996; Zollo and 

Winter, 2002) These developments refer to changes that are a result of actions of a focal 

actor. These changes can be organizational, network structural, network positional, strategi

cal or operational changes in a business network. Capabilities are described and analyzed in 

this study when considering performance and learning within the focal actor. Moreover, 

capabilities are linked to the firm’s strategy (see Cadde and Håkansson, 2001; Håkansson 

and Snehota, 1995). Managerial capabilities in this study refer to the organizational-level 

capabilities significant in either operative or strategic management. They are studied from 

the point of view of a focal actor in a business net or from the perspective of business net 

management.

1.4 Research strategy, methodology and structure of the 

case analysis

This section discusses selection of the research method and outlines the research design 

used. It also describes the researcher’s role and motivation and gives an overview of the case 

corporation and the empirical data gathered.

1.4.1 Research approach and research design

The research design is a logical sequence that connects the empirical data to the ini

tial research questions (Miles and Huberman, 1994; Yin, 1994). Since there are only a few 

seminal studies in e-business and on the emergence of business networks and the focal ac

tor’s role in the development process this study could be labeled as explorative but it also 

has some explanatory characteristics (Yin, 1994). The qualitative methods make it possible
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to develop a thorough understanding of a complex and a multi-dimensional phenomenon in a 

specific context. The case design here is a multiple-case study but conducted within one 

case corporation.

The reason for choosing a case study approach lies in the in-depth knowledge needed 
regarding the evolution of different collaborative forms and their managerial processes. In

formation about these phenomena requires good access to an organization in order to be able 
to identify them (Heide and John, 1995; Yin, 1994).

While a case study is claimed to increase understanding of the complexity of process 

and change (see Cassel et al., 1994; Pettigrew, 1990; Van de Ven and Poole, 1990). Hartley 

(1994) emphasized the tailor-made nature of a case study because it allows observation 

within the context of a real-life situation. Case studies can therefore be used to accomplish 

various aims: to provide description, to test and to generate theory from practice (Eisenhardt, 
1989).

Case studies can be either single or multiple case studies. Multiple cases increase the 

level of confidence in the findings (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Moreover, according to 

Yin (1994), the evidence of a multiple-case study is often considered more convincing. 

However, a main disadvantage is often the long time required to collect the information from 
multiple cases. A case study research may be designed to be either holistic or embedded, the 
latter occurring when the same case study involves more than one unit of analysis (Yin, 

1994, 41-42). This study is an embedded multiple-case design (Yin, 1994), as the cases (i.e. 

different types of collaboration forms) are studied from multiple viewpoints and levels of 

analysis. It is also a longitudinal case study. Due to the dynamic aspects of this study, and 

also because examining change in a longitudinal study is very intensive, the focal actor in 

this study is a single organization, Elisa, and more specifically one of its business groups, the 

Home Commerce business group (HCB). A longitudinal case study presents the research 

entity at multiple points of time. To capture the construction dynamics of new business and 

networks, a longitudinal study was a necessity in a field characterized by technological and 

commercial change and uncertainty (Huber and Van de Ven, 1995). The development of the 

Home Commerce business (HCB) matches these requirements. Furthermore, the longitudi

nal case study approach was selected so this case study can be described as cases of on-gong 

processes to increase the general understanding of the phenomena studied (see Carson et al., 

2001,94-95).

As a conclusion, the case study method is particularly suitable for this research as the 
emergence of new business and networks has been studied very little and the purpose is to
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gain an in-depth understanding of this phenomenon. Easton (1995) argues that case research 

is perhaps the most appropriate methodology for research in Industrial Networks as it takes 

into account the embedded character of network relationships and allows identification of the 

causal forces influencing actors’ behavior and network creation (see also Dubois and Cadde, 

1999). Based on this discussion an embedded multiple, longitudinal case study approach 

was selected.

Description of the case corporation and the focal actor

The case corporation, Elisa, is a nationwide telecommunications group whose core 

business areas in 2003 were: ElisaCom, Elisa Mobile, Elisa Networks in Finland, and Elisa 

Kommunikation in Germany. The focal actor in this study is one of its business groups 
called Home Commerce (HCB). HCB is part of ElisaCom.

HCB’s business is based on several emerging, breakthrough technologies (i.e. xDSL, 

multimedia, mobile technology, Internet) and its commercial development has been influ

enced both by the “e-hype” period of the late 1990’s and the bursting of this “bubble” early 

in 2000. The business services HCB provides, as well as the technologies used, differ from 

those used earlier in the case corporation, as HCB has integrated several technologies, capa

bilities and resources from a number of actors in different industries to create services for 

consumers and communities. These are for example: Kotiportti™ which consists of various 

subscriber connections and community services, household monitoring and security systems, 

Efodi - the learning space: educational material and teaching-aid-services for publishers, 

schools, groups, students and teachers) (see Appendix 3 of products and services). In addi

tion, in HCB, the business processes, functions, activities, business requirements, and mar

keting and business strategies were seen to be different to those of traditional telecommuni

cation business (i.e. fixed line telephone business).

Number of embedded cases
The selection of the number of cases has not been made based on statistical grounds; 

instead the issue has been approached conceptually (Miles and Hubennan, 1994). The num

ber of cases increases the reliability of and confidence in the findings (Miles and Huberman, 

1994). Eisenhardt (1989) has also stated that with less than four cases it is often difficult to 

generate theory with any degree of complexity. As it is possible to analyze only a limited 

number of inter-organizational collaborative forms as in-depth case studies due to the large
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amount of data collection associated therewith, only the most relevant ones are presented n 
this study.

All of the presented cases (different types of collaboration forms) are considered to 

be relevant for the development of HCB’s business according to the key persons represent

ing the Home Commerce business group (HCB). Therefore, not only the successful relation

ships are presented but also those that were temporary or unsuccessful but which added to 

the explanation of the phenomenon under study. In this research, the cases presented here 

are regarded as sufficient to describe and analyze the emergence of new business and net
works, inclusive of the capabilities developed.

Researcher’s role and motivation

The motivation to choose a case firm from the ICT-sector resulted from the fact that 

I had the opportunity from 1995 to 2001 to work for both of the main competitors in the 

telecom sector in Finland. During this time, I also gained exposure to many global actors in 

the ICT-sector. This provided useful background information for this study as well as per

sonal contacts to facilitate access to further information and data as required. Furthermore, a 

key motivation to study the telecommunication business sector originated from my master’s 

thesis in which I compared three companies in the Nordic Countries: Telecom Finland, Telia 

and Telenor.

The search for the actual dissertation research subject was not so easy due to the tur

bulence of the telecoms sector. In August 2001, I was introduced to the Marketing- and 
Network - research areas in the course of my studies with Helsinki School of Economics 
(HSE). During 2001,1 put together my first research proposal that enabled me to understand 

the multidimensionality of the emergence of a new business group and the challenges in

volved in refining the research questions, the methodology and the theory part of this study.

Any developmental process experienced in an organization or a chain of changes re

quires an open-ended exchange of information and data between the researcher and the rep

resentatives of the case corporation (McPhee in Huber and Van de Ven, 1995, 186-203). 

This has been the case in this study. The researcher and the interviewees involved in this 

study were familiarized with each others during a longer time period. The interviewees were 

experts in their own area. They included managers, development managers, members of 

Elisa’s R&D-group and Knowledge Management -network, senior management, consult

ants, product and project managers (see reference list). This reduced the risk of inaccurate 

interpretations in terms of questions and answers and consequently should increase the reli

ability of the observations, findings, results and conclusions.
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Research process, data collection and triangulation
The research process in this study employs the multiple case study design, data col

lection and analyzing techniques outlined by Yin (1994). It also uses principles presented by 

Eisenhardt (1989) regarding the process of building theoretical propositions based on case 

study research and techniques used in processual analysis presented by Van de Ven (1992, 

169) (see also Pettigrew, 1997; Van de Ven and Poole, 1990).

Real-time data collection for the 

Master’s thesis: data from the ICT-sector

Reusing the previously collected data

and information in the dissertation

data collection

Real-time

Analysis of the different phases 

of the development process

Retrospective 

data collection 

and analysis

Analyzing endogenous and exoge

nous events and how they influenced 

the development of HCB and 

capabilities

Figure 1.5. The data collection process

Part of this study consists of a retrospective analysis of the data and documents gath

ered. Figure 1.5 illustrates the data collection process undertaken in this study: For the pe

riod 1990-1998, the data collection process was mainly retrospective. However, some of the 

materials were gathered in real-time in respect to the Master’s thesis. These materials were 

used as a secondary data for the dissertation. These were business intelligence reports, an

nual reports and experts’ analyses of the technological development and of the convergence 

of telecommunications, information technology and media. The real-time data collection for 
this dissertation was mainly completed during 1999-2003. The analysis started parallel with 

the real-time data collection in 2002-2003.
The boundary between the case itself and its surrounding environment is sometimes 

blurred, especially within a network environment. One of the benefits of using a case study 

methodology is its ability to interactively use different sources of information, even though 

Eisenhardt (1989) stated that it can lead to either limited or complicated solutions. Triangu
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lation is a method used to address those concerns (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003; Stake, 1995). 

The need for triangulation arises from the ethical need to confirm the validity of the proc

esses. In case studies, this can be achieved by using multiple data sources (Yin, 1994) as in 
this study.

Yin (1994, 78-80) listed the following important sources of information: documenta

tion, archival record, interviews, direct observation, participant observation and physical 

artifacts. The research documentation of this case study contains information of both the 

telecommunication industry and the case corporation, including its development, during the 

years under study.

Secondary material was gathered from the case corporation. The data collected con

sisted of articles, project documents, e-mails between members of the projects, memoran
dums of understanding, strategies, business plans and annual reports from the years 1990-
2003. Documents were arranged in chronological order and by projects. Books and articles 

that included information on either the case corporation or the new business were reviewed. 

In addition, many partner and subsidiary companies had a great deal of information available 

on their websites including annual reports, firm presentations, R&D-project information and 

product/service -related information.

Personal interviews were very important source of information. Around thirty inter

views or cooperative meetings were conducted with regard to the new business during 1999-

2004. They are detailed in the reference list of this dissertation. More in-depth questions 

were emailed to key personnel at HCB to obtain a deeper understanding of the issue in ques

tion (cf. Miles and Huberman, 1994; Yin, 1994, 84). In addition, the researcher had the op

portunity to observe the business creation process and participate in R&D-projects and the 

strategy planning process as an employee of the corporation from 1999-2001.
The task to identify phenomena that would describe the growth and change process 

within both the case corporation and the new business group was rather challenging. In this 

study, the main activities and themes used to tap the dimensions of organizational changes 

were product and service development, competitive responses and business strategies. To 

address the change in performance in the case organization over time, two operationaliza

tions were employed in this study: profitability (i.e. turnover of the case corporation) and 

growth of personnel during the years 1990-2003 (see e.g. Meyer et al., 1995 in Huber and 

Van de Ven (eds.), 1995, 299-350).
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It should be noted that the profitability of HCB is not comparable over different years 

due to changes in organizational structures, and the fact that today HCB is more of a virtual

rather than a hierarchically structured business group.

Furthermore, many technologies first considered to be “products”, like ADSL, are 
now actually technology platforms of several services. Therefore, it is difficult to assess 
fully the profitability of this new business as its role and the importance of its outcomes have 

evolved during the years under study. In 1990-2001, many of the R&D -projects from 

which the critical elements of the HCB core platform and services were created, were still 

funded partly by TEKES (The National Technology Agency). However, this specific fund

ing was reduced towards the end of the research period as new product development (NPD) 

was gradually diminishing. This resulted from the burst of the “IT-bubble” and the eco

nomic recession that caused companies in the ICT-sector to fine-tune their processes and to 

reduce costs, as exemplified by the case corporation.

1.4.2 Evaluation of the quality and generalizability

The quality of the research can be increased by considering tactics for meeting con
struct validity, internal validity, external validity and reliability-related test requirements 

(Yin, 1994, 33).
Construct validity means that the correct operational measures for the concepts being 

studied have been established. It can be increased in a number of ways, especially in the 

data collection phase of the empirical study. First of all, in this research a triangulation 

technique is used. The triangulation has been proposed by a number of researchers (see 

Eisenhardt, 1989; Stake, 1995; Yin, 1994). In addition, an extensive amount of secondary 

data was utilized to increase the understanding of the phenomenon under study. From each 

interview and cooperation meeting with the key members of HCB, the interview-summary 

was made and sent to the interviewees and asked for comments in e-mail to ensure that the 

information gathered was understood correctly. Also, the researcher herself did all the inter
views. Besides, the researcher had the opportunity to observe the business creation process 
as an employee of the corporation from 1999-2001.

Moreover, establishing a chain of evidence was seen as an important way of increas

ing the construct validity (see Yin, 1994, 98). This means that the researcher has tried to 

document the research process including the data collection, analysis and conclusions in 

such a way that any other researcher could repeat them and achieve the same results.
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Internal validity means that a causal relationship was established between explained 
events (Yin, 2003). Especially in the qualitative study, the internal validity or credibility 

means finding common patterns, themes and differences during the research. In this study, 

the chain of evidence from the case descriptions of different development phases to the final 
conclusions is carefully described.

External validity (also called transferability) means the establishment of the domain 

in which the final findings of the study can be generalized. The issue of generalization of the 

results in a case study research is an area that is much discussed (see e.g. Lincoln and Cuba, 

2000; Stake, 2000; Yin, 1994). According Eisenhardt (1989), at least four cases are required 

to make generalizations. In this study, there are 12 cases described. In this study, the evolu

tion of a business group, HCB, has been explained thoroughly, providing detailed under
standing of the learning process, capabilities developed and strategies required in an inte

grated technology -business. Even if the study were limited to the Finnish ICT-sector and 

especially as it was a multiple case study within a single corporation, similar exogenous and 

endogenous factors can affect business creation in other industries and other firms. It is ar

gued that this study provides useful information in understanding a new business and net

work creation process in the ICT-sector.

Reliability means that the operations of the study can be repeated with the same re

sults (Yin, 1994). Therefore, it is of great importance to pay attention in the data collection 

phase to careful documentation of the procedures. In this study, the researcher categorized 

and organized all the formal and informal evidence to increase the reliability for each case 

(project). Also, on several occasions, further information was asked and gathered to ensure 

the understanding of the interviews and to verify the results.

1.4.3 Structure of the case analysis

Periodization of the case description

During the phase of data gathering, it became obvious that the period of this study 

can be divided into three distinct phases. The developmental phases into which this case 

analysis is divided are the period of innovating from 1990 to 1997, the period of solution 

and platform development from 1998 to 2000, and the period of operational efficiency 

and business process optimization from 2001 to 2003. The reasons for periodization are 

explained in the following sections.

The early years (1990-1997) were different in terms of growth, number of personnel 

and R&D-projects in Elisa. During the CEO Kurt Nordman’s time (1987-1997), Elisa had a
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technology-product focus. During 1990 to 1997, the domestic markets formed the main area 
of business, with an emphasis on the capital city area. The technology focus favored new 
technologies such as those used by HCB in its projects. A change in CEO in 1997 also 

caused changes in corporate strategy. These changes in corporate strategy were one of the 

main reasons why these years were also divided distinct periods. Key persons interviewed 

also viewed these years as separate periods in the development of Elisa and HCB. The pe

riod of innovating, from 1990 to 1997, was a time of envisaging future business possibilities. 

It included the early R&D-project-nets in which several emerging new technologies were 

tested and evaluated by the employees of HCB. One of the new technologies piloted in Elisa 

was Internet during the early years of 1990s. Elisa believed that Internet will lead to busi

ness process changes. Elisa aimed at being involved with the new e-business area.

Moreover, Elisa was listed on the Helsinki Exchanges in 1997. This also changed 

company’s structure and processes.
The period of solution and platform development from 1998 to 2000, incorporated 

the years of developing new innovative products and piloting new Home Commerce ser
vices. HCB had to prove its new technologies and visions to be marketable. The emphasis 

on growth in sales and marketing was understandable during the years 1998-2000 as the 

CEO Matti Mattheiszen had earlier been responsible for sales and marketing in Elisa. 

Technology was seen as an integral part of product platforms. The years from 1998 to 2000 

were a time of of rapid growth in Elisa and the number of projects involving integrated 

technologies was greater, with a significant impact on the future success of the case corpora

tion. These years were also characterized by new start-up businesses in Elisa. The “IT- 

boom” and “e-hype” brought more internal and external funding for technology projects. 

The key personnels interviewed told that Elisa wanted to increase shareholder value with 

these new HCB’s technology products and projects. Helsinki Arena and Future Home 

(Megahome and Megahouse) concepts5 were marketed internationally in the United King

dom and in Germany to increase Elisa’s market value and to get more investors interested in 
Elisa. Therefore, these years were classified as a separate period. In the end of this period, 

the “IT-bubble” burst. HCB’s Arenanet concept was terminated.

The last three years of the case description are more difficult to categorize. The years 

2001 to 2003, following the burst of the “IT-bubble”, were the years of economic recession 

and streamlining of businesses in Elisa. During the year 2003, changes in the CEO and top 

management caused changes in the organizational structure and in the corporate strategy.

5 Helsinki Arena, Future Home, Megahouse and Megahome concepts are presented in Chapters 3 and 4.
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Therefore, the periodization of the case analysis was also dictated by the major endogenous 

and exogenous changes taking place. The years between 2001 and 2003 were a time of 

growth in customer base and in profitability of business in HCB. They were the result of the 

previous years’ development. This was also a time of demonstrating to senior management, 

shareholders and partners that HCB’s vision and the services developed had been worth all 

the effort and resources invested. It was an era of stability in product and service creation. 

New product development (NPD) was frozen mostly due to the burst of the “IT bubble’’, 

declining business profits in the ICT-sector in general and the economic recession. In addi

tion, changes in senior management also affected business creation through strategic and 
organizational changes. During this time, business processes were fine-tuned in line with the 

objective of achieving greater efficiency. Key personnel saw these years as a separate period 

in the development of HCB. In the context of this study, I will denote these years: the pe

riod of operational efficiency and business process optimization from 2001 to 2003.

Levels of analysis in the development of a new business group

Figure 1.6 depicts the different levels of analysis as they are seen from the point 

of view of the case corporation in this study: namely the network level, the case corpo

ration level and the developing business (HCB). In the Figure 1.6, the case corporation 

level is presented from the viewpoint of the organizational structure of 2003. During 

this period, there were four strategic business areas. The functional level is addressed 

only from the viewpoint of R&D, product management and marketing. The business 

level includes the different types of collaborative forms constructed during 1990-2003; 
however, they are not illustrated in this figure. R&D is emphasized both in 1990-1997 

and in 1998-2000, as it was from the R&D projects that the new business HCB began to 

emerge.

Development of the case corporation (Elisa)

The organizational development of the case corporation is shown in Figure 1.7. It 

outlines the name and corporate structural changes during the period from 1990 to 2003. The 

changes can also be seen in the organizational charts in Appendix 1.

In 1994, the transformation of the largest privately owned telecommunications pro

vider in Finland started: the HPY Holding Corporation and Helsinki Telephone Corporation 

(HTC) were established from the former Helsinki Telephone (Association) (HT) (Annual 

Reports 1994-1997). HTC was listed on the Helsinki Exchanges in 1997. HTC merged with 
its parent company HPY Holding Corporation on July 1, 2000. The restructuring was
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planned because the management wanted to build a leading edge and customer-oriented 

company that creates shareholder value. In the merger, Helsinki Telephone's business opera
tions were transferred to HPY Holding Corporation. HPY Holding Corporation adopted a 
new corporate name Elisa Communications (Corporation) (www.elisa.fi), and changed again 

in 2003 to Elisa-group.

Description of the levels of analysis
Network-

Corporation CCompany A
Corporation N

Corporation Z
Network / Industry

Corporation S

Case Corporation
Corporate level

SBA4

R&DSBA2

Business level
lusmess

Functional level

R&D

Figure 1.6. The overview of the levels of analysis
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Figure 1.7. The overview of the case corporation’s changes of name and 
corporate form in 1990-2003
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In 2003, The Elisa Group, listed on the Helsinki Exchanges, was a customer-oriented 

service firm with an extensive command of product development and technology. Its main 

strategic business areas (SBAs) were: Elisa Mobile, ElisaCom, Elisa Networks and Elisa 

Kommunikation. Elisa Mobile concentrated on digital mobile services to private and corpo

rate customers over the firm's network in Finland and in Estonia. The main products of Elisa 

Networks comprised services offered in the fixed telephone and broadband data network, 

including voice services and broadband connections for corporate and private customers. 

Elisa Kommunikation was in charge of the Group's German operations. ElisaCom's business 

consisted of telecommunications solutions offered to corporate and private customers. (An

nual reports 2000 - 2002) The new developing business, HCB, was part of ElisaCom in 
2003 (see Appendix 1 of organizational charts). Despite the name-changes during the years 
1990-2003,1 will refer to the case corporation as Elisa in this study.

Development of the new business group (HCB)

Not only did the case corporation undergo several name changes during the period 

1990-2003, the developing business also had several names during its evolution. The names 

by which it went during the years under study are specified in Figure 1.8: The early years of 

several R&D projects formed the basis of the future business as the new enabling technolo

gies were piloted and assessed within a business context as part of these projects. These 

early R&D-projects showed the potential for a new business, and the Multimcdia-team (the 

MuMe-team) was established in 1997. The MuMe-team concentrated on new multimedia 

solutions combined with Internet and broadband technologies. It was seen as a strategic 

R&D -area from the viewpoint of the senior management (Annual Report 1997).

In 1998, further investment was made in R&D in view of the developing “IT-Boom’’. 
Information and telecommunications technology-based innovations and businesses were to 

offer great potential. The MuMe-team created capabilities by establishing a product/service- 

oriented business unit called New Generation Services (NGS). In 2000, the name was 

changed to Home Solutions. It described the business area more accurately because the cus

tomer-target-group of their services was households and consumers. Also, the service plat

form of home services was created during 1998-2000. In 2001, the developing business 

chose the name Smart Home, a name that referred to intelligent and automated services in 

homes. However, Smart Home was already a registered trademark, so they changed the 

name of the group one more time to Home Commerce business group (HCB) in 2002. 

Moreover, the years 2001-2003 were time of rapid growth in ADSL-based business and sta-
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bilization of business processes. Due to the several name-changes of this business group, I 

will call the developing new business HCB in this study.

Early R&D 
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Figure 1.8. The development of HCB in 1990-2003

1.5 Outline of the study

Figure 1.9 summarizes the first chapter and presents the research traditions, the 
research strategy and method used in this study. The concepts of the following research 

traditions are used in this qualitative, longitudinal study: The Industrial Network The

ory (IMP), Knowledge Management and especially organizational learning, the Re

source-Based View of the Finn and its extension to Dynamic Capabilities, the Strategic 

Networks and Value Net -approaches.

Research traditions Industrial Network Theory (IMP)

Resource-Based View of the Firm (RBV)

Dynamic Capabilities -view

Strategic Networks

Value net -view

Knowledge Management

Organizational Learning

Research strategy Qualitative, inductive, longitudinal study

Figure 1.9. Summary of research traditions, strategy and method
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Figure 1.10 outlines the structure of the dissertation: Chapter 1 is the introduction to 
this study presenting the previous studies in selected research traditions and the research 

approach. Chapter 2 provides a short preview of the case corporation’s development process 

from a local telecommunications operator to an international and nationwide telecommunica

tions and information technology -provider. The growth and transformation of the case cor

poration is embedded in the dynamically changing competitive environment.

The case analysis will first describe the case corporation embedded in its competitive 

environment and it will describe the industry and economy level changes which consecu

tively affected the corporate strategy and organizational structures and balanced the corpo

rate investments according to what was seen critical in each time period. This structure of 

the case presentation was chosen because it was assumed to give a more comprehensive 

view of the surrounding environment and the endogenous and exogenous events impacting 

the developing business, and also, to avoid repeating the change events.

Chapters 3-5 concentrate on the case description in different levels and from different 
perspectives. Chapter 3 portrays and analyzes the period of innovating from 1990 to 1997. 
It describes the beginning of a new business group, HCB. Chapter 4 is the description of 

the the period of solution and platform development from 1998 to 2000. This chapter ana

lyzes the years when HCB developed new innovative products, services and platform solu

tions in different collaborative forms. It describes the development from innovation and 

R&D driven collaborative forms to production and marketing driven networks. Chapter 5 

describes and analyzes the period from 2001 to 2003. These are the years of operational 

efficiency and business process optimization. Chapter 6 is the analysis of the whole time 

period 1990-2003. The dissertation is concluded with conclusions and suggestions of future 

research (Chapter 7).
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CHAPTER 2: BUILDING PRE-UNDERSTANDING: HISTORICAL DE

VELOPMENT, CHANGES IN THE CASE CORPORATION AND IN 

MACRO ENVIRONMENT BETWEEN 1990-2003

Before addressing the actual period under study, I will present the history of the case 

corporation to illustrate how the past may have affected the evolution of a new business 

group and business networks during 1990-2003. It is also important to give a general over

view of Elisa, the case corporation, and its development during the period under study be

cause many internal and external changes affected the development of HCB. Therefore, this 

chapter will also describe the major changes in the case corporation, in the competitive envi
ronment of Finland and in the macro environment.

2.1 A brief historical overview of the case corporation from 
1880s to 1990s

The case corporation’s history started in January 1882, six years after Bell pat
ented the telephone in the USA (Turpeinen, 1996a). Daniel Wadén was given permis

sion to start a telecommunications firm in Helsinki. Wadén is considered the father of 

Finland’s telecommunications (Turpeinen, 1996a, 87). Daniel Wadén thought that the 

1880s to 1890s was the time to lay the foundations of a telephone network around the 
center of the capital city in Finland (Turpeinen, 1981). In the 1990s to 1910s, economic 

boom and population growth in the capital city area increased the number of telephone 

subscribers.

In the 1920s, and particularly following World War I, the telephony technology 

developed fast, with this decade becoming the time of automation of telephone centers. 

Helsinki Telephone Firm (HT) (which later became Elisa) was an association in which 
its subscribers bought a subscription when joining. HT was among the first operators to 
automate its telephone centers. As many small operators around the capital city had not 

enough money for this technical development, HT began to acquire these smaller com

panies in 1928 with the operation continuing in the 1930s. By the end of the decade, HT 

had a network of 19 telephone centers. World War II and the 1940s were difficult times 

for Finland. The Interim Peace in 1940 - 1941 (i.e. the time from the end of the Winter 

War to 2 June 1941), and the treaty signed demanded that the telephone network in
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Porkkala (which was now part of the Soviet Union) and part of HT’s telephone centers 
were fn he left in Porkkala as a lease-network.

Figure 2.1. Picture 1: A telephone center in 1910s. Picture 2: A manually 
operated telephone center in Helsinki in the early 1900s

The 1950s was a time of stabilization. Helsinki’s Olympic Games in 1952 proved 

a substantial effort for the case company as it built a whole new network for the Olym

pic Games which also showcased technology capabilities of international standard. The 

1950s to 1960s were a time of rapid growth and economic boom, with the case com
pany doubling the number of telephone subscribers. The 1970s and 1980s were years of 
technological development. First, data transfer and computers were employed in busi

ness, with the communications network of the CSCE6 -meeting in 1975, showing the 

advanced technological capabilities of the case corporation. Later, in the 1980s, the 

building of light-cable networks and digitalization of telephone centers started. Fur

thermore, ISDN-technology (Integrated Services Digital Network) was implemented 

e.g. in Japan in 1988, and in Finland, the first ISDN-technology based telephone center 

was established in 1989 (www.elisa.com). This demonstrates the case corporation’s 

ability to adapt and implement new technologies quickly.

Besides the local regional telephone companies, there was also the major competi

tor, Telecom Finland, which was the state-owned post and telecommunications organi

zation. Postal and telephony services were taken over from Russia by Finland after 
gaining independence in 1917. The state owned post- and telephone firm became a mo
nopoly in long distance and international services. This monopoly was broken only by 

the liberalization of the telecommunications market in 1994 in Finland.

6 CSCE = the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
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In 1938, 815 local telephone companies were operating in Finland. Practically 

every village in Finland had its own telephone company. This number decreased until 

the liberalization of telecommunication markets in 1994. 185 telecom operators existed 

in 2003. (Turpeinen, 1996a, www.ficora.fi,www.mintc.fi)

Table 2.1. The number of the telephone companies/telecom operators in 
Finland from 1938 to 2003 (sources: Turpeinen, 1996a, www.ilcora.fi, 
www.mintc.fi)

1938 1950 1955 1962 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1994 2003

No of Telephone

Companies in

Finland 815 672 557 120 88 73 62 61 58 51 4» 185

In summary, the fast adaptation of technologica innovations can be traced back to

the early years of the firm’s history. The capabilities learned in implementing new 
technologies and creating new services based thereon have been the basis of the case 
corporation’s success throughout its long history.

2.2 The telecommunications sector in Europe before 1998

In the early years of the 1990s, before the deregulation of 1998, the telecommuni

cation sector in Europe was dominated by large government-owned and -funded or na

tionalized monopolies (PTOs). These companies controlled all the businesses related to 

national telecommunication including network infrastructure and service delivery.

Before deregulation, there was almost no competition. The influence of market 

forces on the quality and prices of services and products as well as on the technical so

phistication of the services was minimal (McCartney 1997, 7). The reasons for this 

were as follows: Every citizen must have an equal opportunity to access and use tele
communication services, and traditionally, government ownership as telecommunica
tion infrastructure was commonly regarded as a national property and monopoly 

(McCartney, 1997, 7). Competition in the telecommunications sector was regarded to 

be almost impossible because the PTOs7 had fixed customer relationships and customer 

bases. Any newcomer would have difficulties not only in entering the business but also 

in being profitable. In addition, the legislation in many countries favored the PTOs di

minishing possibilities of competition. However, deregulation was approaching in

7 The national telecom companies who had the monopoly to telecom markets till 1998
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1998, and companies in the telecommunications industry were transforming their busi

ness to be more cost-competitive service organizations during the early years of 1990s 

(Beardsley et al., 1995, 143).
Regulation refers to state-controlled industry-level competition through a variety 

of legal elements that control market behavior and price, market entry or norms of ser

vices (Lacey, 1992). The following control mechanisms are used in telecommunica

tions: Market entry is regulated through monopoly rights, licenses and registration pro

cedures; security and interoperability of service provision by technological standards, 

and public service and social objectives through tariff structures and cross-subsidies. 

Liberalization of markets reflects the opening of the market to more than one actor, and 

deregulation reflects the level of regulation versus the level of competition (Lacey, 

1992; Gillick, 1992).

2.3 Technological development in the early 1990s

The fast pace of technological development and new breakthrough technologies, 

i.e. broadband, mobile, Internet and multimedia, had a great impact on industry structure 

and competition in the 1990s. Therefore, there is a short description of the technological 

developmental issues here and in Appendix 2. Technological development in the early 
1990s brought the growth of mobile, ISDN, Internet and broadband technologies. The 
Internet stabilized its position as one of the dominant design solutions during the first half 

of the 1990s. The Internet became a new distribution channel for traditional businesses.

E/m-commerce resulted in new possibilities to secure a large customer base, al

lowing global competition and markets. It was easier to enter into Internet (e-commerce) 

markets than into traditional telecoms markets where the PTOs had existing customer 

bases, ready-built services and fixed-line networks.

Early predictions for electronic commerce (e-commerce) were relatively one

dimensional. Based on the transaction cost theory, the early researches predicted disin

termediation for organizations that communicated between producers and consumers: The 

underlying principle was that lower transaction costs (Malone, et al., 1987) would enable 

producers to bypass existing intermediaries and deal directly with consumers. While pro
ducers’ benefits would be a greater share of the profits, consumers’ benefits would be 
lower overall prices (Benjamin and Wigand, 1995; Wigand and Benjamin, 1995).
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Broadband technology was introduced during the 1990’s, and it formed the basis 

of new multimedia services. Mobility in services was also a key element in newly devel
oped services in the telecommunications sector. According to Beardsley, Bray and van 
Rooijen (1995, 145-146), risks inherent in businesses based on breakthrough technologies 

included the uncertainty of who will capture the power in the value chain. Uncertainty 

surrounded the nature of competition and the emergence of substitutes in this field. Con

sumers acceptance of these technologies (i.e. Internet, mobile, broadband, multimedia) 

and services based on them where just another area of uncertainty. Costs of developing 

the new services based on these new technologies such as ADSL (Asymmetric Digital 

Subscriber Line) and multimedia were unclear. Also, the actors in this business faced the 

uncertainty of regulatory environment as there were no standards and regulations in place 

in Europe for telephone operators, for example, to offer entertainment over network. Fur

thermore, costs and benefits of these new value-added services were also dependent on 

the regulators’ actions.

2.4 Development and changes in national telecommunica

tions markets in 1990-1997

The Finnish telecommunications market had traditionally been much more open 

and competitive in comparison to other European countries. Before the 1990s telecom

munications markets in Finland had been quite stable: The Declaration of Telephony, 

dated 23.12.1986 and the Telegraph Act, dated 23.12.1919 remained the legislative ba

sis of Finnish Telecommunications until 1987 when the New Telecommunications Act 

and its successive amendments8 initiated a rapid wave of institutional change and 

opened the telecoms market in Finland. Earlier, the PTT (Post and Telecommunications 

Administration in Finland) had had a monopoly over telegraph, mobile, long-distance 
and international traffic. There were several subscriber-owned local private operators

8 The Telecommunications Act of 20.2.1987/183 

The Law of 10.6.1988/519 modifying the 1987 Act

The Law of 16.7.1990/660 modifying the 1987 Act changed the status of the PTT from a government owned 

firm to a state-owned business and changed its name to Posti-Tele (which then in 1994, was changed to a stock

holding firm PT Finland Ltd, and in 1995 to Telecom Finland, and later in 1998 to Sonera).

The Law of 3.8.1992/676 modifying the 1987 Act
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around the country licensed with exclusive rights to do local area telecommunication 

business.

During the early 1990’s there was first a deep economic depression in Finland, 

which was followed by an economic boom in the middle of the decade. The national 

telecommunication markets changed in July 1994: there was free market competition 
for virtually the entire spectrum of telephone communication (see Figure 2.2). Finland's 
state owned PTO (Post and Telecom), Telecom Finland (since 1995), and 49 local tele

phone companies, the Finnet Group, which operate in regional areas, competed fiercely 

for market shares.
Competition, automation and digitalization of telephone centers, increased in

vestment needs and technical standards had forced many of the local companies to 

merge. Competition was introduced to all areas of fixed-line telephone services (i.e. lo

cal and long distance calls, data transmission, radio telephone services, corporate net

works, and intelligent network (IN)) paving the way to a new market structure where 

two competing business groups, Telecom Finland and Finnet9, practically shared the 

markets and the other competitors only obtained a fraction of the markets. The gov

ernment encouraged and supported competition in the telecommunications field 

(www.mintc.fi).
Overall control of telecommunications in Finland lies with the Ministry of Trans

port and Communications. The Telecommunications Administration Center (i.e. The 

Finnish Communications Regulatory Authority) and the Ministry supervise the devel

opment and maintenance of the public network to satisfy the needs of the country. 

Drafting new legislation and regulations, within the current policies of the government, 

is a responsibility of the Ministry. The Telecommunications Administration Center 

(under the Ministry of Transport and Communications) is responsible for enforcement 

of regulations, coordination of international cooperation, preparation of technical regu

lations and standards and inspection and approval of equipment, (www.ficora.fi, 

www.mintc.fi)

Telecom Finland was the state-owned telecommunications service provider. It 

was part of the Finland’s Post and Telecom and it was the largest government owned 
telecommunications operator. Telecom Finland was part of the Ministry of Transport 

and Telecommunications until 1990. Telecom Finland provided long-distance, interna-

9 The Finnet group was established in 1995, however, the group of telephone companies had been cooperating 

even before the year 1995.
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tional, telex, data and mobile networks throughout Finland. Thirty percent of the popu

lation received local telephone services from Telecom Finland. Telecom Finland's main 

advantage in the early 1990s was that it possessed the sole full operator’s license for in

ternational calls.

The Finnet Group (local, regional telecommunication companies) was composed 

of 49 local telecommunication companies and several jointly owned companies (e.g. 

Finnet International, Datatie). Group members were linked through mutual business 

agreements and provided local communication services. The case corporation (Elisa) 

with its subsidiaries was the largest member in the Finnet-group. The creation of the 

Finnet-group can be considered as a radical change and was caused by critical incident 

- liberalization of telecommunication markets in Finland - that created changes leading 

to creation of new relationships in a form of cooperation net between local, regional 
telecommunication companies (cf. Halinen et al. 1999 of incremental and radical 

changes). Cooperation and competition as well as the combination of them, co- 

opetition, were incorporated in the structure of this network (see also Bengtsson and 

Kock, 1999) and even if the companies were competing against Telecom Finland in na

tional markets they were also defending their own local home markets.

During the years of 1990 - 1997, these two main competitors (Telecom Finland 

and the case corporation with Finnet group) were operating in similar product areas and 

offering products and services to all customer segments. In 1994, Telivo (i.e. later Telia 

Finland) entered markets. Radiolinja, the mobile operator of the case corporation, was 

taking a strong role in mobile markets as in 1991 it was granted the license to run a 

competing GSM network among the first operators in Europe. This also shows the case 

corporation’s ability to adapt new technologies and implement them into its business 

even faster than its national competitors. Its main competitor in national markets, Tele
com Finland, opened its GSM network the following year in 1992 (Turpeinen, 1996, 
326).

One important developmental step was when Finland joined the European Union 

(EU) in 1995. However, Finland’s EU-membership did not only exert economic effects 

on society, it also eroded old national and rural power structures and operating models. 
Change could be noticed in project- and program-oriented working methods and in gov

ernment in all the sectors of economy (Karemaa et al., 2000). The major effects influ

encing industry level development were the EU directives and changes in legislation 

causing changes in competitive environment and competition in general.
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Figure 2.2. The competitive environment in Finland in 1990-1997

2.5 The deregulation in 1998 and change effects

The analysis of telecommunication markets at the turning point caused by de

regulation showed that the deregulatory process that occurred from the beginning of 

1998 was the key change factor, affecting the whole telecoms industry structure and in 

the competitive environment in Europe.

Figure 2.3 presents the drivers of stability and change in the telecommunications 

market. Factors of stability in this market were existing relationships with customers, 

networks and infrastructures, long-term purchasing agreements, and developed business 
competencies and capabilities in PTOs. Drivers of change included the changing tele

coms market and industry structure. While these were mostly the result of the deregula

tion process, the role played by new enabling technologies was also significant.
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Drivers of stability in

the traditional telecommunication business
Drivers of change influencing 

the traditional telecommunication business

Public level:

PTOs ruled markets before 1998

Technology, infrastructure level:

Existing fixed-line networks and 

existing IS/IT architecture

Organizational level:

Developed business 

capabilities in existing 
companies

Public level:

Regulation and cost control, new legislation, EU

Technology, infrastructure level:

• Substituting and complementing technolo

gies (e.g. cable, satellite, mobile, broadband, 

multimedia, Internet)

• the convergence of IT, media and telecom

munication

Relationship level:

Partnering, alliances

Traditional 

telecommunication 

markets ,

Organizational level:

New businesses and services require 
new capabilities, knowledge of technolo
gies and markets

Customer level:

• Long-term purchase 

agreements with customers

• No real competition

Service/product level:

• Diversification of services

Relationship level:

•Alliances (global, national)

• New competitors can be former 

customers and competitors can also be 

coopctitors and customers

• new entrants from different indus

tries

Customer level:

• Customers require quality and 

speed in services

• Focus on keeping existing customers

Service/product level:

• New technologies enable new services (complementary 

or substituting services)

• mobility of services (no ties to place or time)

Figure 2.3. Drivers of change and stability in the telecommunications 
sector in the 1990s. (mod. McCartney, 1997, 132)

The telecommunications sector in Europe existed as a state controlled monopoly 

prior to 1998. In most of the European countries, there was no real competition in this 

sector. The liberalization and deregulation of markets allowed new entrants to enter the
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markets, served to increase competition and offered alternatives to existing PTOs, forc

ing the existing operators into competition in the areas of price, quality and speed in 

services. Both the regulators and new legislation, that is the directives of the EU and 
the national legislation, also had a significant impact on competition, shaping the tele

coms market by controlling both the monopoly and the power of existing operators and 

making it easier for new entrants to enter to the markets; for example, new entrants 

were given a period of grace to set up competing operations (McCartney, 1997, 131).
The deregulation and liberalization of telecommunication markets were under

taken to allow free competition as economic regulation, such as regulation of pricing, 

market entry and exit, would divest consumers of the benefits of price competition. 

Even though regulation benefited protected firms, including former PTOs, by shielding 

them from competition, it also restricted their operations. This caused inefficiencies in

dicated by low productivity growth, slow or inefficient use and implementation of tech

nological innovations, and poor quality in both services and management (see Winston, 

1993).
Operators in the telecommunication industry formed alliances and partnerships to 

reduce product development costs and to share resources and competencies. Many 

global telecommunications companies (e.g. British Telecom (ВТ), Concert, GlobalOne, 

AT&T) were forming industry-level alliances to compete and be profitable. The alli

ances were either regional alliances like the Unisource joint venture between four Euro
pean telecoms operators: PTT Telecom of the Netherlands, Swedish Telia, The Swiss 

Telecom PTT and Telefonica of Spain, or global alliances (e.g. AT&T or Concert) re

flecting the changing face of competition (see e.g. McCartney, 1997). Moreover, large 

international business customers required services globally which effectively forced the 

telecommunication companies to form alliances if they were to provide geographically 

wide-ranging customer service.

In Finland in 1995, the Finnet-group, including the case corporation Elisa, in

creased their cooperation with the Unisource joint venture (Annual report 1995). At 
the same time, Elisa’s national competitor did not join these alliances but instead opted 

to follow the developments in the telecommunication sector (Weckström, 1998).

Figure 2.4 depicts the changes in the telecommunication markets both before de

regulation (left side) and after deregulation (right side) in Finland and in Europe. The 

convergence of IT, information and the media industry with telecommunications had an 

impact on the number of actors in the industry, the industry structure as a whole, and
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products offered but also exerted a more fundamental influence on business models 

such as e- and m-commerce (cf. Duysters and Hagedoord, 1998; Katz and Woroch, 

1997). The technology-based convergence of media, information technology and tele

communications was restructuring the market place and new entrants took their shares 

of these emerging, growing markets. The competitive environment gradually trans

formed to a situation of multiple-actors from multiple-backgrounds: Information Tech

nology and Information Systems providers, satellite, cable television, and media com

panies were competing and cooperating with platform manufacturers and component 

manufacturers in the same ICT-sector. The former PTOs struggled in the face of in

creasing amounts of different competitors. Technology-based change was also seen in 
the telecommunication industry as former telephone companies were divided according 
to technology used and services offered. There were also mobile service and network 

providers, fixed network- and service providers, application10 11, Internet" and content 

service providers.
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Figure 2.4. Changes in the competitive environment and in the industry 
structure

10 ASP = Application Service Provider

11 ISP = Internet Service Provider
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2.6 Years 1998-2000: growing competition, changes in the 
industry structure

After the recession of the early 1990s, the Finnish economy faced a period of ‘IT- 

boom’ and “e-hype”. The competitive environment changed rapidly after the deregula

tion in the late 1990s. In Finland, the main competitors were still the same: Elisa with 

Finnet-group and Sonera. However, the new competitors were Saunalahti (Jippii) and 

Song. Swedish Telia also continued to gain markets in Finland. Also, Global One, Fa

cilicom, RSLCom and KPNQWest started in Finland in the late 1990s (see Figure 2.5).

The Burst of “IT-bubble"IT-boom, E-hype

= Post and Tele in Finland. PT Finland (1994). Telecom Finland Л995). (Tele il996). Sonera

= Telivo ( 1994), Telia Finland ( 1997)

= Helsinki Telephone Company (the association, before 1994), Helsinki Telephone Corpora 

tion (1994-2000), Elisa Communications (2000), (the case corporation Elisa)

= local, regional telephone companies

= Finnet-Group

- Saunalahti (Jippii Group)

= Smaller operators in Finland (e.g. Global One, Facilicom, RSLCom, KPNQWest)

Figure 2.5. Changes in the competitive environment in 1998-2000

In terms of the case corporation the main drivers of change included the deregula

tion in 1998 in Europe and in Finland, the telecommunication industry structure 

changes, regulators actions in the EU and within Finland, globalization, growing com

petition and in particular, new enabling technologies. Of less significant importance
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was the internationalization process within Elisa: the expansion to the Baltic countries 

and into Germany in addition to Comptel’s12 rapid international growth.

How did the case corporation try to cope and manage changes? First, by adapting 

to the technological development; second, by following competitors’ actions; and third, 

by improving information and knowledge delivery within the organization and with 

partners and customers.

Managing knowledge in organizations became an important issue in the late 

1990s. Both main competitors in national markets, Sonera and the case corporation, 

started to evaluate their knowledge management processes and capabilities and imple
mented the BCS - the Balanced Scorecard -method (see Kaplan and Norton 1996) as 
part of their strategy process. As the competitive environment changed, ensuing re

sponses of the case corporation included changes within the senior management, to cor

porate strategy, business models, products and services and in organizational structure 

and processes (see Figure 2.6).

As a consequence of industry-level changes, long-term forecasting was difficult 

due to the dynamic evolution of the industry and actors, and also because technologies 

had undergone rapid development, leaving it hard to know which would be dominant 

technologies and solutions of the future. The convergence of media, IT and telecom

munications technologies were creating new business possibilities. As a result, flexibil

ity and adaptability to change were essential for firms to survive. Nevertheless, these 

years of 1998-2000 produced a major structural change in the industry with firms re
sponding to those changes with new organizational structures, introducing new products 
and services and learning new skills and competencies.

The 1990s also marked a fundamental change in Finland in terms of the structure 

of the whole ICT-sector as well as in the international position of Finland as it became 

one of the world’s high-technology driven countries giving it a competitive edge in new 

digital services. Finland became the fastest developing and specialized country in 

communications equipment exports in the world outrunning e.g. Japan, (Paija, 2001, 3), 

with the extraordinary expansion of this ICT-sector mainly due to a single company, 

Nokia.

12 Compiei was first Elisa’s IT-department and in 1986 it became a subsidiary of Elisa.
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Figure 2.6. Major drivers of change and Elisa’s competitive responses

2.7 Years 2001-2003

The early years of the 21st century concerned with the world economy as well as 

uncertainties for demand of telecommunication services. Starting in the late 1990s, the 

shift to Internet services in developed and innovative telecommunications and mobile 

markets caused a radical restructuring of the traditional telecommunications industry, from 
that of the early 1990s (Steinbock, 2001a, 136). New enabling technologies generated new 
business models as the Internet’s open standards and the fast pace of technology- and ser

vice innovations ruined vertical integrations in the traditional industry. The emergent new 

industry structure was horizontally layered and dominated by actors with horizontal business 

models (Steinbock, 2001a, 136).
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A major change in the structure of telecommunications industry was a division to 

the three-layer model of central business operations: the service operator, the network op

erator and the delivery channels. The change resulted in both increased competition and 

regulatory actions. This change in industry structure reflected strategic actions made by 

the case corporation, Elisa. The 21м century started in the case corporation with a new 

customer-driven strategy. During 2001 Elisa streamlined its corporate structure by sepa

rating the network and service operator business from each other to form individual com
panies (see Appendix 1 of organizational charts).

In 1997, the domestic market share of the Elisa group was 16 %, compared to 
about 30 % in 200213 (Annual Report 2002, 8). Elisa focused on its core business and, in 

accordance with its corporate strategy, sold certain operations outside its core business, 

including network construction and directory operations. Further, According to CEO 
Matti Mattheiszen (March 11th 2003 www.elisa.com): "In the future, companies operating 

in various business sectors will be more closely integrated. This way we will achieve 

economies of scale in, for example, marketing, product development, R&D, as well as in 

network-related investments. Telecommunications is our core business. We will focus on 

what we do best. The holdings in our IT subsidiaries Compiei and Yomi have been con

structed through strategic ownership.”

Elisa underwent a strategic growth period during which the local telephone opera

tor grew into a nationwide and internationally operating telecommunications group. Ac

cording to Matti Mattheiszen (2002): "Buying companies is the easy part, and it's equally 
easy to make big promises about the synergies we're after. In reality, making different 
corporate cultures compatible or obtaining synergies is a great challenge. "

Since current business in the fixed network cannot offer much room for growth, 

the case corporation has to make an effort in the future to increase the utilization rate of 

new enabling technologies to the maximum. "During that period the growth of expenses 

was not taken into account enough. Profitability and cash flow are now Elisa's main 

concern. We aim at profitable business in three different ways: through synergies, reduc

ing overlapping functions and keeping investments at a moderate level.” (Matti Matthe

iszen, 2002)

In 2003, Elisa was aiming at cooperating with other players in the industry both in 

national and international markets. Elisa signed a cooperation agreement with Yoda-

13 This market share includes fixed-line and mobile network connections (Annual Report 2002,8-9)
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fone and with Telenor in 2003. These were important steps towards internationalization 

as well as a major step towards strategic partnering. According to Matti Mattheiszen, 
(March 11th 2003): "In order to reach oar strategic objective of being the leading tele

communications company in Finland by 2005, it is important for us to find partnerships 

with competent and reliable cooperation partners. We live in a situation where the 

telecommunications and IT sectors and content production are approaching one an

other. However, rather than do everything ourselves, we will coordinate the service 

production of our partners with our own to provide a comprehensive service for our 

customers."
In the coming years, the challenges that Elisa are facing are declining incomes 

from mobile services as well as new competitors entering service providers’ markets. 

(Vilvala, 2002a) According to the daily newspaper Helsingin Sanomat (10/2003), 

Elisa’s new CEO Veli-Matti Mattila who started in 2003, has begun to implement a new 

strategy and to “tear down” the complex structure of Elisa-group. Mattila argued 
(Helsingin Sanomat 10/2003) that during recent years Elisa has grown at an annual rate 
of 20% mainly due to the acquisition of local district telephone operators which in turn 

has created a complex, multi-level corporate structure. The new corporate strategy is 

aimed at simplifying the corporate structure to a single corporation in which most of the 

current subsidiaries are fused i.e. Radiolinja and its subsidiaries, ElisaCom, Elisa Net

works, Elisa Solutions, Riihimäen Puhelin, Soon Net, Soon Com and Witem (Metro 

10/2003). This, however, does not include the partly-owned IT companies Yomi and 

Compte! (Helsingin Sanomat 10/2003).

Elisa’s future competitive advantage can be found in the economic efficiency of 

its operations, in innovativeness and in customer service -capabilities (Helsingin Sano

mat October 30th 2003). More generally, a firm should innovate to survive under com

petitive pressure (cf. Porter, 1990) and competitive pressure may give more incentives 

to the stakeholders, managers and employers of the firm to increase their efforts and 
improve efficiency.

2.8 Summary of the changes and development during 

1998-2003

As a summary, Figure 2.7 presents an overview of the development of the com
petitive telecommunication environment in Finland during 1990 - 2002. It shows a radi-
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cal change from the early years prior to telecommunications liberalization in 1994, to the 

situation in 1994 when liberalization happened. It also shows the situation after deregula
tion in 1998 and the state of affairs in the early 21st century.

The main competitors in the early 1990s, that is Telecom Finland and the case 

corporation with Finnet-Group, were product- and service-oriented companies, and their 

change towards customer-orientation happened during the late 1990s. This interpretation 

of what happened in their attitude and strategies is supported by the studies of Niemelä

(2002).

= Post and Tele in Finland, PT Finland ( 1994), Telecom Finland (1995), Tele (1996), Sonera (1998), 
Telia-Sonera (2002)

= Telivo (1994), Telia Finland (1997), Telia-Sonera (2002)

= Helsinki Telephone Company (the association, a prior to 1994), Helsinki Telephone Corpora

tion (1994-2000), Elisa Communications (2000), Elisa Group (2003)

= local, regional telephone companies 

= DNA (Finnet mobile)

= Finnet-Group (officially from 1995->)

0
00
0
0

= Other telecommunication operators (including ISPs, ASPs, Content Providers)

(T) = Song

= Saunalahti (Jippii Group)

= Smaller operators in Finland (e.g. Global One, Facilicom, RSLCom, KPNQWest)

Figure 2.7. An overview of development of the competitive environment 
in telecommunications industry in Finland from 1990-2002
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The positions of the main competitors were as follows (see Figure 2.7): Telia- 

Sonera14 (S) was the market leader in national markets, with the case corporation (E) 

holding the second place. In 1998, Telia Finland (T) had gained 10% of the market share. 

By the early 1990s, the case corporation was competing as the Finnet-Group against 

Telecom Finland. However, later in 2000, the case corporation withdrew itself from the 

Finnet group. In 2002, the Finnet Group consisted of 37 telephone companies, Finnet Ltd 
and Finnet Association (www.fmnet.fi), and it had taken the third place in the national 

markets after Telia-Sonera (T+S) and the case corporation, Elisa (E).

Maior importance large importance Normal importance

Deregulation & Changes in corporate strate- Internationalisation New entrants in the
Liberalization of Tele- gies markets
communication in Fin- Globalisation

land and in Europe Changes in the Branding
(Regulator’s actions) senior management Growing dynamic (for example Elisa as a

competition new brand name and

Convergence of media, The learning capability of the logo)

telecommunications and case corporation Price competition

information technology

The ability to adapt fast in New Products, new

New technologies en- a dynamically changing envi- versions of products

abled new service devel- ronment, reacting to change

opment

The amount of R&D

IT-Boom, E-hype,

the economic recession The geographic area of busi-

ness (i.e. local capital city

provider vs. nationwide)

Figure 2.8. The weighted driving forces in 1990-2003

There were a number of changes during 1990-2003 which affected the whole in

dustry, such as new technologies, the convergence of media, IT and telecommunica-

14 Telia-Sonera was earlier Post and Tele in Finland (prior to 1994), PT Finland (1994), Telecom Finland 

(1995), Tele ( 1996), Sonera ( 1998-2002)
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lions, deregulation and liberalization of markets. These are described in Figure 2.8. 

These changes were assumed to be major even at the time when they happened. The 

deregulation and liberalization were estimated to be likely to cause major changes even 
before they occurred. However, it was not so easy to estimate how important other 
changes might be in terms of business, the case corporation and the industry as a whole 

at the time they happened. For example, globalization was a fact, mainly empowered 

by Internet and other new technologies, but how much it actually would affect national 

markets or the case corporation and when it would affect, it was difficult to predict dur
ing the 1990s.

The transformation of the case corporation is illustrated in Figure 2.9: From a 

privately owned company to a public corporation; from a corporation dealing with 

communication technologies in the early 1990s, the case corporation changed its scope 

to a multi-technology-provider; from a local telecommunication operator it transformed 

to a nationwide corporation with subsidiaries (Radiolinja and Comptel) operating glob

ally.

Private Company

Local, Domestic

Product/technology-oriented

Public Company

Customer/Service oriented

GSM, GPRS, UMTS

network: providing services in 

fixed-line, mobile, ISDN,

Fixed A Mobile network; providing services in 

fixed-line, Internet, ISDN, 

Multimedia, information technol

ogy, Digital Television

Fixed A Mobile A Broadband

National, International

services

Figure 2.9. The transformation of the case corporation during 1990-2003

The corporate strategies are briefly described in Figure 2.10. In Nordman’s time 
(1987-1997) they included: a technology-product focus, maintaining the current posi

tion and focusing on domestic markets, particularly in the capital city area. During 

1990-1997, domestic markets were the main area of business, again with an emphasis 

on the capital city area. Stressing the technical innovations and development was under
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standable as the CEO Kurt Nordman was formerly a technology manager during the 

1980s in Elisa. According to Kurt Nordman, Elisa had to take into account a deeper 

structural change in the economy and industry structure with regards to its operations. 

In an expanding competitive environment, when Elisa was moving from the monopoly- 

governed to a liberalized and deregulated telecommunications world, the business was 

required to fulfill three issues. First, the basic products, the pricing of ordinary fixed- 

line subscriptions and local calls, had to be kept at a moderate level and the telephone 

network had to be open to all users. Second, the corporation must give reductions to 

volume-users. Third, Elisa had to secure the growth in production and capital that 

would ensure the further expansion of networks and technical development. (Annual 

Report 1992, 3)
In 1997, the new CEO, Matti Mattheiszen, started his period of ascendancy in the 

case corporation. The corporate policies of conduct were formally presented in a 

document entitled “Helsinki Telephone’s Way of Conduct" as the growing competition 

required continuous development in operations, as well as quality in customer services. 

An important part of quality is bringing new technology innovations within customers’ 

reach. In 1998-2000, the emphasis was on expanding markets. The corporate strategy 

was to be a pioneer in the ICT-sector now and in the future. The case corporation 

wanted to create possibilities for customers to deliver information via various electronic 

devices without restrictions of time and place (Annual report 1997, 1-5). Emphasizing 

the growth in sales and marketing was understandable as the CEO Matti Mattheiszen 

had earlier been responsible for sales and marketing. In 2001-2003, profitability and ef

ficiency in business were the focus areas alongside securing future business possibili

ties.
The new CEO Mattila started in 2003, which was the last year of this study, and 

he changed the corporate strategy again: Elisa would concentrate on core businesses and 

services, at the same time creating and securing future business possibilities. Also effi

ciency and profitability in business were deemed to be essential.
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Figure 2.10. The overview of the case corporation organization, corporate 
strategies, the CEOs and changes in corporate name in 1990-2003

Figure 2.11 describes the number of employees and the changes in turnover in 

1990-2003 (see also Appendix 1 of organizational charts), and shows the rapid growth 

in turnover and in the number of employees during 1998-2000. The three development 

phases of the new business group, HCB, are also illustrated in the figure. As seen in 

Figure 2.11, both the turnover and the number of employees grew during the second de

velopment phase, years 1998-2000. These years, 1998-2000, were also the years of the 

“IT-boom” and “e-hype”. Both the growth of turnover and the number of employees 

started to decrease during the last development phase. These last three years of this 

study, the years 2001-2003, were also the years of economic recession and the burst of 

the “IT-bubble”:
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Figure 2.11. Elisa’s number of employees and growth of turnover from 
1990 to 2003

Description of the periodization in HCB’s development

The following chapters three, four and five will describe the development of the 

new business group, HCB. HCB’s development is also a description of a new business 

field Home Commerce in Elisa. The division into periods of the case analysis was se

lected on the basis of endogenous and exogenous changes that took place either in Elisa, 

in HCb, participating actors in the collaborative forms or in the macro environment. 
The three developmental periods of the new business group (HCB) into which this case 
analysis can be divided are the following: the period of innovating from 1990 to 1997, 
the period of the solution and the platform development from 1998 to 2000 and the 

period of operational efficiency and business process optimization from 2001 to 

2003. They also illustrate the different stages of the developmental process: the in

novation and the emergence of a new business idea, the development process of HCB’s 

different collaborative forms and technological development, and the business process 

optimization and achievements of business networks.
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Chapter 3: The period of innovating from 1990 to 1997 included the early R&D 

-project-nets in which several emerging new technologies were tested and evaluated with 

future business possibilities in mind. During the first years of this study period, the main 

drivers of change were technology (e.g. broadband, multimedia) and the deregulation and 

globalization of the telecommunication market. Once the economic recession of the early 

1990s in Finland was over, the case company began investing in new R&D projects 

which led eventually to the organization of MuMe-team (this was the Multimedia team 

which later became HCB).

Chapter 4: The period of solution and platform development from 1998 to 
2000 describes the years when the new business group HCB built its technology platform 

and solutions. During the period 1998-2000, the “IT-boom” generated favorable condi

tions for new business to start while related R&D-projects received a higher proportion of 

resources and investments than they had previously. Also, the years from 1998-2000 

were a time of rapid growth in terms of turnover and number of personnel employed by 

Elisa (see Figure 2.11). This period was also characterized by the new CEO, internation

alization and expansion to national markets and “IT-boom”. As can also seen in Figure 

2.10 the corporate strategies and organizational structure changed (see Appendix 1). The 

active corporate strategy favored emerging businesses like HCB which were based on 

new technologies and promising future growth.

The 1998-2000 period can also be characterized as a period of strong compe

tence learning, as well as concept, service and platform -technology development. 
HCB’s management team ‘gave promises’ to the corporate management and other con
stituencies. This relates to the question of communicating the potential growth and prof

itability of multimedia- and Internet-based business. This intra-organizational agenda 

‘selling’ led to HCB being given the resources it required to participate and mobilize all 

the development nets that resulted in HCB achieving leadership both in ADSL connec

tions and future home -business solutions in Finland.

Chapter 5: The period of operational efficiency and business process optimi

zation describes HCB’s development from 2001 to 2003. This was a time of growth in 

the customer base and profitability of business. New Product Development (NPD) was 

frozen. The main reasons underlying this decision included the burst of the “IT-bubble”, 

declining business profits in the ICT-sector in general and the early signs of the economic 

recession. In addition, changes in senior management also affected business creation
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through strategy and organizational changes. During this time, business processes were 

optimized to meet the effectiveness objective.

The analysis of each phase can be found at the end of the description of each de

velopmental phase. Chapter 6 is a synthesis of the whole time period from 1990 to 2003.
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CHAPTER 3: THE PERIOD OF INNOVATING

The period of innovating in 1990-1997 are the years when the future employees of 

HCB built their basic technological knowledge base and capabilities in various R&D- 

projects. Therefore, this chapter provides an overview of the R&D -process and - 

network creation in the case corporation. R&D, in this context, includes basic scientific 

research where knowledge is comprised of both theories and the observed experimental 

data, applied research, and the development of technologies into marketable products 
and services.

In addition, this Chapter will discuss the co-development of R&D and marketing. 

The R&D-projects of the early 1990s were important because it was within those pro

jects that new technologies such as mobile, Internet, multimedia and broadband were 

assessed and piloted. These later came to form the technology base of the case business 

group, HCB. Chapter 3 concludes with a summary and analysis of empirical findings 
from the years 1990-1997 inclusive.

3.1 Major development projects and research programs

Timo Simula, the Head of the Development Group, (HCB’s manager), started his 

career with the case corporation in 1989. He participated in the various technology- 

related projects undertaken within the Research Center15. Consequently, the main 
R&D-projects and programs are briefly presented here. These projects were highlighted 
in annual reports as the most promising ones with the view to future business success 

(Annual reports 1990-1997). They also provided the knowledge base from which to 

develop a new business based on the technologies researched in these projects.

In 1994, the case corporation began a number of projects within the European 

telecommunications sector and joined in the EU research programs. One of these pro

jects concerned video transmission to homes along the normal copper cables of the tele

phone network. In addition, preparation for the VOD (Video-On-Demand) project be

gan at the Research Center in the autumn of 1994 under the guidance of Aimo Maana- 

vilja (Director of the Research Center) and Timo Simula (Project Manager), later to be-

15 Elisa’s Research Center is responsible of researching and piloting new technologies, assessing their possibili

ties in future business and evaluating the future trends and market changes.
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come the leading person in the Home Commerce business group (HCB) (Annual report 

1994, 14). However, in the early 1990s, broadband and VOD -technologies were not 

emphasized to the same extent as the digitalization of telephone centers, ISDN- 

technology and mobile technology (Timo Simula 11/2003). The main successes in 

technological implementations and R&D -projects paved the way to a more formal in

ternal networking as exemplified by the internal R&D -group as well as wider network

ing with other actors in the ICT-sector.

During 1995-1998, the case corporation participated in a large national multime

dia program (KAMU) which fonned the technological knowledge base for future mul

timedia services. In particular Helsinki Arena 2000 was a project which aimed to de

velop multimedia network. (Annual Report 1997) Helsinki Arena 2000 -project became 
the foundation of multimedia development within the case corporation and of the form
ing business group, HCB.

During 1997, the level of participation by Elisa in Eurescom and other EU- 

programs was greatly increased (Annual Report 1997). For example, the Infocities 

(EU-program), in which the case corporation participated with the city of Helsinki had 

similar goals (Annual Report 1997). The Infocities -program was the initial starting 

point of Arenanet (http://www.arenanet.fi). Its objectives were: to create a virtual Hel

sinki, a next generation multimedia net environment for Finland’s capital city, to pro

vide a forum for citizens, and a place where culture and business could meet (Salmi 

1999; Tenhovuori 1996). The Helsinki Arena 2000 -project name is Arenanet (A-net) 

in this study. А-net is described in more detail in Chapter 4.

The importance of technological development and the uncertainty of dominant 

technologies in the future triggered a wide range of technology and standards - 
cooperative nets and alliances (e.g. within Finnet-group, in EU programs, with Uni

source - the European telecommunication operators’ strategic alliance) (see Annual Re

ports 1994- 1997).

3.2 Decentralized R&D and R&D-network

During the years 1990-1997 the future employees of HCB built their basic techno

logical knowledge base and capabilities in various R&D-projects. Also, the internal 

R&D network was important in the future development of HCB and its technology plat

form and personal contact network. Therefore, an outline of the R&D -process and -
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network creation in the case corporation is described here. R&D, in this context, means 

that kind of scientific research where knowledge is comprised of both theories and the 

experimental data, applied research, and the development of technologies into market

able products and services.

R&D in the case corporation was decentralized. Each business area was able to 

undertake development and innovation in their particular field. In the middle of 1990s, 

when the economic recession was over, the case corporation started investing more in 
new R&D-projects. The R&D -network, an internal, cooperative research and devel

opment group within the case corporation, was established to promote innovations, to 

share information and knowledge and to assist the cross-functional and cross-business- 

border product development.

The interactions between different organizational units and groups are illustrated 

in Figure 3.1: The Research Center played a key role in R&D. Future members of HCB 

were involved in the Research Center and they participated in the network. Other par

ticipants in R&D were gathered across the organization from different business units. 

Subsidiaries were invited to meetings either on the basis of specific technology projects 

(e.g. Radiolinja in mobile technology-projects and research) or they were taking part 

continuously if the R&D project happened to be a corporate-level project which could 

fundamentally affect product and service portfolio and common infrastructure. There 
was a rotation of personnel from the Research Center to business units in order to have 
R&D closely aligned with daily business issues. This facilitated the development of 

the MuMe-team in 1997 (which later become HCB).

Many of the national and international cooperative R&D -projects were temporary 

in nature. Interactions between the case corporation and other parties were temporary, 

short-lived, and bound by the temporal limits of the projects. Information exchanged 

related to market-, technology- and manufacturing-data within the case corporation, and 

specific technology-, technological architectural-, standards-, platform-, or component- 

related information between other parties.

The R&D -network (see Figure 3.1) had regular meetings to discuss potential in

novations and ideas. Not all R&D-employees from all of the SBUsw’ and subsidiaries 

participated in the network. It served as a forum to volunteer information and exchange 
knowledge. There was a kind of rivalry between SBUs which sometimes hindered the

16 SBU = Strategic Business Unit
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exchange of information and knowledge between different parties within the case cor
poration. Moreover, sometimes the ideas did not fit into the product portfolio of a spe

cific SBU.

IT/lS-companies

Elisa's central IM 

(ГГ/IS personnel)

R&D Group (network)

Research

Center ^ Platform & compo

nent manufacturers

National У international

telecommunication com

panies

National / international

research centers, forums and universities

л---------- ► Project-time communication

Elisa's subsidiaries and different business units (RÅD personnel) 

— • —► Participating in RAD Group (Network), continuous communication

Figure 3.1. The R&D -network (an internal research group)

Ideas and innovations were delivered via a so-called ‘innovation pump ’ -system. 

Initially, this took the form of a regular mailbox. Later in the 1990s, an intranet solution 

was made available to anyone within the organization to submit new ideas, comments 
and innovations. All of these were then passed through the first steps of the product de
velopment process. However, not all the ideas and innovations went through the whole 

process. Not all the ideas were profitable or possible to test either due to the limitations 

of existing technology and platforms, or because the idea did not seem to be profitable 

or had no place among existing product and service portfolios.

As seen in Figure 3.1 the partners in R&D included other telecommunication 

companies, IT/IS-companies, platform and component manufacturers, national and in

ternational research centers, technology forums and universities. The diverse base of
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suppliers and partners in R&D offered the possibility of generating and multiplying 

technological capabilities as well as technology-based business possibilities.

The technology-related information and knowledge base expanded within the case 

corporation as a direct consequence of the R&D-networking. Intensified collaboration 

in the early 1990s strengthened knowledge of markets and competitors and made it eas

ier to assess one’s own capabilities and knowledge in comparison to existent market and 

product scenarios.

At the end of this period of learning around 1996-1997, a few fixed R&D-teams 
were formed around different technology- and product-related projects within the case 
corporation in the Research Center and in different SBAs. These teams, like the 

MuMe-team (HCB), relied on experts to develop new generations of services and 

products. Thus, these teams became the organizational repository of knowledge of in

tegrated technologies and systems, providing continuity in corporate business devel

opment. Superior technology integration was seen to be an essential element for Elisa’s 

future success.

3.3 R&D-process

It is important to understand the research process from the point of view of the fo

cal actor because they were piloting new technologies within the framework of an 

R&D-process not geared towards platforms, services and products based on these 
emerging new technologies. Understanding the R&D- process and its different phases is 
therefore an important issue in the development of a new business.

During the early 1990s, the product development process was mostly designed for 

use in fixed network service/products. All associated actions were undertaken in-house 

(Figure 3.2). Research focused on exploring technical options for new breakthrough 

technologies. Initially, the R&D-projects were mostly sequential. R&D-networking (the 

establishment of the R&D-network within the case corporation) changed the R&D 

process to be more interactive, thereby allowing simultaneous project management, re

source provision and the continued information on overlapping projects throughout the 

organization.
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Figure 3.2. The product development process in the early and mid 1990s. 
(Source: Elisa’s product development materials, Peltola)

The product development process was divided into 5 phases (See Figure 3.2):

1, Idea and innovation -collection and processing included a detailed description 

of an idea. The outcomes from this phase included potential R&D-project ideas but also 

were ideas, which while not exactly suitable for R&D-projects, might for example be 

related to business process tuning or increasing production efficiency.

While some ideas might not have been suitable for Elisa, they may have been ap

plicable to another Finnet-group company. These ideas were likely to be local-area - 

innovations rather than ones suitable for the capital city area. During 1990-1997, Elisa 

operated only in the capital city area. Other Finnet-group companies divided the rest of 

the country. Some ideas might have been suitable for the Finnet-group as a whole, that 

is a nationwide development idea, but not for Elisa alone.
Some ideas were left on hold due to the fact that technology was either not yet 

‘mature’, that is sufficiently developed. In many cases it was deemed too expensive in 

light of the commercialization process or R&D-funds available to start to research on 

a particular idea.

2. The initial research phase included both an appraisal of the possibilities and a 

market study of the specific idea/innovation. This phase included the investigation of 

patents, an evaluation of technology, assessment of marketing possibilities and an esti

mation of how this idea would fit into the existing product portfolio. The outcome of
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this phase was a formal report detailing market possibilities, target customers, a pre

liminary estimation of the costs of the project, resource allocation requirements and a 

proposed timeline of the project. However, if there was found to be an existing patent, 

the idea was considered unsuitable for further processing. This phase could also expose 

any unclear marketing and technology issues that might make the project too expensive 

or ultimately unprofitable. Occasionally, this phase revealed that an idea was more suit

able for another Finnet-group (e.g. patented elsewhere within Finnet-group) or suitable 

for the Finnet-group as a whole. These were usually rather profound changes in the ex

isting technology base (e.g. an IT-architecture change, a telephone centers’ technology 
change).

3. The project planning phase’s outcome was a detailed R&D project plan, com

plete with an accurate resource allocation. It contained suggestions as to who should be 

on the management board of the project. It also detailed the description of the proposed 

billing for the new product/service, a description of the order, details of production and 

delivery process and an implementation and an integration plan with regard to the exist

ing architecture and fixed-line network17.

The business design component of this phase included the commercialization of 

the product/service and the development of a detailed planning business plan, mapping 

out the proposed nature of the future business. The outcomes of this phase could mean 

the termination of the process, a decision to put the idea on hold or the offering of the 
idea to another Finnet-group company.

4. The project execution phase included testing of network changes, programs re

lated to telephone centers and information systems related to order, billing and delivery. 

The project had certain set milestones at which the project’s management board re

viewed the current status of the project. At any milestone, the board had the possibility 

to terminate the project or to put it on hold.

Following the assessment of the outcomes of the project and testing of the various 

parts that were developed or maintained in terms of the information systems (IS) and 

systems architecture, pilot customers were chosen among the case corporation. The pi

lot group was responsible for testing the new product/service and to make suggestions 

as to what changes were needed. They looked for errors and determined if the product

17 This process was implemented at a time when mobile network and businesses were still a new innovation and 
a growing business. Therefore, the process evaluated innovations based on fixed-line network.
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was suitable, interesting, and easy-to-use by any potential customer defined in the initial 

project plan.

5. The launch -phase included approving the new product/service in terms of the 

existing product portfolio and informing the sales and marketing departments of the 

new product. Inclusive in the sales and marketing information was training in regard of 

the new product to provide the necessary basic information needed to market and sell 

the product. During this phase the product development unit delivered the new product 

to the product maintenance unit, teaching them its architecture and the maintenance. 

The actual launch process of the new product was divided into internal and external. 

The internal launch process incorporated the communicating information regarding the 

new product within Elisa and its subsidiaries. It also extended it within the Finnet- 

group companies. The external launch process related to the media and external cus

tomers.
After the launch phase, the R&D-process was terminated. This was done by writ

ing a memorandum detailing all the phases and associated outcomes of the projects. In 

this document, the project manager assessed the completed project along with sugges

tions for future projects and products. Once the development project was finished, the 

management board evaluated and terminated the project.

3.4 Co-development of R&D and marketing

Besides R&D, marketing also progressed significantly during the years 1990-1997 

in Elisa. These two processes developed quickly not only in response to rapid technol

ogy change, but also because of the changing competitive telecommunication environ

ment.
Fast marketing development started in 1993 when telephone calls became a com

mercial product. The case corporation categorized business customers into specific 

market segments on the basis of business characteristics, creating different corporate 

pricing alternatives. Volume discounts were granted for bulk consumers of telephone 

traffic (Annual Report 1993,6). This led to the development of call centers and cus

tomer service networks for business customers in the mid 1990s.

In 1997, the consumer call centers were established, and accordingly, the cus

tomer service network was set up for consumers as well. These service nets became es-
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sential in the light of the marketing of new services and products (Figure 3.3). The 
transfer from

product development to production was made easier when the channels and cus

tomer service networks were already established.

#Volume discounts for customers

'Commercialization of telephone calls

Customer segmentation 
^(Business characteristics) • Call Centres 

for consumers

Customer service network (Customer service 

(Business Customers) network)

1990 1993 1997 Time

Figure 3.3. An overview of the marketing development during 1990-1997

ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) was one of the technologies that were 
piloted in the early R&D-projects by the employees of HCB (MuMe-Team). It was as
sumed that ISDN would be the next “cash cow" product for several years, even though 

DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) -technology was already being tested. ISDN was one of 

the first technology-projects in which the call centers and customer service nets were 

used. ISDN required different knowledge and capabilities in terms of installing and ad

vising on usage than had been required for the basic fixed-line subscription line. ADSL 

(Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) gradually replaced ISDN from the late 1990s 

onwards. The ASDL services and ASDL platform in Elisa were developed primarily by 

HCB.

Both ISDN and ADSL were more challenging to develop, install and manage than 

a fixed-line subscription as they combined different technologies in one service. It was 

also foreseen that new competitive products would require integration of several tech

nologies, with the result that Elisa started piloting technology-integration projects. For 
example, today, Elisa Home Phone ISDN -service for consumers comprises the Internet 

and a telephone service in the same subscription, with the customer able to have up to
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two connections and three numbers. This makes it possible for a customer to talk on the 

telephone and surf the Internet simultaneously (see www.elisa.com)
These new technologies and their different integration and installation require

ments provided Elisa with experience of what to expect from future projects in terms of 

time, investments and resources needed. They also provided information about cus

tomers’ acceptance and adoption of a new product and new technology.

3.5 Business idea and partnership development

Even if there had been home commerce -based innovations (e.g. Minitel) and sci- 

fi films of future homes, the technology of developing a so called “future home” or 

“new generation home“ had been unavailable or too expensive to develop commercial 

products and services for fully automated homes. The case corporation had not thought 

about broadening its product portfolio beyond fixed-line network services until the 
changes in regulation in early 1990s. Even when new emerging technologies allowed it, 

the case corporation had not researched the idea of future home and home commerce 

any further.

The idea of “a new generation home” was first presented in an internal personnel 

magazine hello in 1990 in Elisa (Tamminen 1990). An article covered a future home 

that would incorporate automated services. A home with “a smart center” would coor

dinate various functions in the home, all executed via telephone link. In such a home 

sensors would automatically check heating, lights and switch on the security system 

when the owner was away from home. The household devices could be managed via 

voice; without irritating wires and cables for each household appliance. Even though 

the enabling technology was not available at that time or not yet researched in Elisa, the 

idea was planted, and later with the arrival of breakthrough technologies, it started to 

grow towards a business vision.
There were also several other triggers that launched the idea of a new business 

based on these breakthrough technologies: mobility in services, the integration of tech

nologies and household equipment, the novelty of creating something completely new 

for households and communities and the attraction of being in the frontline of this de

velopment. Also, because of the overall aging of society, flexible, easy-to-use solutions 

to aid older people to survive at home as long as possible without outside help added to 

the momentum. The trend of developing devices and systems to check older people’s
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health started in the case corporation and in Finland in the 1990s because companies 

could foresee the growing need for such services in society. The ability to combine 

household equipment with internet-based services and to control that equipment via 

mobile phone, and information systems also triggered the vision of a completely new 

business. In addition, the fact that at that time there were no significant competitors in 

this area either at a national or international level was critical in developing the concept 

of a new future home business.

After the economic recession in the middle of the 1990s, when the case corpora

tion started investing in new R&D projects, the developed business vision, the concept 
of the future home, eventually triggered the organization of the MuMe-team (Multime
dia team) in which Timo Simula was a team leader. This team took part in organiza

tional level R&D functions and processes (R&D network, see Figure 3.1), technology 

assessments and R&D-projects, piloting new enabling technologies within a business 

context. Participation in several technology forums and project-nets created a knowl

edge base of breakthrough technologies (i.e. VOD, ADSL, mobile and Internet).

The central MuMe-team worked closely with Compiei, Elisa’s IT-company. 

Compiei, was seen as a strategic partner not only in 1T/IS development but also in inter

nationalization (Annual reports 1995-1997). The relationship with Compte! was a col

laborative relationship in which there was a commercial, written agreement between 

Compte! and Elisa (PIPY contract 1997).Cooperation with Compiei was essential both 

in learning to integrate new services and products into existing IT-architecture and plat

forms and in product maintenance (i.e. the on-going rationalizations of products, ser
vices and IS/IT solutions). Benefits of this strategic relationship (see Figure 3.4) were 
that both parties acquired new information and knowledge about the daily changes and 

innovations taking place within the case corporation. Compiei was also able to utilize 

the knowledge gathered from this relationship in its other projects, including interna

tional ones ventures, and this benefited the whole organization. When other resources 

or capabilities were required to development new services and products, external part

ners were engaged solely on temporary, project-based contracts. In view of the long

term relationship between these two companies Compte! was assumed to have a clear 

understanding of Elisa’s businesses, processes and its goals. The existing IT/IS struc

ture were seen as an asset and a base on which the new services and technologies could 

be developed. Compte! was responsible for the development and maintenance of most, 

if not all, of the IS/IT architecture during 1990-1997 (Annual reports 1990-1997). It was
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hoped that these new R&D projects would also create further success stories like Comp
iei. (Annual reports 1995-1997)

i ElisaCompte!

A relationship 
An external partner 
An internal partner

Figure 3.4. The strategic partnership between Elisa and Compiei

Towards the end of this period from 1990-1997, in addition to its close coopera

tion with Compiei and related partners, HCB also became an active member of national 

and global cooperative forums in which competing and collaborating companies from 

the ICT-sector participated, developing new standards and assessing the possibilities of

fered by new technologies. In these alliances, the case corporation operated as an equal 
partner with the other participants in the pursuit of the primary goal of the creation of 

new standards of technology (Annual Report 1997).

Both technological and business visions drove the piloting and cooperation of 

technology within R&D. In 1997, Arena-multimedia network and the virtual meeting 

place of Arena-lasipalatsi were launched (Annual report 1997). These were directly 

related to the Infocities EU-program and the KAMU-national multimedia program from 

which the MuMe-team gained knowledge of new enabling technologies. Arena - 

multimedia network and Arena-lasipalatsi formed the technology-base for the 

Arenanet (A-net) -project which is described later.

3.6 Senior management’s influence

Above and beyond the R&D- network, there are a few individuals who exerted a 
major influence in the development process of HCB during 1990-1997. Besides Timo 

Simula, who became manager of the new business group (HCB), there was also Aimo
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Maanavilja, Director of the Research Center at Elisa, who geared research towards the 
new emerging technologies, foreseeing their possibilities within the business context.

Both CEOs: Kurt Nordman, who was the former Technology Manager for Elisa, 

and Matti Mattheiszen, who came from a marketing and business background, were in 

favor of the idea of the future home. It was critical that senior management should be 

behind such a new business idea based on emergent technologies.

Risto Linturi was the key initiator in starting the home networking business. He 

was employed in a consulting capacity as Technology Director of the case corporation. 

He initiated the Arena-concept, the first “real” business project of HCB, and he was 

also a proponent of starting the following projects: The Arenanet-multimcdia net

work, Arcna-lasipalatsi and Arenanet (A-net) -project 

(http://www.linturi.fi/history.html). Linturi’s own home served as an example of home 

networking. In 1996, R. Linturi Pic built a new home office and residence, with 300 
microprocessors directing the automated functions of the house. His company was 
heavily investing in building automation research. This example of home networking 

became world famous with its many innovations and was used extensively to illustrate 

home networking within the case corporation. In 1997, R. Linturi Pic became one of 

the two lead investors in Arcus Software, which was the developer of the Virtual Hel

sinki 3D-model and created the tools for А-net -project. 

(http://www.linturi.fi/history.html)

3.7 Overview of the major development projects

These initial years from 1990 to 1997 were time to gather more information from 

various sources and to develop the knowledge and technology base of the case corpora
tion.

These projects presented in this Chapter 3 were chosen by the MuMe-team (HCB) 
in terms of what was important to them and the emergent new business of Home Com

merce. The projects mainly consisted of assessing and piloting new technologies and 

dealt with multimedia, Internet and billing challenges within the Internet environment. 

Development was strongly guided by the early vision of a single core individual, Timo 

Simula, in the MuMe-team (HCB). Figure 3.5 presents an overview of the main pro

jects undertaken during this phase.
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KAMU multimedia project 

1995-1998

Billing in Internet (BIN) 1997-19JJ8 

Arena-lasipalatsi 1997 

Arena -multimedia network 

1997

RÅD -projects assessing and piloting various 

technologies: VOD, Internet, broadband, mobile

Information gathering

The first idea for a new Home Commerce/Future Home business in 

hello -magazine in 1990 in Elisa

, time

1990 1997
Visioning, Innovating

Figure 3.5. Overview of the major development projects

3.8 Analysis of organizational learning,knowledge and 
capabilities utilized in the development projects

The need for ongoing improvement within Elisa through organizational learning 
was necessitated by continual changes in technology and major developments within 
the overall competitive environment in the ICT sector. Organizational learning was not 

limited solely to the internal performance of the organization but included the acquisi

tion of external knowledge via different types of collaborative forms. The capabilities 

and knowledge developed and utilized during the years 1990 to 1997 were mostly tech

nology and project-related. They are presented in Figure 3.6.

Project-based knowledge and capabilities were related to the project management 

and to being a member in a multi-national project or program. They also incorporated 

what was required in being a member of a management board rather than just a project- 

participant. Management of a single project required the knowledge and ability to 

schedule tasks and allocate resources, develop project budgets and find funding, that is 

to “sell” the idea of the project to management or else to secure external financial funds.
Environment-related knowledge concerned the fact that employees needed to 

know and learn who might be expected to be a possible partner and/or competitor today
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and in the future. This led to the creation of the Business Intelligence (BI) -unit later in 

the 1990s18. It was seen as essential that not only R&D but also senior management and 

different business units collected and accessed diverse information from competitors re
garding their strategies, products and services.

Capabilities and knowledge developed:

• Technology-related capabilities and knowledge:

• different technologies vs. the existing IS/IT-architecture

• incompatible technologies, components, platforms

• immature technologies

• Project-related:

• management of a project

• participation in a national/international programs

• creation and maintenance of a project schedule

• resource allocation

• project-budgeting 

•Organization-related capabilities and knowledge:

•contact-network, developing personal and work-related networks

• the power structure and the official hierarchy structure

• Environment-related knowledge:

• potential partners, competitors

Figure 3.6. The overview of the development and utilization of capabili
ties and knowledge during 1990-1997

Organization-related capabilities and knowledge were related to the creation and 

management of a contact-network within a large corporation and its subsidiaries, 
namely who knows and what; who to contact and how. The development of both per
sonal and work-related networks was a necessity in innovation and in R&D. The more 

information the employees accessed, the broader the view they received of the area in

18 A corporate BI unit was established formally in 1999. However, there were business intelligence tasks done 

within marketing, business maintenance and product development teams in different SBUs.
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which they were working. In addition, diverse information sources generated different 

viewpoints.
Also important was knowledge of the power structure and official hierarchy struc

ture in the case corporation. Such knowledge furnished details of who was important in 

terms of convincing of the viability of the project and who it was necessary to get in

volved in the new project.

Technology knowledge and capabilities were associated with the understanding of 

how different platforms, components and existing architecture could be integrated. 

Also it included knowledge of how some technologies, components and platforms could 
be incompatible with the existing architecture or with each other.

3.9 Discussion of the empirical findings of HCB’s develop
ment during the years 1990-1997

This section analyses the empirical findings of the first period of the case descrip

tion: the years of innovating from 1990 to 1997 from the point of view of the focal ac

tor, HCB. It also links the findings to previous studies.

3.9.1 Driving forces

The emergence of new technologies made Elisa realize that their intellectual capi

tal would gradually erode if they did not increase their knowledge of these new tech

nologies. Besides the fast pace of technology change, deregulation and the changing 

competitive environment forced the case corporation to find other partners in order to 

learn more about new technologies and business possibilities.

The recession was seen as a hindering force. During the economic recession, 

Elisa did not invest in R&D, and processes were tuned and resources allocated around 
core business. Senior management reformulated the corporate strategy to fit better the 

changing competitive situation. The organizational structure was restructured accord

ingly in order to be flexible and more adaptive to the changes in competitive environ

ment. Conversely, organizational structure did not seem to be of major importance in 

the creation of the new business group (HCB). Since the recession was over, senior 

management started investing to R&D.
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Within the Finnet group, there were a number of forms of cooperation and col

laboration dealing with technologies and standards. Examples include the EU programs 

and Unisource, the European telecommunication operators’ strategic alliance. The case 

corporation had realized that product development within the turbulent competitive en

vironment required vast investments, resources and knowledge. It is hard for a single 

company to pursue new product innovations cost-effectively because of the fast pace of 

technological development. This is the reason why companies try to overcome this by 

seeking knowledge creation and transfer through vertical and horizontal networking. 

This supports studies by Håkansson and Snehota (1995), Kogut and Zander (1997), 

Möller, Rajala and Svahn (2002), Ranta (1997) and Teece (2000). By networking, Elisa 
was also looking for benefits, such as time to market reduction, increased competitive
ness, and, in particular, the learning and leverage of organizational capabilities. These 

R&D projects were innovation networks. Collaboration and cooperation with other or

ganizations covered production, and R&D-activities. Research and Development 

(R&D) was seen as a preliminary step towards the commercialization of any technol

ogy-based product or service, therefore its flexibility, efficiency and effectiveness were 

seen as the source to create new cash flow for the company.

Within Elisa, the early R&D process could be characterized as a linear process in

corporating mainly a technology transfer between participants in the process. The vari

ous R&D projects were distinct projects, each researching, piloting and developing their 

own technology area during the early 1990s. The research was separate from the actual 

product development phase both in the strategic business units and in their own product 

development, with the technology transfer linking these two functions. However, with 
the multiplicity of new technologies, the R&D-projects started to become increasingly 
technology-integrating projects. This was not only caused by the fast pace of techno

logical changes in the early 1990s but also because time-to-market was critical if Elisa 

was to be competitive in the markets.

Certain individuals within Elisa seemed to be more influential when it came to 

advancing new ideas and initiatives in the organization. This also supports previous 

studies of power in organizations by Pfeffer (1981). According to Pfeffer (1981), the 

ability to influence others depends upon the individual’s possibilities to acquire and use 

power based on both structural and personal characteristics. Structural characteristics 

relate to the individual's position in the formal hierarchy and informal networks while
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personal characteristics include the individual's personal skills and physical qualities 

(Pfeffer, 1981).
Envisaging the new business possibilities these new technologies would allow and 

what the “future home” would be like, were still of major importance when the Re

search Center considered and decided what areas research should focus on. Timo 

Simula could be characterized as a champion in Elisa as he boosted the development of 

Home Commerce. Champions are individuals within an organization that use structural 

and personal characteristics to influence organizational dynamics in order to advance 

new ideas and initiatives (Chakrabart, 1974).
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Figure 3.7. The overview of the driving forces from the viewpoint of the 
HCB’s development during 1990-1997

As a summary, the weighted driving forces from the viewpoint of the developing 

new business group (HCB) during 1990-1997 are presented in Figure 3.6. They are as
sessed according to data-gathered at the time i.e. project-documents, memorandums of 
understanding and annual reports. As the nature of these forces was such that their im

pact was not clearly foreseen seen at the time, it was uncertain how strong their influ

ence would be in the long run. The forces categorized in the major and in the large im-
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portance were such which effects were even earlier estimated to be important (e.g. the 
liberalization).

3.9.2 Knowledge and technology transfer

It was seen important that the knowledge flow between the R&D-personnel 

should be regular within the corporation. Internal resources were seen to be critical for 

the creation of future competitive advantage. This supports previous studies of the Re

source-Based view of the Firm (e.g. Barney, 1991; Penrose, 1959; Rumelt, 1974; 

Wernerfelt, 1984; Zollo and Winter, 2002). In addition, the dynamic capabilities view 

of the firm proposes that organizations acquire new knowledge, skills, expertise, and 

capabilities through organizational learning (Teece et al., 1997; Deeds et al., 1998). 

More and more, inter-organizational relationships are important sources for acquiring 
external knowledge since they allow for the acquisition of supplementary and comple
mentary capabilities held by their alliance partners while facilitating the flow of knowl

edge and information between different parties (cf. Hamel, 1991; Teece, 1987).

Knowledge transfer encompassed a broad range of interactive activities that in

cluded on-going formal, informal personal interactions and cooperative education both 

with partners and within Elisa. In the different types of collaborative forms, Elisa em

ployed knowledge transfer and research support relationships to create new capabilities 

and acquire information of new emergent technologies. It was not yet decided what 

would be future core and non-core technological areas in Elisa. The focus was more on 

problem solving in incumbent core technological areas (i.e. fixed-line network) through 

technology transfer. The cooperative research relationships were used both in the core 

technology area and in new emerging technology areas (i.e. broadband, Internet, mo

bile). Seeking knowledge transfer and creation through vertical and horizontal network
ing was a way how Elisa and HCB in particular tried to overcome the challenges of 
R&D and rapidly changing competitive and technology environment. This supports 

studies by Håkansson and Snehota (1995), Kogut and Zander (1997), Ranta (1997) and 

Teece (2000).

When compared to knowledge transfer the focus on technology transfer, was on 

addressing direct and more specific industry issues by leveraging university-, technol

ogy-research-network or Elisa’s Research Center driven research with specific SBU- 

expertise and parlaying these complementary contributions into commercialized tech-
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nologies needed by the marketplace (cf. Teece, 1987). The universities, technology fo

rums and Elisa’s Research Center provided both basic and technical knowledge along 

with technology patent and/or licensing assistance while the SBUs provided knowledge 

in a specific applied area along with a specific problem or requirement related to market 

demand. For instance previous studies (see Frye, 1993; Pisano, 1990) also show that 
complementary, collaborative activities of industry-university relationships have been 
helpful in assisting organizations to move forwards, to create knowledge and boost new 

technologies. The prior studies provide evidence that resources such as knowledge and 

technology capabilities are vital for the development of a competitive advantage as they 

are frequently unique and difficult to imitate by competitors (see e.g.; Amit and Schoe- 

maker, 1993; Barney, 1991; Deeds et al., 1998).
As a conclusion, these developments from 1990 to 1997 resulted in forming both 

multimedia and Internet technology -platforms. These platforms could be used in a 

more business-oriented development in the home commerce business. The research re

sults of the different R&D -projects and programs were transferred from the Research 

Center into the more business-oriented product development team, the MuMe-tcam 

(HCB).
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CHAPTER 4: THE PERIOD OF SOLUTION AND PLATFORM DE
VELOPMENT FROM 1998 TO 2000

The years between 1998 and 2000 are described in considerably more depth. 

Firstly, the outcomes of projects and nets undertaken during this time formed the basis of 

the home commerce business. Secondly, an increase in available information resulted 

from a greater emphasis on the documentation of projects. This was partly a consequence 

of the external funding of R&D projects, which demanded the provision of regular report

ing. Additionally, more information became available because the researcher had the op

portunity to observe the business creation process, participate in R&D-projects and the 

strategy planning process as an employee of the corporation from 1999 to 2001.

This chapter will give an overview of the R&D and product development chal

lenges within a turbulent competitive environment. A major emphasis is placed on 

R&D since it was from R&D -projects that HCB started to form. Both the driving and 

the sometimes-obstructional forces inherent in R&D were instrumental in shaping HCB.

In addition, this chapter will outline the different types of collaborative forms con
structed in order to improve the R&D process, to develop and acquire new capabilities 
and to construct new platforms and services. Silicon Hill alliances were especially impor

tant in researching and developing dynamic organizational capabilities. This chapter also 

describes the development of new services and solutions, like Kotiportti™, which is the 

solution to access and use home services, and the development of new business platforms 

like А-net (the infocity of Helsinki), the future home (Megahome) and the future house 

platform (Megahouse). These descriptions include technological development, business, 

capability and network development. Chapter 4 ends with the discussion of empirical 

findings of the years 1998 to 2000.

4.1 Background information: Challenges in R&D and business

development

At the beginning of the “e-hype” years of 1997 to 1998, the general assumption 

was that a large part of the fixed-line network would be replaced by broadband access 

technology in the following five years. Internet access increased demand for telecom

munications bandwidth that caused a boom in the broadband business. However, at the
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same time the traditional fixed-line telephone service and business was gradually de
clining while customers moved to use mobile and Internet based services, a substitution 

of incubate services and technologies. Mobile, Internet and broadband gradually be

came the main platforms of service development and innovation (cf. Steinbock, 2001a, 

136). According to Steinbock (2001a, 136), the Internet increased the demand for mo

bile infrastructure, devices and services, which, consecutively, caused a boom in the 

mobile business. Thereafter, mobile Internet services offered functionalities that com

peted with traditional mobile services which, in turn, translated to substitution.

The so-called convergence development brought television and the Internet closer 
to each other. Also, the borderline between mobile and fixed networks was blurring. It 
was due not only to Internet technology, mobile solutions, and new enabling telecom

munication possibilities but also because of the arrival of new software programming 

languages and the development of component-based-technology architectures in infor

mation technology that were changing the life cycles of products. Traditionally, fixed 

network products had been thought to be almost having an infinite lifecycle but, due to 

new technologies, customers were starting to use more mobile in voice services, with 

the result that the profits of fixed network voice-solutions were declining throughout the 

1990s. (Internet penetration, as well as the growth in home computing in Finland, is 

presented in Appendix 2.)
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MultimediaISDN
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Figure 4.1. The Boston -matrix of some of the key products/ product- 
groups in Elisa
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The shortening of lifecycles of products and services presented a new challenge to 

companies and R&D: how to keep the development costs of new services and products 

within reasonable limits? Figure 4.1 presents the fast pace of product life-cycles in 

1990s.

What were the obstacles that any R&D project based on breakthrough technolo
gies faced? In the late 1990s, “the cash cows” in the case corporation (see Figure 4.1) 
were still mainly fixed-line network telephone services, but also mobile, Internet ser
vices and ISDN. This development trend shows the rapid change in the product and 

service technology base in the case corporation, and illustrates how R&D had learned 

how to use the new technologies alongside fixed-line telephone technologies. More

over, some of the products that were thought to be the cash cows of the future turned to 

be more like flops. For example, WAP and DCS were technologies that users did not 

adopt as fast as expected (see also Figure 2.9). ISDN was also thought to be a future 

cash cow even though DSL-technologies were already being developed, ultimately tak

ing over ISDN-markets.

Other challenges facing R&D included the fact that the corporate information 

technology architecture within Elisa was developed during the late 1980s and early 

1990s. During that time the product portfolio consisted of traditional telecommunica

tion business products on a fixed network structure, a different structure to that required 
by the new businesses. More time was required to overcome the obstacles of out-dated 
and inappropriate information systems architecture than it would have taken to build 

new systems to support the future businesses and products. In general, even if the in

formation technology architecture was largely outdated, that did not seem to present 

much of a concern as it was assumed that the life cycles of both the old and the new 

technologies would overlap considerably, with the old technologies being replaced 
slowly.

The impact of change of the new technologies along with the convergence of IT, 

media and communication technologies was reflected in marketing in Elisa during the 

late 1990s. New technologies were utilized in the marketing process (web-marketing, 

mobile marketing), and more specifically, in the corporate level marketing. The Elisa- 

name was introduced as a brand. In the late 1990s, Elisa was not only a telecommuni
cation company providing telephone calls and access to networks but its product- and 
service -portfolio included information- and knowledge-based products as well.
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4.2 Driving forces and formation of HCB

Developments during 1990 to 1997 resulted in the creation of a technological 

platform of enabling Internet and broadband technologies that could be used in a more 

business-oriented development within the Home Commerce business area. In Finland, 

this coincided with the deregulation of the telecommunications sector in 1998. During 

the period 1998 to 2000, the “IT boom” along with rapid changes in the competitive en

vironment caused organizational changes, while new business and related projects re

ceived a higher proportion of resources and investments than they had before. In the 

case corporation, it was understood that gaining a competitive advantage in Intemet- 

and multimedia-driven business required diverse technology, business and managerial 

capabilities. This capability gap was perceived to be growing wider until Elisa’s senior 

management decided in 1998 to start building capabilities by establishing a prod
uct/service-oriented business unit called New Generation Services (NGS). In 2000, 

the business unit changed its name again to Home Solutions (see Figure 1.8). Home 

Solutions became HCB in 2002.

The main reason underlying the construction of HCB was that there were a few 

important technology areas in research and product development: E-commerce, Internet 

billing, multimedia and broadband networks. This technology area was especially the 

one HCB was seeking to integrate. Being able to develop integrated technology solu

tions was seen a prerequisite for business applications.

Consumers and households formed the most important target group for HCB. 

HCB was located in the SBU which focused on consumers (Personal Communication 

Services, PCS-SBU) (see Appendix 1 : Organizational charts). Platforms based on simi

lar technologies and similar generic product models were being developed for business 
customers as well. These were done by HCB or HCB’s project and business managers 
assisted in the development process. This simultaneous and sometimes overlapping 
R&D development for consumers and business customers required a constant coopera

tion within the R&D -network in the case corporation in order to be efficient in terms of 

the resource allocation.
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4.3 HCB’s different types of collaborative forms

HCB formed or participated in many projects and different types of collaborative 

forms. This section 4.3 will present the main ones in a chronological order. However, 

towards the end of this time period, it was difficult to tell when one R&D-project ended 

and the next project started as they were undertaken under the same name. These pro

jects continued the development of the same platform or adding new services. There

fore, I have also included these continuous projects in this section if they started during 
the period under investigation.

4.3.1 Research and development on secure billing and 

payment solutions

This section describes the research and development undertaken in order to find 
user-friendly and secure methods for billing and payment within different networks (i.e. 

Internet, multimedia, broadband). There were several collaborative forms constructed 

during the years 1998-2000. This was due to personnel changes and growth within 

Elisa corporation and in HCB, but also because of the developing technologies and new 

versions of current business solutions which required integration of different versions of 

both technologies and solutions. Also, new business solutions were required for faster 

billing and to compete in ICT-sector’s rapidly changing markets.

4.3.1.1 BIN and Palmu - researching billing and payment methods in 

the Internet

The BIN-project (Billing in Internet) from 1997 to 1998 was an internal collabo
ration project in which the primary objective was to find billing solutions for Intemet- 

technology-based business. The participants of BIN were the members of Elisa’s Re

search Center and the representatives of the business units’ R&D-personnel (see Figure 

4.2). (Hölttä, 1998a; HPY Research 1998) In 1997, the Internet was still considered a 

fairly new business platform in the case corporation. The Internet was seen both as an 

opportunity and a challenge. Therefore, it was important to research possible solutions 

for the collection of money from customers within this technological environment.
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During the course of the BIN-project, it was realized that internal knowledge and 

information was not sufficient with regard to the growing Internet-based business. The 

challenges faced related to security issues as well as R&D-costs and the resources avail

able. Therefore, Elisa started to search for collaboration with other ICT-companies and 
institutional agencies. PALMU (see Figure 4.3) was a result of this. BIN and PALMU 

were sequential projects.

Case Corporation/ 

Consumer 

Services

Case Corporation/ 

Business 

Services

Case Corporation/

Traffio - and Network

Services

Research

Center

Case Corporation/ 

Data, radio and 

Kolumbus services

R&D relationship

internal partners (i.e. subsidiaries or business units of the case corporation)

Figure 4.2. BIN -project construction from 1997 to 1998

BIN continued in 1999 as a research project in broadband and multimedia net

works. A parallel research project for IP services and payment issues was in progress 
during 1999 at HCB. Billing and payment issues within different networks and plat

forms were seen as an interesting research area towards the end of the 1990s. These 

continuing projects had similar objectives: to research billing and payment possibilities 

within these technological environments. There were several platform providers in the
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IP, broadband and multimedia areas who offered some solutions. The research goals 
were to evaluate these platforms and to see if they could be used in Elisa’s technological 

environment or if they could be integrated into Elisa’s existing technology architecture. 

The results were that some of the researched solutions were too expensive, inadequate 

or unsuitable for Elisa’s environment. Some were piloted in Elisa’s environment during 
2000.
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Figure 4.3. PALMU -project construction from 1998 to 1999

The PALMU -project commenced in 1998. PALMU (see Figure 4.3) was seen as 

an important step in the development process of HCB. These relationships in Figure 4.3 
are presented from the point of view of HCB and PALMU. (Palmu- 

projektisuunnitelma)
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PALMU was a technology project funded by TEKES14. PALMU focused on cre

ating secure billing via the Internet (Hölttä, 1998a, 1998b; Palmu-projektisuunnitelma, 

Palmu-kokousmuistio).
The participants in PALMU included national institutional agencies, international 

technology forums, component and platform manufacturers: Nokia, Cisco and Hewlett 
Packard. The reason behind the inclusion of external participants in this collaboration 

was that it was seen to be important to secure up to date information relating to stan

dards and architectural issues from international technology forums. Also, creating 

good communication and cooperation relationship with organizations like Nokia, Cisco, 

Hewlett Packard and TEKES (the National Technology Agency) was important for the 

future development of HCB. Knowing the capabilities and resources of these actors 

was important when constructing both the business platform and finding external re

sources.

PALMU’s primary goal was to find a way to produce efficient web-based services 

and payment methods within the context of the new network environment. The project 
was limited to local broadband network and multimedia services offered via xDSL. 
(Isomäki-Jäntere 1998, Palmu 1999)

A user-friendly and secure method of e-payment was considered to be a prerequi

site for selling goods in web-based markets. It was anticipated that flexible payment 

methods and well-functioning customer interfaces would encourage the rapid adoption 

of e-services by customers (Isomäki and Jäntere, 1998; Palmu 1999). The possibility of 

differentiating and integrating services in new ways would offer opportunities to intro

duce self-service and the provision of services on demand (HPY Research 1998).

The results of the BIN (Billing in Internet) and PALMU -projects suggested the 

following: Customers are likely to adapt these new services offered if charging is flexi

ble and service can be guaranteed to be both well-functioning and of a good service 

quality. (Juhola 1998) Therefore, new opportunities for the provision of products and 

services, and the marketing of goods in web-based markets certainly existed. (Isomäki- 

Jäntere 1998, Juhola 1998) These services were able to be differentiated and integrated 
as never before. The possibility of self-service or services on demand became a reality. 
(HPY Research 1998) There was no need for a middleman with an easy e-payment 

method (Juhola, 1998). The capabilities required for a service or content provider in

cluded the following: A capability to foresee changes in the competitive environment 19

19 TEKES = The National Technology Agency
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and to adapt fast in changes, and a capability to seize opportunities and the ability to 

dynamically modify business models whilst retaining scalability (Isomäki and Jäntere,

1998)

There was also a need to define the roles and responsibilities of the individual ac

tors within the business. (Juhola, 1998). It was recognized that separate, sequential 

R&D projects were inadequate. It was considered essential to develop a new business 

concept when dealing with the new enabling technologies as the old business models 

constructed with respect to either fixed-line or wireless businesses were not suitable or 

sufficient for the web-based or multimedia businesses based on broadband access. Fur

thermore, where the model was based purely on functional roles, there was a risk of 

confusing both the actors’ roles and the reason why the cooperation form had started in 
the first place (Juhola, 1998). The risk also existed for the creation of purely functional 
solutions if all actors were just doing their part without any powerful intermediate or

ganization to coordinate and control the development.

4.3.1.2 Nettiplus - developing a self service platform and a security 
platform

Nettiplus aimed to create a self-service platform for fixed-line telephone sub

scribers, covering services such as changes in call transfers, voicemail setups and ob

taining balances of telephone accounts (Suuronen, 2001).

Nettiplus started in 1999 after an R&D-pilot project in which the basic concept of 

self-service within the Internet environment was tested. Ericsson’s telephone center 

was used as a test platform. However, Ericsson was just one of the telephone center 
providers, so this pilot covered only a part of the technology variety in Elisa. The 

R&D-pilot project was undertaken by HCB-members, who at that time were partly lo

cated within Elisa’s Research Center.

The actual Nettiplus project was divided into two parts: the first part was a proto

type model consisting of call transfers and the security solution architecture, and the 

second part was to integrate the prototype solution to the legacy systems after the cus

tomer (Elisa) had accepted the prototype. (Suuronen, 2001, 7)

The reason underlying the Nettiplus project was that customer service centers 

needed to streamline routine and repetitive functionality. It was observed that tasks 

such as the changing of call transfers and notification of the balance of customers’ tele

phone accounts consumed a great deal of time within the customer service centers. The
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developer and coordinator of these solutions for consumer services was one of the stra

tegic business units (SBUs) of the case corporation, the PCS-unit. However, the self- 
service platform was intended to help the PCM-SBU that was responsible for the cus

tomer service of consumers (PC, 2000).
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Internal partners (i.e. subsidiaries or business units of the case corporation)

Figure 4.4. Nettiplus-project construction during 1999-2000

The Nettiplus -project was considered a short-term project to be completed within 

the timeframe of a few months (Keinänen, 1999). This project was the first in which 

the difference between the costs and development time of a pilot project and of a project
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implemented into production was clearly seen. The R&D -pilot was completed in a re

search and development environment within a single telephone center environment. 

This R&D -pilot was merely a technological pilot and it lacked the complexity of a 

large corporation’s IS/IT architecture and data security challenges when accessing data 

via the Internet. This was the first time that the case corporation had to consider and 

develop a security platform and an approach to accessing the existing legacy systems 

and operative databases of the case corporation from the Internet. It was a challenging 

task as the databases were of critical importance because they consisted of customer and 
billing information. Solutions had to be 100% secure. However, this issue was not 
taken into consideration when the project started in 1999.

The Nettiplus -project revealed the lack of IT/IS capabilities and knowledge of 

IT/IS technology. It also demonstrated the inadequacies of knowledge of the current ar

chitecture in the project group. The project group had thought this project to be a simple 

upgrading of existing services, an added-value for customers.

At the end of the year 2000, the project had cost several times of what had been 

estimated. It was questioned whether if it could ever return the investments made. 

Moreover, this project revealed the obvious disparity in capability and knowledge de

velopment of Comptel and the case corporation. Compte! had clearly focused its capa

bility development towards the needs of its own key products in mediator services. The 

security issues were not addressed in either the existing capability or knowledge-base of 

the project team in Elisa or Compte!. A learning experience gained was that self-service 

issues were hard to evaluate in terms of value offered. How much is time saving in cus
tomer centers valued? (Pohtola, 2000). Do consumers even use the self-service possi
bility? (Pohtola, 2000)

Nevertheless, the security platform solutions developed were valuable in terms of 

future projects. The experiences, knowledge and results gained from investments in this 

single project could similarly be readily applied to other projects within the case corpo

ration. HCB not only saw the possibilities of the new payment and billing methods but 

also the benefits of different networks en suant from the development of the security so

lution platform to access legacy systems. This security platform provided a secure 

method for updating customer information delivered through partners or through cus

tomers themselves.
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4.3.2 Arenanet (A-net) - the infocity multimedia platform

This section describes the development of the infocity multimedia platform, and 

the construction and ending of a business net. It also details the learning experiences 

that HCB gained during this project. This project was also the basis of the future home 

business platform development. This project piloted the technologies to be used in the 

future home business. It also introduced some of the partners that later became impor

tant in the development process of HCB and its production nets.
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4.3.2.1 Background information

The Arenanet-project (A-net) started in 1999 and ended at the end of the year 

2000. The driving vision behind А-net, a coalition of culture and technology triggered 

by the City of Helsinki. This “Helsinki Arena 2000”, European Cultural City of 2000 - 

project, was to offer broadband-based services to every single home in Finland (Lehmus

1999). The ambitious objectives of “Helsinki Arena 2000” were to create a virtual Hel

sinki, a next generation multimedia net environment for Finland’s capital city, to pro

vide a forum for citizens, and a place where culture and business could meet 
(http://www.arenanet.fi/, Salmi 1999; Tenhovuori 1996).

In 1997, the Arena-lasipalatsi project ended, and the Arena -multimedia network 

and virtual meeting place called Meetpoint and chat -service were launched 

(www.elisa.com). The necessary knowledge and infrastructure for А-net were built in 

these R&D-projects (see Figure 4.5).

In 1998, Sami Masala, (currently acting as the Business Manager in HCB), joined 
Timo Simula. Together they started to create the new business by initiating A-net. 

These two persons were the key individuals behind the new business of HCB. How

ever, they also needed support from senior management. From 1997 to 1999 Risto Lin

turi acted as the Technology Director in the case corporation. He instigated the idea of 

Helsinki 2000 as a virtual city as well as the actual А-net -project

4.3.2.2 The business plan, strategy, vision and objectives

А-net was the first business focusing net. It involved significantly more than sim

ply technology piloting and testing. It was based on multimedia technology in the case 

corporation during 1999 to 2000 (see Figure 4.5). It was a real business net, meaning 

that, for the first time, there was a business plan and strategy outlined for multimedia 

and broadband business in the case corporation (Simula, 13.10.2003).
A-nefs business strategy was very “thin”. It consisted mostly of the idea of a vir

tual Helsinki by the year 2000 (Simula 13.10.2003) despite the fact that A-Net was seen 

as an important, visionary innovation in the corporate strategy (Lehmus, 1999, Annual 

Report 1997). The business plan consisted mainly of a table of calculations and it did 

not specify all of the services included, with only some technological products, ISDN
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and ADSL, taken into account. It was hoped that the profits of А-net would come from 
the 3D-meeting point and -chat services, internet television20 as well as from advertise

ments. However, they did not bring in enough money to guarantee the profitability of 

the whole business net. The main competitor in the national market, Sonera, saw it as a 

threat as it was seen to be a new business area in which Elisa was not a follower in 

technology development and in its strategy but a shaper and an architect of new busi

ness (HPY2 1998).

4.3.2.3 The development of the platform and services

In А-net, from the R&D point of view the main task was to achieve an integration 

of several technologies: ISDN, ADSL and Internet-technologies with the existing in

formation technology (IS/IT) in the case corporation. This was to be followed by fur

ther then integration with components and software developed by other actors. The fo

cus was on upstream activities including user feedback from Meetpoint - the chat ser

vice, avatars (3D-characters used in the user interface) and other 3D-solutions tested in 

the user interface.

Technology and product solutions were beta-tested first with internal user-groups 

and with selected partners. Beta testing meant that the solution could have had some er

rors that the developers had not noticed. It was a way to get a second opinion of the so

lution developed, like for example, was it user-friendly and were error and help mes

sages clear enough for users to understand? During development, it is sometimes diffi
cult to determine actual response time for the user interface and to assess how slow or 

fast a solution really is when there are other users and services operating on the same 

server. The internal pilot-group was only replaced with external users at the time of the 

launch of the actual service.
The target customer segment of А-net was broad: it was intended for everybody 

interested in the city of Helsinki. The А-net consortium detailed Helsinki-city’s infor

mation-services and events as well as event organizers and service providers, an e-chat

20 Internet telephone refers to communication services - voice, facsimile, and/or voice-messaging applications - 

that are transported via the Internet, rather than the public switched telephone network (PSTN). The basic steps 

involved in originating an Internet telephone call are conversion of the analog voice signal to digital format and 

compression/translation of the signal into Internet protocol (IP) packets for transmission over the Internet. The 

process is reversed at the receiving end. (www.iec.org.online/tutorials/int tele)
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service for the А-net virtual community (Meetpoint) and 3D-views of the streets and 

historical sites in the center of the city. The А-net included the following services:

• Telework solutions

• PC and Internet calls

• Videophones

• Public sector services

• E-shop (Elisa’s products)

• Email -services

• Internet video-chat

• 3D virtual solutions

• performances in the Internet, works of art

• Yellow Pages

• Info on demand, News on demand

• Internet Television (NET TV)

• Net games

• Helsinki meeting point

4.3.2.4 Actors, their roles and the selection process

The roles of the actors in А-net were as follows: the А-net project group in the 

case corporation formed the hub which was the intermediator and the value chain inte

grator. This project group later became part of HCB. It tried to integrate several steps 

of the value chain thus adding value. The roles of the other actors were as information 

service providers, manufacturers, and software and component providers. The strategic 

partner in this net was, of course, the City of Helsinki as the services provided and the 

site developed were intended to serve the capital city.

Actors in А-net were selected primarily for the purposes of creating a broad

ranging service and information base for an “information age city.” By joining this 

network, HCB aimed to create a competitive advantage in this area of e-business, to 

strengthen both its role and its image, and to expand its customer base. It was a deliber
ate strategic move to combine HCB’s technological knowledge with new business de
velopment.

Relationships in А-net were controlled and coordinated by the А-net project group 

(HCB). А-net also initiated a change in project partnering: from the strong emphasis on
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the relationship with Compte! towards increased networking with other businesses and 

industries. According to customer surveys undertaken during the period from 1998 to 

2001 both by Compte! and by the Information Management unit of the case corporation, 

a growing mismatch between the case organization’s demands and Comptel’s supply of 

IS-solutions was observed. The case corporation was developing IT-, multimedia- and 

web-based businesses whereas Compte! was mainly supporting Elisa's core IS/IT- 

architecture. This change in the relationship was also influenced by a lack of resources, 

and in a more pronounced manner by Comptel’s rapid international growth in its own 

business area of mediator-software services (Annual Reports 1991-1999). This was 

also an area in which Comptel’s own capability-development focused.

4.3.2.5 Analysis of the project and its results

А-net was a complex, temporary business net attempting to combine the knowl

edge and capabilities of several actors, but there was no clear view on how to manage 

net-relationships or how to maintain the actors’ interest in the cooperation. HCB itself 

lacked a clear vision of where this business development might lead, in particular 

whether and how it could be made profitable. This analysis shows that rather than be

ing a real business net, that is achieving a profit, А-net was still more akin to R&D, a 

project for gaining experience in tenns of both how to mobilize actors in multimedia- 

and Internet-based business and how to integrate several technologies. On the other 

hand, А-net proved invaluable as a means of learning and establishing relationships. 

The known partners like Cisco and Nokia were essential in the technology platform de

velopment. Helsinki School of Economics and Helsinki University of Technology were 
important new relationships. Their latest research knowledge was essential in the future 
development of technology platforms. Also, their knowledge was used in marketing re
search, marketing services and understanding the challenges of constructing business 

nets and mobilizing actors. The hub, HCB in the case corporation, acquired important 

knowledge of this form of networking and cooperation, involving issues such as the 

types of resources and capabilities required, how to survive in multimedia- and Internet- 

based business, and the determination of the types of service that would interest con

sumers. The А-net experience helped HCB realize that a net is an entity to be actively 

maintained, and that in business nets, there are many different actors and different roles.

An important realization was that the primary reason underlying some actors’ par

ticipation in the net was to gain knowledge and experience which they could use in their
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own projects and in creating competitive services. Although a management board to 

control and coordinate the development of А-net existed, it did not effectively manage 

the roles of actors involved and the net’s future development. А-net was the first pro

ject in which actors from several different industries were involved and doing business 

together with HCB. The net was closed down at the end of 2000.

Even if the А-net was not a success from a business point of view, there was a 

consensus that networking was essential when dealing with multiple technologies and 
platforms within several industries. The experience confirmed that, in a context where 

knowledge is sophisticated, expanding and widely dispersed, innovation and commer

cialization must be carried out through collaborative networks. The integration of tech

nologies in itself was not sufficient. Integrated marketing and the maintenance of both 

upstream (i.e. managing the data flow in technology integration especially in processes 

like logistics, NPD) and downstream activities (i.e. managing the dataflow in technol

ogy integration in processes like distribution, marketing and sales) were important when 

developing web-solutions. Moreover, the importance of business models and strategies 

became obvious. Even more important was an apparent need for a collective net strat

egy to coordinate both the goals of the business net and the actors involved.

In summary, the А-net -concept was unsuccessful in terms of financial profitabil

ity, in billing and payment via the Internet and in keeping customers interested. In short, 
it was not “sticky”. Even if the А-net web-site and its underlying systems were proven 
to be working from a technological perspective, it was not enough when marketing and 
business strategies were taken into consideration. Additionally, А-net was more of an 

information-service site rather than an integrated marketplace for suppliers. Problems 

in А-net became apparent during the formation of the net and in the process of coopera

tion as actors continued to work by themselves. There was no real business synergy be

tween IT/IS-providers in the А-net. While they were cooperating and communicating 
towards the common goal within the net, the vital, key partners should have exerted a 

much tighter cooperation in order to improve the net’s efficiency and profitability 

(Simula and Masala, 11/2002)

The capabilities that HCB developed were oriented towards specific technologies 

and their utilization in the Internet environment. HCB and its capabilities were not as 

tied to the resources of other actors in the А-net because А-nefs structure was more 
akin to that of an R&D-network where the actors learned themselves through experi
ment and testing. If there had been tighter interdependency between HCB and the other
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net actors then the business strategy might have had a more significant role in guiding 

the net towards the common goals of А-net. The common objectives of А-net did not 

include common resource development to meet A-nefs goals.

4.3.3 Silicon Hill -alliances - developing dynamic organ

izational capabilities

Based on experience gained from А-net, Elisa initiated the Silicon Hill 1999 and 

Silicon Hill 2000 alliances (Jäntere 2000) (see Figure 4.6). These were followed by the 

Megahouse and Megahome development-project nets targeted at further development of 
technological architecture, basic services, and new home commerce services (Masala, 

2000a, 2000b, 2000c, 2000d; Masala and Pesonen, 2000). The Silicon Hill alliances 

were sequential and cooperative associations between the high-tech companies Nokia, 

Hewlett Packard, ICL, Elisa and educational organization like Amiedu. They were 

partly financed by TEKES (The National Technology Agency).

The Reseach 
CenterHEWLETT PACKARD

ELISA

AMIEDU
NOKIA

TEKES

Cooperation Relationship during this alliance 

Participating actor

Figure 4.6. The actors of the two sequential Silicon Hill - alliances during 
1999-2000

The key objectives common to the two Silicon Hill alliances during 1999 to 2000 

included the utilization and development of core capabilities in both network and com

munication technologies, and the creation of a functional technological development, 

demonstration and piloting environment for companies in the area of Pitäjänmäki in 
Helsinki (Hölttä 2000). The case corporation and other alliance members had realized
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that the competitive advantage of companies relied on its managerial and organizational 

processes, supported by dynamic capabilities. These reflect company’s ability to inte

grate, build, reconfigure and renew internal and external competences to address 

changes in its competitive environment. There was no specific leader in the alliances. 

Each member had their own specific goals to reach in terms of their own subprojects 
alongside the common objectives of the alliances.

Elisa’s particular goal in these alliances was to fine-tune product concepts gener

ated from earlier R&D projects. These ideas related to educational platforms in the 

Internet, self-learning in the Internet, home automation, data security issues, and VOIP- 
technology21. Elisa’s project group also tried to establish a best practice method, with 

which Elisa could manage either several concurrent R&D processes in different busi

ness units or concurrent R&D projects, concerning multiple products and services, 

within the case corporation (Hölttä 2000). Elisa’s subprojects in the Silicon Hill alli

ances were not only related to the learning and transferal of technology but also the in

tegration of multiple technologies and platforms.

Figure 4.7 presents the two Silicon Hill projects and their subprojects from HCB’s 

point of view (Hölttä, 2000). As part of these projects, several technologies were tested: 
data security, in particular PKI22, VOIP-technology, Gigabit-Ethernet network technol
ogy, and e-leaming environments which led to the establishment of Efodi in 2000. Efodi 

was “the e-leaming space” and Elisa’s e-leaming platform (Hölttä, 1999) (see Appendix 

3). The key ideas and the infrastructure of the Megahouse and Megahome projects were 

initiated and their technology platform was piloted during Silicon Hill -projects.

21 VOIP = Voice over IP, a VolP-device and -service to send and to receive IP-voice. Internet telephone refers to 

communication services - voice, facsimile, and/or voice-messaging applications - that are transported via the 
Internet, rather than the public switched telephone network (PSTN). The basic steps involved in originating an 

Internet telephone call are conversion of the analog voice signal to digital format and compression/translation of 

the signal into Internet protocol (IP) packets for transmission over the Internet. The process is reversed at the 

receiving end. (www.iec.org.online/tutorials/int tele)

22 PKI = Public Key Infrastructure; a security service which is divided into two keys: public and secret with 

which the data security can be guaranteed in transfer.
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Figure 4.7. Silicon Hill projects duringl999-2000, the subprojects are 
described from the viewpoint of HCB

Mainly because of these Silicon Hill alliances and their subprojects, resource allo

cation and product development in the case corporation shifted from separate sequential 

to parallel R&D processes. Concurrent R&D processes were seen in various research

lines, sets of R&D projects in a common area, including: Billing in the Internet and e- 

payment, multimedia-technology-related and Home networks and service. In these re

search lines, there was both parallel progress as well as sequential continuity in R&D 
projects during the years 1998 to 2000 (see Figure 4.8). The results-based management 

style of the case corporation insisted on tuning processes and a certain number of prod

uct-launches per year, both of which caused resultant-pressure on strategic business 

units’ R&D.
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Figure 4.8. Change in R&D processes

4.3.4 Меда-concept (Megahouse and Megahome) - develop
ing the future home solutions and platform

Mega-concept included two key projects: the Megahouse and the Megahome 

projects. These two projects formed the technological architecture of the future 

home business. During these projects, HCB gained the most international and na

tional recognition with their future home business idea and their technology solu

tions. А-net had already given them some recognition. With this new business idea 

and solutions the interest in their business grew.

4.3.4.1 Introduction of the Mega-concept

Mega-concept incorporated several projects in which home networking and fu

ture home business nets were constructed. The Mega-concept included both the Mega

house and the Megahome projects. Megahouse and Megahome were set up to create a
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platform and services for households and communities. The aim of the Mega-concept 

was to integrate the functionalities and equipment of the future home into a modular 

service package with the communication needs and lifestyle of inhabitants, as exempli

fied by home commerce services (Hietanen, 2000a; Hietanen and Jäntere, 2000).

Megahouse included the creation of the infrastructure (platform) and broadband 

network for home networking in both old and new apartments and estates. In Mega

home, HCB created home automation and Internet-based services, and developed a 

home portal. This portal allowed household and communities to use the integrated ser

vices of different actors. (Eräkangas, 2000a, 2000b; Hietanen, 2000a; Hietanen and 

Jäntere, 2000; Julin, 2000a, 2000b; Masala 2000a, 2000b; Miettinen, 2000)

The Mega-concept had several continuous projects during the following years 

with the same name. Therefore it is difficult to say when one project ended and the next 
one began. The first Megahouse -project started during 2000 to 2001. It continued as 
an R&D project during 2002 and 2003 with external technological research funding 

(Jäntere, 2000a, 2000b; Masala, 2000c).

4.3.4.2 Background information

The concepts of “Future Home”, “Smart Home”, “SmarfHome”, “Intelligent 

Home”, “Digital Home”, “Networking Home”, “Smart Environments", “Internet 

Home”, “Automated Home” and “Smart Housing" were used for platforms and services 

in this business area (Masala, December 16th 2003). These concepts referred to “o 

house or apartment with a cabled or wireless intelligent network used to control signals 

for building automation or transmit multimedia signals” where building automation 

means “home automation, residential system technology, residential wiring technology. 

It describes the sum of all automating measures in buildings (including rented housing 
and private homes). Building automation makes it possible to control and regulate 
technical systems to ensure efficiency, primary energy savings, productivity and com

fort.” 23

Globally, many platform and component providers were interested in home auto
mation and monitoring services, with global actors like Nokia, Hewlett Packard24,

23 http://www.inhaus-duisburg.de/en/meilensteine/glossar.htm

24 h 18000.www 1 .hp.com/corporate/1995ar/connect.html
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Compaq, Philips, Siemens and Cisco*5 actively researching possibilities in this business 

area since the mid 1990s. Moreover, not only were manufacturers and technology pro

viders interested in this business area, universities and research centers26 were also in
vesting in this area both in Europe27 and in the USA28, where cooperative projects be

tween universities are common. For example, MIT was investing heavily in intelligent 

home environments. In the USA, annual conferences have been organized around this 

theme since 199825 26 27 28 29. (Masala, December 16lh 2003)

4.3.4.3 Purpose, goal and value constellation of the Mega-concept

The purpose of these Mega-projects was to define an open-interface future home - 

service platform in which selected service providers and other partners could build a 

complete user-interface for home automation services and home networking. Also, 

various applications and services were evaluated in order to find spearhead services in

cluding home automation, security and social functionalities, home electronics and ap

pliances, entertainment and community services, and remote work and educational ser

vices (Hietanen, 2000a).

The goal of the first Megahouse project was to form alliances with construction 

companies in order to install communication connections inside new buildings early in 

the construction phase. The next phase of Megahouse from 2000 to 2002 included old 

buildings, in which communication and electric networks were more challenging and 

expensive to either build as a consequence of variations in age and location of the build
ings. (Jäntere, 2000a, 2000b; Masala, 2000c) Coordination and control was undertaken 
by HCB.

25 www.cisco.com/warp/public/3/uk/ihome

26 see e.g. http://www.designing-ubicomp.com/Arbeitsdateien/l_environments.html

27 see e.g. http://www.automatedhome.co.uk/links.php3

28 see e.g. http://www.smarthomeusa.com/info/default.asp?category=about&infofile=about

29 see http://www.parksassociates.com/events/forum98/
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Figure 4.9. The building-blocks of value constellation in the Mega
concept

Figure 4.9 illustrates the building blocks of the Mega-concept’s value constella

tion and the selected customer target groups. They include individuals, households and 

communities. There were several actors participating in the value constellation of this 

Mega-concept: device and application providers, content and service providers, access 

and network providers (Internet, broadband, fixed or wireless network) and infrastruc

ture manufacturers. In addition, regulatory actions also affected value creation and con

stellation.

4.3.4.4 Description of Megahome

The Megahome project was initiated as a subproject during the Silicon Hill alli
ances during 1999 to 2000. After that time, it was continued as a service maintenance 
project in the Product Maintenance department of the PCS. PCS was the Strategic 

Business Unit (SBU) in which HCB was also located during 1999 to 2001.
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Figure 4.10. Actors in a value network of the home portal services of HCB 
in 2000

Megahome involved the construction of a home portal and access for all services 

available at home via the Internet and broadband access. Figure 4.10 presents the actors 

who created the services of the home portal. The portal itself was maintained by HCB 

while the actors themselves maintained the services. The different services were col

lected and integrated into a service center (see Appendix 3 of Kotiportti™ logical de

scription). Kotiportti™ was one of the successful services developed in the course of the 

Megahome-project. It was a user-interface as well as providing access to services. 

Kotiportti™ integrated different household-services to be used via a single portal.

Participants of the Megahome project were transparent to end-customers, although 

visible to HCB who was integrating services offered. Integration and the ability to sell 

a package of products and services to customers were key success factors in this project. 
It required the analysis of customers’ records, which were received and maintained by 

the focal actor when registering paying end-users. The focal actor (HCB) could offer 

this customer information to service providers (SPs) for marketing purposes if custom

ers had permitted the use of their information in marketing. The focal actor or the SP 

could offer integrated services directly to customers with certain demographic profiles. 

They could also analyze services used in previous visits to the site, and thus offer per-
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sonalized services to these customers. The advantages of this kind of portal and a coop
erative net like Megahome were that everyone could profit from the cooperation as this 

kind of service integration provided opportunities to reach a greater number of potential 

customers. Advantages to the customers were similar: more suppliers, products and 

services available in one portal.

4.3.4.5 Intelligent home -network solutions and description of the 

service delivery process

Smart Home was a concept used from the intelligent home network solutions 

created in the Mega-concept in HCB’s Future Home platform during the period 1999 to 

2001. The HCB’s Smart Home solutions in the Mega-concept included a versatile ser
vice and billing platform in order to facilitate the accessibility of services and attract 
users to visit the service portal and use the available products and services (Korppoo, 

2001). Smart Home as a concept name was already in use internationally, being the 

trademark of the home automation services of another international company, and there

fore, HCB elected to abandon that name, changing their own name first to Home Solu

tions and then to Home Commerce.

The service delivery process is described in Figure 4.11. The figure shows the 

multiplicity of actors that participated in the process: content, service, infrastructure, 

component, platform, that is telephone center platforms such as Nokia’s platform and 

IS/IT providers. It also illustrates that a service delivery process required information 

systems and access to different networks, including fixed-line,

mobile, broadband, multimedia and Internet networks. There were also different 

platforms, such as product/service, billing and payment platforms in different networks 
and various devices, palm computers, phones, televisions or PCs, via which the services 

could be used.
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Figure 4.11. The simplified structure of the service delivery process

Transport networks for services were Internet, fixed and wireless networks. The 

applications included security, entertainment, remote work, home electronics, educa

tion, community services, social services, and heating and lighting controlling and 

monitoring services.

With the integration of technology, ADSL, mobile and Internet-technologies, the 
focus was on upstream activities which included user feedback from selected beta

testing households and communities, technology and product solution beta testing, first 

with internal user-groups and then in conjunction with selected partners. After the test

ing phase was over and services were ready to be launched, the internal pilot-group was 

replaced with external users. Initially, these external users consisted of households in 

new estate areas, extending later to apartments and households in older estates during 

the period 2001 to 2002 (Hietanen and Jäntere, 2000; Masala, 2000a, 2000b). Once the 

online integration of services had been completed, technology integration gave way to 

marketing integration. The first challenge in marketing integration required redesigning 

existing processes and underlying existing information systems, which included the cus

tomer, product-, order management and billing processes.
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4.3.4.6 Partner network and marketing bf the Mega-concept

As R&D projects, the Megahouse- and Megahome projects opened up further new 

business opportunities. The initiating actor, HCB, had to search for complementary re

sources and capabilities outside of the traditional environment of a telecommunication 

company. During the years 1999 to 2000, HCB’s partner network grew rapidly. Apart 

from the IS/IT-suppliers such as TietoEnator, Compiei, Yomi, КТ-tietokeskus, Arcus 

Software, Linturi and TT Tieto, and the platform manufacturers from the ICT-sector 

like ICL, Cisco, Nokia, Ericsson, Hewlett Packard, HCB also made contracts with the 

most important construction companies in Finland like NCC, Skanska, LEL and YIT. 
New partnerships included satellite television companies and TV channel service pro
viders. There were also companies from the financial sector like Luottokunta, Merita 

(Nordea) and Sampo. Merita was a known partner since A-Net. The other companies 

from the financial sector were new partners. In addition, universities and public sector 

actors including cities and government bodies were seen as important potential coopera

tive partners.
During the year 2000, the focus was on cooperation with the construction compa

nies who were building new houses. Silicon Hill alliances and Megahouse concentrated 

mostly on home networking and evaluating service concepts. In Elisa, the general re

search focus gradually shifted towards different payment and billing methods in the 

Internet and mobile networks. Billing and payment methods had been studied before, 

during А-net with Ericsson, separately with Compiei, and also during the Nettiplus- 

project with Compiei. The preliminary results of the billing and payment solutions 

formulated in Elisa were presented in 1999 at an international telecom conference. (Ma

sala, 2003f)
Megahouse was piloted at the “House Fair” in the city of Tuusula in the Villa 

2000 -House in 2000 (NGSLTS001_v2). The new service platform in the Megahouse 

-project was named as Kotiportti™ in the “House Fair”. It was both a home portal and 

access for different services based on broadband, multimedia and Internet. 

(NGSLTS001_v2)
Other important events in 2000 besides the “House Fair” were the Silicon Hill 

projects. As a result of organizing the Smart Home business, HCB was able to build 

routines and a managerial infrastructure, turning what were primarily people-based ca

pabilities into dynamic organizational capabilities, thereby receiving additional re-
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sources for the Villa 2000 and Megahome projects. Two new members joined the 

group: Marko Buuri and Petri Hietanen who took charge of these new development pro
jects. (Masala, 20031)

The marketing considerations of the Mega-concept were prepared as part of the 

Villa 2000 project in the “House Fair” in the city of Tuusula in Finland. This created a 

lot of favorable publicity for the Mega-concept. It also created new partner relation

ships (NGSLTS001_v2). The outcome of marketing efforts undertaken in 2000 was 

that 1500 broadband-access and Kotiportti™ solutions were sold before the end of No
vember 2000. That was already over 30% of the sales estimated for the year 2001 

(NGSLTS001_v2). There were a number of fairs in Finland at which the Mega-concept 

was presented in 2001 (Hakanen, 2000):

• Oma Yritys March 7th - 8lh 2001 (Own Enterprise Fair)

• Netec, April 4lh - 5lh 2001(Networks and Technology Fair)

• Kiinteistö 2001 April 5lh - 8th 2001 (Construction related fair)

• Asuntomessut, Kajaani in July 2001 (House Fair in the city of Kajaani in 

Finland)

• Internet Expo August 29th - 30th .2001

• Omakoti. Asumisen erikoistapahtuma September 18lh - 23rd 2001 (Own Home. 

A special event of living)

• TT in October 2001 (Information and Telecommunication Technology Fair)

• Taltek in November 2001 (Finance and Technology Fair)

• Tilt Online Games in November 2001
•

Besides these national fairs and conferences, there were several international con

ferences in which HCB took part and presented their innovative business and technology 

solutions during the years 1998-2000.

4.3.4.7 KULTU -Consumer survey

In order to be sure that the home services created and offered were targeted to the 

right user groups, HCB undertook a consumer survey named KULTU. The report of 

this survey was published in 2001. This survey assisted with future R&D planning for 

the customer service development. Mega-concept services were based on HCB’s Fu
ture Home platform and on different service requirements (Korppoo, 2001; KULTU
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2001). Different types of services were supposed to describe the disperse service field 

within the home environment and explain the diversity of contents and applications, 
which adaptive services should take into consideration (Korppoo, 2001).

From the consumer survey (KULTU 2001), three different types of families that 

could be used for service and product portfolio development were identified on the basis 

of their requirements for services (Korppoo, 2001; KULTU 2001). The first type of 

family placed an emphasis on practical services. They also wanted solutions that would 

facilitate daily routines. These solutions were to be traditional and trusted, as well as 

common and safe solutions. These families invested in the new technology if the ratio 

of price and quality was considered good and if the solution would save either time or 

the environment. Family values were considered very important. Desired services and 

functions were (Korppoo, 2001):

• Motion detectors that control air-conditioning and heating systems to reduce 

energy consumption.
• Functionality to ensure that household devices will not be left on accidentally

• Basic services via broadband access: e-government services, ticket reserva

tions, e-payment

• Multiple functionality in devices (like PCs, palm computers, phones, televi

sions and other electronic household devices), and an integrated controlling 

device for example via Web Pad

• Communication possibilities: face-to-face contacts, via cell phone and via e- 

mail
The second type of family was interested in new and amusing things. They were 

eager to try new devices at home if they seemed to be fun and trendy. They owned lot 

of home electronics. They saw technology as a means to offer more time for self

entertainment. This type of family had their own web sites and they spent time to

gether. However, their opinion was that technology would never replace face-to-face 

contact. (KULTU 2001) Desired services and functions were (Korppoo, 2001):

• Motion detector

• Mass consumption of web services e.g. ticket and trip reservation, buying food, 

buying entertainment, e-government services, gaming, community services

• Household robots: vacuuming

• New technologies and devices in communicating
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• “Limit” -services e.g. time- and usage-limits: time limits for internet usage and 

what work-phone-calls of all the work-calls are important to answer after work 

hours and what are not.

• Personalization: Own user interface for each user: one for mother, one for fa

ther and one for a child

The third type of family identified was interested in new technologies but they 

were also skeptical. Data security was important. They appreciated quality, reliability 

and finesse in technical solutions. Technology at home had to be natural and invisible. 

(KULTU 2001) Desired services and functions were (Korppoo, 2001):

• Security services: Door monitor, burglary alarm and data security

• Technically new and esthetically designed devices

• Technology does not control human. Humans use technology and control it

• Concrete and useful services are important: saving energy, assisting in daily 

tasks

• Adaptive services in different devices

• Wireless and broadband access at home

HCB’s Smart Home’s consumer survey KULTU (2001 ) noted that the most im

portant solutions were those that supported the individuals’ own space within the home 

environment. The ability to control their own environment and the possibility to step 

out from the ”information flood” at any time was becoming increasingly important in 

“the networking society”. Values like safety, environmental issues, normal interaction 

between people and ease in usage of new technologies, devices and services were con
sidered highly important. It was a major challenge for R&D to try to fulfill the different 
and often contradictory requirements of families and individuals in order to create ser

vices that would satisfy all and any one of them (KULTU 2001; Korppoo, 2001; See 

Also Appendix 3 of home networking and smart housing -framework).

4.3.4.8 Partners and their selection process

The partners in Megahouse and Megahome were from different industries. Figure 

4.12 presents an overview of the Home Commerce business, which industries were in

volved and what parts were developed in-house by HCB: In-house development was re

stricted to creating business concept, business models, service platform, network infra

structure, main portals and some application services. The R&D function was also to be



maintained in-house. Buyers of the Megahouse were individuals, households and com
munities. The participants in Megahouse aimed to build a broadband access to all new 

households. The partnering industries in these two projects were telecom operators, 

packaging, component, services and technology producers as well as entertainment, 

construction, finance, education and security organizations.

HCB was coordinating and controlling the other actors by means of written con

tracts. HCB was responsible for strategic planning and for the coordination and control 

of actors and their activities. HCB could use its power in several areas, including finan

cial power over other actors, technological superiority, special knowledge, capabilities 

and in trust and authority given by other actors in the net. Activities were outsourced 

where HCB had insufficient resources to carry out those activities, where the activities 

were outside of core competencies and knowledge or where the activities or technology 

(like a component, software or hardware platform) could be bought as an end-product. 
HCB conducted a survey to find potential partners for each activity and determine 

which services could be outsourced during the period 1999 to 2000 (Kaasinen, 2001).
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Service Platform
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Figure 4.12. Overview of the Home Commerce business

A value net construction of Mega-concept is presented in Figure 4.13. A value 

net can potentially combine resources, competencies, capabilities, know-how and and 

experiences of a business net’s actors. Figure 4.13 presents the value net constellation
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from 2000 to 2001. Partners changed during the period 2001 to 2003 because some ex

ternal partners left, others were replaced and some of the internal partners changed their 

name and/or their owner-relationship as they were merged with each other or sold out 

because of organizational changes in the case corporation.

lationalwide (partly or totally owned) partners'  ̂
(i.e. local telecommunication companies)
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Figure 4.13. HCB’s value net in 2000-2001 (mod. Partanen 2001, 65-67, 
Figures 8.2 and 8.3)

In Figure 4.13, internal partners included the subsidiaries and partly owned com
panies, other business groups and departments within the case corporation. External 

partners were divided into the temporary partners, those who take part on a project- 

basis, partners with tight-cooperation, and partners based on their location, local, na
tionwide and global or international partners. Local partners were, for example, the 

janitors and estate firms in a certain areas of cities. Nationwide partners were local 

television channel firms and public sector actors and also the subsidiaries and partly 

owned telephone companies in different cities. International and global partners in
cluded global companies like Nokia, Hewlett Packard in the ICT-sector, satellite- 
television companies and home security service companies.
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HCB had not yet considered who could be a strategic partner among all the part

ners from 1999 to 2000. Key cooperative partners were Nokia and Hewlett Packard as 

platform and technology concept providers. However, Nokia’s role changed towards 

that of a strategic partner during 2000 and 2002. Non-strategic actors were those who 

were producing a specific part or a single software component according to specifica

tion under the tight control of the hub, HCB.
Some internal partners, Elisa’s subsidiaries or partly owned companies, trans

ferred value from one party to another within the case corporation, as exemplified by 

local telephone companies: Tikka, Lounet, Soon. Some net members created value 

through tuning processes, as did HCB, cutting off unnecessary intermediaries such as 

cities or Invoicia with regard to order handling and billing or by integrating several ser

vices and products in one interface, as seen in Yomi and Compiei, thus creating value 

both to customers and participants of the net. Many of the identified sources of value 
and drivers of cooperation were focusing on improving efficiency and lowering costs. 

Some of these originated from the new product development (NPD) enabled by the in

tegration of new technologies.

Various levels of collaborating were formed within the Mega-concept’s nets: cor

porate and firm-level partnership aimed to take advantage of the synergy of the existing 

technology architecture and the product/service portfolio. Collaboration between teams 

was an attempt to make the operative processes in product maintenance more flexible 

and efficient.

Coopetitive actors were those companies that developed Home Commerce or Fu

ture Home related solutions and platforms, such as Hewlett Packard and Nokia. Coop

erative actors included the television companies and actors from the construction and 
electrical industries. Non-strategic actors were those who produced a specific part or a 
single software component according to specification under the tight control of the hub. 

Non-strategic and independent actors were those who delivered products such as serv

ers or databases. They were not critical and could be replaced. Partners with accurate 

information, the resources, capabilities and interest to join in building these home re

lated solutions were assessed carefully. Based on previous experience, gained from 

previous collaborative efforts including the А-net, the managers of HCB knew that 

some parties would join the net for their own benefit, to gather enough experience and 

information to come up with a competitive or substituting solution. Therefore, partner 

selection was an essential determinant of success in this new business.
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The construction of a multidimensional business concept like the Mega-concept 

was a process involving several steps. Before starting the process, the focal actor 

needed to know its business goals and vision (Kaasinen, 2001, 25-26). Partners in the 

Mega-concept underwent an assessment process as illustrated in Figure 4.14. Figure 

4.14 also portrays the choices made between in- and outsourced activities. Some activi

ties were not directly visible to the end-user and could be outsourced whereas those ac
tivities that remained visible were more important to keep within the hub or within a 
strategic partnership. This assessment process was outlined during the course of the 

first projects of the Mega-concept (Kaasinen, 2001). However, it did not encompass the 

complete negotiation process of HCB because not all the types of partners, relationships 

and needs were taken into account at that time.

The assessment of a partner started with an appraisal of the activities that needed 

to be done. HCB wanted to retain those activities visible to end-users as this allowed 

them to maintain the customer base. HCB wanted to outsource any activities that were 

not directly visible to end-users as they did not provide any direct link to the customers. 

If the activity’s status was likely to change in the future, that activity was also to be out

sourced.

The second phase of assessment was to evaluate HCB’s own resources. If there 

was determined to be a gap between existing and required resources, then it was neces

sary to start looking for possible partners. However, if the activities were done for in

ternal or HCB’s own use then the external partners were not usually used. The partner 
assessment and selection culminated in a negotiation phase, where the activities to be 

undertaken by partners were negotiated and a contract established.

During 1999 to 2000, even if the Megahouse and Megahome projects did not have 

any strategic partners, they certainly realized that different kinds of contracts were im

portant for diverse partners. This was particularly true for strategic as opposed to non- 

strategic partners, as strategic partners were considered more valuable in terms of the 

businesses future whereas non-strategic partners were largely considered interchange
able. Therefore, the management of HCB undertook a detailed study of contracting (see 

Kaasinen 2001), of IPR (Intellectual Property Rights), and patenting and legal issues in 

the Home-Broker business (Arjanne, 2000; Masala, 2001a). Home-Broker business re

fers here to the Home Commerce business where one organization (HCB) acts as a bro

ker (a hub, an intermediary company) and brings buyers and sellers together, making 
profits in the process.
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Developed/required to 

own/internal use

Assessment of consumption activity (end customers)

Beginning of business activities

Assessment of potential parttiers and their services

A resource gap between own and 

required; co-creation of services 

required

Figure 4.14. An assessment process of partners (mod. Figure 12, Kaasi
nen, 2001, 101 and Partanen, 2001, 118)
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4.3.4.9 Analysis of the roles of actors and interaction in the Mega
concept

As the Mega-concept’s nets gradually formed business nets, actors, their roles and 

their orchestration became increasingly important. This was less important in tempo

rary projects or in R&D alliances because the parties involved understood that the coop

eration was time-limited to achieve specific goals. When trying to establish permanent 

and growing business nets, it became essential to comprehend the precise nature of the 

actors’ roles and how to orchestrate those actors. Cooperation and co-utilization of the 

resources of various actors opened the way for all different kinds of business possibili
ties.

In the Mega-concept’s value net, HCB’s roles were as the hub i.e. the intermedia
tor and the value chain integrator. HCB integrated the value chains of several indus

tries. It also developed and provided the collaborative platform. HCB designed the 

net’s architectural structure. It created a virtual community solution for households 

(Kotiportti™) and for teachers and students (Efodi - the e-learning space). In accor

dance with this, HCB provided the security solutions and services because Datatie, a 

subsidiary of Elisa, had provided those services previously. Those services were now 

integrated to the same interface and platform by HCB. The roles of the other actors 

were as software, component, device, application, content and service, access and net

work providers (i.e. Internet, broadband, fixed or wireless network), as well as infra

structure and platform manufacturers.

When comparing Mega-concept to А-net, the main difference was that in A-net, 
HCB was not capable of preventing opportunistic behavior. This was exactly the kind 
of behavior that HCB did not want to see happen in the Mega-concept’s nets.

Control between actors in the Mega-concept was always limited to between two 

actors. Therefore, control and management was consistent with the coordination of re

sources. If it had been between more than two actors, the roles of the actors involved 

would have weakened and the hub organization might not have been able to keep its po

sition as a leading and coordinating actor. Maintaining control between three actors in

volves risks and the relationship must be managed as the roles of individual actors can 

become blurred due to tight cooperation. If the actors co-operate by themselves then 

they are able to direct the net towards their own goals. If you have a working coopera

tive between two or three actors do you add other partners to this composition or do you
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keep them apart? These are the case-by-case situations, dependent on actors and their 

roles, which must be orchestrated in a net. (Simula and Masala, 11/2002)

Controlling intra-net information flows was an efficient way of limiting the other 

actors in the Mega-concept’s nets from seeing both the complexity and the whole pic
ture of the net’s functions, services and other actors involved. In general, information 

flows were between a net member and HCB. HCB, as the hub, served as an information 

center for the whole net. All essential information concerning services, infrastructure 

and customer feedback went through the hub (HCB). HCB then delivered it to other 

members where it was considered necessary to do so or where the information specifi

cally concerned a particular member or its activities. Sometimes, for synergistic rea

sons, it would have been better to let the information flow not only through HCB to the 

other members, but also between the members, such as in a case where members were 

working on the provision of the same services or were dealing with similar activities in 

the net. For example, in 2001, the idea of creating a billing and payment platform 

arose. Building a billing solution required tight cooperation between Yomi and Compte! 

because both had preliminary solutions for different kind of billing and payment trans

actions. HCB needed to integrate these solutions seamlessly so that end-users could not 

see whose program they were actually using. This required a sufficient flow of infor

mation between these two companies to complete the integration task (Masala and 

Vuorjoki, 2002; Masala, 20031)

4.3.4.10 Description and analysis of the development of the man
agement and coordination of the technological infrastructure

Management of the Mega-concept’s nets also incorporated a range of managerial 

procedures relating to technological issues. This included the standardization of archi

tecture and data exchange, namely the provision of common technology architecture in 

services. Other concerns covered were high-bandwidth and the availability of services, 

managed infrastructure, management capabilities of orchestrating out- and in-sourced 

services and resources, knowledge of capabilities needed, ability to move and adjust 

quickly, monitoring of overheads so that they did not increase too rapidly or unexpect

edly and a rapid response to inefficiencies in either acquirement or in utilization of re
sources. Information technology was also important in HCB’s business. IT/IS - 
solutions formed not only the services offered to end-users but also the backbone of 

HCB’s business operations.



In the years from 1998 to 2000, the case corporation and HCB had learnt that 

there were key issues that needed to be addressed before the portal and its services, the 

Home Portal in the Megahome in this case, could be fully functioning. These concerned 

financial and legal issues as well as questions related to the access of communication 
and information technology.

The financial issues involved regulatory and taxation issues, but also how the 

electronic payment system was developed and implemented. Megahome’s portal was 

constructed for national use, while the legislation, taxation and regulatory issues were 

formed according to national rules and regulations. Concerns relating to the gathering 

and storage of customer information had also been checked and developed according to 

the regulator’s orders. Billing and IP-payments were made in conjunction with software 

providers and with banks.

The legal issues involved intellectual property rights (IPR) and their protection, 

privacy and security issues, such authentication of the customer and a secured payment 
method to ensure the potential anonymity of a buyer and a seller. Therefore, the man
agement of HCB undertook research into the various contracting needs (see Kaasinen, 
2001), IPR (Intellectual Property Rights), copyrights, patenting and legal issues in the 

Home-Broker business (Arjanne, 2000; Masala, 2001a). The IPR rights were already 

accounted for in terms of suppliers in the agreement phase. Every single end-customer 

had to sign an agreement to use the services developed.

Access issues related to the entire telecommunications and information technol

ogy (IT) infrastructure used in solutions created and services provided, as well as the 

technical standards implemented, including the contents offered. Data security and pub

lic key (PKI) issues previously studied in Silicon Hill during 1999 to 2000 were applied 

in the security services infrastructure. Data security services were also integrated in the 

Future Home platform and offered by HCB. In the Mega-concept, the technology archi

tecture was built to be replaceable (‘piece by piece’) if technology changed in the future 

and substituting technologies arose.
The technological architecture of the Mega-concept was combined from multi

technology solutions, which consisted of several products from different parties, built-in 

systems and components, tailored systems and platforms from different manufacturers. 

The complexity and modularity of the technology architecture required the formation of 

a model of control and coordination (see Figure 4.15). The objectives of the R&D proc

ess were to develop new services and integrated technological solutions to support the

118
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functionality within the existing technological architectural framework. The objectives 

of the service delivery and maintenance processes were to deliver services and to main

tain the infrastructure.

The architectural solution of the Mega-concept consisted of three different parts 

based on the degree of control required by HCB (see Figure 4.15). The parts requiring a 

looser degree of control were those that could be easily substituted and/or which were 

modularly built. If they were modular, an individual module could be replaced when

ever necessary. Loose control was required in service /solution-specific applications. 
Such applications included marketing information systems (MkIS), management infor
mation systems (MIS), and customer management systems (CRM). These required co

ordination between participants of the net(s). There was also a requirement of compli

ance to the overall architecture. These parts of the architecture were monitored and co

ordinated by HCB and were intended to be built in line with the ‘plug and play' princi

ple if possible. These were more likely to be ‘volume’ services, and not tailor-made so

lutions for a specific customer.
Tighter control of the architecture was required in certain specific solutions or 

service development areas like innovative and payment solutions. HCB tried to use as 

much common application integration platforms with common standards and architec

ture as possible. Using a common middleware assisted in making the platform more 

suitable for multiple partners, particularly if other companies already used the solutions. 

For these semi-tightly controlled parts of the architecture, HCB made recommendations 

regarding what should be implemented and coordinated the integration of the architec

ture. Tight control was required in standardized platforms, in the existing, commonly 

accepted, and confirmed platform which was common to all participants of the Mega

concept or which was common to the case corporation. These parts were coordinated 

and controlled by HCB and/or the case corporation.
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applications

Marketing Customer Manage-
• Service / solution specific applications, coordination between process service ment

participants of the net(s) and and process
(The requirement of compliance to overall architecture) applica- manage- and

• 'Plug and play' principle if possible tions ment applica-

• ‘volume’ services, no tailor-made solutions for a spe- process tions

cific customer and

• Substitutability, modularity applica-

• Monitored and coordinated by HCB tions

Tighter control may be applied in certain areas 

(e.g. innovative solutions, payment solutions)

TIGHT control

• Standardized platforms

• Existing and confirmed platform common to all the participants

SEMI-TIGHT control

1 As much common application integration (e.g. middleware) 

platforms as possible (common standards 

& architecture)

HCB made recommendations

TIGHT control

An standardized infrastructure coordinated and controlled by 

HCB and/or the case corporation

Business Support Systems

Enabling platforms 

(the service & application 

integration)

Core Infrastructure

The objectives of the R&D process were to develop new integrated services and 

integrated technology solutions to support the functionality

The objectives of the service delivery and maintenance processes were to deliver 

services and to maintain the infrastructure and services

Figure 4.15. Architectural solution and control levels

HCB learnt from experience gained in previous projects that the process of con

structing a technological infrastructure is important. HCB used the information, knowl

edge and capabilities acquired from the Mega-concept in the construction of its infra
structure. The technological infrastructure required a set of collectively supplied, ser
vice-set specific, industry-dependent capabilities. The core technological infrastructure
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consisted of basic routines or capabilities that supported low to medium technological 

activities. The advanced technological infrastructure, which included multiple applica

tions covering various functions and serving different groups of for users, provided 

high-tech and leading-edge knowledge to deliver the necessary inputs for specific inno

vations, product development and product maintenance needs. While the core infra

structure required a tight degree of control, solutions and services required looser con

trol as third parties provided them. If such solutions and services fit well technologi

cally with existing platforms and services offered, and if they could be integrated with 

existing services offered, there was no need for tighter control. Knowledge and infor

mation management created was provided and guaranteed by the frequency of interac

tions and meetings undertaken by HCB with the different partners.
The main functions in the process of integration of new technology or services 

into the existing technological architecture are presented in Figure 4.16. Services and 

platforms developed had to be integrated into the existing technology architecture 

within Elisa and within HCB’s own platform entity. Figure 4.16 illustrates the process 

of how products, services, tools, components, tailor made and package solutions were 

taken into use within Elisa, within FICB and between the actors of Mega-concept’s 

net(s) before they were made available to end-users. The Information technology (IT) - 

environment of services, operations and tools used in the case corporation were stan

dardized. There were several technological options available , as well as multiple 

manufacturers and suppliers, but the most important thing was to standardize the inter

faces and technologies to be used and the way in which they should be used.

The capabilities required in each function are listed below each of the functions in 
Figure 4.16. The capabilities were organizational, business and technology-specific and 
therefore not easily transferable. The environment was complex and included several 

different technologies, platforms (servers, fixed, mobile networks, Internet, telephone 

centers) and systems (legacy systems, analysis and report systems, operating systems, 

services for end-users). A key capability required the ability to combine technological 

and business intelligence to form a concrete description of what a new information sys

tem should consist of, functions/tasks it should support and what activities/tasks it 

should perform. Information systems in this case included a billing information system 

and a product maintenance infonnation system, a functionality of a telephone center that 

is required with specific products or services. Implementation required a capability to 

manage projects that demanded knowledge of different technologies, platforms, net-
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works and services provided by different manufacturers and suppliers. It also required 

knowledge of the inter-relationships between systems and the ability to foresee the im

pact of the new system. Testing required an in-depth understanding of how the systems 

were interconnected, as well as clear ideas of what to test. What were the essential tasks

and activities that this new system would have to perform or support? With a diverse

range of services based on different technologies, testing and integration had varied 
considerably dependent on the complexity of the service. The production phase re
quired a capability to monitor and control a complex environment of several informa-
tion systems, services and platforms.
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A capability to know all the relating 
systems and features needed 
in order to make the integration 
and implementation complete

Figure 4.16. Capabilities, tasks and processes in the integration of tech
nologies to the existing infrastructure

As a summary, the complexity of the architecture and its management stemmed of 

the various exogenous and endogenous drivers that affected a business net and their 

goals, or any individual actor in the net. The architecture was complex to design, de

velop and maintain because the initiatives of the net’s participants had to be addressed 

collaboratively.
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4.3.4.11 Analysis of the development of contract management

HCB controlled relationships in its Mega-concept’s business nets in order to guar

antee the functionality of the nets, the satisfaction of actors and customers using the ser

vices provided by those actors. When developing and maintaining a net, it was crucial 

to distinguish the activities related to enhance internal efficiency and commun icationT 

from those that enhanced competitiveness. While was important to control activities re

lated to competitiveness, it was also essential not to overlook those related to internal 

communication. Control and coordination were handled via contract management, 

standardization of infrastructure and architecture.

Contract management in HCB was developing fast because of the multiplicity of 

projects during the late 1990s. There were many different partners, some of whom were 
only in the partnership for the duration of a project, while others needed regular com
munication, which changed requirements to contract management. Change was also 
seen in the projects’ formalization. During the early 1990s, projects were based on 

loose contracts, with less attention to detail that is i.e. not so carefully examined details, 

contracts based more on the concept of ‘goodwill’, on trust and the motivation of both 

sides to create something new with enabling technologies. Later as the number of par

ticipants increased, projects were more formal and project documentation was standard

ized. The contracts made were bilateral. The contracts were mechanisms to institu

tionalize the cooperative modes between actors in the net. Contract management 

strengthened HCB’s power over the other members in the net in terms of IPR-rights, the 

trade marking of products and services and exclusive knowledge of platforms and inte

gration of parts to a viable infrastructure.
HCB subscribed a research of contracting issues relating the home commerce 

business. It was done by Piia Tirkkonen from the Lappeenranta University of Technol
ogy during the years 2001-2002 (see Tirkkonen, 2002). HCB also ordered an internal 

research report of I PR (Intellectual Property Rights), copyrights, patenting and legal is

sues in the Home-Broker business (Arjanne, 2000; Masala, 2001a).
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4.3.4.12 Description of the marketing, communication, service de
livery channel and product strategies

At the same time as Elisa was growing, both the organization around HCB and 

marketing activity developed. It was during 1998 to 1999 when the PCS SBU, to which 

HCB belonged, got their own marketing managers and set their own strategy, guidelines 

and program, which had a consequent impact on the projects in progress. It was essen
tial to market products and services to customers in advance in order to make them 
aware of new developments and therefore recover R&D costs within the minimum 

timeframe possible. R&D in general, but also HCB, had to complete a number of pro

jects, as the results-based management of SBUs required a certain amount of product- 

launches per year. As R&D knew that not all piloted technologies and ideas ever end 
up in production, they needed to have a greater number of project startups and testing 

going on concurrently to satisfy managerial requirements.

According to the marketing strategy outlined in the marketing plan for the pe

riod 2000 to 2001 (Hakanen, 2000), the plan was “to create a differentiative, relevant 

and superior image for the top products and services; an image which will be realized to 

sales in chosen channels” and “to support Elisa-brand providing new images through 

new product portfolio”. Those new images created would describe Elisa as “a pioneer” 

and “reliable in services provided”. There were also product and channel-based sales- 
objectives. The marketing investments were expected to be paid back in less than a 

year. The marketing strategy according to Seppo Hakanen (2000) included that the im

ages created with these top products and services would create clear emotional and ra

tional positions when compared to competitors’ products.

The communication strategy was formed to support the marketing strategy and 
it aimed to build ongoing relationships with top-rank media outlets such as PC- 

magazines and television channels. The communication strategy’s objective was to cre

ate Elisa an image of being a pioneer who creates innovative services for both homes 

and SMEs30. (Hakanen, 2000)

The marketing strategy also incorporated the product strategy and the delivery 

channel strategy. The delivery channel strategy introduced the main channel that was

30 SME = Small and Medium Enterprises
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Elisa-shopit-chain, the customer-service shops of Elisa Communications, and, in new 

areas in Finland, Elisa Yrityslinja. The delivery channel strategy included a statement 

to support chosen partners and to reduce the number of reselling partners (Hakanen, 

2000).

Table 4.1. SWOT-analysis of Elisa’s delivery channels in HCB’s business 
(mod. SWOT-analysis in NGSLTS001_v2, p. 6)____________________________

Strenaths (Internal): Weaknesses (Internal):
■ Several delivery channels makes it 

possible to have effective sales to all 
the customer target groups

■ Household and estate - solution sales 
Is weak in Elisa

■ Elisa’s organization is slow to adapt in 
changes

Opportunities (External): Threats (External):
• A wide variety of sales delivery chan

nels makes it possible to offer a good 
service to almost all the customer 
segments

• Competitors’ delivery channels are 
more suitable for home services and 
products

■ Elisa’s external sales channels are not 
necessarily loyal to Elisa

The delivery channels were not seen to be adequate from the point of view of 

HCB because they were not set up for the kind of business HCB was creating. House

hold and estate solution sales were seen to be weak in Elisa because of the lack of 

knowledge of what was to be sold, where and how. Technological knowledge was poor 

among the sales personnel in this area of the business. The sales personnel had been 

taught to sell the traditional telecommunication products and services such as mobile 

and fixed-line products. Also, HCB and the management of the business unit PCS saw 

that Elisa’s organization was slow to adapt to change. The amount of delivery channels 
made it possible to offer good quality services to different customer target groups. 
However, competitors (like Sonera’s) delivery channels were seen as more suitable for 

home services and products. In addition, Elisa’s external sales delivery channels were 

not necessarily loyal to Elisa. Table 4.1 presents the SWOT analysis of Elisa’s delivery 

channels within HCB’s business.

The product strategy (Hakanen, 2000) defined the difference between services 

created and offered by HCB and the traditional services of the fixed-line network (see 

Figure 4.17). The services of HCB included ADSL (broadband) and related services 

like Kotiportti™, community services and security services. The connections were 

ADSL-broadband and Kotiportti™ providing Internet access (see Appendix 3 for the 

logical description of Kotiportti™). Fixed-line network customers used ISDN and 

fixed-line network for connection. Their services included basic fixed-line network
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products and services like Plus products, (a trademark of Elisa’s fixed-line products), a 

menu for voice services, a voice mail and Kolumbus surf which allowed the customer to 

use the Internet via his home phone without an ADSL-connection.

Figure 4.17. The product strategy (mod. Hakanen 2000)

4.3.4.13 Description and analysis of the business strategy

The Megahouse and the Megahome were seen as a basis for a viable business. 

Senior management accepted the Mega-concept and associated services as part of 

Elisa’s product and service portfolio. As the Mega-concept became the “real” business, 

it was also decided that HCB had to create and deliver a yearly business strategy ad

dressing the following issues (NGSLTS001_v2, p. 11): a description of the business ac

tivities, an account of human resources and management (HRM), an outline of activities 

undertaken with internal and external partners, a description of development projects 
and programs, marketing goals and priorities, target customer groups, marketing budget, 
delivery channels, including current channels and their SWOT-analysis, and an account 

of product development activities, investments and priorities in R&D.
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The business strategy included a summary of proposed annual undertakings with 

estimated schedules of associated activities, tasks and responsibilities. It also detailed 

how the various activities were to be monitored, outlined potential corrective actions 

and specified subsequent steps to be taken. These reviews of the business roadmap were 

checked and updated quarterly. (NGSLTS001_v2, p. 11)

Table 4.2. SWOT-analysis of HCB’s business (mod. SWOT-analysis in 
NGSLTSOO1 _v2, p. 10)________________ ____________________________________

Strenaths (Internal): Weaknesses (Internal):

■ Getting into markets in time
■ Excellent product/business concept

■ Limited resources
■ Elisa's vision of being a major player 

in national markets and not only in the 
capital city area has not been realized 
in new products like ISDN and ADSL 
in1999-2000 as it was expected. That 
creates challenges for new busi
nesses to grow and expand to na
tional markets

Opportunities (External): Threats (External):

■ A significant new business group
■ Management of partner network

■ Cooperation and alliances of competi
tors

• Erosion of prices of the basic products 
(e.g. ADSL)

The business strategy of HCB from 2000 to 2001 assessed both internal strengths 

and weaknesses as well as external opportunities and threats (see Table 4.2). HCB en

tered markets in good time, and therefore had the opportunity to secure a larger cus

tomer base than its competitors. In addition, HCB had an excellent product/business 

concept (the Mega-concept). HCB considered a significant new business from man

agement’s point of view. HCB had fonned several new partnerships with different in
dustry partners and had demonstrated its capabilities in the management and coordina
tion of these partners. However, limited recourses reduced possibilities of broadening 

the business and acquiring more customers.

ADSL was one of the most successful products that HCB’s team had created dur

ing 1999 and it was launched on to the market before any competitors got their own 

version ready to be sold in the national markets. Even though Elisa was a nationwide 
player, a major competitor in the capital city area and the second largest telecommuni

cation company in Finland, Elisa’s vision of being a key player at the national market 

level had not quite been realized despite superior products like ADSL. It was therefore 

seen to be very challenging for a new business like HCB to grow and to expand into 

markets where Elisa did not have delivery channels, a customer service network or es-
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tablished partnerships with local actors. Furthermore, an erosion of prices of main 

products such as ADSL was anticipated as competitors entered the market with their 

own products. In 2000, however, HCB was still ahead of the other players in the broad

band business. The growth in DSL and in ADSL was anticipated (Vilvala, 2002b) to 

continue for some years and would be accelerated by the arrival of various Internet- 

based services and payment methods. However, even as the demand of for ADSL in

creased, new competitors and service providers were entering the markets.
A possible alliance between competitors was seen as an external threat for HCB. 

As a direct consequence of the convergence, not only were telecommunication compa

nies seen as possible competitors but also other companies such as IT providers, satel

lite television companies and media houses (CAA-Consulting 2000, p.2). Figure 4.18 

presents a view of potential and current competitors of Elisa and HCB. Some of Elisa’s
competitors were also HCB’s partners in the year 2000.
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Figure 4.18. An overview of competitors in the year 2000 (mod. CAA- 
Consulting 2000, p.5)

Various competitors were seeking competitive advantage by offering different 

value-added services. The provision of these services was expected to be critical be

cause before long fast access in itself would not be sufficient in terms of maintaining 

consumer markets (Vilvala 2002b). It was estimated that there would be over 300,000
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households with broadband access in Finland by 2003, and Elisa's share would be ap

proximately 30 % (source: www.mintc.fi, Finnet-liitto in IT-viikko 13.11.2003). In 

Elisa’s traditional regions of operation, the capital city area, Elisa was considered a 

leader, but-at the national level, Elisa was expected to fight a fierce battle for pole posi

tion with its main competitor in national markets, Sonera. The number of Elisa’s 

broadband users was growing at a forceful pace. By 2002, Elisa already had more 

broadband subscribers than customers who used a modem or ISDN connection to access 

the Internet (Vilvala 2002b). In large densely populated areas serviced by several ser

vice providers, broadband and subscriber connections were carried out using several al

ternative technologies, such as DSL connections over the telephone network, the Koti- 

portti™ -technology for apartment/household connections, cable modem services and a 

number of various wireless technologies, (www.elisa.com, 2000)

As a summary, Figure 4.19 presents the different levels of strategies, that is, the 

business net strategy, the corporate strategy, and the FICB’s business strategy as a 

whole and divided into its different service/development areas and also functional and 

product strategies.
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Figure 4.19. Different levels of strategies
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4.4 Analysis of changes in R&D

The corporate R&D process (Maanavilja, 2001) is described in Figure 4.20. It il

lustrates the Research Center’s role as a key member in corporate R&D helping busi

ness units to put new ideas into practice. The Research Center studied future trends, 

convergence issues and the restructure of the markets. It undertook R&D trials in con

junction with business units. R&D-pilots were carried out with a customer-centric fo

cus. The R&D process followed the corporate vision and strategy. Business units 

obeyed their own business strategies and objectives in their own R&D. The results of 

the corporate R&D included the creation of new products or businesses. The goal of 
the corporate R&D process was to achieve customer satisfaction.
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vision and 
strategy
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R&D-
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SBU’s R&D
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Results

Product
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Product
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V-----
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Figure 4.20. The corporate R&D -process in the late 1990s

J

HCB’s R&D process (see Figure 4.21) describes part of the corporate R&D proc

ess in detail, starting from product development. This is undertaken in conjunction with 

the Research Center if necessary. The earlier R&D process was represented in Figure 

3.2.

Figure 4.21 describes the process from the project point of view. During the 1980 

and early 1990s, the R&D -process remained in-house but, due to networking and out

sourcing activities, that process changed. The collection and selection of ideas and their
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prioritization remained within HCB. It was difficult to divide these activities between 

because HCB wanted to orchestrate the operations of the actors and guide the business 

nets created in the Mega-concept towards their goals. In other activities, there could be 

several parties performing a distinct role. Innovations and ideas were sometimes gath

ered from outside the business, as from the HSE courses of marketing. HCB could not 

construct its architecture without additional parties as they needed diverse industry- 
based knowledge and information for solution formulation. Moreover, their in-house 
resources and capabilities were not sufficient to build the whole complex architecture 

and solutions by themselves. The integration of different services or technologies was 

carried out either by HCB or by partners that HCB coordinated.

In-house coordination in a product development process

Figure 4.22 describes the connection between the technical R&D process and the 

commercial process. For example, ADSL was transferred from HCB to the product 

maintenance department in the way described in Figure 4.22. Once the ADSL product 

was technically ready, it was transferred to the commercial process. The commercial 

process planned the timing of the product launch, checked the order and billing infor

mation systems and verified that the necessary information was available for both cus

tomer service and installation of the new product. The commercial process also incor

porated packaging where several products needed to be coupled and sold together. The 
commercial process also planned the advertising campaign and schedule. After the
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launch of a new product, the product was shifted to the product maintenance process, 

which made new versions of the product, corrected errors detected and was responsible 
for preparing documentation for the product.
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Figure 4.22. HCB’s technical R&D -process and commercial product de
velopment process in the late 1990s (mod. source PCS 2001)

In 2000, it was clear that there were some critical issues affecting product devel

opment, management and maintenance. These issues not only related to the capabilities 

of the employees but also to hierarchical organizational structures and the competition 

between and within different SBAs. In addition, problems concerned the time taken for 

a new product and service to be implemented in the existing legacy systems, and the 

times required for training the customer service department to install and use the new 

services, as well as advise the customers. (PCS 3/2000b)

The critical issues targeted for improvement in the following year included the 
management of process and projects as well as the motivation of personnel. It was ac
knowledged that multiple capabilities and knowledge were required in R&D projects. 

However, such persons could not be sourced directly from school or the employment 

market because such skills took time to acquire. Therefore, it was suggested that the ca

reer development of R&D personnel from a junior to a senior position should include
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several steps. As a junior, the person could do more routinized tasks, and later, when he 

had learnt business and organization rules and built a network of contacts, he could take 

on more demanding tasks. (PCS 3/2000b)

Some lessons learnt during the R&D-process served to highlight the endogenous 

factors that can affect the process:

• Organizational changes: new organizational structures affected information

flows and processes. It took time to reorganize business processes, contacts 

inside the organization as well as the responsibilities and duties of each party 

involved.

• Result-based management in units or subsidiaries restricts or hinders joint pro

jects (PCS 2000a)

• Project management: the change from in-house development to projects in

volving multiple participants was not easy. There was no experiences or 

knowledge of how to manage multiple subcontractors or participants in the 

project-or how to maintain projects on schedule. Furthermore, there was no 

knowledge of contract management for the differing needs of the various roles 

and participants in a net.

• It took time to develop into a project manager in a large corporation capable of

managing projects in which there are several technologies, businesses and ac

tors involved (PCS 2000b)

• Customer target groups changed over time and therefore, processes and func

tions needed to be flexible and adaptive to change. In addition, information 

systems and associated processes should have been easy to modify according 
to product management and developments needs. (PCS 2000a)

• Changes in corporate, SBU/SBA and in various business strategies: Corporate

strategy change affected both investments in new R&D and in the start-up of 

new projects; changes in the business strategies of both the strategic business 

units and strategic business areas influenced how projects and ideas were pri

oritized.

• Changes in relationships and partners: management of relationships, manage

ment of resources and capabilities was needed, management of knowledge of 

key players in the business field and in the competitive environment was also 

essential.
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• It was seen as essential to improve cooperation with key partners in projects. 

This required a constant interaction with the other parties. It was necessary to 

“sell” the global view and objectives to the other parties in order to fulfill the 

original goals and to avoid diversified, not originally required, outcomes. 

(PCS 2000b)

There was a lack of knowledge of the existing product and service portfolio 
within the case corporation (PCS 2000b). This was because the case corporation had 
formed its organizational structure around technology-based businesses, for example, 

Kolumbus had Internet- and Radiolinja had mobile-related businesses. Yet the integra

tion of technologies with existing platforms, services and products was essential for the 

further development of the case corporation.

The various subsidiaries and SBAs were independent, with their individual re

sponsibilities and organizational boundaries explicitly defined. It was somewhat diffi

cult to obtain information and contacts from the NPD projects towards the end of this 

decade. However, this was not only related to organizational structure but was also a 

consequence of rapid growth within the business and the organization as a whole. Be

sides the structural changes in the case corporation, the rapid growth in the number of 

employees from the early 1996 to 2000 was another reason why it was difficult to locate 

the correct contact persons and knowing where to find information. Both the R&D and 
the Knowledge Management network, established in the case corporation’s HRD unit in 
1999, had noticed this problem.

The different subsidiaries and SBAs were independent and their responsibilities 

and organizational-boarders were explicitly defined and it was somewhat difficult to get 

information and contacts from the NPD-projects towards the end of this decade. How

ever, the reasons were not only because of the organizational structure but also due to 

rapid growth in business and in the whole organization. There were more employees re

cruited during 1998-2000 than what had been done during the early 1990ss (see Figure 

2.11 of organizational growth). Besides the structural changes in the case corporation 

the rapid growth in the amount of employees was one reason causing difficulties finding 

the right contact persons and knowing where to find information. Both the R&D - 

network and the Knowledge Management- network established in the case corporation’s 

HRD -unit in 1999 had noticed this problem.
What were the benefits of R&D in the case corporation, in particular of a small 

R&D group as exemplified by HCB in the late 1990s? When considering size as de-
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fined by financial resources or the number of employees, HCB was still considered a 
small group. Large, diversified firms were seen to benefit from positive spillovers be

tween various research projects, economies of scope in R&D, and the returns from 

R&D were seen to be higher when the innovator had a large volume of sales over which 

to spread the fixed costs of innovation, economies of scale in R&D. Perhaps one of the 

key factors underlying HCB’s success for can be found among arguments against R&D 

in large organizations such as the bureaucratization of inventive activity in large organi

zations. The core HCB team was allowed to innovate with the direct support of the sen

ior management of the case corporation. In addition, they were able to see both the suc

cesses and the failures of their efforts in putting technological innovations into business 

use, as well as in forming relationships with manufacturers, content providers, service

providers and other actors in their business area.
HCB had several forms of power available to them to control the nets being cre

ated. They possessed a superior level of both business and technological knowledge in 

the Mega-concept. This enabled HCB to select participants in the net from all the po

tential partner-scenarios available, because HCB knew which firms were potential and 

capable actors within specific areas of technology. As a result, HCB was able to build 

and maintain a viable infrastructure, information and communication systems to support 

the net. Being knowledgeable in both business issues and technological competence al

lowed HCB to built trust among partners. HCB performed a key role in innovations, in 

product and service development by deciding which new ideas should be piloted and 

developed. R&D development decisions also affected the strategies and goals of the 

business nets being created. HCB also created the collective strategy of the Mega

concept’s business nets and ensured that the participants were following the strategy. 

HCB was responsible for the management tasks in its business nets because it controlled 

those essential activities that were directly visible to customers.

4.5 Supporting networks

During 1998 to 2000, not only were the various projects, alliances and business 

nets being formed, several related networks which supported both the projects and the 

business nets were also being constructed (Figure 4.23). The creation of the future 

home platform and products like ADSL and Kotiportti™ accelerated the growth of these 

supporting networks.
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Figure 3.3 in Chapter 3 described an overview of marketing development from 

1990 to 1997. It showed that the customer service networks for business customers and 

consumers were created during that time. These nets were mainly for fixed-line prod

ucts. With the introduction of ADSL in 1999 and Kotiportti™ in 2000, with these new 

products based on new technologies, new capabilities in customer services were re

quired. The customer service network developed in line with the growth of the techno

logical and product base. In addition, pilot customers in А-net, ADSL and Kotiportti™ 

provided feedback about services used, and thus, a piloting network was established in 
the late 1990s. Indeed, as the number of products grew from purely fixed-line products 
to a long list of products and services based on multiple technological and communica

tion networks, the case corporation had to develop their marketing channels and cus

tomer services according to changing needs.

The integration of several technologies first in the А-net and later in the Mega

concept made it essential to form a manufacturing network to which all the actors who 

were providing platforms, components and hardware solutions belonged.
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Figure 4.23. Supporting networks
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4.6 Description of the patterns of interaction and the human re 

source management (HRM)

Patterns of interaction within the Mega-concept were formed according to per

sonal contacts, social or organizational status, rules and working patterns in the case 

corporation. The interactions between business partners seemed to emphasize and 

value the importance of technological and business visionary capabilities and knowl

edge. As this was a new business, trust between different parties was built during the 

course of projects undertaken together. In particular, the personnel of HCB played an 

important role in the creation and success of the technological architecture and the 

Mega-concept's business nets. The persons involved had their own personal contacts 

both within the ICT sector and within various external industries. Personal connections 

and wide social networks developed simultaneously with the business. Partners ac

quired were largely a result of personal networks in this new developing business area, 
the contacts made in different meetings, forums and conferences. Furthermore, the per
sonnel had to be capable of marketing products and services both to customers and to 

potential partners. The contacts were formed either in the context of previous work

places or created during the Mega -concept.
Success in projects was dependent on personnel who were motivated and able to 

work independently towards the common goal. The level of technological expertise of 

HCB’s employees was superior when compared to other employees within the organiza

tion and within competitors’ organizations. This expertise was widely acknowledged 

and personnel were frequently requested by other organizations and asked to make both 

national and international conference presentations. They were considered to be a cou

ple of years ahead of other organizations in terms their business ideas and service inno
vations. It was not simply the knowledge they possessed but also their ability to acquire 
new knowledge and information from within their own organization, the ICT sector or 

from other industries when needed. The information they gathered related to either 

business or practical issues of business operation but also extended to theoretical infor

mation concerning marketing, strategies, and management from the universities.
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Figure 4.24. The interactions between HCB’s representative and other 
parties

The managers of HCB were capable of envisaging how the business would be in 

the future like five to ten years ahead, what kind of services would be available and how 
the markets would develop. They could imagine and describe the kind of products and 

services that would be available, taking into account enabling technologies and the pace 

of technology in general, as well as the kind of services that would attract different 

kinds of communities and consumer groups.

As this business area was multi-industry based and there were many business nets, 

this concept also required a wide range of knowledge from different industries, markets 

and services. The ability to combine knowledge from multiple industries was essential. 

The managers of HCB were smart in that they tried to reduce the disadvantages resul

tant from the rigid and bureaucratic organization, using only key processes and inter

faces to existing architecture. Beyond that, they built the rest of the required architec
ture using best practices learnt from previous projects or from conferences attended. 
Managerial capabilities required a broad management of individuals, being interested in
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their development and personal life as well as what motivated them, factors such as 

money, flexible working hours, bonuses in respect of good work and foreign travel.

‘Non-social’ skills were sometimes needed in the development of new services 

and platforms. When the creation of the technical architecture and core infrastructure 

were in question, key personnel involved in the project allowed nothing to interfere with 

progress and thus stall the project. According to Jäntere, in 1999 she even sat with the 

programmers to explain exactly how the programming code should be done and what 

kind of interfaces there should be. HCB’s employees forced their way through any ob

stacles even if it sometimes meant breaking existing hierarchical structures and ulti

mately causing disturbances within the organization. If the organization’s established 

processes and business lines were in their way, they found a way to bend the rules. 
Taking such an aggressive stance was probably the only way to get a completely new 
business and associated services started quickly enough to avoid competitors taking the 
leading position in the markets. In a large, hierarchical, technology-divided'1 and re

gionally-diversified corporation, where the processes and systems were still product- 

oriented and made to fit to the traditional fixed-line telecommunications business, the 

adaptation to new requirements and technologies was a difficult learning process.

As a result of a limited availability of a high-level workforce the growth of the 

formal organization of HCB was not as rapid as it was assumed by Elisa’s senior man

agement. As the mobility of the high-level workforce was low and it was concentrating 

in the capital city area in Finland, there was no reason or possibilities to expand geo

graphically.

When the “IT-bubble” burst in late 2000, the case corporation needed to fine-tune 

its processes in order to maintain both operational and resource efficiency but it also 
needed to reduce costs and keep personnel motivated. HCB’s managers achieved this by 
convincing senior management of the validity of the business vision and, simultaneously, 

reassuring personnel employed in the new business that it would continue to operate. 

Even if there proved to be insufficient work for all employees, the support offered and ef

fort made by management to keep everyone employed provided an attractive incentive to 

stay in the business. The year 2000 not only brought success from a business perspective, 

but also the departure of a couple of key personnel. Although it was initially feared that 

customers would leave or that there would be resultant changes in the business nets, in

31 The corporate structure was divided by different technologies: mobile, Internet, fixed-line business
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coordination and in on-going projects, in practice, the changes in personnel did not have 
much of an effect at all.

4.7 Competence laboratories and the Knowledge Management - 

platform

The case corporation’s approach to organizational learning and to knowledge 
management was based on the Knowledge Management platform concept (see Figure 

4.25) and on the competence laboratories-model. The competence laboratories-model 

was developed at the University of Helsinki. It was a bottom-up approach to facilitate 

the learning process within and between the communities of practices within an organi

zation (cf. Ahonen et al., 2000; see Appendix 4). In the competence laboratories-model, 

roots of recurrent disturbances and problems occurring in daily work were traced and 

conceptualized as inner contradictions of the activity system. The model was also used 

to analyze potential for change and to construct a visionary model for the activity in the 

future. (Virkkunen and Ahonen, 2000)

The competence laboratories were tested in several functional areas between 1990 

and 2001 in Elisa. In particular, this was undertaken in customer service and help desks 

areas to tune the interaction between different elements of help desk functionality and 
associated processes, from sales to delivering the service to customers. The competence 
laboratory model was not tested in HCB because it was unclear if the model would be 

applicable to a growing and developing business in which there were no established 

processes and routines to tune or interactions to improve. Additionally, in HCB, several 

actors were taking part in activities and some processes were not in-house. It would 
have been difficult therefore to test the laboratories between several organizations and 

industries.
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The case corporation created the Knowledge Management -platform during the 

second development phase between 1998 and 1999. The platform was divided in four 

parts: Community (Q, Individual (I), Work & Management ( WM) and Learning & De

veloping (LD). These consisted of the following:

• (/) consisted of personal-level information such as recruitment possibilities, organ

izational information and course-possibilities.

• (LD) was the corporate e-leaming platform in which Efodi was used. There was a 

net academy which was created in conjunction with universities and allowed em

ployees to take e-courses and -exams in telecommunications and technology re
lated subjects. The net academy was a virtual academy in Internet.

• (WM) consisted of a managers’ toolkit in which there were essential documents 

and information, including HRM-issues and budgeting.

• (Q consisted of libraries, news, business intelligence (BI) information and indus

try-level surveys, useful material to develop and ease the knowledge flow within a 

diversified organization.
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The arrows in Figure 4.25 indicate the elements of the Knowledge Management - 

platform which the new developing business in HCB took advantage of. Often, the use 

of this platform was unintentional, unrecognized or intermittent. There were no fixed 

processes or guidelines in place within the case corporation as to how a business, a 

team, a community or an individual should use this platform. Many parts of this plat

form were used due out of personal interest when searching for new information and 

knowledge. Use of the Knowledge Management platform was not pushed from the cor

porate level. This was partly due to a lack of resources to be able to set up a project to 

launch the platform within the corporation. In addition, some parts of the model were 
still in development during 1999 to 2000.

Some areas of the Knowledge management platform were not used in HCB, as 

they seemed more appropriate for established businesses and processes. Some ele

ments, such as the e-learning environment Efodi, were actually developed with the help 

of HCB, the Business Solutions unit in Elisa, and the Research Center. The developers 

of Efodi joined HCB later in 2001. HCB’s decision to use some parts of this platform 

was not intentional. HCB employees were active in the development of recruitment and 

corporate cooperative processes. The Knowledge Management platform seemed to 

support the creation of a new business satisfactorily. Personnel in HCB understood that 

cooperation and using corporate synergy was, in most cases, a benefit for any new start

ing business. HCB gathered information from external sources, such as from universi

ties, conferences, seminars and forums, but also by following the activities of competi

tors and the industry as a whole. Some information was also shared through the 
Knowledge Management platform with other units of Elisa.

4.8 Summary of the different collaborative forms

Figure 4.26 gives an overview of the most significant projects, nets and alliances 

which were outlined in this chapter. The two circles in Figure 4.26 represent the main 

research areas during these years. They were:

• Multimedia and broadband projects,

• Billing and payment in the Internet, in broadband and in multimedia networks, 

and

• Home networking and home commerce services.
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Figure 4.26. Overview of the most important projects, nets and alliances 
of HCB in 1998-2000

Only the most important projects in terms of the focal actor, HCB, are presented 

in Figure 4.26. Their importance was evaluated in retrospect and based results 

achieved, learning experiences and project outcome. Many other projects were initiated 

during these years, but not all of the projects produced feasible and practical results. 

Some projects proved to have neither a business need nor an enabling technological 

platform. Sometimes, after additional research, it was discovered that a competitor al

ready had a relevant patent, and thus, there was no point in continuing the project. In 
addition, occasionally the technology available was too expensive or too limited for a 

business purposes and the project/idea was put on hold for future use.
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The following Table 4.3 presents the characteristics of the different collaborative 
forms presented in this Chapter 4. The table shows that different collaborative forms 

have different characteristics based on both their goals and results of collaboration.

Table 4.3. The characteristics of different collaborative forms from 1998 
to 2000

Name of the collaborative form Characteristics of the collaborative form
A-net created radically new business

partners and technologies were well known
created an image of technology-pioneer for HCB (Elisa)
created new capabilities
Effective in producing new innovations in о production

Palmu partners were not well known 
created new information and knowledge

BIN internal partners were well known 
created new information and knowledge

Silicon Hill alliances partners and technologies well known 
aiming to efficiency via tuning R&D processes 
created new information and knowledge 
created new capabilities 
created dynamic capabilities

Nettiplus aimed at efficiency via task automation in processes and
self service in customer service
created incremental improvements to existing business
partners and technologies well known
created new architecture and standards
created new capabilities and information
formal organizational structure
centralized coordination and control

Mega-concept and its business 
nets

created radically new business
some of the partners were well known, some new partners 
technologies were well known
creating processes, infrastructure and standards to manage 
emergence
modifying existing R&D and business processes to be 
more flexible
looked for access to a wider customer base 
looked for access to a wider knowledge base via new part
ners
created top-selling products with good product image un
der Elisa's brand
created new capabilities, knowledge and information 
Efficient use of both internal and external resources
Effective in producing new innovations, products or plat
forms
centralized control and coordination 
formal organizational structure
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4.9 Description and analysis of the competitive markets of the fu

ture home business

During 1990 to 1999, there was no serious competition in this area of business in 

Finland. HCB, Nokia, Siemens, Cisco and Hewlett Packard started developing future 

home-related platforms and solutions in the late 1990s. Figure 4.27 illustrates the com

petitive situation regarding future home business in Finland from 1998 to 2000.

During 1998 to 2000, HCB had a working partnership with HP, Siemens, Cisco 

and Nokia. These partners took part in the nets being created in the Mega-concept. 
Nokia and HP also participated in the Silicon Hill alliances. They were not in competi

tion with HCB in this field of business. Nokia was considered as a strategic partner and 
the home server technology platform used was solely Nokia’s (Masala January 23rd 

2003). Fortum also had a single software solution in the Internet targeted at people who 

were moving: the Movers.Net (see Figure 4.27). Fortum realized that Movers.Net was 

not part of its core business, and so it offered this business concept to Sonera. The ne

gotiations with Sonera were so lengthy that the employees who developed the software 

left Fortum, meaning that there was no business and knowledge to be bought.

The main competitor in the national telecoms market, Sonera, decided to start a 

business related to future home solutions in 2000. This business was called Sonera Liv

ing (www.sonera.com). There was no clear foundation according to the representatives 

of this business in Sonera (Iivanainen, 2002; Launis, 2002; Rauhala, 2002; Yli-Äyhö, 
2002). It was named Sonera Living because it involved all the elements of living that 
can be assisted by technology-based solutions (www.sonera.com). Sonera had an ap

parent superiority in resources and brand image in the national markets. When it 

launched this new business, it immediately attracted partners from the ICT and con

struction sectors.
Sonera Living commenced operations during the last year of the IT Boom in 

2000. Sonera Living received a lot of media publicity on its launch. According to Son

era’s Press Release in June 2001 : “Sonera Living Oy networks new and old residential 

buildings and offers broadband communications connections to them. The company of

fers intelligent solutions and services, utilizing broadband connection, to homes, dwell

ing premises and dwelling communities. Sonera Living Oy offers residential buildings a 

total solution ranging from planning to services, or an individual solution to meet with 

the requirements in question".
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NOKIA
NOKIA

Siemens

' IT-boom, E-hype, 

growing competition

More investments on the R&D Efficiency in business ^

Changes in the corporate strategy----- ►Changes in the corporate

strategy

The Burst of IT-bubble

= Cisco F ) = Fortum; Movers.net

= Sonera LivingSiemens = Siemens

> = Actors creating future

home platforms and 

technology together
= Hewlett Packard (platform provider)

NOKIA
= Nokia home network 

(platform provider)

Figure 4.27. Changes in the competitive environment of the future home 
business in Finland

The early signs of economic recession were already apparent in 2000. Sonera lost 

the personnel involved in the development and startup of Sonera Living and the corpo

rate structure and business responsibilities changed several times during 2000 to 2002 

within Sonera. Sonera Living acquired a new business manager in 2002. 

(www.sonera.com, Launis, 2002; Rauhala, 2002; Yli-Äyhö, 2002)
The different approaches of these two firms, Sonera and Elisa, to the launch of a 

new business in the same market area are presented in Figure 4.28. In this figure, the 

“+”sign denotes the benefits, the “-“-sign the disadvantages of this particular case. The
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left side of the figure describes the main competitor, Sonera, and the right side the bene

fits and disadvantages of HCB (Elisa).
A value net competition between Sonera Living and HCB was initiated when one 

of the case corporation’s partners signed a contract with the case corporation, and when 

Sonera Living was established, starting a joint venture company with Sonera (Sonera 

Press release June 2001) and becoming a strategic partner with a competitor. HCB 

therefore lost a potential business opportunity with that partner. The role of the partner 

was not as strategic and important as had been imagined following the announcement of 

the joint venture firm with Sonera Living. This caused the gradual dissolution of the re

lationship with this one particular partner. It was difficult to envisage a viable coopera

tive affiliation with any partner who was tightly linked to a competitor. In this case, the 

potential, intended positions were not realized. Both HCB and the other actors of the 

Megahouse-net could take initiatives in building, changing and terminating relation
ships, but just as any firm could initiate interaction in the net, they could also cause 
changes in the net’s overall power structure and positions. This gradual fading away of 

a one partner allowed other partners to take a more powerful role in the net.

The joint venture with the main competitor, Sonera, could be described as a radi

cal change, caused by critical incidents that created changes leading to either the disso

lution of relationships or the creation of new relationships. The joint venture with the 

main competitor was at first seen to be an incremental change because it influenced the 

nature and content of a single relationship. It was not seen as a radical change because 

it did not immediately lead to the dissolution of that particular relationship or the crea

tion of new relationships.

It seems that value systems that are expected to be popular and grow will be more 

popular and grow faster for that exact reason. As perceptions and expectations can play 
a crucial role, strategies and tactics are important in competing value systems. The ex
pectations of Sonera’s new business were high and Sonera’s brand and image in the na

tional markets were superior to that of the case corporation, Elisa. Actors were strongly 

influenced by both brand and image but also by expectations of potential international 

growth in the business, given Sonera’s strong internationalization strategy in the late 

1990s. The case corporation, Elisa, was in second place in terms of image and brand, 

and therefore occasionally missed out on potential partners because they wanted to ne

gotiate first with a bigger international firm, even if their business concept, strategy and 

technical knowledge were mediocre.
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Figure 4.28. Observations of differences

Observations of differences in starting a new business

Main national competitor
Business was started because home 
networking was seen a promising area, 
and the competitor in national markets 
had already a pioneer’s advantage

Knowledge of technology with regard 
to this particular business was not as 
impressive and broad in this particular 
business as what was in the case 
corporation. This was proven by the 
fact that the competitor tried to recruit 
key personnel from NGS’s 
Management did not have a solid 
business concept or strategy

± Knowledge of technologies within the 
organization were broad, however the 
organization had very rigid hierarchy 
and strictly defined boarders between 
the different units and between 
subsidiaries

+ Organization had superior resources
and marketing capabilities to start a 
new business

+ A good image and a strong brand in 
the national markets and efficient 
publicity mechanisms were clearly a 
benefit

+ the delivery channels were more
suitable for different kinds of 
businesses in all over the country, like 
for example, Telering, Rautakirja, etc.

HCB
Its image as a smaller, local and old-
fashion telecommunications operator 
made it hard to exert a convincing 
presence in a new business like home 
networking in comparison to its 
competitor’s image, of an international, 
progressive organization, leading the 
way in mobility and in new solutions in 
Finland

It had adequate resources to build 
architecture and start projects but not 
enough resources to compete in national 
markets as Sonera already had a national 
level customer base and many contacts in 
various industries both nationally and 
internationally

+ Skilful and motivated personnel was an 
advantage. The personnel were building 

this business together, they had a common 
goal.

± Knowledge of being first in national
markets and knowing that the competitor 
is lacking was lagging behind in market 
share behind was a clear benefit.

+ Business was started based on a vision 
and a new business idea. They also had a 
solid business concept i.e. the Mega
concept.

+ Knowledge of different technologies was 
impressive and broad in this particular 
business.

+ The learning via experiences allowed the 
tuning of R&D processes and the 
invention of a functional business 
concept.
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Based on this empirical study, when analyzing the rivalry between value nets and 
the differences between firms in a net, there are some firm-specific factors that influ

ence behavior within a value net:

e In a multi-industrial multi-actor net, if the key actor, that is an actor occupying first 

or second position in its industry, leaves to join a competing value net, it can 

cause competition between nets and changes in the power structure within nets.

• A strong brand firm with powerful publicity can cause some actors to transfer from 

one net to another.

4.10 Analysis of the exogenous and endogenous drivers

The burst of the “IT-bubble” and the end of “e-hype" in 2000 was caused by sev

eral factors including a lack of insight into how deregulation of the telecommunication 

industry in Europe in 1998, commercialization of the Internet and other technologies 

like broadband and multimedia combined with mobility would change the business en

vironment. In addition, it was hard to estimate the demand of for new services and 

products based on these new enabling technologies. The fast pace of technological in
novations and the complexity of new technologies, products and “multi-actor - multi
technology” -markets made it difficult to forecast and understand the implications of 

networks of organizations and the integration of these emerging technologies. Custom

ers were not accepting products and services based on new technologies as fast as the 

markets, investors and firms expected. (Simula, 11/2003)
The researcher’s personal observations of which endogenous and exogenous fac

tors affected the formation of relationships’ during the years 1999 to 2001 are presented 

here. Firstly, internal bureaucracy, in terms of doing things the way they have always 

been done, can delay projects or products time-to-markets. This can generate an unfa

vorable image of the business, and thus, force prospective participants of a business net 

to search for other partners. The internal pressure of delaying or ending a project can 
impact on all of the actors of that project. Secondly, contracts made between a single 
participant and the focal actor can either promote or hinder knowledge flow within the 
business net. A hindrance of knowledge flow can be deliberate, if the focal actor pre

fers not to share all information with other participants, or not recognized, if the con

tract participants, including the focal actor, had not considered information sharing is

sues when contracts were made. Thirdly, if the integration of resources and capabilities
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does not match and the outcome is not the desired one, it can change both the usage of 
the business net and the potential end-users of the business net, such as when services or 

content differ. It can cause dissolution of partners, in circumstances where it is a ques

tion of not being able to deliver on promises given, and it can cause a change in the net 

structure and in the roles of different parties.

Changing market situations and a competitive environment can cause rapid 

changes in demand for products and services, changes in the emphasis of certain busi

nesses or services within the corporate strategy and impact on how much they will be 

financed now and in the future.

A lack of clarity in terms of responsibilities was also causing a delay in projects 

and product development. The organization had explicitly allocated certain technolo
gies to certain subsidiaries and SBAs. For example, mobile-related R&D and service 
development was in Radiolinja and Internet-related service development was in Kolum
bus. This proved to be a hindrance to those projects in which several technologies were 

supposed to be integrated and used in multiple services, as illustrated by the Mega

concept. In addition, results-based management sometimes slowed down progress as 

managers within different SBUs were focusing on what was best for the business unit 

and not what was best for the corporation as a whole.

An internal force of change came from the employees of HCB, who included fu
ture-oriented visionaries like Timo Simula and Sami Masala. A future-oriented leader

ship managed to create a competitive advantage in the form of a renewal of the busi

ness, such as the new business-concept created with the growing partner network, in 

products and services such as Kotiportti™ and ADSL, in processes including R&D and 

its link to commercial process, and in capabilities.

Figure 4.29 summarizes the endogenous and exogenous factors and events affect
ing HCB from 1998 to 2000. Those factors which had a positive impact on develop
ment are marked with a + sign and the ones which hindered or slowed down develop

ment are marked with a - sign. However, not all the factors and events had a clear posi

tive or negative effect on the development of HCB, some had an impact within the case 

corporation and on Elisa’s competitive environment.
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Fnrinnenniis factors Exoaenous factors

•new CEO started in 1997 Deregulation in 1998 in Europe

• new corporate strategy: New enabling technologies (+)

•expansion of home markets Regulator's actions

•nationwide products and services (+)
IT-boom, “e-hype" (+)

• new organizational structure incl. the establishment of 

MuMe-team (+), new subsidiaries
The burst of the "IT-bubble" (-)

* changes in senior management (-)
Globalization

• more investments and resources to R&D (+)
Emerging competition and

competitor’s actions (-)

• Internal hierarchy and power structure (-) ,
Delay-time between the customers'

* Existing, rigid IT/IS architecture (-) acceptance of a new technology and

• processes and IT/IS architecture based
when the technology is ready to use (-)

on fixed-line products’ requirements which

differed from mobile, broadband and

multimedia requirements (-)

* Result-based management (-,+)

* Regional diversification and multi-level

hierarchy in organization (-,+)

• Overlapping organizational processes, functions and 

product/service responsibilities (esp. in integration of sev

eral technologies) (-)

• Development costs Le. difference between pilot project 

and a production project (-)

• Visioning capability, future-oriented leadership (+)

• Changes In R&D process and linking it to commerciali

zation process (+)

Figure 4.29. The endogenous and exogenous change drivers from 1998 to 
2000

4.11 Summary of HCB’s capability development in 1998-2000

When considering the development of HCB and its business nets, which managed 

to create some of the top-selling products and services of today, then perhaps the first 

successful strategic action from the senior management of the case corporation in the
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1990s, was to set up a separate R&D-group. This separate group was compact enough 

to be driven by small gains and was not constrained by the parent’s organizational 
norms and rigid hierarchical rules.

During the years from 1998 to 2000, Elisa’s senior management firmly believed 

in the commercial success of these new technologies and the new services based on 

them. This confidence assisted HCB in the achievement of its goals, even though some 

of the projects, such as А-plus and Nettiplus, were not successful in terms of project 
management, profitability or continuity of business services. R&D continued and pro

jects that proved to be more successful took place. The experience gained in previous 

projects assisted in the creation of the successful Silicon Hill alliances and the Mega

concept. The corporation kept allocating resources to this technological development 

through these “e-hype” years. HCB did not have major difficulties in finding financing 

for its projects from either inside the corporation or from the national or European level 

technology funds. The numerous R&D projects and different collaborative forms com

pleted from 1990 to 2000 provided insight and direction, suggesting the types of new 

knowledge, resources and capabilities required when constructing architecture based on 

new enabling technologies such as multimedia, Internet and broadband.

Figure 4.30 describes the capabilities developed and acquired during 1998 and 

2000. They related to the business, technology, organization, actors and the business 
net as an entity. Technology-related capabilities and knowledge gained included the in
tegration of technologies and e-business-facilities. Project-related capabilities and 

knowledge consisted of the management of multiple projects, the necessity for the pro

vision of different contracts according to partner or project and project planning within 
the business context.

Business-related capabilities and knowledge incorporated negotiation capabilities, 

competencies related to e-business and associated processes, business strategy and 

planning, business modeling including the creation of a business concept, human re

sources management (HRM) and leadership skills. Net-related capabilities and knowl

edge included how to coordinate the net’s activities and how to orchestrate the actors 

towards common goals. Actor-related capabilities and knowledge consisted of industry- 

related knowledge, knowledge of different actors’ organizations and skills and resources 
related knowledge.

Moreover, HCB had to be capable of developing strong communication channels 

with all levels in the case corporation because they had to motivate acceptance of their
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R&D-projects and business concepts. Besides developing the communication channels, 

HCB’s personnel and particularly managers needed good communication skills. Their 

strong vision involved also sidestepping the usual organization channels and working 

directly with partners and with whomever was a suitable partner from their point of 

view. HCB’s managers were also capable of creating an atmosphere that encouraged 

creativity, independency and experimentation.

Managerial capabilities were needed to organize relationships and orchestrate-ac- 

tors. More traditional managerial capabilities included personnel management (HRM), 

business process planning, budgeting and strategy development. Managerial capabili
ties needed and developed can be divided into two groups: The net level managerial 
capabilities included the mobilization of actors with in a business net, the control of 

information flow between net actors, the contract management of actors in varied roles 

and of difference importance within a net, collective strategy planning and the coordina

tion of internal and external resources. The business level managerial capabilities in
cluded personnel management (HRM), internal resource management, internal coopera

tion, business strategy planning, product strategy planning and budgeting.

Dynamic organizational capabilities created in the Silicon Hill alliances involved 

both new learning and the renewal of existing capabilities. This study suggests that 

HCB acquired knowledge in the formation of new business and product ideas by gather

ing information from various internal and external sources. It mobilized partners to cre

ate new integrated services for homes and communities. The vision of a new business 

and innovating were important factors in the development path of HCB. Visioning re

lates to two different types of learning: exploitation and exploration (March 1991). Ex
ploitative learning meant that HCB followed the activities of competitors as well as 
general developments in technology. Explorative learning meant that HCB was capable 

of identifying new business opportunities as seen in the А-net, and Mega-concept’s

nets.
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Capabilities, skills and knowledge developed:

Solutions

Technology-related capabilities and knowledge:

Integration of technologies 

e-business

Project-related:

management of multiple projects 

different contracts for different partners and projects 

Project planning vs. business planning 

Capabilities related to planning the technical architecture, imple

menting, testing, integrating and implementation in to production 

environment

I
•Business-related:

negotiation capabilities, communication skills, building communica

tion channels

- e-business and processes

business strategy and planning, business modelling and creating a 

business concept

human resources management skills (HRM) 

leadership skills

Net-related:

coordination, orchestration of actors 

partner portfolio planning

1998

•Actor-related:

various industry-related knowledge

actors' business-, organization- and resources -related knowledge

Figure 4.30. The capabilities and knowledge developed during 1998-2000

4.12 Discussion of the empirical findings of the years 1998-2000

This section combines the empirical findings of the years 1998 to 2000 in HCB’s 
development. However, this section does not provide any further discussion of the en
dogenous and exogenous factors that promote or hinder network construction as these 

factors were described and analyzed in section 4.10, nor will it list capabilities developed
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because these were summarized in section 4.11. This chapter connects the empirical find

ings to previous studies.

Partnering and the partner portfolio
The years between 1998 and 2000 were characterized by the learning of new tech

nologies, capabilities and the future home-related business. At first, it was obvious that 

the personnel of HCB and Elisa’s R&D were unaware of both the opportunities and chal

lenges of technology integration, including what kind of processes, capabilities and 

knowledge were required in the startup of a new business that was not based on tradition

ally used technologies. As the knowledge gap narrowed with time and as a result of ex
perience gained, HCB was able to evaluate each partner and their knowledge in relation to 

HCB’s own existing knowledge. The Silicon Hill alliances were also important in creat

ing new partnerships, capabilities and technological platforms. The broadening contact 

network, new capabilities, knowledge of technology and business assisted in the creation 

of a partner portfolio inclusive of both potential partners and existing partners. The grow

ing partner network of the Mega-concept demonstrated that knowledge and abilities in the 

acquisition of partners were adequate. This study provides additional information con

cerning collaboration in the development of new technology (see also Pisano, 1990; Shan 

et al., 1994).

Strategy, business plan and business development

The business strategy and plan developed during the 1998-2000 from A-net’s 
“thin” business plan to a Mega-concept’s business plan which estimated its own strengths 
and weaknesses, delivery channels and competitors. Marketing, communication, service 

delivery and product strategies were also formulated.

By the time Megahouse started, HCB was capable of orchestrating several actors 

and activities. It also tried to prevent opportunistic behavior by limiting both information 

flow and interaction within the net to the minimum level necessary. Generating trust in 

the net was essential for successful cooperation. HCB was capable of fulfilling the sched

ules of development projects, maintaining cooperation and control of the net and its ser

vices, and serving customers with the products and services they were demanding.

On comparing the Mega-concept to А-net or Nettiplus, it was clearly seen that the 

business and technological knowledge and capabilities lacking in those early cooperative 

forms was supplemented by experience gained, piloting technologies, contact network 
and other sources of information by the time Megahouse and Megahome started. Internal
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resources were seen to be critical for the creation of future competitive advantage. This 

supports previous studies of the Resource-Based view of the Firm (e.g. Barney, 1991; 

Penrose, 1959; Rumelt, 1974; Wemerfelt, 1984; Zollo and Winter, 2002).

In addition to the extensive learning of new skills, service, technology and concept 
development, the period from 1998 to 2000 can also be characterized as a phase of intra- 
organizational strategy “selling” which resulted in HCB being given the resources it re

quired to participate and mobilize developing nets. This enabled HCB to achieve leader

ship in ADSL connections and acquire the leading position in smart- home/future-home 

solutions (e.g. Kotiportti™, household monitoring and home security systems) in Finland. 

(Möller and Törmänen, 2003)

According to Porter (2001,71), in order to establish and maintain a distinctive stra

tegic positioning, an organization must have a goal with superior long-term return on in

vestment, as exemplified by ADSL and the home networking related services in this case. 

As HCB and its services were the first national operator in future home development and 

in the development of ADSL, and their services were considered to be of an excellent 

quality, they were able to gain a good market position and capable partners early and, 
thus, created benefits for partners in the nets developed.

Creating competitive advantage in future home business

Knowledge of processes, particularly in relation to tuning R&D processes, in late 

1990s made it easier for HCB to create a competitive advantage. The corporate vision 

provided a continuity of direction, which allowed HCB to create unique skills and capa

bilities and to build a strong reputation of superior technical knowledge in certain new 

technology areas (cf. Porter 2001, 71). The dynamic capabilities view of the firm pro

poses that organizations acquire new knowledge, skills, expertise, and capabilities 

through organizational learning (Deeds, et al. 1998; Teece et al. 1997).

In the phase where an actor wishes to mobilize its own net, like HCB did, it must 

also be able to offer unique capabilities, an attractive development agenda, a business 

model and/or a strategy if it is to engage partners with cutting-edge knowledge in their 
own areas of operation. Without strong vision and unique capabilities the focal actor 

would not have been able to develop its position in the future home and mobility related 

services.

Many companies have failed to retain their leadership from one product generation 
or architecture to another. The future home was a new area of business and the markets 

were attractive for other players too. HCB had a leading edge in home networking but it
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was facing growing competition by the start of 2000. The case corporation had known 

when to pursue small markets aggressively, such as the future home in the mid 1990s, 

rather than substantial markets, and when to allocate capital to projects that did not prom

ise the best returns at first. Indeed, this pioneer spirit differentiated Elisa and HCB from

its main competitors, including Sonera, who either missed the opportunity or entered the 
business late. HCB engaged in strategic conduct that was more typical to pure Internet 
startups: the rise of dominant design, a focus on specific products and services, and an ac
celeration of R&D -process innovation, with costs of process changes remaining modest.

The number of competitors in the future home market was few during the early 

phase but there was a proliferation of competitors by the beginning of the 21sl century. 

The basis of competition became more defined. Initially, it was a question of attracting 

customers and building customer base. The vision for the future home and home com

merce business was to maintain its position as the pre-eminent provider of home com

merce services and information. To achieve that goal, HCB had to continue to enhance 

both content and site services and further diversify revenues, achieving cost savings 

through process redesign in order to remain dynamically efficient in the future.

What differentiates the Mega-concept from other projects is the advantages result

ing from being the first actor in this area and its foundation on risky and bold resource 

commitments. However, the successful integration of technologies, marketing and inno
vative business models did not automatically translate into a sustainable strategy and ad
vantage, the construction of organizational-specific dynamic capabilities was required. 

As Powell (1998, 228) stated: “/и technologically intensive fields, where there are large 

gains from innovation and steep losses from obsolescence, competition is best regarded 

as a learning race.'” Learning new technologies, integrating and implementing them into 

a business context underlay the main learning race within the ICT-sector during the 

1990s. The capabilities developed around these new technologies and the businesses 

based on them were the source for HCB’s competitive advantage. Moreover, the results 

show that an innovative actor has to be able to develop capabilities in network manage

ment. Without these managerial capabilities the actor is not capable of influencing, or

chestrating and mobilizing the other net members.

This complex organizational situation in which there were both “old", traditional 

telecommunication business (fixed-line network telephone business), and “new” e- 

business and future home based business based on several integrated technologies, was 
challenging for managers. They had to deal both with new and multiple business models,
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different processes and understand the profit-making opportunities of a completely new 
business, as exemplified by the future home business. It seemed that success was based 
on the organizations ability to take on concurrently multiple and contradictory business 
elements through an organizational managerial structure that combined a mix of self- and 

centralized government (see also Tushman and O’Reilly, 1996). In this case, central cor

porate-level control concerned the basic processes such as billing, product management 

and customer management with HCB given a large degree of autonomy. Child and Fran

cis (1976) explained the changes in the formalization of managerial processes as “a trim

ming movement” between cycles of decentralization and centralization in organizational 

control. In the case of HCB, the source of the creation of a new business group as well as 

the change of institutional structure was caused by the emerging business, networking of 

organizations, growing partner network, integration of technologies and emergence of e- 

business in Elisa and in HCB. According to Loveridge (2003,126) institutionalization 

and a more formal organization tend to ensure continuity and recursiveness in the ap

proach to similarly defined strategic problems. Institutionalization and a formal organiza

tion behind the growing business group, HCB, assisted HCB to adapt in the existing envi
ronment and provided managers with a set of future choices in creating a new business 
like HCB within the strategic decision context. In HCB, a more formal organizational 

structure and control was formed in order to ensure the manageability of different tech

nologies, processes and orchestration of multiple actors.

HCB’s many roles in a business net

Orchestrating actors also generated new role requirements for HCB: The role of 

the net initiator is to find external knowledge and resources and bring them into the 

forming net, via analysis of the competitive environment, by bringing experts into the 

net, or by finding actors who have the capabilities and resources needed. A process 

creator, and later a process manager, role is required when coordinating the different 

tasks to create an effective process between the hub and each actor in a net.
However, any change in the competitive or macro environment or changes caused 

by strategic actions taken by the hub or other participants in the net can cause a neces

sary reorganization of processes, so that someone responsible for reorganizing processes 

is required. A conflict/problem solver is required when friction is seen to occur be

tween actors. Such a role demands an understanding of the business and market situa

tion of each actor in each industry involved. However, not only do relationships be
tween single actors need to be managed and taken care of but those between the clus-
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ters of actors. In the Mega-concept there were actors from several industries, and there
fore, clusters of actors from the same industry were treated as a cluster. This required a 

cluster manager’s role, which is also a strategic role as it has to ensure that everyone in 

the cluster is interactive, participating in common goals, coordinating their efforts and 

utilizing their resources and capabilities towards the net’s objectives. The roles evolve 

according to the net’s life cycle and the endogenous and exogenous events influencing 

the net and its members directly or indirectly.

Discussion and comparison of different collaborative forms
А-net was an important evolutionary step for HCB. In А-net, the business was 

evolving from piloting technologies to creating a business net. By joining this network, 

HCB was aiming to create a competitive advantage within this area of e-business, to 

strengthen both its role and its image, and to expand its customer base. It was a deliber

ate strategic move to combine HCB’s technological knowledge with new business de

velopment. (Möller and Törmänen, 2003) Management of technology integration in

cluded both organizational (manufacturing, marketing etc.) and managerial (planning, 

controlling) functions (cf. also Capon and Glazer, 1987; Chandler, 1977). The objective 

of controlling and coordinating business transactions was not sufficiently planned, or

ganized and managed in А-net. The number of actors, new technology platforms and 

services formed a complex entity. Moreover, during А-net, the marketing functions 

were not given sufficient attention, a fact that changed by the time when Megahouse 

started.
An industrial relationship involves a process view. Firms experience and manage 

the development of relationships as a series of exchange periods. A relationship begins 
with partner selection. Experiments in pilot projects are examples of the starting stage 

of a collaborative relationship (Anderson and Narus 1999). After piloting in Silicon 

Hill, HCB was able to start relationships with new partners like Nokia. Actors explor

ing, piloting new technologies and creating novel business ideas generally come from 

several different fields, as seen in А-net, the Silicon Hill alliances and the Mega

concept. This also supports previous studies by Håkansson and Waluszewski 2002 and 

also by Lundgren 1995.

A network construction often requires a hub or a leader with a vision of the net’s 

goals, a party that is responsible for strategy planning and orchestrating actors in the 

net. This supports studies by Lorenzoni and Baden-Fuller 1995, 146. The hub can use 

its power in several areas, including financial power over other actors, technological su-
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periority, special knowledge and competencies, trust and authority given by other actors 

of the net (Child and Faulkner 1998, 116). In the Mega-concept and the nets formed, 

the hub was HCB. It coordinated and controlled the other actors by means of written 

contracts. Activities were outsourced where the hub had insufficient resources to carry 
out those activities itself or if the activities were not within its core capabilities and core 
knowledge.

A substantial number of previous studies and empirical evidence (see e.g. Cadde 

and Håkansson, 2001; Halinen, 1997; Håkansson and Waluszevski, 2002; Håkansson 

and Johansson, 2001; Lundgren, 1991; Steinbock 2000, 2001b) have shown the impor

tance of managing relationships as well as the notion of understanding business proc

esses, both in production and in management. This present study shows both the failure 

of managing relationships in А-net, as well as successful management in the Silicon 

Hill alliances and in the Mega-concept.

It may be concluded, that increasing experience within the business and technol

ogy context assisted the creation of HCB’s business nets.
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CHAPTER 5: THE PERIOD OF OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY AND 

BUSINESS PROCESS OPTIMIZATION FROM 2001 TO 2003

This chapter provides an overview of the development of HCB and its services 

from 2001 to 2003. These years were characterized by the burst of the “IT-bubble” and 

declining profits in fixed-line and mobile business. Moreover, Elisa experienced changes 

both in organizational structure and in senior management during these years. The new 

CEO, Veli-Matti Mattila, commenced his position in July 2003. He changed both Elisa’s 

corporate strategy in 2003 and the organizational strategy designed to increase business 

profitability and efficiency.

This chapter illustrates the growing future home and home networking business 

that started during 1998 to 2000 with the Mega-concept’s business nets: Megahome and 

Megahouse. It also describes HCB’s different types of collaborative forms during 2001 
to 2003. It explains the changes in the competitive environment of future home business 

in national markets. In addition, the present chapter describes and analyzes the capabili

ties developed and utilized during 2001 to 2003. Finally, it provides a summary of en

dogenous and exogenous factors that hindered or promoted the growth of HCB and its 

business nets. This chapter is concluded with a synthesis of the key empirical findings.

5.1 Mega-concept’s nets during 2001 to 2003

From the year 2001 to 2003, HCB’s Mega-concept continued with the develop

ment and maintenance of services and platforms. HCB’s customer base grew both in the 

capital city area and nationwide.

5.1.1 Changes in the competitive environment of the future 
home -business

The broadband and home networking -business bloomed even though the eco

nomic situation was hard on all participants (Masala 11/2003). The competitive environ
ment of HCB first changed in 2001 when Sonera Living introduced cooperative practices 

with Ericsson (Sonera Press Release October 2001), and then again in 2002, when Nokia 

decided to end its Home Commerce business (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2). Nokia was
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HCB’s strategie partner in Megahouse. Consequently, this was a radical change which 

influenced not only the dissolution of one relationship within a net but also changed both 

the net structure and future partner possibilities. Nokia’s subcontractors continued to 

work together with HCB and they made bilateral contracts. The major change in the con

sideration of platforms and possible partners was that it was now also possible to consider 

other home server platforms beside Nokia (Masala January 23rd 2003). As a result, new 

relationships were formed with other platform providers (See Figure 5.2, Picture b).

Picture a Picture b

An actor in a net New net members

A strategic relationship -----  A relationship

Nokia

Nokia’s subcontractors’ net

Figure 5.1. Picture a: Megahouse with Nokia and its subcontractors as 
part of the net in 2000; Picture b: Megahouse-net after the terminated re
lationship with Nokia in 2002

Sonera Living was closed down in 2002 (Launis January 14th 2004). This pro

vided HCB with a more secure position in the national markets. Figure 5.2 illustrates the 

changes in the competitive environment of future home and home commerce business 
from 2000 to 2002.

The presence of Nokia showed that the interdependency of future partnering was 

dependent on a major global player and its strategic choices. These choices affected the 

structure of the Megahouse -business net as well as its developmental path. This case of 

Nokia provided empirical evidence of how major market players, such as Nokia, influ

enced the future goals of the entire net, the interconnectedness of actors, positions of ac

tors and the structure of the net itself. The positions and roles of actors within a business 

net can evolve dynamically over time in response to changes in the net’s relationships, in 

the macro environment or in the competitive situation in markets as seen in this case. The 

exogenous factors affecting the Megahouse -business net’s relationships were the burst of
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the “IT-bubble", the start of the recession in Finland, and the closing down of Sonera Liv

ing. The endogenous factor that caused changes in the positions’ structure of the net was

the dissolution of the strategic relationship with Nokia.
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Figure 5.2. The competitive environment of the future home and home 
commerce business in Finland in 2000-2003

5.1.2 HCB’s key products and changes in competition in the 
broadband-network business

According to Timo Simula, the Head of Development, in 3rd of November 2003, 

it was difficult to estimate the profitability of the business over the years as the organiza

tional changes had been so numerous and fundamental. The former tight business group 

was more of a virtual organization from 2001 to 2003.

The growth and success of HCB’s product development and business can be esti

mated by examining HCB’s most successful products: ADSL and Kotiportti™. HCB de

veloped both the ADSL and Kotiportti™ during 1998 to 2000. Today, many of Elisa’s 

services and products are based on ADSL. Both ADSL and Kotiportti™ can be consid

ered more in terms of a platform than a single product. According to Sami Masala (No

vember 11lh 2003): “Kotiportti ™ cannot be thought as a product-entity as it was created
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in the first place. Today, it is rather a product group -name that Elisa uses for household 
and estate (house) subscriptions in which the building will have one broadband subscrip

tion (xDSL or fiber). This subscription will be divided among all the users or among all 

the subscribers of broadband in the estate. This trend can be observed in the growing 

ADSL-subscription-line-numbers of various operators. Also, it is accurate to assume that 

Elisa will create a service platform which can be used via different subscriber-line - 

choices which could be, for example, mobile like GPRS, Wireless LAN, EDGE, UMTS, 
and also via broadband access
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Figure 5.3. Potential subscribers of ADSL -line
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Figure 5.4. Potential subscribers in a building
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ADSL’s use is growing rapidly both within Elisa and with external customers (see 

Appendix 2). The profitability of ADSL-subscribers compared with ADSL in building - 

networks was studied in 2002 (Palmén, 2002). Figures 5.3 and 5.4 describe the findings 

of this study in relation to economic profitability. In the basic ADSL-subscriber-line, 

costs correlated with the number of subscribers. In building-networks, costs were de

pendent on the number of households in a building and the value of apartments. Accord

ing to Palmén’s study (2002) (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4), building-networks were more 
profitable as a business model than the ADSL-subscriber-line. In addition, Palmén 
(2002) argued that the most favorable areas were those in which the concentration of 

houses and apartments was significantly greater. The nature of competition was changing 

from being customer-targeted to building-targeted (Palmén, 2002).

Figure 5.5 illustrates the changes seen in competition in the broadband-network- 

business within the ICT-sector during 1990 to 2003. In the early 1990s, following de

regulation of the national markets, competition was based on products and services, with 

broadband either still in development in many countries or just being introduced to the 

markets. However, after deregulation of the telecommunications markets in Europe in 

1998, the main concern was to maintain the existing customer base because it was esti

mated to be a cheaper option than trying to gain new customers. In the late 1990s and 

during 2001 to 2002, the competition was customer-centric, with customers seen as de

manding, wanting personalized and high-quality services. Finally, in 2003, according to 

Masala (November 11th 2003) and Palmén (2002), competition was slowly converting 
from customers to buildings.

Building-based competition

Customer-centric competition:

Demanding customers, quality is important; 

customized and personalized services

Customers and markets -centered

Competition: keeping existing customers is profitable

than gaining new ones

Product and service- centered competition

1990 1998 2000 2003 tfme

Figure 5.5. Changes in the competition of broadband-network markets in 
1990-2003
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5.2 HCB’s different collaborative forms from 2001 to 2003

The number of R&D-projects diminished from 2001 to 2003 as a result of declin
ing profitability in Elisa, reduced investments in R&D and attempts to reduce costs. Dur
ing this time, hundreds of employees were made redundant in Elisa. More time, efforts 

and resources were spent in implementing new organizational structure changes within 

Elisa. Due to Elisa’s organizational changes and the division of the corporation into dif

ferent subsidiaries, some new businesses were merged into HCB. These were: Efodi- the 

e-leaming space —business concept, in 2001, and Emma - the online music business in 

2002. The employees of Emma, Efodi and HCB knew each others based on an earlier 

cooperative venture in the 1990s.

5.2.1 New business nets: Efodi and Emma

Efodi and Emma were merged into HCB formally at the beginning of 2002. How

ever, the cooperation and transformation to this new organizational structure was done at the 

end of the year 2001.

Arenanet
The firSt idea of e-learning 

olntfnrm
1999-21

Arena-lasipalatsi 1997
у/ Efodi (e-learning space)

Silicon Hill -alliances 1999-2000RAD pilots assessing and 

piloting new technologies The first idea of

online mùsic business
Emma (online music)

The first idea of future home

in hello -magazine

2003 time

Figure 5.6. The development path of Efodi and Emma

Figure 5.6 presents the development path and origin of the business idea of Efodi and 
Emma. Emma was first innovated in Arena-lasipalatsi in 1997. Efodi was innovated in the 
Silicon Hill alliances during 1999 to 2000. Efodi’s platform development was piloted during
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the Silicon Hill alliances and it went into production in 2000. Emma’s platform develop

ment was undertaken during the year 2001 to 2002.

5.2.1.1 Efodi - the e-leaming environment

Efodi’s e-learning platform development started in the Silicon Hill alliances from 

1999 to 2000 (Hölttä 1999, 2000). The platform development was undertaken by several 

cooperative and project- partners. Efodi included educational material and teaching-aid - 

services for publishers, schools, groups, students and teachers. It allowed online courses 

and the delivery of educational material via the Internet (see also Appendix 3 of Efodi).

The e-learning business environment was not very competitive in Finland during 

the late 1990’s. There were a couple of other web-based learning systems developed by 
software providers. For example, Loms Notes was considered the main competitor at that 
time. Interest in the e-learning environment was growing because there was found to be 

new customer target groups for the e-leaming environment besides that of internal docu

ment and course management in Elisa. Schools could use the e-leaming platform in their 

content and document management in various courses, and publishers could use Efodi in 

delivering their e-books and course material. (Ahlstrand, November 12th 2001)

Figures 5.7 and 5.9 illustrates the Efodi-net, structural changes in the Efodi-net 

and its developmental path during the years 2000 to 2002. The net’s perspective is de

fined by its role in the net, and the contract-relationships with the hub. Efodi’s net was a 

group of actors creating, maintaining and installing services to different end-users’ tech

nical environments. A large part of the Efodi business concept was constructed on the 

idea that customers also take part in developing the services, innovating new features thus 

becoming part of the net. Some of the customers, such as publishers, were also content 
providers.

Figure 5.7 presents the Efodi-business net in the year 2000 following the Silicon 

Hill-alliances. Business Solutions (BS), a strategic business area in Elisa, was the home 

of Efodi in 2000. Elisa’s HRD, Kolumbus (a subsidiary of Elisa) and Amiedu were pi

loting customers. Project-specific, temporary partners were Oracle and Hewlett Packard 

who also provided software and hardware. Other software and hardware providers, who 

were continuous cooperative partners, were Compaq, Visual Systems and Compiei. The 

difference with Oracle and Hewlett Packard in their relationship with BS, (the hub), was 

that these two actors provided databases and servers which were based on a one-time- 

delivery -contract and not on a continuous cooperative partnership contract at this point of
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time. Internal partners were Comptel, Kolumbus, HCB and Elisa’s Research Center. 

Compte! was an integrator to Elisa’s existing legacy systems and to Elisa’s Internet secu

rity platform. The Research Center and HCB had an R&D-relationship with Efodi and 

the BS-business unit through the R&D-network. The corporate level Knowledge Man

agement (KM) network took an active part in Efodi’s development, providing suggestions 

as to what the corporate KM network and HRM12 would require for an internal e-learning

platform in Elisa.

I Amiedu
• Elisa \

\ Corporation ■
_____"• Oracle

Research
Visual

Systems
Center

Compaq

Kolumbus

Comptel

4 • • ► R&D -network -relationship

..............► A temporary, project-time

communication and

-,__ _•'Content providers and customers

Internal partners 

A hub
cooperation relationship (SD> An R&D partner

•4-------------- ► Regular communication,

a cooperation relationship

Software and hardware providers 

A customer relationship

Figure 5.7. Efodi - business net in 2000

During the year 2001, Efodi’s net and platform developed further (see Figure 5.8). 

Oracle and Hewlett Packard were involved in building the test and piloting environment. 

New software and hardware partners were Educrane, Codeonline, Docendo and TietoEna-

32 HRM = Human Resource Management. HRM was located at the corporate level in Elisa and each subsidiary 

had their own HRM-personnel. Each of the business units and subsidiaries had one or more employees taking 

part in the corporate level KM-network. They were either part- or full-time employed to do perfonn KM and 

HRM issues within the organization. It depended on the business area/unit/subsidiary if they were part- or full

time employed.
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tor. TietoEnator was working on a project with Visual Systems who developed the cus

tomer interface of Efodi. Tietoenator assisted in the program code development. Efodi’s 
own personnel also programmed some parts of the code and tested the integrated parts of 

different actors.

cooperation relationship

An R&D -network 

relationship

A hub organization

-> A regular communication, 

cooperation relationship 

-*• A customer relationship

€2 An R&D-partner

Figure 5.8. Efodi - business net in 2001

^ A strategic partnership

and a customer relationship 

and a content provider

New customers included Vakes, Honeywell, the city of Vantaa and WSOY, who 
was also a strategic partner to BS because of its nationwide publishing network and ac

cess to all the schools in the country. WSOY actively took part in co-developing the plat

form and customer-interface with BS. WSOY was also a content provider, providing the 

text books and course materials for schools in e-book-form, and so influenced the growth
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of Efodi’s customer base (Ahlstrand, November 12* 2001). These schools were invisible 

partners to Efodi but, at the same time, they were potential users of the services and the 

platform of Efodi. Ideas of how to develop Efodi’s platform, content and customer inter

face were formulated within BS and by Efodi’s own personnel (Ahlstrand, November 12* 

2001).

The end of the year 2001 was a time of larger organizational changes within 

Elisa. The former SBAs PC (Personal Communications) and BS (Business Solutions) 

were fused into ElisaCom. This change also affected HCB’s organization, with Efodi and 

Emma transferred to ElisaCom from the beginning of 2002. HCB’s manager, Timo 

Simula, was the Head of Development and responsible for R&D related to new business 

innovations in ElisaCom. This change also caused a shift in the focal actor. BS no longer 

existed and, therefore, HCB became the new focal actor of Efodi, taking part in its devel
opment and managing cooperative projects with Efodi-net and other parts of the Mega

concept’s nets (see Appendix 1 which details the organizational changes of Elisa).

Figure 5.9 describes Efodi in the beginning of the year 2002. New customers 

were the city of Espoo and Soon, the local telecom operator in the city of Tampere in 

Finland. Soon had been partly-owned by Elisa since 199833 and a subsidiary of Elisa 

since 2002 (Elisa Annual Reports 1998-2002) (see Appendix 1 for organizational 

changes within Elisa).

Comptel’s role changed once HCB knew that it was going to be responsible for 

the planning and coordination of R&D in the new business area. This happened during 

the fall of 2001. HCB initiated regular meetings with other SBAs and subsidiaries con

cerning billing and payment methods. The meetings were initiated because Efodi, Emma 

and the business nets of the Mega-concept required more variation in billing and payment 

methods in the Internet. In addition, the resources given to R&D during 2001 to 2002 
were reduced due to the start of the recession and the burst of the "IT-bubble”. As a con
sequence, internal cooperation was a necessity and HCB wanted to avoid competition in 

this area of research and development. HCB knew that in a large corporation like Elisa, it 

was easy to undertake overlapping and competing projects. The new platform was called

33 Tampereen Puhelin, the local telecommunication company in the city of Tampere, changed its name to Soon

in 2002.
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Chinchilla and Compiei was chosen to develop it. It started in 2001. Chinchilla is de

scribed in detail later in this chapter.
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Figure 5.9. Efodi - business net in 2002

Some changes occurred in terms of software and hardware partners too: Hewlett 

Packard and Compaq merged. TietoEnator bought Visual Systems and it became part of 

the TietoEnator (TE)-corporation. Oracle as well as the Hewlett-Packard-Compaq
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merged corporation were involved in the new Chinchilla-project, providing the servers, 

PCs and databases for the pilot environment of this new project.

Changes among the software and hardware partners did not seem to affect the 
net’s functionality or services. On the contrary, it seemed promising that a small com

pany like Visual Systems were seen an as interesting prospect by a large international 

company like TietoEnator. The HP and Compaq - merge changed some personal con

tacts, working and communication methods between the focal actor and this new partner, 

specifically who to contact, how the contacts were processed and transferred within the 

new company, who was responsible and so on, but it did not seem to affect the net’s func
tionality.

The change of the hub from BS to HCB, due to organizational changes within the 

case corporation, did not exert a very strong influence on the net’s goals and structure. 

However, according to Klaus Ahlstrand, Efodi Business Development Manager (Novem

ber 12th 2001), the internal power structure and processes changed.

New service versions, new usage 

and new markets
О Course organizers and 

their participants

Q Publishers and

buyers of educational material

Q Schools; teachers and students

Q Internal courses: document and educational material delivery and storage

Silicon Hill-projects 1999-2000: idea and technology platform development

Figure 5.10. Efodi - life cycles in 1999-2003

Some members of the team who built and maintained the core infrastructure left 
the case corporation during 2001 to 2003. Also, the uncertainty of business continuance 

shadowed the development. During the year 2001, it was not clear if the Efodi would be 

either closed down, outsourced or sold as it was not certain how senior management 

would position such a new business concept in the case corporations’ service portfolio 

(Ahlstrand, November 12th 2001). The changes to the internal power structure and hier-
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archy at the end of 2001 and the beginning of 2002 caused some delay before the new 

structure and processes were fully functioning and the operations and responsibilities 

were clear to each parties involved (Ahlstrand November 12th 2001). HCB’s and Efodi’s 

key personnel had known each other since the Silicon Hill alliances, which facilitated co

operation and the sharing of information and resources. As a summary, Figure 5.10 de

scribes the new versions, usage and markets that extended the life-cycle of the e-learning 

space and -services developed.
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Figure 5.11. Capabilities and knowledge developed in Efodi during the 
years 1999-2003

Figure 5.11 describes the capabilities and knowledge developed and acquired. As 

seen from HCB’s development during the period 1990 to 2000, there were several catego

ries of knowledge and capabilities that developed within the R&D -projects and within 
the net construction. Technology-related capabilities related to different technologies and 

solutions applicable for the e-leaming -concept. Also, projecting scheduling? Efodi and 

its different versions required basic knowledge of project management and resource allo

cation. Efodi’s personnel had knowledge of Elisa’s organization and they took part in the 

R&D network, creating a personal contact network within Elisa as well as within their
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partners, creating Efodi’s architectural solutions. Efodi’s management had a good knowl

edge of the competitive environment and who might be possible partners and competitors 

in the e-learning business. In addition, personnel developed the skills of marketing a new 

service to different customer target groups.

5.2.1.2 Emma - the online music business

Emma’s digital music services included different songs from various companies 
(IT-viikko 12/2001, 1/2002) (See Appendix 3 for Emma). According to Jarmo Riipinen 
(November 7lh 2001), who was the Business Manager of Emma online business, Emma’s 

business idea was actually innovated in 1997 along with the Arena-lasipalatsi -project. 

He claimed that the idea originally surfaced after following developments in e-business, 

keeping up with new advances in technology and tracking following various events. The 

idea was that Emma’s potential users could download songs from the Emma-site and lis

ten to the songs on their own PCs or save them on their computer for later use (IT-viikko, 

1/2002). Payment methods included either mobile-payment for Radiolinja’s customers, 

online bank-payment via several banks and credit card payment through the Luottokunta- 

credit company.

“Emma ’s business idea had some obvious strengths. These were: the existing 

knowledge of capabilities within the case corporation, pioneering in online music busi
ness, knowing the strengths and weaknesses within the organizations involved. It is as 
important to form internal networks as networking with the content management experts 

of the music business. Emma aimed at making profits for Elisa to bring new value and to 

be an attractive partner to the other parties involved. When seeking and developing new 

business possibilities, it is important to understand the nature and the future of business 
in question", Riipinen (November 7th 2001) concluded.

However, Jarmo Riipinen (November 7th 2001) admitted that senior management 

in late 1990s did not invest huge amounts of money n any new business unless there were 

immediate profits and potential growth in sight. It was important to sell the idea and the 

business concept both to senior management and to potential partners and customers. He 

gave an example of another idea that had surfaced at the same time as А-net and Emma. 

This was the idea of a virtual hotel like the Hotel Goldfish that had been introduced by 

Kolumbus in Elisa. The Hotel Goldfish (see Appendix 3) business concept had been an
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enormous success since 1999. It was first introduced in the Youth-Arena-concept34 
documents in the Arena-lasipalatsi project in 1997. At that time, senior management 

within Elisa did not understand the idea and it was put on hold. A further reason lay in 

the lack of available resources. The idea of a virtual hotel in the Internet was accepted 

one and half years after it was first introduced (Riipinen, 7lh November 2001). Perhaps 

this shows that too early an introduction to markets and too “fine” solutions are not neces

sary. In Arena-lasipalatsi in 1997, there were 3D-avatars, whereas in the Hotel Goldfish 

(see Appendix 3), a simpler technology was used.

Figure 5.12 illustrates Emma’s business net in 2002. Internal partners included 

the subsidiaries and partly-owned companies, other business groups and departments 

within the case corporation. These internal partners were: Yomi (software provider), Ra

diolinja (the mobile-payment provider) and HCB in Elisa as an R&D and payment- 

platform support. HCB became the owner, the hub organization, of this business in 2002. 
HCB and Datatie provided the Internet security platform idea and infrastructure. HCB 

and Radiolinja had first-hand knowledge of e-payment and security issues following ear

lier R&D-projects from 1999 to 2002, such as the Nettiplus and Chinchilla-projects. In

ternal partners transferred value from one party to another within the case corporation. 

Emma’s External partners could be divided into temporary partners that is those partners 

who took part on a project -basis, performing a specific operation such as the provision of 

parts of the technological architecture and solutions, and partners with light-cooperation: 

local, nationwide and global or international partners, as exemplified by the content pro

vision by national and global music organizations.

34 Youth-Arena concept was one of the new business ideas developed during the Arena-lasipalatsi. It was a 

virtual meeting and chatting place designed for young people. However, at the time, the senior management did 

not want to invest in that business concept. The Arena-lasipalatsi -project was terminated in 1997.
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Figure 5.13 describes the capabilities and knowledge developed during 2000 to

2003. They were related to technology, business, organization and environment. Tech

nology-related capabilities and knowledge developed related to the different technologies 

required to create Emma’s architecture, and project-related capabilities concerned the al

location of resources and budgeting. Organizational-related capabilities involved Elisa's 

organizational structure, such as who to contact and who made investment decisions. The 

ability to create personal contact networks was essential in terms of the Emma business. 

This included networking with companies and agencies in the music business and atten

dance at various music-business events.
The Emma-business started up on the 9th of January in 2002 and it ended on the 3rd 

of March 2003. The problems that this business faced included the fact that the problem 

of music piracy was not solved fast enough by the regulators and other actors in this in

dustry to allow this business to continue (IT-viikko 3/2003). Prices were also considered 

to be fairly high (IT-viikko 3/2003). Other reasons concerned the lack of music- 

professionals in the core team during the development phase of the service. It was be

lieved that the price issue would have been anticipated earlier if professionals from the e- 

business, IT and music industries had been involved in the business planning and concept 

evaluation processes. Figure 5.14 presents causes and effects in Emma’s life-cycle.
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Figure 5.14. Causes and effects in Emma’s life-cycle

When examining exogenous effects in the macro environment, several changes af

fected the emerging Emma- online-music business. In Finland, the deregulation of the 

telecommunication sector in 1998 initiated changes in the industry. During the period 

from 1999 to 2000, the ‘IT-boom’ and rapid changes in the competitive environment 

caused organizational changes in the case corporation, while new business and related 

projects received a higher proportion of resources and investments than they had before. 

R&D was allowed to test and fine-tune their products until deemed perfect in every pos

sible way. However, the years 2000 to 2003 brought an unpredictable economic situation 

within the ICT-sector and R&D investments were expected to have a short pay-back time, 

with no time to spend on perfectionism in product designs.
In 2000, early signs of economic recession were seen and these continued until the 

cessation of Emma in 2003. Another reason, besides recession, for Emma’s closure was 

the lack of knowledge of regulatory issues in the music business, in particular the specific 

challenges of the online music business in the Internet including IPR and royalty issues. 

Moreover, the demand for new services based on the latest enabling technologies was dif-
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ficult to predict. Customers were not accepting products and services based on new tech
nologies as fast as the markets, investors and firms expected (Simula, November 3,d 

2003). In Emma’s case, the lack of traditional discount and seasonal sales were issues 

that the consumers looked for but which were not addressed in business planning and 

processes. This probably resulted from a lack of marketing and music business knowl

edge within the core team developing the Emma-business.

This brief description of Emma’s history reveals the dynamics and the inherent 

diversity in the value systems underlying strategic nets. Emma provided empirical evi

dence for the developmental process of intentionally-built strategic business nets, in par

ticular, how important it is to know the relevant businesses and regulations before starting 

to construct a net. Even if the infrastructure and processes are viable and actors are oper

ating together, there can be several other regulator and macro environmental factors influ
encing the mobilization of a net, as well as its success. In Emma’s case, the hub did not 
have detailed knowledge of either related industries or relevant regulations. This, coupled 

with the economic recession, ultimately led to the termination of the net. The closure of 

the Emma-business made big news. It received a lot of publicity because it had been the 
first attempt to sell digital-music via the Internet in Finland. Therefore, it was important 

for Elisa to analyze the factors that lead to the termination of the Emma business.

The process of learning the organization had undergone in terms of issues resolved 

and capabilities acquired by Emma were not wasted when Emma’s business net was ter

minated. The hub had learnt how important it was to understand the business realities of 

all related industries in the net, not only those in the ICT-sector. Capabilities and knowl

edge learnt from different areas of technology, organizations, projects and from environ

mental issues could be used within the context of other business. The mobilization of a 
net requires a strong position and knowledge of the related industries in which the actors 

are operating. Sheer technological capability and knowledge is not enough. A successful 

business needs more than a good business idea, business strategy and cooperating actors. 

Envisaging new business opportunities and understanding the business rules are important 

success factors and increase the attractiveness of a business net. Both the hub and the net 

should be regarded as agents engaged in a concurrent structuralization process. In Emma, 

all the music business actors, together with the hub, could have affected Emma’s future 

by trying to get the regulation issues clear before Emma was launched.
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5.2.2 Research and development on payment methods

Three different collaborative forms were formed to research and develop payment 

methods in e/m-business environment. These three collaborative forms were Chinchilla, 

Mobile Payment and Payment Research -project. They are presented in the following 
sections.

5.2.2.1 Chinchilla - the e-payment platform

The Chinchilla -project net initially aimed to create an e-payment solution for 

HCB. The project was a cooperative R&D -project between software, hardware provid

ers and HCB. The reason behind the startup of Chinchilla was the growing interest in 

wireless Internet technology and the question of how to solve the challenges of payment 

within the Internet environment. The partners in Chinchilla were Yomi and Compiei, as 

software and solution providers, Hewlett Packard as server technology provider and Ora

cle as a database-solution provider. HCB was the leading actor in this R&D-project. Dur

ing the Chinchilla project, there was continuous communication between HCB and Yomi, 

and HCB and Compiei. Communication between HCB and Oracle, and HCB and Hew

lett Packard was less frequent. When it was time to integrate Yomi’s e-wallet35 -solution 
with Comptel’s new rating platform for different transactions in Internet, communication 

was established between Compte! and Yomi through HCB.

In 2001 after the burst of the “IT-bubble”, Elisa faced yet another reorganization 

in order to cope with the challenges of declining profits. This major restructuring into 

different subsidiaries affected ongoing R&D-projects, with some terminated and some 

were modified in response to new power structures and the specific goals of the newly 

formed subsidiaries. An informal corporate-level e-payment and billing in Internet - 

development and management -group (EPI) was established in 2001 in Elisa, in which the 

key members of this research area from the SBAs and subsidiaries took part. This EPI- 

group “side managed”36 Chinchilla-project and directed it towards the goals it envisaged

35 E-wallet is a virtual wallet in which a customer can store a sum of money and use it when buying services 

from a certain service provider who is providing the service.

36 Side managing means here that the members of EPI group had knowledge of their position in the future or

ganization. However, they did not have official status or power at that time when this project was going on.
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for the project. Even if the Chinchilla project had started out as an R&D-project, it soon 

turned towards a cooperative and developmental alliance between HCB and specific sub

sidiaries of the case corporation. The goals changed from product development for HCB 

alone towards an e-payment platform for telecommunication operators. This platform 

was supposed to be a sellable product for at least one of the subsidiaries and a platform to 

be used by other subsidiaries in their e-business and services.
As Strandvik and Tömroos (1997) described, there are different types of relation

ships (see also Figure 1.3). In Chinchilla, the project affiliations between HCB and the 

platform and software providers were all active relationships. The visible relationships 

included the hardware providers. The invisible relationships to software and hardware 

providers were the EPI-members. EPI-members could have been potential business part

ners also but due to their “side managing” role in the project they remained invisible. For 

HCB, during this period and within the context of the e-payment business, the invisible 

relationships were those with the e-payment designers in the finance sector. They be

came active later in the Mobile payment-net in 2003.
The Chinchilla project ended in spring 2003. It was realized that the technology 

platform was not easy to develop. Furthermore, the technologies required and utilized 

were not sufficiently developed yet. HCB gained a substantial amount of knowledge of e- 

and m-business payment issues, related technologies, solutions, services and players in 

this field. Also, Compte! acquired ideas as to the direction in which to develop their fu

ture services in this area. However, Chinchilla’s business idea eventually proved to be 

unsuitable for Elisa. The idea of Chinchilla as a general e-payment platform for tele

communication operators would have necessitated the procurement and learning of finan

cial activities, such as account management. (Masala January 23rd, 2003) These were 

not the core activities the case corporation wanted to acquire. Furthermore, the Chin

chilla-platform was viable from the viewpoint of rating issues in Internet and it also had 

functional interfaces for mobile payment. As such, it was serviceable for the case corpo
ration. (Masala January 23rd, 2003) Chinchilla became part of Comptel’s products, and 
thus, increased its income in 2003.

They were not members of the project management group. They were not members of the management groups 

of the strategic business units at that time. They acted upon their future position. Even if the project plan and 

the timetable did not allow changes, the EPI group tried to manage the project’s objectives.
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Business
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Internal partners (i.e. subsidiaries or business units of the case

The e-payment and billing in Internet -development and management group (EPI) 

Chinchilla’s actors ( ') EPI’s actors

Figure 5.15. Chinchilla in 2001

Chinchilla generated new knowledge in relation to prepaid-issues. Technological 
knowledge and capabilities related to micro and macro payment issues in the Internet and 
in wireless increased during the project. However, it was HCB who benefited most from 

this project as it gained information and knowledge from various sources and combined 

such information effectively. The other partners, in Chinchilla or in EPI, were not tech

nologically as capable, nor did they have access to all the other sources of information 

from different actors.
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5.2.2.2 Mobile payment -net

5.2.2.2.1 Background informa tion

The mobile payment37 net was established in the spring of 2003. It researched and 
developed micro38 39 and macro payment34 in both e- and m-business. Understanding the 
distinction between these two payment categories was critical for Elisa as the security so

lutions required for each category differed. For example, for every macro-payment trans

action authentication through a reliable financial actor was extremely important, whereas 

network authentication such as a SIM-card in a cell phone was sufficient for micro pay

ments that use only the operator’s own infrastructure (www.mobilepaymentforum.com). 

Elisa had security platforms built for the Internet, including in Nettiplus-project for self- 

service, in both PCM-SBU and in Kolumbus-subsidiary for Elisa’s e-shop so that Elisa’s 

products could be purchased via the Internet. Radiolinja, Elisa Mobile business, also 

had their own security platforms to access their mobile services and legacy systems. 

These solutions were not part of Elisa’s product and service portfolio in 2003 but formed 

part of their technical architecture. However, none of these security solutions had dealt 

with micro and macro payment issues in e- and m-business at the same time.

5.2.2.2.1.1 SEMOPS - European SafePay Secure Mobile Payment Ser

vice -project

Besides HCB’s need for new payment methods in e- and m-business for its own 
Mega-business concept, interest in mobile payment increased in Elisa because the mar

kets for the provision of content billing solutions were wide open. At the beginning of the

37 M-payment (mobile payment) is a point-of-sale payment made via a mobile device, such as a cellular phone or 

a personal digital assistant. Sales of online content can be handled online i.e. via e-marketplaces or they can be 

handled by a cellular phone. Customers are likely to use their cellular phone as a payment device, primarily 

because they are familiar with paying for the use of the phone itself. Online services delivered via fixed-line are 

not interrupted when paying via a mobile device, (www.semops.com)

38 In micro payment, customers pay for large numbers of small value goods (e.g. per-web site view) with e-coins 

and e-wallet (e.g. like in the Hotel Goldfish -service see Appendix 3). Micro payments often refer to payments 

less than $10 in the mobile-environment. This will often be a payment for a specific content such as video or 

music downloads (e.g. Emma online music) and games.

39 Macro payments refer to larger value payments, like for example, online-shopping or proximity-based pay- 

ments (micro payment could also be proximity e.g. car parking).
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2 Г' century, the markets for content billing solutions in Europe were non-standardized 

and unregulated in Europe. Several committees and working groups were pushing to

wards standardization within the content billing solutions and secure mobile payment - 

areas within the European Union in 2002-2003. The European Union gave six million 
Euros to support the SafePay’s Secure Mobile Payment Service (SEMOPS) -project 

across Europe by 2006. SEMOPS was closely related to the aims of the Mobile Payment 

-net’s, and therefore, it is presented here.

The objectives of this SEMOPS -project (SafePay) were to create a universal 

electronic payment service, to be introduced in most European countries. The new sys

tem created by the SEMOPS-project would allow payment anywhere for nearly any kind 

of transactions. At a technological level, the project would integrate the Internet, wireless 

and security technologies in order to provide an efficient and user-friendly payment solu

tion. The SafePay system would be an alternative to credit card utilization and was sup

ported by several organizations from the ICT, finance and publishing sectors across 

Europe (www.semops.com) This project was expected to push content-billing markets 

towards standardization. It would change the industry structure by assisting in the crea
tion of independent mobile-billing-solution providers. Key participants of SEMOPS are 
presented in Figure 5.16.

How was SEMOPS related to Elisa? Vodafone was an international strategic 

partner of Radiolinja, Elisa’s mobile business subsidiary. Vodafone participated in the 

SEMOPS-project. This strategic partnership was seen to be critical for the future devel

opment of mobile services in Elisa. Radiolinja signed a partnership agreement with Vo

dafone at the beginning of 2002. The first jointly created product was the Vodafone 

Eurocall -mobile service in 2002 (www.elisa.com).

5.2.2.2.1.2 Metropolis -project

Radiolinja was the focal actor in the Mobile Payment net because it was Elisa’s 

mobile service and network operator and also a subsidiary during 2001 to 2003 (see Fig
ure 5.16). In 2001, Radiolinja had a mobile portal platform and service project called 

Metropolis in progress. The Metropolis portal formed the basic infrastructure for future 

services in m- and e-business in Elisa. In Metropolis, Radiolinja’s objective was to de

velop multi-channel portals and successful business operations both in Finland and 
abroad. The Metropolis service7platform was used in the implementation of corporate, 

communication, marketing, commerce and entertainment services (www.elisa.com, Radi-
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olinja Annual Report 2002). The Metropolis-portal’s platform had several channels in

cluding SMS, WAP and Internet through which Metropolis’ customers could use their 

terminal and services. (Radiolinja Annual Report 2002; First Hop 1/2001)

The Metropolis-nets were: the nets of the web-site designers and the portal plat

form designers (see Figure 5.16). The portal platform designers were: RACAP411, Accen

ture Telecom Services (ATS) and First Hop (FH) (see Accenture, 2001; CGEY, 1/2001; 

Egotaivas, 7/2001; First Hop, 1/2001; Radiolinja Annual Report 2002). The web-site de
signers were: Radiolinja, Egotaivas Media Lab (ET) and Accenture Telecom Services 

(ATS). (Radiolinja Annual Report 2002; Accenture, 2001) The website used BEA’s 

technological solutions and ATS implemented it. (Accenture, 2001)

The Metropolis portal services enabled end-user authentication, user data control, 

positioning services, paying, billing and reporting. Service applications included, for ex

ample, communications, entertainment, trading and corporate solutions as well as the cus

tomers’ own applications. Metropolis contained application services such as 24-hour 

maintenance and continuous development (Accenture, 2001; CGEY, 1/2001, Egotaivas, 

7/2001; First Hop, 1/2001; Radiolinja Annual Report 2002).

The first key customers of 2002 are described in the expanding Metropolis- cus

tomer network and they were Helsinki Cooperative society (HOK), Coca-Cola and Ke

sko (Radiolinja Annual Report 2002).

5.2.2.2.2 Description of the actors in the Mobile Pa yment-net

In this Mobile payment -net, the technology innovation was expected to develop 

secure payment methods which would bring a competitive advantage to those firms which 

entered the markets early and were the architects and standard-makers of secure payment 

methods and related technologies. Indeed, partners were chosen during net formation on 

the basis of who was deemed likely to be the key-players and manufacturers in this field.

Figure 5.16 shows that there were several inter-connected and cooperating actors 

of different nets who chose to cooperate in order to meet the challenges of a global tech

nology development and an adaptation process. As Figure 5.16 shows, there were over

lapping nets with both internal and external actors. Participants could have diverse roles 

in a number of different nets. There were several internal nets in addition to nets which 

aimed to create platform, mobile and web-services. At the same time, there were coop-

40 RACAP was a joint cooperation company with Radiolinja and Cap Gemini Ernst Young Group (CGEY).
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erative- and R&D-nets which aimed to increase the understanding of e-/m-payment is

sues, as these were considered to be critical for the future development of services and the 

case corporation as a whole (Masala, November 1 l'h 2003).
The corporate-level e-payment and billing in Internet development and manage

ment group (EPI), in which the key members of this research area from the SBAs and 

subsidiaries were participating, also played a key role in the development of micro-macro 

payment solutions in Elisa. They were sharing knowledge and information between dif

ferent parties in the various existing and developing collaborative forms dealing with mo

bile, micro and macro payment issues. It is important to note here that in 2001-2003 as 

the case corporation was organizationally divided into independent subsidiaries and 

SBAs, the nets formed were guided and managed by the current key player in this area 

(Masala, November 11th 2003). Radiolinja was the key player in the mobile business in 

Elisa (Masala, November 11th 2003). In this Mobile Payment net, those actors visible to 

Elisa shared information and knowledge of issues related to secure mobile payment and 

alternate payment methods. Figure 5.16 describes the value net of the Mobile Payment - 
net and the multiplicity of actors and connections between the Mobile Payment -net and 
other connecting networks in 2002.

In the Mobile Payment -net, strategic partnerships were with the finance sector’s 

actors: Sampo, Nordea and Automatia (Masala, November 11th 2003). They are de

scribed as a separate net in Figure 5.16.

Internal partners were the subsidiaries or the different SBUs of the case corpora

tion. They are described separately in Figure 5.16. Their roles were either as a platform 

provider, R&D -cooperative partners or as participants in the EPI-group. Compiei and 

Yomi, Elisa’s subsidiaries, brought information and knowledge of their own service plat

forms like Yomi’s e-wallet and Comptel’s Chinchilla. HCB brought its knowledge and 

experiences from previous projects including Nettiplus, Megahouse and Chinchilla.

Tactical partners were those considered to be critical for future service develop

ment (Masala November 11th 2003). They were considered the trail-blazers of future 
business development. They were required to deliver only the minimum of services in the 
first developmental phase of the new payment concept. This was because no one really 

knew what the future business, architecture and standards would be in this area in which 

mobile- and internet -technologies were tightly connected. Moreover, were different re

quirements for security issues, for services, for infrastructure, for operators and service 
providers. The tactical partners were not included in Figure 5.16 due to the fact that this
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net developed future business -issues, and therefore, only the publicly acknowledged 

partners that is those mentioned in newspapers, in trade magazines or on organizations’ 

websites, are shown in the net. In the Mobile Payment -net, the interactive technological 

development process was seen in the formation of the net and the selection of partners. 

The creation of the service portfolio would result from interaction between the focal actor 

and the other actors.

The project timetable of the Mobile payment net was 2003 to 2004. New mobile 
payment services were launched in March 2004. The target groups were both consumers 

and businesses. The first services allowed consumers to make charitable donations to 

Finland’s Red Cross, Greenpeace, Plan (the Church’s foreign aid charity) and to purchase 

products from Elisa and the MTV3-television channel (IT-viikko, 2004).

In summary, the Mobile Payment net took advantage of existing resources while 

exploring new business opportunities to ensure the future growth of the business. The 

key elements of this kind of future-orientated cooperative project were the co-evolution of 

partners and an opportunity for strategic learning and planning within a network envi

ronment. A growth-path in the mobile payment business was envisaged and that, com

bined with the anticipation of profit reduction in both the fixed-line and mobile core busi

nesses and the knowledge of shortened life-cycles of products and services, created a de

mand for organizing and using existing resources and capabilities in a brand new way, to 
create future business. New capabilities developed during the project were related to 
payment and security technologies. During this Mobile Payment net, HCB started to 

categorize partners more as before. The Mobile Payment net was a new business area 

like Future Home, without standardization in content payment methods. Therefore, it was 

easier to see the importance of different partnerships as HCB had already been in a simi

lar situation when developing ADSL and Future Home.
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Figure 5.16. The value net of the Mobile Payment net
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5.2.2.3 Payment Research project

The Payment Research project was carried out at the same time as the Mobile 
Payment net in Elisa. LTT-research center41 had a key role in the Payment Research - 
project. The other participants were Radiolinja, HCB (Elisa Solutions), Elisa and Comp
iei. The goal of this project was to determine the level of interest for mobile payment 

among consumers, businesses and within the finance sector. HCB and Radiolinja wanted 

to gain access to the most recent theoretical studies relating to mobile payment. The case 

corporation assured the reliability and validity of this research by using a reliable research 

company to assist in the study. (Masala, November 11th 2003).

Net's horizon

Kommunikation:
Compiei

Radiol

lisa Networks

Elisa Mobile *>

ElisaCom

/’

4

Internal partner *♦ Payment Research -project

Internal partner’s net of the Payment Research -project 

Boundaries of the Elisa corporation

4............ ► Cooperation relationship

^ —+■ Contract-based relationship

Figure 5.17. The Payment Research -project in 2003

41 LTT is owned by Helsinki School of Economics (HSE).
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This research project assisted in directing the goals of the Mobile payment net to
wards the most critical issues, including whether there should be an open operator inter

face and a single leading actor to integrate and coordinate activities and development. 

The participants were Radiolinja, HCB (from ElisaCom) and Compte! from Elisa because 

the subject area of the project did not involve all of Elisa’s subsidiaries and partly-owned 
firms. (Masala November 11th 2003) Figure 5.17 describes the participants of the project 

in 2003.

5.3 HCB’s capabilities and knowledge developed during 2001-2003

The years of 2001 to 2003 saw a consolidation of the capabilities of HCB as there 

were no major changes experienced in the core team, although there were part-time em

ployees leaving and new businesses joining under the same concept and management. 

The Megahome and Megahouse -businesses were stable and expanding. During this 
phase, the business and nets required more strategy-planning and implementation, future- 

business forecasting and analysis of the competitive environment and technological de

velopment with a view to which technologies and standards might affect the home net

working business.

Capabilities, skills and knowledge developed:

2003 . ' Home Com- ' 

merce (HCB)

• Technology-related capabilities and knowledge:

\ - Integration of technologies

I - payment methods and related technologies

• Business- and net -related:

2002 t - knowledge of new industries

coordination, orchestration of actors

more partner portfolio planning

[ Smart ^4 future forecasting

2001 V Home J - analyzing the competitive environment

- management in changing organizational situa-

tions

Figure 5.18. Capabilities and knowledge developed between 2001 and 
2003
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Managerial capabilities were needed in managing and maintaining existing rela

tionships and adjoining new businesses into HCB. The traditional managerial capabilities 

were similar as in the previous development phase. These were such as personnel man

agement (HRM) and business process planning, budgeting and strategy development.

The managerial capabilities needed and developed can be divided in two groups: 

The net level managerial capabilities were such as mobilizing actors in a business net, 

controlling information flows within net actors, contract management with actors of dif
ferent roles and importance in a net, collective strategy planning and coordinating internal 
and external resources. These were the same as in the previous development phase. Even 

if few of the partners changed in the Mega-concept’s nets, the contracts remained the 

same. Some of the existing contracts of Mega-concept’s nets could be used in the new 

businesses, Efodi and Emma, too. Also, synergy in resource management was taken care 

of after these two businesses were adjoined to HCB. The net level managerial capabilities 

consisted also personnel management (HRM) within HCB as a whole, internal resource 

management between different nets, internal cooperation between different businesses 

and nets and budgeting.

The business level managerial capabilities were such as personnel management 

(HRM) within a business, internal resource management, internal cooperation, business 

strategy planning, product strategy planning and budgeting.

5.4 The exogenous and endogenous factors during 2001-2003

The years 1998-2000 were time of the ‘IT-boom’ and “e-hype” in Finland. Dur

ing that time, Elisa’s R&D was allowed to test and fine-tune their products to be perfect 

in every way possible. However, the years 2000-2003, showed unpredictable economic 

situation in the ICT-sector, and R&D- investments were expected to have a short pay
back time and there was no extra time to spend in perfectionism in product designs.

Analysis of the impact of exogenous factors on Elisa

The years 2001 to 2003 showed the impact of exogenous factors, such as the burst 

of the “IT-bubble” and associated declining profits in the ICT-sector, in Elisa in many 

ways. The impacts seen included:

• in R&D: reducing investments
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• at a business level: termination of unpredictable business, concentration on 

core and profitable products and services, the pruning of non-core business, 

the analysis of future business possibilities and the investment in promising 
technological and business areas

• at the organizational level in the case corporation: the retrenchment of employ

ees, the restructuring of the organization

• customer service was considered to be more important than in the years of 

rapid growth and expansion seen during 1998 to 2000

The reduction of investment in R&D affected HCB to the extent that the new 

product development was terminated and HCB instructed to concentrate on their core 

business and key products like ADSL and Kotiportti™. Processes and interfaces of ser

vices underwent tuning to increase efficiency. Senior management’s key motivation in 

investing in the Mobile Payment-net and in the Payment Research -project was because 

they saw these as a way to enhance current businesses and create new business opportuni

ties. Organizational restructuring affected so that too new nets were merged to HCB. 

These were Emma and Efodi.

Analysis of Elisa’s internal changes towards forming internal networks

The formation of internal networks to focus on certain R&D-areas of the business 

had changed within the case corporation. Whereas, in the 1990s, R&D was focusing on sin
gle technology pilots, in 2001-2003, the focus was on business issues, and technologies re
lated to that business.

The formation of internal networks was initially driven by separate SBAs or individ

ual SBUs during the 1990s. From 2001 to 2003, the trend was towards cooperation within 

the organization. As the SBAs within the case corporation were formed around certain tech

nologies, for example, Kolumbus concerned Internet-related business and Radiolinja covered 

the mobile-business, research and networking around these technologies were driven by 

these companies during the 1990s (see Appendix 1 for the organizational charts). However, 

in 2001-2003, the nets started to overlap see e.g. Chinchilla and Mobile Payment -nets in 

which the integration of technologies required tight cooperation and knowledge as well as 

resources from different parties within the case corporation and of external partners, too. 

When these nets started, the first steps towards the acquisition of external partners were 
guided by the demands of “stronger” SBAs like Radiolinja (Masala November 13th 2003). 
This was a consequence of the strong position of the mobile business in terms of Elisa’s 

turnover in the 1990s, the results-based management strategy and the individual company
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structure of the case corporation. The first move towards an organizational structure which 

was not based on a single technology in its SBA-structure can be seen in the organizational 

chart from 2003: Kolumbus now formed part of ElisaCom as Elisa Internet, and as the new 

CEO of Elisa stated, most of the current subsidiaries would be fused during 2004 

(Helsingin Sanomat, 10/2003).
In addition to networking within the case corporation, external partners were more 

precisely assessed, chosen and classified not only for today’s business needs but with regard 

to future business needs also. HCB’s management needed to focus its attention to dynamic 

resource flows between actors in a business net. The managerial capabilities were needed to 

steer external resources toward supporting net’s objectives. HCB retained only those activi

ties to itself in which they excel over any other players in the markets. The management in 
Elisa was also required to have collaborative process design and management tools such as 
Elisa tried to develop in its Knowledge Management (KM) platform in late 1990s. The 

competition was not only between companies but also a competition of resources capable of 

adding the most value to the net.

Factors hindering, slowing down or promoting new product development
There were several influential factors hindering, slowing down or promoting the 

NPD. In the following paragraphs, some of the most influential ones are presented.

Development of platforms, broadband networks, mobile 3G, multimedia, Internet and 

digital television technologies were an important factor to boost of future home and home 

networking business. However, even if the technologies were introduced, it did not mean 

that they were ready for commercialization or that there were compatible other platforms 

and devices available to be used with the new technologies. Sometimes new technology 

created novel needs like the Internet and e-commerce created a need for different kinds of 
data security and payment-methods and new R&D was needed (like Mobile-payment, Chin

chilla). Moreover, time between innovation, technology introduction and the time to markets 

varies in different products and services. Also, end-users were not always ready to take in a 

new technology even if there were new and better one introduced to markets.

Sometimes existing technology-knowledge was not enough to build a viable business 

solution. There was also a need for business and market knowledge, like for example, in 

Emma, in which the technology-knowledge was excellent whereas the attractiveness of site 

and profitability of the concept lacked previous knowledge and market research.
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The overall economic situation, the changes in industry structure and in competitive 

environment also had an impact on NPD and in partnerships, like in the Mega-concept’s 
nets.

The shortening life-cycles of products and services made it crucial to investigate and 

fine-tune the R&D process and other related processes in the organization and between the 

net members in order to cope with the growing competition (like Mega-concept’s nets). The 

previous cash-cows of telecommunication operators i.e. fixed-line- and wireless -network 
and basic products based on them were no longer a constant source of profitability as they 
had been in the past. However, the existing business had fixed organization structures, proc

esses and infrastructure which were either a barrier or an asset in NPD. They were an obsta

cle if they were slowing down or hindering new products to be in time in markets, and they 

were an asset if the existing infrastructure, knowledge and capabilities could be re-used in 
NPD.

5.5 Analysis of the characteristics of collaborative forms

The following Table 5.1 summarizes the characteristics of the different collaborative 

forms presented in this Chapter 5.

Table 5.1. The characteristics of different collaborative forms from 2001 
to 2003

Name Characteristics of the collaborative form
Efodi - created radically new business

- some of the partners were well known

- technologies were piloted in Silicon Hill alliances. Therefore, the 
technologies were already familiar

- created an image of a pioneer for Elisa

- created new capabilities

- effective in producing new innovations into production

Emma - created radically new business

- partners were not well known within all of the employees creating

Emma business and technology platform

- created new information and knowledge

- created an image of a pioneer for Elisa

- created new capabilities

- effective in producing new innovations into production
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Name Characteristics of the collaborative form
Chinchilla - created radically new business

- partners were well known

- some of the technologies were piloted in Silicon Hill alliances.

- created an image of a pioneer for Elisa

- created new capabilities

- produced new innovations into production

Research Payment Net - internal partners were well known

- created new information and knowledge

Mobile Payment Net - created radically new business

- created new standards, architecture and technology solutions

- some of the partners and technologies well known

- created new Information and knowledge

- created processes, Infrastructure and standards to manage

emergence

- created new capabilities

Mega-concept and its 
business nets

- some of the partners were well known, some new partners

- technologies were well known

- maintained existing architecture and solutions

- fine-tuned business processes

- aimed at efficiency and profitability in business

- products became platforms of Elisa’s other products

- efficient use of both internal and external resources

- centralized control and coordination

- formal organizational structure and managerial practices

The Mega-concept’s nets continued to grow during 2001-2003 and new businesses 

like Efodi and Emma were adjoined to HCB. Both the new business nets as well as the 

Mega-concept’s nets are presented in Table 5.1. As Mega-concept’s nets had started dur

ing the previous development phase (see Chapter 4), the table presents how the character

istics of Mega-concept’s nets changed during the years 2001-2003. In 1998-2000, the 
Mega-concept’s nets were emerging. Therefore, the characteristics of nets were different 
than in 2001-2003. Also, the endogenous and exogenous factors affected the characteris

tics of nets, like for example, the economic recession and change of CEO. In 2001-2003, 

the Mega-concept’s nets, Megahome and Megahouse, were stable nets with formal organ

izational structure, central coordination, efficient business processes and steady growth in
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customer base and profitability. The major change from the previous development period 

(see Chapter 4) was that no new innovations were made and new product development 

was frozen due to lack of investments and resources. Also, most of the partners were fa

miliar either being direct, visible partners already in the previous development phase, or 

they had been subcontractors of visible partners.

The Mobile Payment net’s character was more akin to Mega-concept’s nets during 
its emergence phase (see Chapter 4).

5.6 Analysis of HCB’s roles during 2001-2003

In terms of the focal actor of this study, the years from 2001 to 2003 demon

strated its dominant position in the nets created as well as its different roles in the project 
nets and networks within the case corporation. Technological knowledge, the fast pace of 

technological developments and the business possibilities offered by the integration of 

technologies and businesses required more resources than HCB had originally envisaged. 

The concentration of business activity in an area in which they performed optimally, in

cluding broadband, home automation and future home solutions, was sufficient for HCB. 

This decision was gradually formed during the years 2001 to 2002 when dealing with 

payment-issues within the context of the Chinchilla project. It was clearly seen in the 

Chinchilla project that bank activities were not a core business area and not an area of in

terest to HCB. Therefore, when the Mobile payment net was introduced, it was logical 

that HCB cooperated and provided knowledge and resources relating to e-payment tech

nologies and solutions to this net while it ultimately took a role as a platform provider and 

R&D-partner.

HCB had realized that the formulation of a business plan and the collective strat
egy of a net involved understanding the structure of each industry engaged in the net, 
finding your competitive advantage, and determining how you will compete in the mar

kets. HCB had leamt that growing a new business involved the establishment of partner

ships with prominent companies, seeding the market and encouraging partners to partici

pate in the creation process of a new business. It was seen as easier for HCB to be an ac

tor, a partner, in the Mobile Payment net rather than a focal actor.

In HCB’s internal service development, its role initially changed from product and 

service developer to platform developer and provider, eventually moving towards a role
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as service environment-provider in which the service environment included homes, build

ings in general, and communities.

5.7 Discussion of the empirical findings from 2001 to 2003

Networking by HCB affected and was affected by the actions of others as seen in 
the example of Nokia in the Future Home business (Mega-concept’s nets). The outcome 

of an action by a single actor may not entirely be in accordance with the wishes of other 

involved actors. Accordingly, actors have to adapt their goals and objectives constantly 

because of the competitive environment, macro environment changes and also changes in 

the strategies and goals of each actor. This supports previous studies by Ford et al. 

(2003).
However, it is not only the actors in a net affect the net’s goals and level of suc

cess. The surrounding macro environment and customers also play an important role. 

The regulation of the online music business was a major factor in the success of Emma as 

well as the customer’s acceptance of the new technology-based services. As there are dif

ferent simultaneous processes occurring at the diverse levels of the network context and 

in various vertical levels of net embeddedness including internal organizational structure, 

corporation-level, industry-level and in the macro network, such as technological devel
opment and recession, they all can impact on the development of a business net and its 

structure, relationships and goals (see Halinen and Tömroos 1998, 2004).

Business nets are perceived to evolve dynamically, and thus, change is an ever

present phenomenon in business nets (Halinen and Tömroos, 1998; Håkansson 1989, 

170-172; Håkansson and Snehota 1998 in Ford 2002). As seen in the case of Nokia, the 

interdependency of future partnering was dependent on a major global player and its stra

tegic choices. These choices affected the structure of the Megahouse business net as well 

as its developmental strategy path. The case of Nokia provides empirical evidence of 

how major market players such as Nokia in the ICT-sector can influence the future goals 

of the entire net, the interconnectedness of actors, the relative positions of actors and the 

net’s structure. The positions and roles of actors in a business net can, thus, evolve dy

namically over time due to changes in the net’s relationships, in the macro environment or 

in the competitive situation of markets.
All actors in the net have limited freedom to act according to their own wishes 

(see e.g. Ford et al. 2003) because the net’s goals and strategies, as well as the focal actor
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who coordinates the net’s actors, define the limits of what a single actor can do. Nokia, 
as a global actor, was a dominant player, and thus, had the ability to restrict the focal ac
tor’s and other actors’ decisions and choices of action.

The focal actor must also be able to create a process of coordination for the coop

eration in the business net and an identity for the net (cf. Dyer and Nobeoka, 2000; Cadde 

and Håkansson, 2001) as HCB did in the Mega-concept’s nets, Efodi and Emma. Even in 

the case of relationship dissolution as seen in the Nokia-case, the focal actor must be able 

to find a complementary replacement for the leaving actor, and to coordinate and control 

the net structure so that there will be no process inefficiency, information failure, and 

knowledge gaps between net members when a relationship is terminated and the net struc

ture and positions are changing. There are not many previous studies of dissolution of re

lationships and, in particular, of the influential factors in relationship dissolution (see e.g. 

Alajoutsijärvi et al., 2000; Halinen and Tähtinen, 2002; Havila and Wilkinson, 2002; Ping 

and Dwyer, 1992). The case of Nokia in the Megahouse provided empirical evidence 
concerning relationship dissolution and how it affected the net’s structure and future 
goals. The case of Emma provided empirical evidence of the termination of a net. It also 

showed how important it is to know the related businesses and regulations before con

structing a business net. Even if the infrastructure and processes are viable and the actors 

are operating together, there can be several other regulator and macro environmental fac

tors influencing the mobilization of a net as well as its success (see Halinen and Törnroos, 

1998 on embeddedness). The mobilization of a net requires a strong position and knowl

edge of the related industries in which the actors will be operating.

The challenges in Emma and home automation in the Mega-concept were that 

commercializing complex technological systems or products is difficult because consum

ers are not quick to adapt to new technologies within the home (Simula, 11/2003). Tech

nologies and markets are not as well understood or defined, and therefore they co-evolve 

over time as developers and potential users interact (Tidd et al., 2003, 181). According to 

Tidd et ah, (2003,181) the characteristics of complex product marketing are: (i) products 

consist of a number of interacting components and systems; (ii) end-user learning requires 

interaction between the developer and the end-user; (iii) adoption is likely to lag years 

behind the availability and introduction of technologies; (iv) a long acquisition process; 
(v) risks in meeting expectations and (vi) a long term buying process and in organiza
tions even a joint buying-decision process takes place. These characteristics fit well to 

home networking, ADSL-development and their introduction to markets. The success of
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ADSL and Kotiportti™ also demonstrates the need to incorporate marketing tightly with 

technological integration in order to be as successful in markets as the Mobile Payment - 

net, Chinchilla and Mega-concept’s nets. These nets were all future-oriented nets with 

the actors taking risks, investing, piloting and making decisions together or in some of the 

nets, electing to accept suggestions made by the focal actor.

Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002) saw the technological development as an in

teractive process. In the Mobile Payment -net as well as in Chinchilla, the technological 

developments being generated were interactive, learning also being an interactive process 

between both the actors in a net and between nets. The network approach also empha

sizes learning within industrial networks, learning by experience and learning with and 
from partners as seen in the cases presented in this study. An important aspect of the 

network approach, according to Håkansson (1989, 171), is to focus not only on the spe

cific relationships between actors, or parts of network but also on dependencies between 

the different networks. For example, in terms of the Mobile Payment case, multiple nets 

were overlapping and affecting each other. Knowledge was shared and exchanged be

tween nets and participants of nets.
Efodi’s new versions supported different customer target groups and the Efodi 

business personnel had found new markets for the e-learning platform. Also, ADSL and 

Kotiportti™ were developed as platform-products for different Elisa’s products rather 

than being just single products. As reported by Buzzell (1966) a scalloped life-cycle pat

tern represents a series of various life cycles based on the discovery of new characteris

tics, usage and markets.
“Relationscapes are formed by all the existing (both visible and invisible) actors 

who can influence the business of a firm" ( Strandvik and Tömroos 1997, 390) in which 
the concept of relationscape refers to the relational landscape in the firm’s business envi

ronment. There can be different kinds of relationships identified: actual ones which are 

maintained, enhanced, changed or terminated; visible relationships which are initiated or 

prevented and invisible relationships which are possible, identifiable and can have either 

positive or negative effect on value creation (cf. Strandvik and Törnroos 1997). In Chin

chilla, the project-relationships between HCB and the platform and software providers 

were all active relationships. The visible ones were e.g. the hardware providers. The in

visible relationships to software and hardware providers were the EPI-members. They 

could have been potential business partners for the actual participants of Chinchilla as 

well but due to this “side-managing” role in the project they remained invisible. During
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the years from 2001 to 2002, the invisible actors to HCB were the e-payment actors, the 

developers of e-business solutions at the finance sector. In the Mobile payment net in 

2003, they became active. HCB could make use of the experience gained and contacts 

made during Chinchilla and Nettiplus in Mobile Payment - net.
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CHAPTER 6: SYNTHESIS AND DISCUSSION OF EMPIRICAL FIND

INGS FROM 1990 TO 2003

Chapter 6 is a synthesis of the empirical findings from 1990 to 2003. The key 

substantive results are reported in this chapter. It summarizes the development of new 

business, the creation of the business group, HCB, and the business nets and alliances 

formed between 1990 and 2003. This chapter puts more emphasis on the intentional than 

evolutionary development of collaborative forms and recognizes some of the mechanisms 

by which a focal actor in an environment of dynamic change constructed its new business 

organization and nets. It also discusses of another important aspect of this study, the lay

ered character of the new business emergence.

At the actor level the findings emphasize two interrelated perspectives, the role of 

strategic management and the managerial capabilities related to it, and the role of organ

izational learning, in the development of new business. The theoretical and empirical 

findings are discussed in this chapter.

6.1 The construction of HCB during different development 
phases

Competition for HCB’s future business opportunities seems to have been proc

essed in three stages. HCB’s three development phases into which this case analysis was 

divided included: the period of innovating from 1990 to 1997, the period of solution 
and platform development from 1998 to 2000 and the period of operational efficiency 

and business process optimization from 2001 to 2003.
During the period of innovating from 1990 to 1997, the focus was on creating 

industry foresight and intellectual leadership, so that HCB was able to compete through 

developing a greater understanding of the technological requirements. It was a time of 

envisaging future business opportunities. It included the early R&D project nets in which 
several emerging new technologies were tested and evaluated, and which later were used 
in HCB’s different collaborative forms.

The period of solution and platform development from 1998 to 2000, was the

time of developing new innovative products and building underlying infrastructure and 

architecture. HCB aimed to shorten the path of technology integration by accumulating
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necessary capabilities, testing out alternative product, service and platform configura

tions, and attracting alliance partners with the necessary complementary resources and 

skills. During this phase, HCB constructed its partner network forming partnerships with 

actors from several industries. HCB developed its business plan, strategies and business 

concepts. HCB’s services gained them their leading position in the markets because HCB 

had innovative ideas, effective R&D and well-timed technology forecasting. They piloted 

the new enabling technologies early in the 1990s. These factors gave HCB a competitive 

edge in the 1990s.

HCB’s costs had remained low, as the business had been partly supported by ex

ternal technology project funding during the entire development period. HCB also built 

strong links to households, buildings and janitors between 1998 and 2000. With an in

tense customer focus, HCB made a business of knowing what households and buildings 
needed and anticipated their needs. It tailored its services for buildings, and offered per

sonalized services for customers. Customers were contacted early on, at a time when they 

moved house.

The period of operational efficiency and business process optimization from 
2001 to 2003, was a time of growth in the customer base and profitability of the business. 

It was also an era of stability in product and service creation. Collaboration with both ex

ternal and internal actors was seen as important. The limits of tested new technologies 

like broadband, Internet and mobile, had been explored and capabilities accumulated. 

Questions of existing and piloted technological platforms, competing products and service 

concepts and distribution channels were largely resolved. This was also the phase during 

which HCB looked forward to ensure its market position and market share and anticipate 

future business opportunities.
New product development (NPD) was frozen mostly as a result of the burst of the 

“IT bubble”, declining business profits in the ICT-sector in general and the economic re

cession. In addition, changes in senior management also affected business creation 

through strategic and organizational changes. During this time, business processes were 

fine-tuned with the objective of achieving efficiency in business processes. This last de

velopment phase revealed the growing business nets with strong visions and a compre

hensible business strategy and plan. In addition, the products and services developed dur

ing the last decade were platforms either of Elisa’s products or services or among the top

selling products of 2003.
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Figure 6.1 describes HCB’s development path from 1990 to 2003. It illustrates the 

different entities and processes that took place during the previously mentioned develop

ment phases. The basis of HCB’s business and technology knowledge base developed 

during the first development phase between 1990 and 1997. HCB maintained its knowl
edge base during 1998-2003. It acquired new knowledge from both internal and external 
sources. It used both work-related contacts as well as personal networks. In examining 

the processes behind the development of HCB, some were continuous processes such as 

piloting technologies, which continued through each development phase. Service creation 

and maintenance as well as the construction of infrastructure were also continuous proc

esses due to changing technologies, new versions of information systems, components 

and platforms.

Maintaining knowledge base.

"Re-evaluating vision

Evaluating, Re-creatingBusiness

Knowledge

Evaluating, Re-creating

Knowledge of 

Technologies Evaluating, re-creating

continuous processCreating Services

Maintaining

Services
continuous process

Building the infrastructure and architecture
continuous process

Piloting Technologies
continuous process

2001-20031998-20001990-1997

Formation of Strategies

Business Plans

Formation of

Business Models

Formation of

Figure 6.1. HCB’s development-path (1990-2003)

The vision was developed during the first development phase but required re- 

evaluation during the years from 2001 to 2003 because of endogenous and exogenous 

changes.
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The initial formation of business plans, strategies and business models took place 
during 1998 to 2000 in А-net and in Mega-concepts’ nets. The following years brought an 
evaluation and re-creation of strategies, plans and business models.

6.2 HCB’s different collaborative forms from 1990 to 2003

Elisa and its Research Center had realized early in the 1990s that they needed to 

have an emergent technology portfolio alongside the existent technology portfolio used in 

the case corporation. This additional technology portfolio consisted of a set of technolo

gies which were either not yet exploited in business context or not mature enough to em

ploy. The portfolio incorporated technologies that had been researched or had been em

ployed in technology-led initiatives, such as business intelligence information, but the 

case corporation or R&D had not yet fully explored or exploited. At the beginning of the 

1990s, technologies included in the emergent technology portfolio included multimedia, 
Internet, broadband, VOIP and mobile technology. HCB was one of the early piloting or
ganizations of these emergent technologies within a future business context.

Internet-related innovations are substantially different in nature from the telecom

munication-related innovations undertaken by the case corporation prior to the 1990s. 

Internet-related innovations are software-based and networked by nature. In a networking 

and knowledge-based society, services and products based on such innovations will have 

a crucial role. Furthermore, the integration of several technologies including the Internet, 

requisite knowledge and capabilities is an enormous undertaking, involving a substantial 

amount of learning. Learning includes both technological and business related issues. It 

requires the integration of technologies, knowledge learnt and capabilities developed, and 

their implementation into new business solutions, services and products.

The different collaborative forms that HCB took part in or coordinated utilized 

these technologies. Figures 6.2 to 6.4 describe HCB’s different collaborative forms be
tween 1990 and 2003. Three different important research areas were observed during 
1990 to 2003. These were billing in the Internet, e/m-payment, multimedia—technology 

and home networks and home commerce services for household and communities.

HCB’s projects and nets related to billing in the Internet and e/m-payment are il

lustrated at the top of Figure 6.2. The Billing in the Internet (BIN) research project was 

undertaken in 1998 and examined billing possibilities and challenges in the Internet envi

ronment (Verkka 1998). It continued in 1999 as BIN in multimedia networks (Aaltonen
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1999). IP-services and payment was a research project concerning the billing and pay

ment issues of IP-services (Omnitele 1999). Nettiplus was the development of self- 

service in the Internet for fixed-line telephone services (Keinänen 1999). Chinchilla was 

an R&D project net in which a payment platform and related technologies were evalu

ated. Chinchilla’s participants were sharing the development costs of a new platform and 

architecture (Matikainen, 2001). The Mobile payment project was exploring and devel

oping safe e-payment solutions. Several actors from different industries participated in 

developing these solutions, sharing e-payment information and knowledge within the con
text of this project (Annala, 2003; Castrén, 2003; Pentti, 2003; Sampo, 2003; Toivari, 
2003; Virtomaa, 2003).

Mobile payment 

2003-2004 andChinchilla

IP-services and payment Nettiplus 2001-2003 

1999__ - 1999-2000
Payment research

Billing in Internet (BIN) 
1997-1998 //'""

Broadband services toPALMU
households. Megahouse1998-1999

Arena-multimedia network
/Arenanet (A-net) Megahomj*. Kotiporttl- 

1999-2000 /

Efodi (e-learnina space)
Silicon Hill 1999-2000

Emma (music)RAD pilots assessing 
breakthrough technologies

2002 2003

Operational EfficiencyProduct/Service LeadershipVisionary

Creating platform and services, business process optimiz- 

business strategies and models "ig, business growth,

no NPD

Innovating, piloting

Duration of the collaborative form

Figure 6.2. An overview of HCB’s different collaborative forms from 1990 
to 2003
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Mullimeclia-technology-KÌated R&D-projects and nets are presented in Figure 

6.2. After early case-company and national level R&D projects involving multimedia 

technology and the construction of the Arena multimedia network, Arena-lasipalatsi 
was launched in 1997. In the process of that project, the multimedia network was built, 

and it was followed by the Arenanet (A-net) project (1999 to 2000). А-net was a col
laborative net aiming to create an info city multimedia platform.

Home networks and services for household and communities were studied, pre

sented, assessed and tested in several research projects, both in the Research Center and 

in HCB (Juhava, 2001; Masala, 2002; Masala and Pesonen, 2002; Pakala/VTT, 2002; 

Simula, 2000). HCB’s main collaborative forms were Silicon Hill alliances in 1999 and 

2000 that concentrated on the evaluation and trial of new platforms and the creation of 

dynamic organizational capabilities (Hölttä, 2000). Megahome was established in 2000 
and focused on home commerce services. It was followed by several related projects 

over subsequent years (Eräkangas, 2000a; Eräkangas, 2000b; Hietanen, 2000a; Hietanen 

and Jäntere, 2000; Julin, 2000a, 2000b; Jäntere, 2000a, 2000b; Masala, 2000a, 2000b, 

2000c; Miettinen, 2000). These were also financed partly by TEKES (The National 

Technology Agency) and lasted for a year each. The outcome of the Megahome’s project 
was the creation of Kotiportti™, which became a successful platform-product in Elisa’s 

product portfolio. Megahouse concentrated on home automation in both new and old es

tates. Some of the content services and Internet business platforms were also developed 

in Efodi (e-leaming space) and Emma (online music business) between 2000 and 2002.

The Megahome and Megahouse nets also had more established business relation

ships between particular actors from the ICT-sector like Nokia, Cisco and HP and from 

the construction industry like NCC, Skanska, LEL and YIT. These established partner

ships and their governance forms including the methods of interaction and contract man

agement guided the development of the next phase cooperative forms and their manage

ment solutions.

The focus ofHCB’s business nets
As Figure 6.3 shows, the focus in projects gradually changed towards a greater 

business orientation and away from the earlier technological and R&D orientation. Netti- 

plus, Mega-concept’s nets, Emma, Efodi and Mobile Payment were all business focused 

and used enabling technologies to create services and products targeted to pre-defined 

customer-groups. Chinchilla became part of Compte!’s product portfolio even though it
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started as an R&D collaborative project. Mobile Payment was formed because micro and 

macro payment issues were seen as an important part of Elisa’s future business opportuni

ties. The Payment Research project supported Mobile Payment’s goals with external, 

theoretical information.

Payment
Research

project
Business-
focused

Mobile 
business 

net ,Emma

ChinchillaFocus
Nettiplus

A-net

Arena
lasipalatsi

Silicon Hill 
alliances

IP-payment
R&D
-pilot

projects

Arena
multimedia network

PalmuTechnology- and 
R&D -focused

HCB’s Proiects, nets, alliances
Figure 6.3. The focus of HCB’s nets, projects and alliances from 1998 to 
2003

From idea to production
The time that elapsed from an initial idea to production varied considerably within 

HCB’s nets. Table 6.4 describes the different collaborative forms and their development 

paths from idea to production. It also outlines how long the actual R&D project took 

compared to the time from idea to production.

In А-net, the initial idea originated from Infocities, an EU-program, in 1997. It 

reached production in 1999. The actual development time of А-net took two years. The 

Hotel Goldfish was initially innovated during the Youth Arena concept, which was also 

part of the Arena-concept in 1997, and it came into production in 1999. However, HCB 

did not develop it. Emma was also initially innovated during the Arena-lasipalatsi R&D- 

project in 1997, just like the Youth Arena concept. Emma was in production in 2002. 
However, its development took 1.5 years. It was not allowed to start during the 1990s. 
The Nettiplus-pilot was undertaken in the early 1990s and it took approximately ten years 

before it was in production. The development project took two years.
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Table 6.1. Development paths of the different collaborative forms
Net Time of the initial idea Production Time from

idea to pro
duction

Actual devel
opment pro
ject’s time

A-net The initial idea was from Infoci- 
ties, an EU-program in 1997.

А-net was in pro
duction in 1999.

2 years 2 years

Hotel Gold
fish

The idea was first introduced in 
the Youth-Arena document in 
1997 (Innovated in HCB)

It was in produc
tion in 1999 (not 
by HCB)

1.5 years 0.5 years

Nettiplus The initial idea and pilot occurred 
during the early 1990s. It was one 
of the technical pilot projects.

It was in produc
tion in 2001.

app. 10 years 2 years

Mega
concept and 
its business 
nets

The first idea of future home and 
home networking was presented in 
the Hello-magazine in 1990.

It was in produc
tion in 2000.

10 years 2 years

Efodi The concept was presented in Sili
con Hill alliances between 1999 
and 2000.

It was in produc
tion in 2000.

2 years 2 years

Emma The initial idea was presented 
around the Arena-lasipalatsi pro
ject in 1997.

it was in produc
tion in 2002.

5 years 1.5 years

Chinchilla The idea of e-payment and billing 
in Internet were piloted and re
searched during the 1990s, as, for 
example, in the Bin and Palmu 
projects.

Part of the goals 
of this project 
were fulfilled and 
in production in 
2002.

4-5 years 1.5 years

Mobile
Payment

The idea of e-payment and billing 
in Internet were piloted and re
searched during 1990s. The idea 
was formed and clarified during 
the early years of 2Istcentury.

It was in produc
tion in 2004.

5-7 years 2 years

The Mega-concept’s business took a long time to develop. The initial idea came 
from Elisa’s internal magazine’s article in 1990 and the business nets were in production 
in 2000. The actual development project took two years, both for the Megahome and 

Megahouse projects. Efodi was presented for the first time during the Silicon Hill alli

ances between 1999 and 2000. It was in production in 2000. The development project 

lasted two years.

E/M-business related issues were researched in Elisa’s Research Center, the 

Kolumbus-subsidiary and HCB from the mid 1990s onwards. Chinchilla and Mobile 

Payment both benefited from these earlier R&D efforts. Chinchilla’s objectives were
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partly fulfilled in 2002 when the project was terminated. The time elapsed from research 

projects, like Palmu and BIN, to production was four to five years. The actual develop

ment project lasted 1.5 years. The initial studies of paying in Internet and via cell phone 

were done in the mid 1990s. The Mobile Payment development project lasted two years.

Development of HCB’s business nets
Figure 6.4 presents the development of HCB’s different collaborative forms be

tween 1990 and 2003. The explanations of Figure 6.4 are presented next.

(a) Prior to the actual timeframe of this study, in the mid 1980s, Elisa had its 

own IT-department which took care of its IT-architecture, developed and main

tained its legacy systems. The case corporation operated only in the capital city 

area as a local telephone operator offering local calls to its subscribers (members 

of the telephone association). Elisa’s operations could be described as a vertical 

value chain in which all the activities were done or intended to be done within the 

case corporation. It owned its own delivery channels and customer service net

works.

(b) A dyad relationship between the case corporation and Comptel4". This was 

considered to be a strategic partnership and Compiei was seen as the “flagship of 

internationalization of the case corporation” (see Annual Reports 1994, 1995). 
Compte! also owned and maintained Elisa’s IT-infrastructure as well as the legacy 

systems. Compte! had a vast knowledge of telephone systems and operators due 

to its development path from an IT-department to a subsidiary and as result of its 

rapid and successful internationalization.

(c) New R&D-projects included alliances in which HCB was an equal partner. 
FICB also joined several international forums during the 1990s. PALMU was an 

example of a cooperative alliance with other actors in 1998.

(d) In product development and vertical nets, such as Nettiplus, the formation was 

one strategic partner (Compte!) and several other parties as subcontractors or plat

form manufacturers.

(e) А-net was the first net in which HCB was a focal actor coordinating the devel

opment of a net.

42 Compte! was the former IT-department of the case corporation in 1980s. It became Elisa’s subsidiary late

1980s.
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1990 1998

CD> = industries

= content & technology solutions providers

= forums

= a focal actor (HCB)

о = manufacturers of technology platform and architecture

о = content providers

CD = Elisa, the case corporation

— = a relationship

■ = a strategic partnership

Figure 6.4. An overview of HCB’s development (1990-2003)

(f) Mega-concept’s nets were multidimensional value nets in which the actors 

came from several different industries. These nets included several business 

models and strategies. Some businesses joined with HCB in 2002 like security 

services or (fl) Efodi — the e-learning space and (f2) Emma — the online music 
service.

(g) In some other projects, like Mobile payment, the Payment Research project 

and the Silicon Hill alliances, HCB was not the focal actor but a platform provider 

or a member of the R&D cooperative alliance. New business opportunities were
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seen in e-/m-business and in the integration of existing technologies, (gl) Emma 

business was closed down in 2003.

In summary, the different collaborative forms during 1990 to 2003 allowed HCB 

to create new contacts. HCB’s contact network assisted HCB in innovating new product 

and service possibilities for future home business. The different collaborative forms were 

intentionally formed, with the aim of developing new platforms, assessing and piloting 

technologies and processes and generating new business opportunities. The business nets 

created were intentionally formed in line with a vision and specific business strategies and 

models.

6.3 Capability, knowledge creation and utilization

There appeared to be different types of R&D relating to capability creation and 

utilization of capabilities which can be categorized as follows:

• Capability-driven R&D: Silicon Hill

• Requirement-driven R&D: BIN, Palmu, Nettiplus, Payment Research, Mobile 

payment

• Breakthrough R&D: А-net, Mega-concept’s net

• Incremental technology improvement R&D: Efodi, Emma

The Silicon Hill alliances can be categorized as capability-driven R&D because in 

these alliances the participants aimed to create dynamic organizational capabilities be
sides simply piloting new platform technologies.

Requirement-driven R&D included BIN, Palmu, Nettiplus, Mobile Payment and 

Payment Research. Requirement-driven R&D concerned either unfamiliar technology or 

technology not used in a certain business context in the case corporation. In Nettiplus, the 

requirements of the customer service center were known and the technologies used had 

been tested and implemented in other solutions in the case company, with the exception 

of the secure architecture platform. Payment Research, Palmu and BIN were all require

ment-based research because the technology solutions researched were not familiar and 

commercialized in the case corporation. Mobile Payment used familiar e/m-business 

technologies; however, the secure payment solutions were not familiar.

In breakthrough, radically new technologies and when implementing them, the 

capability learning was learning by doing and gaining experience. Such breakthrough 

R&D examples included А-net and Mega-concept’s nets.
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In incremental technology improvement, either an existing business sought out fu

ture business opportunities through new R&D or technology was applied in a new way to 

meet the specific commercial challenges of individual business areas. Such projects in

cluded Efodi and Emma. Both of these projects used technologies and ideas piloted in 
previous projects to create new business opportunities.

The study also showed that capability development progressed through both col

laboration and conflicts within relationships. If the goals of different actors were aligned, 

a collaborative form was established. The most capable actor dominated and capabilities 

developed accordingly. Conflicts, as seen in the А-net and in Megahouse, demonstrated 

that such activity could hinder the usage of external resources, the provision of new solu

tions or resource opportunities. Conflict created new capabilities, that is, managerial ca

pabilities in terms of how to resolve similar conflict situations when they arise. HCB’s ex

isting capabilities developed over a long period and were based on years of experience. 

The path dependency of capabilities that developed limited other companies from repli

cating their current capabilities (cf. Sanchez, 2003; Teece et al., 1990).

According to Timo Simula (1/2003): Those people who are doing business and 

who are involved in projects and nets learn, but it seems as if the corporation itself does 
not learn or that the learning cycle is unbelievably slow.

Organizational learning as a generative approach, a double-loop learning process 

(Argyris, 1990, 1993; Argyris and Schön, 1978), emphasizes continuous experimentation 

and feedback in an ongoing examination of how organizations define and resolve their 

problems. To maintain adaptiveness, firms should maintain themselves in a continuous 

state of change in structure, processes, functions and goals in order the achieve an optimal 

adaptative state (cf. Hedberg et al., 1976, 1977). Operating this way is essential within 

organizations that operate in turbulent and rapidly changing environments as exemplified 

by the ICT sector (cf. Hedberg et al. 1997). In the learning organization, managerial ex

perience should be processed throughout the organization. Managers should not be bound 

by past experience but uncover the implications of possible future business scenarios and 

encourage innovativeness.

Important lessons that were learnt between 1990 and 2003 included:
• The difference between a piloting project and the actual product development 

project was huge: The cost of a pilot project did not compare with the cost of 

the actual product development. (Simula, 1/2003)
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• Technological piloting and a development project might have progressed 

quickly but consumers did not adapt to the new technologies as fast. The de

lay between availability and the mass consumerization of a technology was 

vast. (Simula, 1/2003) Even when business expectations were high and the 

markets were expected to grow, it was difficult to estimate accurately when 

the success “tornado” would happen in respect of innovations and services 

based on new technologies (cf. Moore, 2000 for phases of new technological 

adaptation).

• Networks within Elisa’s organization and who to contact.

• There was a lack of IT competence in product management. (Simula 1/2003, 

PCS 2000a, 2000b) This had been experienced in various projects and yet, it 

happened repeatedly. IT-related issues did not appear to be so easy to grasp. 

Moreover, the actors emphasized technological-knowledge within the business 
context, not just technology as such.

• It seemed to be more of a question of personal knowledge and capabilities 

when building e-business solutions.

• There could be extremely diversified knowledge and capabilities in the same 

business and technology area within one organization.

The actors within Mega-concept’s nets, Emma and Efodi, had formed different re

source bases and capabilities as a consequence of their diverse developmental paths.

Learning within the context of partnerships happened via mutual experiences. 

These formed the basis for their future competitive advantage. The trust and commitment 

between partners grew with positive experiences. The historical development and experi

ences affected the actors’ use of new technologies and solutions and also the partners 

chosen. If past experiences in projects had been good with some actors, those actors were 
likely to be used again. If the experiences had been less positive, those actors were strin
gently assessed before being selected to participate in projects. However, they were not 

completely out of consideration as there were a limited number of actors with the requi

site knowledge of home networking and related technologies. It was essential to keep 

solid working relationships with everyone.

Organizational learning is needed to develop the capabilities necessary to deploy 

new technology (cf. Ciborra and Andreu, 1996). However, learning may be a process of 

trial-and-error where there is no previous experience available. An organization develops 

routines as a consequence of cumulative experience, routines that then become embedded
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in organizational memory (Cohen and Bacdayan,1994; Stein and Zwass. 1995). Proc

esses, as well as positions and paths, are the fundamental units of analysis in the dynamic 

capabilities perspective (Teece et al.. 1997). Path dependencies show that "history mat

ters" because, for example, a supportive infrastructure and "learning through usage" ex

perience give a firm competitive advantages. Advantages can be based on market posi

tions from complementary, technological, institutional, financial and other various assets 

(Teece et al., 1997).

By focusing on its core business and processes, an organization can find out that it 
can compete through collaboration with partners that have complementary skills and 
knowledge. Technology-based industries come upon new technologies that can be dis

ruptive to their existing capabilities and resources. They often face these changes with 

limited ability to react due to the fast pace of technological development, financial com

mitments or managerial decision processes. In these situations, firms should have the abil

ity to innovate (Teece et al.,1997; Zollo and Winter, 1999). Simply having processes to 

produce a certain product or service will not be enough to sustain a competitive advan

tage.

Knowledge creation and exchange

Besides the capabilities developed and utilized, knowledge creation, exchange and 

transfer had a crucial role in the various collaborative forms. Different types of knowl

edge bases had been created over time in the case corporation: some were based on mo
bile-technologies, some on the Internet and some from the integration of several tech
nologies. Knowledge created, for example, in breakthrough R&D, was difficult to trans

fer without repeated and face-to-face contacting. Knowledge exchange was limited be

cause both the focal actor and the other participants were unwilling to share crucial in

formation especially in situations where competitors were acting as coopetitors, as illus

trated by the А-net and Mobile Payment. It was also seen in situations where there was a 

danger that knowledge or information could end up in the hands of competitors, as in the 

Megahouse where a constructor had a joint company with Sonera, the main national com

petitor.

Knowledge and information sharing happened with known and trusted partners, 

including Nokia, Cisco, Hewlett Packard, Amiedu and Compiei, with whom HCB had 

had previous positive relationships, or with piloting, trusted customers, that is, certain 

janitors and estate areas with whom HCB had formed especially good relationships either
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resulting from personal contacts or service excellence. A long-term cooperation with 
universities and research institutions, such as the Helsinki School of Economics, Helsinki 
University of Technology, Elisa’s Research Center and TEKES (The National Technol

ogy Agency), provided theoretical views, resources and new information concerning on

going projects.

Within HCB’s own organization, there was a constant exchange of knowledge and 

skills covering all functions and links in the customer-supplier delivery processes. Em

ployees of HCB worked independently and acted according to the demands of each situa

tion or organization. They launched themselves from one organization to another, pre

senting, talking, listening, thinking, improving, solving problems, benchmarking and in

novating. Total openness of communication and a full exchange of knowledge and in

formation were required. The employees of HCB frequently reinvented their own roles, 

improving and reforming their teams and their organization at the same time as they were 

in the process of learning, developing and innovating. In this way, the business devel

oped.

The risk that only a few individuals might accumulate knowledge was a risk that 

managers took when starting the MuMe team, which later became HCB. This was a re

sult of rapid industry structural changes in the mid 1990s, changes in organizational struc

ture, and both economic boom and recession. It was difficult to hire capable new person
nel because the future home business required a broad area of knowledge including tech

nology, industries and businesses. It was not easy to locate appropriately skilled and 

knowledgeable personnel from the employment market.

Benefits of networking and knowledge exchange
When considering who benefited from the different collaborative forms, several 

parties gained from the sharing of knowledge and capabilities. Customers benefited from 

the new product offerings of intentionally built business nets. The stakeholders benefited 

in terms of the growth of sales of new products. The corporation as a whole benefited as 

indicated by market expansion and an increase in turnover.

Internal networking across organizational borders aimed to facilitate organiza

tional learning, knowledge sharing and communication between the different SBAs of the 

case corporation and between different communities of practice. Internal networks like 
R&D and Knowledge Management (KM) Networks were initiated, managed and organ

ized by the case corporation. The R&D network assisted the intentionally built business 

nets by shaping and providing knowledge and information as well as creating standards
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and platforms. Elisa’s KM network did not seem to have any direct or indirect impact on 

the intentionally created business nets. Its goals focused more on the development of in
ternal cooperation and communication. The R&D and KM networks benefited the indi
viduals involved by allowing the creation of new contacts and channels of information. 

The R&D network was also partly a best practice-sharing network and the KM network 

aimed to create a best practice network of managerial practices. Effective knowledge 

networks increased innovation and improved organizational efficiency.

Personal networks benefited the individuals involved in them as well as the case 

corporation and the intentionally built nets. For example, in А-net, Emma and Mega

concept’s nets, personal networks were essential in forming business contacts. Alliances 

and projects were initiated either at the corporative level or at the SBU/SBA/focal actor- 

level and they benefited both the case corporation and the individuals involved. Projects 

and alliances gained indirect benefit from the individuals involved in the form of new 

knowledge, information and capabilities.
If these various collaborative forms aimed specifically at the creation of a service 

or product for the intentionally built business net, then net members profited in the form 

of a new source of income and business opportunities. Personal networks could assist in 

the location of new business opportunities or could become a business opportunity net

work as seen, for example, in Emma, where the manager had personal contacts within the 

music business and therefore noticed a business opportunity in online music selling. Ac

cording to Büchel and Raub (2002), business opportunity networks are business-driven, 

entrepreneurial and innovation networks. These networks thrive on breaking company 

rules until managerial support is gained to prop up a new business opportunity.

Information Technology (IT) was closely tied to the business, promoting learning, 

such as the KM -platform, and collaboration between the net’s participants and internally 

between different Elisa’s SBUs.

6.4 Partnerships

A partnership characteristically involves a deep or at least necessary interaction 

between parties over an extended period. As such, it is likely to result in the development 

of relatively context-specific and tacit knowledge within the relationship. When a part

nership is working well, the relationship is characterized by a joint learning process and
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an adaptation to each others working by both parties involved (Hamel, 1991; Lane and 

Lubatkin, 1998).

HCB’s partnering was a logical response to increasingly difficulties in workforce 

acquisition? competition for skilled workers, the fast pace of technology development and 

the co-utilization of resources in order to create new services and products. In partnering, 
connected organizations, peoples and services work together smoothly and efficiently for 
some commonly agreed purpose, as exemplified by HCB in its various collaborative 

forms. The participants in the business nets lived in symbiosis: they were interdependent 

of each other and the value was jointly created within the business net. “Л// the partici

pants of the net will gain in cooperation but the difference between the hub and the other 
participants is that the hub is almost impossible to replace, " summarized Timo Simula, 

the Head of the Development Group, Manager of HCB.
Intentionally created business nets such as the Mega-concept, Emma and Efodi, 

aimed to satisfy customers with quality offerings representing the excellence of each actor 

in the net. Partnerships in these kinds of nets were all about trust, interaction, communi

cation and commitment at the actor-level and the qualify of operative and strategic man

agement at the net-level. Some of these business nets were “pioneering partnerships” as 

they were developing a new concept or service within Finland.

In the early 1990s, partnerships were only geared towards platform manufacturers? 

according to the Head of the Development Group Timo Simula, whereas partnerships 

providing content and services over a network have emerged during the last five years that 

is during the last two development phases. These content and service providing partners 
had a sub-contractor role in HCB’s business nets. Moreover, “The cooperation between 
operators has slightly diminished due to growing competition towards the end of the last 

decade”, said Timo Simula.

The managerial challenges of different collaborative forms vary dependent on the 

structure of the net. In strategic nets, the position of actors influences managerial possi

bilities. Table 6.2 is a summary of HCB’s different collaborative forms as presented in 

this study. The construction-column describes the construction of the net and its mem

bers. The type-column describes the classification of strategic nets (Möller et al. 2002):

e Vertical value nets: Supplier nets, channel and customer nets; Vertically inte

grated value-systems
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• Horizontal value nets'. Competitive alliances, resource/capability ac

cess/development alliances; market and channel access/cooperation alliances; 

”networking forums” - company or institutionally driven

• Multidimensional value nets: “Hollow organizations”, Complex business nets, 
New value-system nets

Table 6.2. The construction and types of HCB’s collaborative forms
Name Net’s construction Type

Palmu Equal partners, all external partners an R&D alliance, researching billing in 
Internet

BIN Equal partners, all internal partners an R&D project, researching billing in 
Internet

A-net One focal, leading actor, 
content and service providers as sub
contractors
one strategic partnership, pioneering 
partnerships

an information website, a cooperative 
net, a horizontal value net

Nettiplus One focal, leading actor, 
service/architecture platform provid
ers, one strategic partnership

a product and architecture development,
a vertical net
aim: process automation

Silicon Hill Equal partners, pioneering
partnerships

an R&D alliance developing architecture 
and dynamic capabilities

Mega concept’s 
nets

One focal, leading actor, content and 
service providers as sub-contractors, 
one strategic partnership, pioneering 
partnership

multidimensional value nets developing 
home automation and home commerce 
services and platforms

Efodi One focal, leading actor, 
one strategic partnership

a horizontal value net developing e- 
leaming environment

Emma One focal, leading actor, content and 
service providers as sub-contractors 
strategic partnerships, pioneering 
partnerships

a horizontal value net developing online 
music

Chinchilla One focal, leading actor, other actors 
were equal

An R&D cooperation net, a horizontal 
value net developing e-payment

Mobile Payment One focal, leading actor, strategic 
and tactical partnerships, pioneering 
partnerships

A multidimensional value net develop
ing
e-/m-payment solutions

Payment Research Equal partners A research net of mobile payment issues
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HCB and many Elisa’s subsidiaries were located in the capital city area during 1990s. 
(studies of positive effects of spatial clustering (see e.g. Porter 1990, 1998) The learning - 

column in Table 6.3 explains among which parties the learning happened. The facilitat

ing factors of collaboration -column in Table 6.3 describes the features which assist 

learning and collaboration between HCB and its partners and between HCB and Elisa 

corporation.

Some of the managerial challenges of collaboration between organizations seems 

to be related to information and knowledge exchange, interoperability and the construc

tion of business processes across organizational boundaries. When doing all this, the fo

cal actor needs to ensure a certain level of security, quality of performance, and reliabil
ity to fulfill the requirements of other actors in the business net and of customers.

Table 6.3. The proximity and learning in HCB’s collaborative forms
Proximity type Learning Facilitating factors of collaboration

Organizational
proximity

within Elisa’s corpora
tion, between actors in a
net

circumventing formality, linking employees
and communities of practices, reduced costs
for closely operating actors, facilitating
knowledge transfer and exchange, ease of
contact

Spatial proximity between local operators
and across industry sectors
Between people within a
collaborative form and

within Elisa’s R&D-

network and knowledge

management -network

ease of contact, local visibility

Strategical
proximity

especially between strate
gic partners but also be
tween participants of a
business net

shared resources, common goals, trust in part
nership, ease of communication

In HCB’s future home business, technology mastered by cooperative organiza

tions was a strategic competitive advantage in respect to competing value systems. Com

panies may seek partners either to boost their resource base in the same technology or 

within the same industry, or they may complement each other’s technical skills and en

hance their positions in the market. The relationships may produce innovations that with

out common technical expertise would not have been possible. However, a horizontal in
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tegration is not always successful. Cooperation in a business net that is too formal and 

tight might affect net’s functionality because of rigidity in vertical integration and the 

flexibility of a net’s operations and structure might be lost. The net might therefore lose 

its sensitivity to detect and react rapidly to changes. (Ollus et al., 1999, 48, Ollus et al., 

2000, 120)

6.4.1 Partner portfolio and roles In a business net

The degree of desired participation in a net depends on the focal actor’s vision of the 
market and customers’ needs. The degree of participation of any actor in a net depends on 

its business strategy, an analysis of the market situation and its own position in the markets. 

In addition, a risk and profit-sharing partnership has a strategic intent for a tighter coopera

tion, with a higher participation expected from both parties involved.

“The roles of partners, and whether they became strategic, were dependent on the 

services or business activities that needed to be developed. There were certain key industry 

trends in activities and platforms that were seen as strategic for future business develop

ment, therefore, those actors involved in these areas were considered also to be strategic. 

However, there were tactical partnerships between service providers in the future business 

cases43. These tactical partners needed to create and bring a minimum level of services to 

the common service platform during the initial phase as they lead the way to new business 

and services. Pioneering a new area was done via experience and from the learning path; 
they (tactical partners) were making standards for future business”, commented Sami Ma
sala (November 13th 2003)

The nature of partnerships changed from 1990 to 2003. In the early 1990s, only 

Compte! could be characterized as a strategic partner. It was a strategic partner in terms of 

IT/IS development and internationalization of the case corporation.

The need for different partnerships and the roles of partners increased towards the 

end of the 1990s when HCB’s business networking developed, a time during which A- 

net and Mega-concept’s nets were formed.

43 Future business cases mean here a business area that does not exist today in the case corporation but which is

assumed to be a business area in the near future.
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Figure 6.5. The partner portfolio

During the last development phase between 2001 and 2003, the various partner
ship types became more clearly defined: strategic partners, such as Vodafone and 

Telenor, were seen to be critical in Elisa’s internationalization and in the future develop

ment of the mobile business (CEO Mattheiszen, March 11th 2003, www.elisa.com); tacti

cal partners were those firms which were seen as important for the achievement of a fu

ture competitive advantage and ultimately greater success, including those firms that dealt 
with e-payment issues (Masala, November 13th 2003); working/operational partners were 

those who were actively involved in day-to-day working relationships with the focal ac

tor and were crucial in terms of current business, including the manufacturers of tele

phone centers or Comptel in its role as an information technology provider; support part

ners were those who were valuable but ultimately replaceable as they were not critical in 

terms of the business. These included any other manufacturer, component or service pro

vider whose technologies or solutions were substitutable.

Gummesson (1999, 95-98) has discussed type of relationships dividing them into 

commercial and non-commercial relationships. Both relationships are present in strategic 

networks as well as in business networks, non-commercial relationships are usually 

found in a less visible regulatory role. HCB had both commercial and non-commercial 
relationships in its nets. The non-commercial relationships were between universities, re

search centers and the regulator whereas the commercial relationships were between the 

partners who created platforms, services, products and contents with HCB.
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Analysis of CompteEs development and changing role between 1990 and 2003

Comptel’s changed role was seen more clearly during the Chinchilla project. Sami 
Masala (November 13th 2003) commented: "The role of Compiei has also changed dur

ing the years from what it was in the early 1990s. ” Also, Erkki Viitala (July 7th 2003), 

Comptel’s Customer Service Manager, commented that Compte! valued its relationship 

with Elisa but it also wanted to expand its own areas of specialties, such as mediator solu

tions and related services.

The level of trust between Elisa and Compte! increased informality in the relation

ship. For example, written contracts relating to system maintenance were not required. 

Tasks ordered by Elisa were done by Compte! in accordance with oral agreements. In 

this relationship, Comptel was required to prove its capabilities as a telecommunication 

sector expert and learn the telecommunication sector’s needs. A high level of mutual 
trust provided better opportunities for Comptel to learn about the needs of a telecommu

nication company and to develop into an international mediator-solution provider for sev

eral telecommunication companies.

During the years from 1990 to 2003, Comptel was perhaps the only actor who par

ticipated in almost all the different collaborative forms that HCB formed or participated 

in. However, Comptel did not always occupy the same role in these different collabora

tive forms. Its core business area was in product areas such as mediator-solutions (Vii

tala, July 7,h 2003).

If we consider the role development of Comptel as HCB’s partner between 1990 

and 2003, the first project relations between these two entities concerned information sys

tems (IS) development and maintenance. During the early years of the 1990s, Comptel 
was the hardware (HW) acquisitor for Elisa. In Nettiplus, Comptel developed the security 
architecture in addition to the self-service interface and solution for the provision of cus

tomer service. During 1999 to 2000, Comptel developed broadband solutions for HCB 

and linked the new programs to existing legacy systems. Comptel acted as both R&D- 

partner and as a maintainer of existing legacy systems. In Megahome, during 1999 to 
2000, Comptel created the portal and integrated the solution with existing IS-architecture. 

In Chinchilla, during 2001 to 2003, Comptel created the e-payment rating platform. In 

the late 1990s, a change occurred in HCB’s relationship with Comptel. Comptel devel

oped its capabilities towards its global customers’ needs and its own core business 

whereas the case corporation expanded its business from the pure telecommunications
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business towards information technology and internet-based business as well. Table 6.3 

illustrates Comptel’s roles from the point of view of HCB.

On the basis of this study, it seems that the level of trust combined with a favor

able, long-term relationship with Compte! and a high degree of inter-firm cooperation and 
knowledge provided the necessary means for HCB to foster the relationship with Compte! 
towards diverse roles for Compiei in HCB’s various collaborative forms. 1 propose that 
the depth of trust in Compte! as a strategic partner generated the potential to achieve 

greater project performance and relationship outcome satisfaction. In addition, the satis

faction in project outcomes further fostered the progressive development of the relation

ship towards different roles in HCB’s nets.

Table 6.4. Comptel’s roles
Role Time/Project/Net

IS-developer, IS-maintainer,

HW-acquisitor

R&D and product maintenance projects In the

early 1990s

IS-developer, security architecture

-developer

Nettiplus during 1999 to 2001

IS-malntainer, R&D- partner Broadband product development projects

during 1999 to 2000
Portal-developer,

system / architecture integrator

Megahome during 1999 to 2000

The e-payment-rating

platform developer

Chinchilla during 2001 to 2002

6.4.2 Independency and interdependency in business nets

One of the issues that concerned in the business net creation in its early phase was 

the interdependency of actors. The focal actor wanted to be independent but at the same 

time it realized that no single actor can create a new business area containing many inter

woven technologies without interorganizational collaboration. Therefore, the interdepen

dency of partners was seen necessary and inevitable. The failure of interdependency was 

seen in А-net. In А-net, the partners developed their own capabilities to compete А-net in 

the future rather than interactively took part in further developing the А-net. The interde

pendency in HCB’s Mega-concepts’ nets was a consequence of the complexity both of 

the product and the architecture associated with several integrated technologies. The lack 

of resources and the dependency of partners resulted in the formation of a partner portfo

lio during between 2001 and 2003. In addition, a link between Elisa and Compiei during
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the 1990s was the result of a dependency of primary resources, that is IT infrastructure 
and its maintenance, which also affected Comptel’s international growth and its position 

and role in HCB’s nets between 1990 and 2003. This supports the studies by Gulati 

(1998) which emphasized the role of dyadic ties, in particular prior ties that may facilitate 

the development of resource interdependence and dyadic attachments that may be in

creased by the depth of the social structure (see also Ritter 1999, 2000; Johanson and 

Mattsson 1988). As noted earlier, an organization does not exist in isolation but is em

bedded in a wider, interconnected network context where firms’ strategic actions initiate 

changes in the network structure (Hertz and Mattson, 2001). Therefore, endogenous and 

exogenous changes can transform partnerships and the meaning of each partnership to the 

parties involved.

When Nokia closed down its home commerce business and left the Megahouse net 

it affected the net’s structure and the interdependency of actors. It showed that the inter

dependency of both the current and the future collaboration was dependent on a major 

global player and its strategic choices. Nokia’s choices affected the structure of a net and 

its developmental strategy in terms of services, products and platforms.

Organization’s ability to manage its activities and resources is dependent upon its 
business context. A tight, controlled strategic network defines constraints upon the actor 
as well as opportunities available, thereby limiting the actor’s degree of independency 

(Elo and Juntunen, 2004). Dependencies stem from interconnectedness. In industrial 

markets, dependencies are diverse and usually significant (cf. Webster, 1991). Being in

tegrated into an industrial setting, particularly when involved in manufacturing types of 

activities, the actor’s role in a business net may explain the dependency and interconnect

edness in relationships (Elo and Juntunen, 2004). Anderson, Håkansson and Johanson 

(1994) offered two constructs to capture the focal relationship’s connectedness. Firstly, 

anticipated constructive effects on network identity, which can be defined as the extent to 

which a focal firm perceives that engaging in an exchange relationship with its partner 

firm will have, over and above effects on outcomes already existent within the relation

ship, a strengthening, supportive, or otherwise advantageous effect on its network iden

tity. Secondly, anticipated deleterious effects on network identity, which can be defined 
as the extent to which a firm perceives that engaging in an exchange episode with the 

partner firm will have, in some way, negative, damaging or otherwise harmful effects on 

its network identity. Connectedness, embeddedness and interdependencies all examine 

the contingencies in a strategic network, and these contingencies incorporate effects that
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may explain changes in a network (see more in Ritter, 2000). Cook (1982) distinguishes 

between positive and negative connectedness. For example, a positive change for one 

company may lead to a negative change for another.

Partner organizations and repeated social interaction between them link the vari

ous business strands together with a common strategy. Interconnectedness plays a central 

role in strategic planning and decision-making: What is the market of the firm? Who are 

the actors in these markets? How is a firm interconnected to its partners, suppliers, cus

tomers and competitors? Interconnectedness in terms of ownership, strategic alliances, 
R&D projects, marketing, distribution and production requires strategic thinking at all 
levels of management, but particularly from senior management who select partners and 

close strategic agreements. (Elo and Juntunen, 2004) The ability to perceive the structure 

and coordinate resources and activities is requested at operational management level. 

Structural tuning of a network and orchestrating capabilities are considered important.

The dependency-matrix shown in Figure 6.6 illustrates the relationship- 

dependencies between a focal actor, a hub, and other members in a net. The top left cor

ner of the matrix represents the situation in which a net member is dependent on the net’s 

services and on other actors in the net. The net’s relationships are therefore strategic for 

this particular net member. This member acts like a net’s ‘slave’ doing everything in or

der to be able to stay in this net and thus maintain working relationships. The top right 

corner represents a situation in which both a hub and a net member are inter-dependent 
and in synergy in their relationship. They share a mutual need for each other in business. 
The bottom left comer represents a situation in which a hub and a net member are inde

pendent. While they can cooperate, it is not essential for their business. The bottom right 

comer illustrates a situation in which a hub requires a net member. This net member acts 

therefore either as the hub’s tactical or strategic partner. The business of the hub organi

zation would not be the same without this particular member. The bottom right corner 
and the top left corner in this figure represent ‘one-way dependency’ relationships and 

the bottom left and top right corners represent ‘two-way dependency relationships’.

If a hub wants to stay as a focal, leading actor, it should seek the “one-way- 

dependency” scenario (top left comer) in which the net member will do anything to stay 

in the net. Also, synergy (the top right comer) is a good choice when building net partner

ships. When considering future business possibilities and partnerships, the bottom right 

corner of the matrix represents the situation, which requires most consideration. In time, a
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hub organization can develop these partnerships either towards synergy or total-

dependency partnering (top left corner in Figure 6.6).
High

Net member's 
level of the 
net-dependence

Low

Hub's dependence of other net members Ml9n
Figure 6.6. The dependency-matrix

Strategic partnerships are considered mutually beneficial for both parties in

volved. There is an inter-dependency in terms of common goals and objectives. Tactical 

partnerships are questionable in terms of considering their value and meaning for the fu

ture. Outcomes depend on the development of business and services and how successful 

the business objectives turn out to be at some future point. They can lead to the depend

ency or independency of either or both parties, or even dissolution if the partnership turns 

out to be of no value or the value is not what was anticipated. Operational partners are a 

necessity in current business but as businesses and technology change, it is possible that 

today’s partnerships will lose their value in the future. Support partners such as compo

nent providers are valuable, however, their role is relatively minor and they can be re

placed at any time. Alternatively, their value can further develop and the partnership can 
become inter-dependent for both parties involved.

In Industrial Network Theory, embeddedness refers to an organization’s relations 

with and dependence on the different types of networks, institutional and political net

works, technological systems and institutions. These form an organization’s “environ

ment’’ which shapes the organization’s actions and its relationships (Halinen and Törn- 

roos, 1998; Lundgren, 1991). As partnerships evolve, dependency between partners can 

also change. Earlier inter-dependency of strategic or tactical partners can evolve to a de-
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pendency of a single party or even an independency. A focal actor may also reconsider 

the importance of individual partners and change the status of a net member to a less 

committed, less visible and less important business relationship. In addition, a relation

ship may become inactive, either entering a dormant stage or becoming temporarily non

existent. However, either it can still be capable directly or indirectly of forming or influ

encing the focal actor’s business and position in a net (cf. Elo and Juntunen, 2004). Rela

tionship dissolution is seen as the conclusion or termination of the relationship mainte
nance stage (cf. Anderson and Narus, 1999; Tähtinen, 2001). Furthermore, the nets ex
amined in this present study show no stable long-term relationships in terms of stable 

contract-based, buying-selling partnerships but rather more temporary, project-based or 

short-term partnerships. The same actor can have different roles in different nets. Never

theless, the scheme of a long-term relationship is present in a way that the same partners 

can be used repeatedly in performing similar tasks and sometimes even to increase the 

scope of their activities if cooperation has been successful in previous situations. As 

Halinen and Törnroos (1998) argued, business actors are not only interdependent at a 

company-level but also on a broader contextual setting specific to a company and the time 

in question, that is the past, present or future. Previous experiences, the current situation 

and assessments as well as future expectations all affect an actor’s perceptions and behav

ior.

Commitment and trust between network partners, in particular between strategic, 

long-term partners, play an important role in network relationships. Accordingly, organi

zations need to consider both their internal and external relationships in networking in or

der to get the most out of the relationships.

6.4.3 A formation process of a value net

The formation of a value net within HCB’s business followed the same process as 

the selection and assessment of partners. This process was refined during the years of 

business construction between 1990 and 2003. The first model was suggested by Parta

nen (2001) and modified by Kaasinen (2001). This model was presented in Figure 4.16. 

Partner selection and the requirements of different types of contracts changed during the 

construction process of Mega-concept’s nets. The modified process used in the Mega

concept’s nets is presented in Figure 6.6.
The modified process included the evaluation of relationship type based on the re

sources needed. The relationship types that require a more thorough selection and as-
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sessment process are the tactical and strategic relationships. If the resources required are 

critical, then the relationship is either tactical or strategic. If the resources required are 

not critical in terms of the business, then the relationship type can be either supportive or 
operational. The type of partnership affects the contract type required. The contract 
types used in HCB are presented in the following section.

Insourcing

critical: st ategic Ato critical:

/ tactical/ opera- suppuri / opera

tional partnership tioiial partnership

Negotiation

Outsourcing

activity
Static

status

activity
Static

status

Assessment of potential partners

Activity visible to customers

Signing a contract

own resources
Assessment of

Beginning of business activities

Activity invisible to customers

Assessment of activities required

Own resources and knowl
edge are adequate

Choosing the contract type accord
ing to the partnership in question

Assessment of consumption activity (end customers)

A resource gap between own 
and required;

co-creation of services required

Activity status pos
sibly changing in the 

future

Activity status possi

bly changing in the 

future

Figure 6.7. The modified selection and assessment process of partners
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6.4.4 Contracting

“During these years there has not been any major exclusive contracts between 

any of the partners ”, commented Timo Simula, the Head of the Development Group, re
ferring to the whole development path of HCB.

The primary aim of this section is to capture the interrelationship between network 
structures, governance (see e.g. Westney, 1993) and negotiation results, that is, contracts 

between different actors. These contracts are part of managerial capabilities needed 

building and maintaining relationships between different actors in business networks. 

This study has shown how the case company intentionally constructed its ‘negotiation en

vironment’ through the development of a series of R&D project nets and strategic alli

ances. Therefore, different types of contracts were prepared between 1990 and 2003. In 

this study, the customer-contracts, that is contracts and their tenns for different products, 

services and service-packages are excluded.

In the following paragraphs, the different types of contract relations are described 

and interlinked with HCB’s collaborative fonns as presented in this study. As joint value 

maximization was the primary goal of the actors in the business nets, HCB’s partnerships 
were not stable, but influenced by continuous change and adjustment. Control mecha
nisms were required to manage, control and coordinate the goals and actions of the par

ticipants of the nets. A single type of contract was inadequate when dealing with different 

actors in a network environment. The contracts and terms were mostly based on Finnish 

legislation but also on EU-directives. In some cases, the US patent and copyright laws 

were taken into account as well. More detailed descriptions of the contracts and terms 

were excluded.

The actors in a business net are naturally concerned about the activities of the 

other participants and the quality of their services. If necessary, they will be prepared to 

improve or even replace the output of any actor in the net. HCB learnt during the years 

from 1990 to 2003ï that both quality of services and cooperation is essential for all par

ties and end-users to benefit from cooperation. The importance of trust in partnerships is 

critical when trying to create control mechanisms in business nets. According to 
McCutcheon and Smart (2000, 291-293), trust can be divided as follows: contractual- 
level trust means that the parties can trust each others’ written contract or spoken word; 
competence-level trust denotes that the contract party is entrusted with some tasks to ful

fill, and goodwill-level trust, in which the parties of the contract trust that even more will
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be done than what is written formally in the contract. Even if trust is mostly based on 
previous common experiences, the concept of trust has a ‘future-direction’ as the parties 

of the contract trust that the other party will provide positive income and value in this co

operation (Tirkkonen, 2002). The contract is seen as a way to limit future risks and to in

crease the trust between the parties (Häyhä, 1996, 172).

Contract management makes it easier for organizations to form virtual organiza

tions and nets, and to outsource some of their activities and tasks. If we think about the 

concept of a firm, it can be defined as an efficient contractual entity, in effect a bundle of 

contracts, with its boundaries defined with the help of property rights, incentives and con

tracts (Foss, 1996; Paija 1999). Contract management allows the hub a viable way to co

ordinate and control the other participants in the net.

The significance of formal contracts is especially important in the software indus

try, as well as in the accompanying multimedia and Internet-driven industry. Companies 
setting up varied forms of joint ventures and alliances must know their rights and obliga
tions thoroughly in the juridical sense. Axelsson and Easton (1992) argued that legal 

bonds are highly visible with written contracts, but their relevance and binding nature is 

are not as significant as they would appear to be. Thus, if partners emphasize contractual 

bonds, it may suggest that the relationship is not working smoothly. Axelsson and Easton 

(1992) further define the economic dimension as indispensable in the business context, 
otherwise the relationship and whole network would not be economic in nature. Conse

quently, participation in a network also has an investment characteristic, as emphasized 

by the IMP - The Industrial Network Theory (Håkansson and Snehota, 1995). Creating 

resource variance and learning is never free, and thus different contracts are needed in or

der to share the costs and values in the various kinds of partnerships.

In general, when we consider contracting as a negotiation process, it can be di

vided in to bargaining, commitment and execution phases (cf. Ring and Van de Ven, 

1994). However, it is, at the same, time a learning process, in which the partners leam to 
understand each other’s business and ways of conduct. The contractual terms and gov
ernance structure are agreed in the commitment phase. The mutual view terms agreed are 

then either written up as a formal contract or undertaken in the unwritten form of a mutual 

commitment. Hopefully, the conditions are clearly enough defined to avoid problems 

during the assessment. During execution, the parties involved fulfill the agreed com

mitments. Sometimes modifications are required in long-term projects when the defini-
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lions and objectives of actors involved change. Such changes can be unforeseen due to 

exogenous events originating from the network or industry-level events.

The descriptive analysis of the construction of HCB highlights the different types 

of contracts made during the development process of the various nets and strategic alli

ances. During the years 1990 to 2003, several types of contracts could be observed:

I. The focal organization was part of a dyad and had a bilateral long-term contract. 

However, some activities between the companies in this dyad were undertaken on 
the basis of a verbal contract built on mutual trust between these two companies, 
as exemplified by the Compte! and Elisa dyad partnership of the early 1990s.

II. The partners of the net had bilateral contracts with a focal organization, which is 

not a profit-seeking organization, but also sometimes with each other, such as a 

standard cooperative agreement in terms of development with international or
ganizations/ forums and with competitors/coopetitors in the ICT-sector (e.g. 
PALMU, Silicon Hill alliances).

III. The focal organization remained a coordinator to a group of partners to which it 

maintained a set of bilateral contracts, each of which could have different terms. 
For example, in А-net where the need for different contracts was noted, even if 

contracting in that net was not so successful. A similar scenario was found in the 

Mobile payment project in 2003 .

IV. The focal organization had bilateral contracts with one or more partners but the 

partners could also have bilateral contracts with one or more participants in the 

network, such as new strategic business nets like “Megahome” and "Megahouse” 

(cf. Eräkangas, 2001; Julin, 2000; Jäntere, 2000; Miettinen, 2001)

V. The letter of intent where the focal actor ‘promised’ to make a more detailed con

tract later, for example in Nettiplus. Pre-contracting, as seen in the Extranet- 

project44 during 1999 to 2000: an extranet solution for order management of the 
broadband -services for channels to use. The difference between the letter of in
tent and pre-contracting was that in former situation there was no legal require
ment to generate a contract whereas the latter required a contract to be made at a 
later date (Tirkkonen, 2002, 53)

VI. The focal actor shared the costs and the results with one or more participants of 

the net, such as Chinchilla.

44 The Extranet project was not presented in this dissertation. It was a sub-project in the ADSL and Koti portti™ 

development in the Mega-concept.
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VII. NDA - A non-disclosure agreement: This was made between parties when they 

had agreed the goals and meaning of the cooperative relationship. Usually after 

making the NDA-agreement, there was a formal contract negotiation process 

(Tirkkonen, 2002, 54-55). In this case, as illustrated in Chinchilla and Mega

house, the NDAs were made with certain parties but not always with all of the 

parties. This was dependent on how long the relationship had lasted, how long 

the parties had known each other, what kind of cooperation and competition there 

had been before with the parties and what the situation was in the current project. 

However, the NDA contract was an important and central element in forming and 

governing a long-standing relationship - during the first stages of cooperation 

and sometimes even later stages - from the point of view of information ex

change. The turbulent business environment required organizations to remember 

that an organization that was seen to be a friendly partner one day, could easily 

become a competitor the next day as a result of an unexpected activity that 

changed the base of agreed cooperation.

Different alliances, business nets, R&D forums, and large-scale project networks 

provided different types of learning experiences and thus, lead to variations in the con
tracting used for coordinating and managing relationships in the emerging business nets. 
In brief, they provided broad knowledge of the demands in partnering in a network envi

ronment for HCB.

6.5 HCB’s management and virtual partnering teams

The coordination of activities necessary to forbear or transfer skills and the estab

lishment of the prerequisite communication channels is a dynamic capability that varies 

across organizations (Vonortas, 2000). Technology within the HCB business should be 

seen as an enabler that influenced strategies, business models, processes and activities (cf. 

Sawhney et al., 2001). The more complicated the business environment became and the 

more complex the technology architecture was, the greater the need was for effective 

managerial processes. The various nets, contacts, products and services of the various 

actors from different industries created requirements for divergent knowledge and capa

bilities. An effective coordination structure was needed in order to manage all the inter

nal and external resources.
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Management and coordination
The strategic management of HCB was in the hands of the same person who had 

started this business in the early R&D-projects in 1990s, Timo Simula. He had also led 

the development process of HCB since the MuMe-team was established. He controlled 

and coordinated the direction of the business and was responsible for the strategy and 

profitability of business as a whole. The operational management was in the hands of 

Sami Masala, who was manager of the whole Mega-concept and responsible for long

term technological and business assessments. HCB’s management also regularly re

viewed their operating plans, in particular the phases of ongoing projects and proposals. 

They also made recommendations for procedural and organizational changes where they 

considered it necessary or essential for the business. They had quarterly reviews of their 

business plans with the senior management.
The personal relationships of HCB’s management were based on trust, an impor

tant factor in the formation of the nets forming and the commencement of cooperation be

tween actors. Besides an economic or technological connection to the net, good social 

connections between the actors were also considered essential (cf. Lind, 2002, 208). The 
outsourcing of activities required managerial contracting capabilities to control the out

sourced activities, to manage processes in order to gain the full value of specialization for 

the net, to gain flexibility and more strategic value. It also required a managerial capabil

ity not only to make operational changes quickly but also to sculpt customer offerings via 

a network of actors involved in service-production and delivery.

The following sections describe how the coordination and governance was exe

cuted. It also exemplifies the managerial capabilities needed and created during the de

velopment path of HCB.

Coordination and governance
The coordination of a technical architectural platform required managerial capa

bilities that could divide the activities needed to be performed into defined processes and 

into appropriate, that is, case-by-case judged, written contracts. The coordination and 

governance of both architecture and contracts was complex because there were many in

ternal and external parties involved. In addition, coordination across organizational 

boundaries and the integration of different business processes was challenging.

The governance and communication channels needed could be broken down into 

the following elements:
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• HCB Management: responsible for service acquisition and integration, coordina
tion and evaluation. They were responsible for ensuring that the contracts signed 
were followed and that outsourced activities were done according to agreements. 
Also, they were responsible for seeing that HCB fulfilled its own part of the con
tract according to agreements made.

• Elisa’s senior management: responsible for corporate level changes and decisions

• Elisa’s IM -management: responsible for corporate level changes and decisions re

garding IT/IS- and data security issues

• Elisa’s legal office: responsible for producing initial drafts of contracts, assessing, 
reviewing, commenting and/or approving business contracts made

• Elisa’s HRD including the internal Knowledge Management (KM) -network

• Elisa’s Product Management (PM): responsible for the commercialization of prod

ucts and services, in addition to their maintenance

• Elisa’s customer service: responsible for customer service, billing issues etc.

• Customers: pilot customers, potential customers, existing customers

• Partner-organizations: responsible for the delivery and maintenance of certain 
commonly agreed activities

• Elisa’s common partners: responsible for common databases, workstations, work

place equipment, etc.

HCB’s management created own coordination style and processes. Some formal 

meetings were held :

• regularly scheduled meetings with the senior management of Elisa

• regularly scheduled meetings with the Research Center and the R&D-network

• theme-based meetings with KM-network’s members. Examples included informa

tion regarding the managerial practices of a new business, new technologies and 
their possibilities within a learning context, such as Efodi or recruitment because 
HCB was seen as the most attractive new, growing business and R&D sector 
within Elisa in late 1990s.

• regular, weekly meetings with Product Management (PM) in order to find out cus
tomers’ needs, complaints or new development suggestions

• meetings relating to ongoing projects

• meetings with current partners

• meetings with potential partners

• weekly meetings with the personnel of HCB
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• monthly meetings with the SBU/SBA-level managers

• meetings with potential, piloting and existing customers, including janitors and 

building areas to boost the selling of new services

HCB's virtual partnering teams
HCB’s partnering teams did not form fixed, hierarchical organizational structures. 

The teams were virtual, changeable and flexible according to business needs. They were 

formed so that there was always a development manager for a certain area of the business, 

with expertise in a certain industry, who gathered his own resources from the available 

project managers, marketing assistants and technology experts. The partnering team then 

contacted the appropriate sections of the other organization to initiate cooperation and to 

fulfill the activities needed.

The business manager controlled the whole business chain and processes. The 

business manager coordinated and controlled the cross-functional activities between the 

partnering teams and industries involved. He also created future business scenarios to

gether with the case corporation Research Center and with the Head of Development 
(manager of HCB).

After product development was terminated, the switch between R&D and Product 

Management (PM) teams was planned according to the process described earlier in Figure 

4.21. Product Management product and service maintenance, the recording and correc

tion of the errors found in existing products, making new versions of products and pack

aging products with other products. Product Management also assessed new products and 

tested them before launching them on to the market. The Product Management was con

tinuously in contact with customer service networks and with product development. It 

also planned and followed marketing campaigns together with the SBUs’ or corporate 

marketing unit.
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Figure 6.8. HCB’s virtual partnering teams

The commercial success of certain products or product-platforms, such as ADSL, 

was hard to estimate because Product Management and the maintenance of existing 
products was allocated to different SBUs and the products and platforms developed in 
HCB were used as platform products or as part of services in many of Elisa’s business 

units.

In summary, the governance and coordination of resources required both formal 

managerial processes and flexibility in executing business operations. When facing 

changes or new challenges, the employees of HCB frequently reinvented their own roles, 

improving and reforming their teams and their organization. In this way, the business de

veloped. This showed a capability of renewal within an organization which is essential in
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rapidly changing environment and required in network environment where different par

ties and industries are involved.

A core management capability in this type of dynamically evolving environment is 

the ability to utilize the available relationships and resources, and mobilize one’s own 

nets to meet the existing resource and learning needs. This presumes visioning, network
ing resources and capabilities. Visioning includes a comprehensive or “architectural” 
view of the field, which enables an organization to envision its development at least a few 
steps ahead. Through visioning, an actor can anticipate the technology trends and capa

bilities it must develop and what it will need in its different collaborative forms or what 

capabilities it can expect or seek for from its partners. Visioning alone is not enough; the 

resources to carry out networking must also exist.

6.6 Business models

Dynamically changing competitive environments such as the ICT-sector require 

and provide opportunities for more than one business model. As the environment 

changes, different models offering diverse customer value propositions are more com

patible to changing situations. By continually changing their business models, thereby 
challenging organizational rules and creating new industry standards, HCB managed to 
keep one step ahead of the competition. In this way, they tried to proactively shape and 

build the future to which they aspired. They attempted to avoid the traditional planning 

method they had seen in Elisa because it hindered organizational development by promot

ing strategies that repeated past strategies undertaken by others within Elisa or the ICT- 

sector. Adopting and conforming to existing internal boundaries might have caused HCB 

to overlook both business opportunities and threats arising in a knowledge-intensive, in

terconnected competitive environment. Moreover, HCB was able to detect and develop 

elementary technological and business enabling capabilities that could be used to develop, 

create, provide and coordinate a changing array of products and product-platforms. To 

create and develop new business models require visioning and managerial capabilities and 

therefore, HCB’s different business models are described in this section.

Business models are seen to be unique to finns (Amit and Zott, 2002, 21) "the 
business model describes the way in which the elements of market exchanges are com

bined and structured, that is, the way in which the flow of goods (products, services, and
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information) among participants is coordinated to enable transactions ” and further: 

“each business model is centered on a particular firm ”. E-business is focused on busi
ness models and concepts empowered by digital technology. E-commerce here includes 
the new business functions performed by firms, and the influence of digital technology on 

traditional business processes and functions.

A business model is defined here as a system for products, services or their portfo

lio, including a description of business actors and their roles, relationships, resources and 

activities in a value network, with the aim of creating maximum value throughout the 

value net. The business model ties together the elements of business strategy and busi

ness processes (see Osterwalder, 2004, Rajala et al., 2003). In addition, the business 

model is said to be a concept of business, defining business-specific characteristics and 

sources of revenue. It specifies where the company is positioned within a specific busi

ness in its configured value-creating network (see e.g. Rajala et al., 2001). It also con

sists of an organization’s own dynamic, interrelated capabilities as well as other external 

resources. In addition, the business model contains control and governance enabling ca
pabilities to constantly maintain and reinvent itself in order to meet the objectives of 
net’s members and stakeholders and to satisfy customers. Interaction between actors in a 

business net generates an integrated value creation expressed as a business model. Be

sides creating benefits, interaction between actors can also be demanding and nonprofit- 

able, and therefore sometimes hinder access to other business opportunities.

Table 6.5. The business models
Name of the cooperative form Business Model
A-net An information service -portal,

a virtual community -portal service
Nettiplus A self-service portal
Mega-concept’s business nets A home networking and service portal, 

A virtual community,
A collaboration platform,
A third party marketplace,
A value chain integrator

Efodi An e-teaming portal,
A virtual community,
A value chain integrator

Emma An online music portal,
A value chain integrator

Chinchilla An e-payment portal,
An e-business transaction rating platform

Mobile Payment An e-/m-.payment portal,
mobile-internet service delivery,
A value chain integrator
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In the nets presented in this study, business models are viewed from the business 

net and focal actor’s point of view. Different definitions of a business model existed in 

HCB and Elisa. Table 6.4 summarizes the business models being created in Elisa. R&D 

projects and alliances were not considered to be businesses, therefore there were no busi
ness models defined or used. A-net’s business model was to be an information service 
and a virtual community portal where people could chat, email and send SMS messages. 

Virtual communities were first developed in А-net and later in both Efodi and Mega

concept. Nettiplus aimed to create a consumers’ self-service portal for fixed-line net

work’s customers. Mega-concept had several business models: a home network, a service 

portal and a virtual community -service. It was also a provider of a collaborative platform 

and a third party marketplace. A third party marketplace means a common marketing 

front end and the provision of transaction support to multiple businesses (cf. Axelsson 

and Wynstra, 2002, 122). As a collaborative platform provider, HCB coordinated actors, 

bringing together different kinds of upstream processes, that is managing the data flow in 

technology integration especially in processes like logistics and NPD, and also down

stream functions such as e-customer services and e-feedback, that is managing the data
flow in technology integration in processes like distribution, marketing and sales. HCB 
was also a value chain integrator in Mega-concept. As a value chain integrator, HCB 

added value by integrating multiple functions in the value chain (cf. Axelsson and Wyn

stra, 2002, 120-124).

Efodi and Emma were joined with HCB at the beginning of 2002, and their busi

ness models were incorporated into HCB’s business models. Efodi was an e-leaming por

tal and a virtual community for teachers, students, publishers and schools. Efodi was also 

a value chain integrator, integrating publishers with learning communities. Emma was an 

online music portal. Emma integrated value chains of music producers to related music 

materials and online banking services in e-business.

The Mobile Payment net was not coordinated and controlled by HCB. Mobile 

Payment’s business model was to be an e/m-payment portal. It also integrated the value 
chains of different parties and industries including telecommunication companies, IT- 
companies and finance sector’s actors.

The importance of the integration of services in a value net structure was that the 

focal actor could offer customers a single interface through which they could get services 

that used to be offered through multiple interfaces offered by multiple service providers. 

By providing this integration and coordination of activities, the focal actor was able to
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have customer access and be the only entity in the net to maintain direct contact with cus

tomers. The other partners remained invisible to customers. This was also HCB’s busi

ness strategy as an intermediate and broker. Figure 6.9 describes the importance of inte

gration in the value net and the provision of single-access to the customers.

Earlier Integration

^Single customer interface

Multiple customer interfaces Telecommunication services
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Public sector (city) services

Other services

Customers
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different service providers; 

all service providers had a direct contact 

with customers

Customer contacts 

only through common 

interface; only the 

intermediator (hub) 
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Figure 6.9. Multiple and single customer interfaces

Figure 6.10 illustrates HCB’s development of the integration of technologies and 

functions. It shows that HCB developed from single function integration, such as SMS 

and chat services, to multiple function integration between 1990 and 2003. Also, the 
level of integration of technologies increased when the business nets evolved, as when 

Mega-concept’s nets integrated several technologies and parties together from different 

industries.
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Figure 6.10. The development of HCB in integration of technology and 
function

6.7 Strategies

Each participant in a business net deals with multiple strategies. In addition to the 

collective strategy of the net, each firm has its own corporate and business strategies. 

Strategies exist also at a functional level such as marketing or IT strategies (see Figure 

6.11) The strategic management was part of the managerial capabilities that HCB’s man

agement leamt during 1990-2003.

Central to the success of a particular strategy for a business is how the focal actor 

manages to match the consequences of exogenous and endogenous events and the content 

of the strategy itself. The strategy can be successful if the focal actor can effectively use 

and accumulate its invisible assets, organizational and business specific capabilities. 
These capabilities serve as a basis for success for the strategy. Competitors cannot copy 
them easily. Moreover, these capabilities can be simultaneously utilized and developed in 

different business nets. Invisible assets, for example, technological knowledge and in

formation, can be both inputs and outputs of business activities in a business net.
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Figure 6.11. Different levels of strategies

According to К ambii and van Heck (2002, 196-197) companies need to assemble 

their key capabilities execute their vision. “Acquiring the skill is the easiest part because 

you are in control. You depend on no one else. Convincing others of your proficiency, 

though, can be frustrating because you’re not in control. ” (Perret, 1990, 219)

A company is embedded in a wider, dynamic, interconnected network context 

where strategic actions by firms initiate changes in the network structure (Hertz and 

Mattson, 2001). However, endogenous and exogenous events also affect conditions un
der which the firm operates. A firm can operate in either static or dynamic conditions and 
face single or multiple factors (Mintzberg et al., 1998) which affect strategies, and thus, 

strategic responses. The ICT sector is a very turbulent environment in which there is a 

multiplicity of endogenous and exogenous factors in which the firms are trying to find 

strategic responses.

The strategic decisions of a company are principally concerned with external 

rather than internal problems, in particular with the selection of the product and partner 

portfolio, that is, which products/services are going to be produced, with whom* and deci

sions regarding target markets. The company tries to produce a resource-capability-
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partner allocation pattern which will offer the best potential combination in order to fulfill 

the strategic objectives. The problem is deciding what business the company operates in 

and what other kinds of business it will seek to enter (Ansoff, 1965).

Collective strategy

The concept of collective strategy was introduced by Astley and Fombrun (1983) 

to describe the joint nature of strategy formulation among the members of a business net. 
They argued that in addition to corporate strategies and business strategies, organizations 
need to develop strategies to deal with their multiple interdependencies with other organi

zations that is their collective strategies.

When HCB became more aware of its strategic position in the net and of the op

portunities to influence and coordinate other actors in the net, it began to consider the 
challenges of the network environment from a strategic point of view in greater detail. In 

order to avoid problems similar to those previously experienced in the А-net, where some 

of the actors participated with the sole purpose of gaining knowledge to be able to create 

competitive solutions, HCB decided to consider more carefully which actors were strate

gically important and which actors should be allowed to enter discussion with others.

A critical decision by the hub, HCB, was to let firms with a greater strategic dis
tance communicate with each other. A strategic distance concept describes the degree to 
which various actors differed in terms of their own key strategic business goals in their 

business strategies and also when compared to collective strategy of the business net. 

Actors had the common goals of the net in which they participated but, at the same time, 

they had their own business goals that could differ from the goals of the net. For exam

ple, if the actors’ own business strategies were directed towards internationalization and if 

the net’s strategy concerned only the provision of local or national services, there might 

be a conflict of interest. In А-net, some actors sought knowledge and information in or

der to create their own services to sell and compete with А-net. Therefore, the net’s com

mon goals were of minor interest to them. The greater the strategic distance, the more 

difficult coordination becomes in a business net and the greater degree of rivalry or own- 

goal-driven efforts can be expected in a business net. If the strategic distance is small 

within a business net and between actors, cooperation and the direction of actors towards 

the common goals of the business net is easier.
When there are several industries involved, it is a difficult task to create a collec

tive net strategy (see Figure 6.12) and to successfully implement it with regards to actors’
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business strategies, their roles and positions within the net. It requires a constant monitor
ing of changes in the competitive environment of each actor within their industries as well 
as tuning the net’s strategy, and the actors’ roles and positions according to changes. Be

sides the common strategy, each member has their corporate and business strategies to 

obey. This supports studies by Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998, 255). According 

to Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998, 255), the participants in a business net nego

tiate through a web of relationships to come up with a collective strategy.

In all business relationships, there is a potential source of conflict as every partici

pant of the net their own corporate and business strategies, comparing them to the collec

tive strategy of the net, and assessing the influence of this collective strategy on their fu

ture development. Thus, throughout the net, there are strong incentives to both cooperate 

with each other as well as act against each other (Forsgren et al., 1995, 21). Efforts will 

be made to form tailored forms of cooperation, varying in stability and visibility in order 

to strengthen their own position in the net. It is important to understand that companies 

should not focus on a single strategy, as the traditional approach has suggested, because it 
is difficult to predict the business or the industrial landscape due to the diversity and 

complexity of change factors in the increasingly turbulent environment (Voelpel et al., 

2003).

Each actor can be seen to have a position in a specified net. The position describes 

how it is connected to the other actors, to what external resources it has access and with 

which actors it competes,-and the attributes of its internal resources. Strategic actions are 

aimed at influencing one’s own and other actors’ positions in a net and therefore how actors 

are connected to each other. Strategic actions are both controlled and facilitated by the net’s 

structure and by strategic actions by other actors in a net. Strategic actions to cope with 

changes in connectedness can cause sequential, time-distributed and interrelated strategic 

actions in a net. Such chains of actions can be analyzed as caused by "domino effects" 

(Hertz, 1998).

Figure 6.12 illustrates the complexity of an intentionally-built business net. The fo
cal actor had to maintain relationships to both internal and external partners. It has to main
tain relationships both to internal and external partners in the net that can be either long

term, such as a strategic alliance, or short term, such as temporary, project-time partnerships. 

The strategies exist both within the net and within each firm involved in the net. In addition, 

resources and skills available within each organization are to be used to meet the business 

net’s needs as well as each firm’s own needs. In order to manage a complex business net
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with different relationships, this study showed that a single leader with experience, intuition 

and insight was needed. The managerial capabilities were essential in creating a ground

breaking business, collective strategy and a sense of direction or business vision. Hub’s 

capabilities developed were adaptive and proactive in the net context and they helped the 

business to adapt in changes.

Business

Strategy

! 'shgred resourcesf egy of a net

"Corporate Strategy 
Business Strategy 

shared resources
Corporate Strategy "

Business Strategy
^IIQÎnOQQ MnHol

Corporate Strategy 

Business Strategy scared resources 
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proactive capa-
shared resources developed

Corporate Strategy 
business Strategy '

shared resources./

Competitive Environment

Hub = A virtual organization, a business group, a leading actor in a business net

= An actor in a net (e g. an external partner to a hub)

i= An Internal partner (i.e. a subsidiary or a partly owned company of a corporation)

A Bond between internal partner (i.e. a subsidiary or partly owned company by the corporation)

A Bond between two actors in a net (e g. in a temporary project-type collaboration 
or in a longer-term collaboration i.e. like in strategic alliances)

Figure 6.12. Different strategies in a business net 

Cluster strategy

Sometimes the collective strategy of a net is not enough. If, for example, there are 

powerful industries in which technological development can generate major changes in 

industry structure and in actors’ positions in the markets, then the focal actor should have 

a cluster strategy for the net members of a particular industry in order to ensure its own
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position, the net’s competitive advantage, and predict possible future additional changes 

within the field (see Figure 6.13).

Cluster 

strategy /

! 'Industry a

• Industry b

/ Cluster4-.
' strategy i z

Industry c

Figure 6.13. The cluster strategy in a business net

The cluster strategy includes current net members from that particular industry but 

can also include potential actors, those who hope to become members but which are not 

yet participating in the net.

Intra-net rivalry

When analyzing intra-net rivalry and company-specific differences within a busi

ness net, some company-specific factors can cause competition between organizations 

within the net. Competition can be seen where actors direct the net towards their own 

business goals instead of the agreed common goals of the business net. This stems from 

the fact that in business strategy, both the collaborator and competitor has to be taken into 

account. They both belong to the strategy planning process. In addition, in networks, a 

collaborator can also participate in a competing network. Firm-specific factors that exert 
an influence are listed in the following sections. As a result, actors can be considered as 
both collaborators and competitors in different business strategy scenarios.

Differences in company-sizes within the net: Although firms within the same net 

are likely to be similar in terms of the scale of their operations, differences caused by ac
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tors’ size may exist. This was seen in the Mega-concept where Nokia was a global actor 
but not the focal actor within that project. A bigger company may work to disadvantage 

smaller firms in the net. For example, when Nokia closed down its home commerce 

business, it affected upon its subcontractors who were forced to find another partner. In 

addition, HCB, the focal actor, was forced to find new partners to replace the hole that 

Nokia left in the net. If a smaller partner had left, it would not have had such a significant 

effect but Nokia had also brought its global image and brand-value to the net. This also 

relates to the concept of the mobility barrier of an actor within a net: the higher the barrier 
to move to another net, the less likely it is that the actor will create problems regarding ri

valry within the net. The Nokia-case also showed that the interdependency of future col

laboration was dependent on a major global player and its strategic choices and thus, 

these choices affected the structure of a net and its developmental strategy in terms of 

services, products and platforms.
Differences in the cost of mobility, and scalability of all the devices and platforms 

for all the possible target-users'. It is easier for an actor who owns a telecommunication 

network, that is fixed or wireless, to be the hub as the telecommunication network con

struction costs have already been incurred and there is an existing customer-base, that is 

the area, in which the network is located, to start with.

A strategic distance between the firms in the net: This is the degree to which dif
ferent firms differ in terms of their own key strategic business goals in their business 
strategies and also when compared to collective strategy of the business net. Companies 

have common goal in the business net in which they are participating but at the same time 

they have their own business goals which can differ from the goals of the net. The greater 

the distance in the same industry, the more difficult coordination becomes in the net and 

the greater the incidence of competition that can be expected. Also, changes in roles and 

in the net’s structure can be expected when dealing with the greater strategic distance.
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Figure 6.14. Intra-net rivalry within industries in a business net: 
Picture 1: A-net and Picture 2: Megahouse

Figure 6.14 illustrates intra-net rivalry within the two nets presented in this study: 

Picture 1: a single industry with public sector’s actors as seen in А-net; Picture 2: many 

industries involved in a net, as in the Megahouse. Picture 1 presents a similar case to A- 

net, in which the intra-net rivalry was seen in the form of the different business goals of 

individual net members, with net members looking for their own profits rather than oper

ating in the best interests of the net. However, not all members were competing with each 

other. There was no competition between content providers or between different universi

ties. However, competition existed within the ICT sector between the focal actor and 

other members as they were in the same industry-area and had different business goals, 
such as making their own product to compete with the solutions of А-net or internation
alization, which was not the primary goal of А-net. Picture 2-presents a situation there 

were several industries in the net, as in Megahouse. The competition was not between in

dustries but either between industry members or between the focal actor and other mem

bers of the ICT-sector.

In summary, the study showed that in a network environment a company must de

velop specific network strategy. A collective strategy of a net is needed, comprising the 

mutual objectives of net members. HCB’s difficulties in succeeding in the А-net were
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due to lack of this kind of collective strategy and not understanding the divergent goals of 

various actors. Furthermore, it was also seen that when dealing with actors from different 

industries, a cluster strategy is necessary to orchestrate the actors belonging to a specific 

industry- cluster in a multi-industry net environment. Moreover, the success of strategies 

depends on the capabilities through which strategies are created and implemented.

Managing change
In addition to the management of internal changes in response to the competitive 

environment and the regulation of relationships within business nets, HCB also dealt with 

changing situations, orchestrating the process of change. HCB tried to create conditions 

favorable either for itself as the focal actor or for the whole net. (see e.g. Mintzberg et al. 

1998, 23-46) HCB reacted to change that had happened, tried to foresee change, and 

thus, planned and controlled the effects of change. Change processes within HCB were 

both driven (managed) and evolved (organic) (see Mintzberg et al., 1998, 328-329): a 

single person, the manger of HCB, guided driven change with a strong vision accompa

nied by a technically capable and business-oriented group of people who oversaw the 

change. As the process of change was managed, other evolved changes ensued-such as 

the emergence of breakthrough technologies, and-the deregulation of the telecommunica

tion sector in Europe in 1998. The latter was a regulatory change that shook the power 

structures of the telecommunication industry in Europe. These changes were evolution
ary and as such required strategic learning (cf. Mintzberg et al., 1998, 328-330).

According to Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998, 175-231) in professional 

organizations that operate in highly complex environments, collective learning is neces

sary as the knowledge required to create strategy is widely dispersed, and further, organi
zations facing new situations usually have to engage in a process of learning in order to 

understand emerging change as exemplified by the introduction of technological break

throughs like the Internet and mobile-technologies. Such dramatic changes upset estab

lished structures of earning and making money as well as-the core technological products 

and services in the ICT sector.
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Chapter 7: Summary and conclusions

The last chapter of the study reviews and summarizes briefly the goals and key 

findings of this dissertation. It discusses the initial research questions and reflects upon 

how this study has succeeded in answering the research questions and fulfilling the goals. 

It also reviews the theoretical contributions and key managerial findings. Limitations as

sociated with this study are considered and directions for future research are proposed.

7.1 Summary of the Study

The primary aims of this dissertation were to explore the emergence of a new 

business through different collaborative forms and to increase the understanding of the 

developmental process of networks and nets within a turbulent competitive environment. 
The specific research questions were formulated as follows:

1. To identify the collaborative inter-organizational forms through which a focal actor in 

an environment of dynamic change constructs its new business.

2. To identify the primary organizational arrangements and capabilities related to the utili
zation of inter-organizational relationships in a new business construction.

3. To identify the main endogenous and exogenous factors influencing the development 
process of different inter-organizational forms in the new business constmction.

These questions were addressed through a longitudinal case study that examined

how a specific business group (Home Commerce Business, HCB) of Elisa Corporation 

participated in creating new, mainly Internet driven business areas between 1990 and 

2003. A longitudinal study was necessary in order to capture the evolution and dynamics 

of both the collaborative business forms and the managerial capabilities involved. The 

analyzed period of over ten years is seen as adequate for this. It offered more than ten 
important inter-organizational arrangements for analysis; these can be seen as individual 
cases within a multiple case-study.

The ambitious aims of the study - identification and describing the inter- 

organizational forms utilized in the creation a new business, identification the organiza

tional arrangements and capabilities involved, and identification of the role of both en

dogenous and exogenous factors influencing the new business creation - lead to a com

plex research strategy. In terms of analysis, besides the longitudinal approach and multi-
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pie cases, multiple levels of analysis was required: a focal actor level (differentiated fur

ther to the focal actor, HCB, and the mother corporation, Elisa), a business net (micro 

network) level and a network environment (macro network) level.

In terms of conceptual frameworks, a multi-theoretical approach was adopted 

which involved utilizing concepts, besides the Industrial Network Approach, from the re
source and dynamic capabilities view of the firm, strategic or value nets approach, knowl
edge management and organizational learning literature, and strategic management. Even 

though these research traditions had partly divergent premises, they offered a complemen

tary set of concepts to analyze and understand the complexity of emerging business nets 

beyond any one tradition.

The study was reported by providing first the positioning of the study, including 

the research questions, methodological choices and study design, and a brief review of the 

selected research traditions, in the Introduction Chapter. Then in Chapter 2, because of 

the importance of understanding the case corporation, historical background information 

on Elisa covering the period of 1880 to 1990 was given. In addition a more in-depth cov

erage of the technological and market development of the 1CT field and the case corpora

tion was provided for the years between 1990 and 2003 was presented.
In order to answer the three research objectives, the dissertation described the de

velopment of HCB, a new Internet-driven business group within the case corporation, be

tween 1990 and 2003. In order to facilitate the analysis of rich, complex material the era 

under study was first divided into the following three periods from the perspective of the 

development of the HCB: the period of innovating between 1990 and 1997 which de

scribed the emergence of HCB, the period of solution and platform development be
tween 1998 and 2000, which illustrated the developmental process of business nets and 

the period of operational efficiency and business process optimization between 2001 

and 2003, which described the achievement of HCB in terms of top products and profit

ability. This periodization was based on the qualitatively different characteristics of the 

identified phases. It was also supported by Ghauri et al’s (2003) suggestion that the de

velopmental process of business networks can generally be divided into three phases.

Within each period the development of the HCB was then studied in-depth. The 
description and analysis was guided by the three research questions of the study and is re
ported in Chapters 3 to 5. First, the key environmental characteristics of the period in 

question were described and the major developments within Elisa corporation were re

ported. Then the development of HCB was analyzed through describing the major inter-
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organizational arrangements of that period. This was followed by the analysis of the 
managerial capabilities involved in the HCB development. Investigation of each period 

was concluded by a discussion of the influence of the major driving forces influencing the 

development of particular inter-organizational forms, adopted organizational solutions 

within the HCB and Elisa, and the capabilities required and developed through the period.

Through this kind of analytical process it was identified that the development of a 

new business involved different kinds of collaborative forms, including various technol

ogy development forums, R&D projects with various actors and, finally, intentionally 

built business nets with actors from several industries. These forms were interlinked, that 

is, they influenced each others. They were also cumulative in a sense that the established 

relationships and their governance forms guided the development of the next phase coop

erative forms and their management solutions. The study revealed that the evolution of a 
new business represented co-evolution of breakthrough technologies and capabilities 
within a business context, and a learning process within the focal actor’s organization.

Another major result was the observation that such a pioneering actor as the HCB 

had to develop specific interorganizational relationship and network management capa

bilities in order to be able to advance from the development of basic technologies to the 

commercialization and marketing of ICT products and home commerce services. It 

should also be noted that each service application examined during the period of 1990- 

2003 required a collaborative net of actors for both its R&D platform development and 

commercialization. In other words, the ability to develop network management capabili

ties was a critical condition for success.

The results of the study were discussed in depth in the Chapter 6, which provides 

both a summary and a synthesis of the extensive study. Because of this solution only the 

key theoretical contributions and managerial implications will be discussed in the next 
sections.

7.2 Theoretical contribution

The key substantive results have, as indicated before, been reported and discussed 

in Chapter 6. Because of this, only such findings which are seen to have more general 

theoretical relevance are discussed in this section.

A basic argument underlying this study was that a new business in such a complex 

field, containing many interwoven technologies as the ICT, can only be bom through in-
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terorganizational collaboration; it is beyond the reach of any single corporation. This no

tion received strong support from our evolutionary analysis. The emergence of a new 

business in the ICT context is clearly a combination of the evolution of technological and 

market factors, which are not controllable by any one actor, and of the intentional strategy 
of developing collaborative forms - alliances, partnerships and strategic nets - by the fo
cal actor. Without this strong intention and the subsequent strategy the focal actor, Elisa, 

would not have been able to develop its position in the emerging new internet and mobil

ity related services. A more general finding, in compliance with the path dependency 

view of technological development, is that the development of a new business is cumula

tive. Established business relationships between particular actors and their governance 

forms guided the development of the next phase cooperative forms and their management 

solutions.

These findings have important theoretical and methodological implications. First, 

they support the Industrial Network Approach (see Håkansson et al. 2004) and the Re

source Based View in emphasizing the key role of the combining the heterogeneous re

sources controlled by various actors in order to be able to create new technological and 
business solutions. However, it seems that the IMP approach, which puts more emphasis 

on the evolutionary than intentional development of business networks, should be com

plemented with the Value Net Approach. The latter provides stronger conceptual tools 

for understanding the capabilities involved in the formation of intentional strategic nets 

(c.f., Möller et al., JBR 2005), that were found crucial in this study.

In terms of methodology, the identified complexity of different types of actors and 

the dynamic cumulative interrelatedness of various collaborative formations and partner 

combinations suggest strongly the adoption of longitudinal analysis. Another important 

aspect is the layered character of the new business emergence. In order to achieve a ho

listic view of the complex causal relationships between technological evolution, strategic 

intentions of major actors, strategic nets, and key individual actors study designs with 

multiple level of analysis is recommended.

At the actor level the findings emphasize two interrelated perspectives, the role of 
strategic management and the managerial capabilities related to it, and the role of organ

izational learning, in the development of new business. The study showed that in a net

work environment a company must develop specific network strategy. Based on the em

pirical evidence a set of concepts characterizing different aspects of network strategy 

were identified. A collective strategy of a net is needed, comprising the mutual objectives
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of net members. HCB’s difficulties in succeeding in the А-net were due to lack of this 

kind of collective strategy and not understanding the divergent goals of various actors. 

Furthermore, it was also seen that when dealing with actors representing different indus

tries in a net, a cluster strategy is needed in order to orchestrate the actors belonging to a 

specific industry- cluster in a multi-industry net environment.

Strategies are not enough, though. The effectiveness of strategies is based on the 

capabilities through which strategies are created and implemented. The results provide 

strong support to the view that a network environment, and especially the creation and 

management of intentional nets require special managerial capabilities.

Without these an innovative actor cannot influence and orchestrate the other actors 

whose resources and competences are required in creating the technological platforms 

underlying new business services nor the services themselves. Network management was 
seen to be composed of such strategic level competencies as being able to design differen

tiated strategies for different types of nets, perceiving the nets and partnerships as an in

terrelated portfolio of collaborative forms, and being able to develop different contractual 

forms for different type of collaborative forms. In addition to these primary results the 

study offers several insights into such important issues as the organizational forms used in 

network management; partner evaluation, classification, and selection. These results con

tribute clearly the emerging theory of network management.

Finally, the study suggests that organizational and inter-organizational learning 

and knowledge management has a crucial role in network management. This is logical as 

capabilities are to a great extent created through learning processes. The results indicated 

that learning was both exploitative and explorative (March, 1991) in the development of a 

new business group. An ability to envisage the future development potential of the busi
ness was identified as critical in the emergence of business networks. Exploitative learn
ing means here that the organization is constantly monitoring its competitors and the field 

of technology. Explorative learning means here that the organization was capable of 

identifying new business opportunities and conceptualizing these into implementable ser

vice concepts. By applying knowledge management tools HCB was also able to turn its 

learning into organizational routines and capabilities. Many of the core network man

agement capabilities mentioned above - management of multiparty projects, creation of a 

set of contractual forms, evaluating and selecting net members, creating specific net 

strategies - are manifestations of transforming experience-based learning into capabili-
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ties. A specific capability, which should be singled out, was the cognitive ability of the 

focal actor to renew itself. This is a good example of a so-called dynamic capability.

The current evidence emphasizing the role of learning in new business creation 
and network management suggest that it would be useful to apply the theories of organ
izational and inter-organizational learning more explicitly to studies investigating net and 

network management. The results achieved in this study provide several articulated con

tributions towards this direction.

7.3 Summary of managerial implications

As most of the key results discussed in Chapter 6 and in the previous section con

cerning the theoretical contribution of the study have explicitly understandable manage

rial relevance only the major findings are re-discussed.

This study has provided new insights regarding practical business manage

ment within a network context. As this study was conducted from the focal actor’s per
spective, the most important area of practical business management, that this study has 
contributed to, is the orchestration of actors within a business net, in particular the kind of 

managerial processes and capabilities that need to be developed and utilized in the con

struction and management of a business net.

Network management was seen to be composed of such strategic level capabilities 

as being able to design differentiated strategies, perceiving the nets and partnerships as an 

interrelated portfolio of collaborative forms, and being able to develop different contrac

tual forms for different type of collaborative forms.

The study offers several insights into such important issues as the organizational 

forms and mechanisms used in network management; and the role of strategies. In addi

tion to these primary results, other results related to network management can be divided 

as follows: capabilities required, standardization and management of technological ar

chitecture partner portfolio management and the interaction of emerging and existing 

technologies (emerging and existing technology portfolios).

Moreover, the empirical evidence showed that without developing capabilities in 

network management an innovative actor cannot influence and orchestrate the other ac

tors . These other actors’ resources and competences are required in creating the techno

logical platforms of new business services and the services themselves.
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Another important aspect of the managerial implications was the description of 

the elements leading to successful formation of a collaborative form and thus, a competi

tive advantage over the competitors. Firstly, ability to ascertain holistic or architectural 

technological and business knowledge of the complex emerging business field provided 

an opportunity to control the planning and innovation of new services and products. If 

other actors delivered only parts of services, such as components or single products, and 

the focal actor had knowledge of the whole infrastructure of the net, it was difficult for 

anyone else to take control, maintain the infrastructure and coordinate other actors. Busi

ness knowledge was needed in managing the upstream processes and in coordinating the 

data flow in technological integration, particularly in new product development and logis

tical processes. Systematically integrated marketing capabilities were needed in control

ling the downstream processes and activities, such as the management of the dataflow in 

technological integration in processes such as distribution, marketing and sales. The abil

ity to develop an articulated net management organization with planned routines and 

processes, standardization and management of the technological architecture between 

various net actors, and a developed contract management system, was clearly important 
for the successful network management and orchestration of various actors.

This study also showed that relationships with closer cooperative partners, such as 

contract-based partners, cannot all be managed similarly. There are different types of 

partners, and therefore, different kinds of contracts are needed. Also the information flow 

and content with partners should be differentiated. For example, strategic partners expect 

ongoing connections and consequently there emerges a sense of mutual tmst in informa

tion exchange and in the planning and execution of business together. These issues were 

handled by creating a specific Contract management function.

Another important finding was the notion that the focal actor should try to ensure 

that the goals, roles, and information exchange within the business net is controlled and 

supervised by the focal actor. From a management point of view, this reinforces the im

portance of defining the roles and responsibilities within the business net so that the nec
essary information flow and interaction can be ensured.

It also seems that besides current product and technology portfolios management 
should also think in terms of an emergent technology portfolio. This portfolio consisted 

of a set of technologies which were either not yet exploited in business context or not ma

ture enough to employ. The ability to manage the integration of different technologies
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into a viable product/service platform was essential in succeeding in forming a new ICT 

business area.
The concept of partner portfolio formed another important finding concerning 

the net management practices. The partner portfolio aimed at classifying partners in order 

to facilitate the management of different types of relationships and resources. For exam

ple, if competitors were needed as collaborating partners that influenced how confidential 

information was provided in the net.

Finally, two new strategic concepts in net management were identified. A collec
tive strategy for a business net was necessary for both coordinating actors and leading a 
net and its actors towards commonly held objective. It also facilitated the ability to react 

to exogenous or endogenous changes happening either within participating organizations 

or within the macro environment. Sometimes an industry-based cluster strategy within a 

net was needed. This was useful when the business net contained actors representing dif

ferent industries and the focal firm wanted to establish a particular role within a specific 

industry (or two or more industries). Cluster strategy also helped the focal firm to iden

tify possible future changes within the field.

To summarize, on the basis of this study, it seem that organizations need to con

sider strategic nets as unique type of governance structure that require both strategy and 

organizational solutions and coordination mechanisms for effective functioning. A firm 

planning to developed one or several interlinked business nets have to develop a set of 
network management capabilities. The findings of this study provide several explicit 
suggestions for doing this ranging from notions how to link corporate strategy with busi

ness net strategies to detailed examples of how to evaluate and select net partners.

7.4 Limitations and suggestions on future research

The dissertation viewed the developmental process of a new business through col

laborative forms over time. The study was temporally limited to the time period from 

1990 to 2003. The time period seemed to be long enough to capture the characteristics of 

a developmental process of a new business, Home Commerce business (HCB) within ITC 

industry. The selection of a single corporation from which the multiple cases were cho

sen, obviously brought limitations concerning the generalization of the results of the 

study. It can be claimed that the substantive findings are based on unique practices of the 

case organization and may pertain only to the time period under study. On the other
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hand, a multiple-case study within a single corporation with excellent data access made it 

possible to collect such a rich material base that enabled the creation of holistic under

standing of the complex phenomena under study. It can be claimed that the conceptual
ized findings have more general relevance, particularly for firms operating in dynamic, 
rapidly changing fields characterized by several interlinked technologies. It is also 

claimed that this relevance reaches beyond the limited historical period.

Moreover, this study focused on the views and experiences of one focal organiza

tion, the HCB within Elisa. Getting also access to HCB’s partners’ experiences and per

ceptions might have given different views of the emergence of the new business and the 

role of the HCB. Getting access to the partners, some being also competitors, would have 

been difficult, and was beyond the resources available for this study. One must keep in 

mind though that the description of the evolution of the HCB is very much influenced by 

the fact that the majority of the material came from HCB-based sources. This fact does 

not diminish the value of the conceptualized findings, however.

A potential criticism of this study may concern the way multiple research tradi

tions were utilized for providing concept for analyzing the empirical material. The pur

pose of this was to have a selection of different, but interrelated, conceptual perspectives, 

to match the complexity and multi-layered characteristics of the phenomena under study. 

While it can be argued that using a single research tradition may have provided a more 
focused analysis, such a study would have been able to only partially cover the multidi
mensional and comprehensive findings achieved with the multi-theory approach.

The dissertation raised a number of interesting and challenging questions for fu

ture research. First, it would be important to examine the robustness of the identified de

velopmental periods within similar industrial contexts. Also the identified pattern from 

relatively loose R&D partnerships and networks to more structured strategic nets should 

be examined in other evolutionary contexts. The relevance of the proposed strategic 

management concepts - collective net strategy and the cluster strategy - require re

examination, as do also such identified net management mechanisms as partner portfolio 

and contract management. It would also be valuable to investigate whether there exist 

certain critical elements of net management that remain stable over different application 

contexts.

Finally, as the majority of business network studies, this one included, has primar
ily adopted the focal or hub firm’s perspective it would be essential to study also the 
views of partners across different types of collaborative forms.
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To conclude, this study should be of special interest to managers and researchers 

of new emergent businesses and collaborative networks, in particular e-business.
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CONCEPTS, DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

IG First Generation analog systems in mobile phones designed for voice communication

2G Second Generation digital systems in mobile phones designed to transfer voice, data, fax and 

SMS as well as other value-added services

3G Third Generation systems in mobile allowing also multimedia services

4G Fourth Generation systems for mobile introduced in 2001 as a vision of the wireless world by 

Alcatel, Ericsson, Motorola, Nokia and Siemens (Steinbock 2003)

Activities and Activity links

Activities seem to appear in sequences or in chains (Porter 1985). In this view, company is 

seen as a set of activities that are performed to design, produce, market, deliver and support its 

product (Porter 1985, 36)According to IMP, (Ford et al. 2003, 40) activity links are interlock

ing of behaviors of two companies, and these links may encompass many aspects of opera

tions of the two companies.

Actor is a firm or an individual that perform activities and control resources and create value via 

transformation of resources

Actor bonds between parties of a net are influenced by the social content of business relationships and 
these bonds are a central part of the identity of the company and of its ability to cooperate with 

other parties in a net (Ford et al. 2002, 42-43). The customer-centric view of a net of partici

pants (see e.g. Gulati et al. 2000, 203), argue that the strategically important bonds are those 

that contribute to satisfying customer’s needs.

ADSL Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line

Alliance A group of firms seeking to gain a joint advantage by working together for a similar goal, 

see also global alliance, regional alliance, strategic alliance.

ASP Application Service Provider

Assets The distinction between assets and resources is that resources are available for a firm to de

velop, produce and offer products and services to markets (see e.g. Amit and Schoemaker 

1993), and unlike resources, assets do not have to be owned or controlled by a firm.

ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode

BSC Balanced Score Card

Business Model ”The business model describes the way in which the elements of market exchanges 

are combined and structured, that is, the way in which the flow of goods (products, services,
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and information) among participants is coordinated to enable transactions'’ and further: 

“each business model is centered on a particular firm" (Amit and Zott 2002, 21)

Business net (a micro network) refers to any intentional collaborative form of a clearly defined group 

of actors having observable connections, processes and rules of conduct with each other. Par

ticipants of a business net are aware of their connections and they have chosen to participate 

based on perceived value, benefits and/or strategic advantages.

Capabilities The difference between resources and capabilities in a firm is that capabilities deploy or 

coordinate different resources (Verona 1999), and therefore, capabilities are involved in the 

activities of the whole value chain of the company. Capabilities can be defined as intangible 

knowledge resources, and physical and non-physical resources as tangible and intangible as

sets (see e.g. Metcalfe and James 2000).

Competencies According to Prahalad and Hamel (1994, .223): “A competence is a bundle of skills 

and technologies rather than a single discrete skill or technology". And furthermore, core 

competencies are well-defined set of skills that enable a company to generate innovative 

products and give it a clear benefit at markets (see Prahalad - Hamel 1990; Hamel and Praha

lad 1994; Hamel and Heene 1995). Core competencies are often broken down into sets of spe

cific component skills. The concept of competence includes knowledge, skills and abilities 

(see Doz 1997).

Components can be of two types: specific and standard. Standard components are incorporated in to 

the end product without any major changes. Specific, adapted, components require some kind 

of adaptation or adjustment by the buyer (cf. Cadde & Håkansson 2001, 43)

DCS e.g. Cityphone -product in the case corporation; a local-area network and -phone that uses 900 

MHz frequency

DECT Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications. A standard for cordless telephony originally 

established by the ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute)

Deregulation reflects the level of regulation versus the level of competition (Gillick 1992). Deregula

tion removes the legal barriers to enter markets and allows competition.

Dynamic Capabilities see Capabilities

E-commerce i.e. commerce in Internet, web-based business solutions. A broad definition of commer

cial transactions using telecommunications and the internet technologies.

Embeddedness refers to organization’s relations with and dependence on different types of networks 

as organizations are connected with each other thus forming business nets, but also they are 

connected to other network structures which have an impact on organization’s actions and 

outcomes, (see Halinen and Tömroos 1998,189)
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Endogenous and exogenous changes

endogenous i.e. they may occur within the organization or within the net itself (i.e. personnel 
changes, changes in organizational structure or changes in business, marketing or business 
strategies as well as acquisitions or partner-switching) exogenous i.e. they may arise from the 
overall business environment and include changes in technology, industrial structure and eco
nomic recession.

EU European Union

Global Alliance

An alliance with a global scope, or global coverage of service

GMM Global Multimedia Mobility

GPRS General Packet Radio Service, an enhancement for GSM, GPRS provides packet-switched 
data primarily for GSM-networks (2G-networks)

GSM Global System for Mobile Communication. GSM uses 1800 MHz frequency.

HC Home Commerce: in this study it means the new business area which business here means any 
kind of business action you can operate from your home via digital solutions, and secondly, 
the term home here refers to home as well as any other place where an individual can connect 
to services offered via electronic media (i.e. mobile phone, laptop and palm computer, etc.).

HCB the Home Commerce Business group

HT Helsinki Telephone Company (which in 2000 become Elisa Communications and in 2002 

become Elisa)

HTC Helsinki Telephone Corporation (which in 2000 become Elisa Communications and in 2002 
become Elisa)

ICT sector includes both the Information Technology (IT) and telecommunication sector. The latter 
includes both the service and the manufacturing industry. The previous includes all the soft
ware and hardware manufacturing and developing companies.

Integration can be defined as a process of combining formerly separate parts into an entity, when 
there is a series of interdependent activities to perform (e.g. in production) and is seen as an 
ongoing process and state of change that could be analyzed from various interacting aspects 
such as organizational structure, execution integration and coordination of decisions (cf. Hertz 
1998, 7)

Intermediary performs an important function by linking organizations that otherwise would not have 

been connected (cf. Cosimano 1996; Peng and Wang 2002, 50-51) or not have connected in
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that specific context, making markets via combining and integrating a set of components, ac

tivities, products or services for end-customers to use and to buy.

Internet telephony refers to communication services - voice, facsimile, and/or voice-messaging ap

plications - that are transported via the Internet, rather than the public switched telephone 

network (PSTN). The basic steps involved in originating an Internet telephone call are conver

sion of the analog voice signal to digital format and compression/translation of the signal into 

Internet protocol (IP) packets for transmission over the Internet. The process is reversed at the 

receiving end. (www.iec.org.online/tutorials/int_tele)

IP Internet protocol

IS Information Systems

ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network

ISP Internet Service Provider

IT Information Technology

Joint Venture

A form of alliance involving high degrees of planning and commitment from participants 

Knowledge

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) explicated the concept of knowledge by contrasting knowledge 

and information. "First, knowledge unlike information, is about beliefs and commitment. 
Knowledge is a function of a particular stance, perspective, or intention. Second, knowledge 
unlike information, is about action. It is always knowledge 'to some end', and third, knowl

edge, unlike information, is about meaning. It is context specific and relational" (Nonaka - 

Takeuchi 1995, 58). Instead of the absolute, static view of knowledge, Nonaka and Takeuchi 

consider knowledge as "a dynamic human process of justifying personal belief toward the 

'truth' ". Knowledge is created dynamically in social interaction among people.

KM Knowledge Management

Learning can be seen as a process or as an outcome of the processes. (See e.g. Kim 1993; Argyris 

1993). Learning is largely dependent on events in the surrounding and existing environment 

with which the individual interacts.

Liberalization

Liberalization of markets reflects the opening of the market to more than one actor (Gillick 

1992).

Macro payments refer to larger value payments, like for example, online-shopping or proximity-based 

payments (micro could also be proximity e.g. car parking).
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M-commerce Mobile Commerce i.e. mobile-based business solutions; according to Steinbock 
(2003), mobile e-commerce is a hybrid of e-commerce, it is an ability to conduct monetary 
transactions via a mobile device such as a WAP-phone.

Micro payments often refer to payments less than 10 $ in the mobile-environment. In micro payment, 

customers pay for large numbers of small value goods (e.g. per-web site view) with e-coins 

and e-wallet. This will often be a payment for a specific content such as video or music 

downloads and games.

Monopoly refers to the special or exclusive rights that prevented other entrants to enter the telecom

munication markets and thus, closed the market from competition before 1998.

M-pavment (mobile payment) is a point-of-sale payment made via a mobile device, such as a cellular- 
or a smart phone, or a personal digital assistant. Sales of online content can be handled online 
i.e. via e-marketplaces or they can be handled by cellular phone. Customers are normally more 
willing to use their cellular phone as a payment device, primarily because they are familiar 
with paying for the use of the phone itself. Online services delivered via fixed-line are not in
terrupted when paying via a mobile device, (www.semops.com)

Net see business net

Network Environment (a macro network) refers to the overall configuration of interconnected organi

zations around a focal actor. The network environment in this study incorporates many other 

companies which are not visible to the focal actor and to a particular net, and which cannot be 
directly manipulated by the focal actor. This environment may influence the focal actor di

rectly in the form of competition, co-opetition or cooperation. The surrounding macro network 

includes such entities as a market area, economy and society that the focal actor cannot openly 
influence.

Networking encompasses all of the interactions of a company or individual in the network. (Ford et al. 
2003)

Network of organizations refers to any group of interconnected actors or organizations

NPD New Product Development

NVOD Near Video-On-Demand

OM Organizational Memory

Operator A company who operates a telephone network

Organizational learning
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Organizational Learning can be defined as the organization’s ability to gain understanding 
from experience through experimentation, observation, analysis, and a willingness to examine 
both successes and failures (cf. Senge 1990).

Penetration Telecom access, typically calculated by dividing the number of subscribers to a particular 
service by the population and multiplying by 100. Also referred to as a teledensity for fixed- 
line networks or mobile density for mobile/cellular networks (Steinbock 2003).

Platform refer to an infrastructure, and as such are the domain of the IT- and web-community

Position A general definition of a position of a firm consists of the products or services it provides, 

the market segments it sells to, and the degree to which it is isolated from direct competition.” 

In general, the best positions involve supplying very uniquely valuable products to price sensi

tive buyers, whereas poor positions involve being one of many firms supplying marginally 
valuable products to very well informed, price sensitive buyers ” (Rumelt (1980, 59). The posi
tion in a net is defined by the characteristics of the company’s relationships and the benefits 
and commitments that arise from them (Ford et al. 2002, 48).

POTS Plain old telecommunication services

PTO a public telecoms operator which were monopoly operators in telecoms market before the 
deregulation in 1998.

PTT Post, Telephone and Telegraph Administration

R&D Research and Development

Regional Alliance

An alliance based on a specific region, focusing its services in a regional context

Relationship

A relationship can systematically link the various activities performed, and a relationship can 

also tie together resources in between the parties of a net (Ford et al. 2002, 40-41). IMP ap
proach (Ford et al, 2003, 38) is concerned of how companies behave towards each others and 
the term relationship describes the pattern of interactions and the mutual behavioral conditions 

over time.

Resources can be divided into capabilities and assets (see e.g. Grant 1996). Resources are internal and 
external resources of a company that it can deploy in its operations.

SMS Short Message Service. A text message service approved by ETSI (European Telecommunica
tions Standards Institute)

SP Service Provider

Strategic Alliance
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An alliance which is established to offer the participants certain strategic benefits, e.g. wider 
market penetration, strategic alliance can be defined as a particular type of inter- 
organizational relation in which the partners make substantial investments and efforts in de
veloping a long-term collaboration and cooperation and common orientation toward their in
dividual and mutual goals; often these are referred and described as partnerships

Strategy

A plan for how a company will compete in the competitive environment and it includes ex

plicit choices about which goals to pursue, which markets to compete in, how to compete, and 
how to measure success (Mohammed et al, 2002, 31 ).

Technology

“The ability to recognize technical problems, the ability to develop new concepts and tangible 
solutions to technical problems, the concepts and tangibles developed to solve technical prob

lems, and the ability to exploit the concepts and tangibles developed to solve technical prob
lems, and the ability to exploit the concepts and tangibles in an effective way." (Autio and 
Laamanen 1993, 8); this definition comprises the technological capabilities as well as the 
physical expressions of technology

Telematics

Refers here to a wireless communications systems designed for collecting and disseminating 

data and also monitoring systems

Telecommunication services offered by service providers (SP) according to International Telecom

munications Union definition means any transmission, emission or reception of signs, signals, 
writing, images, sounds or any other communication or information.

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System. UMTS is the term for 3G mobile systems. 

Value chain, value system, value network

Value systems can be defined as sets of value chains based on activities, value system can also 
be defined as sets of organizations (see Parolini 1999).According to Kotler (2003,504), “a 
value network can be defined as a system of partnerships and alliances that a firm creates to 
source, augment and deliver its offerings" . Parolini’s (1999) value net -approach describes a 
value system as a set of activities instead as a set of organizations. This study uses Parolini’s 
approach.

VOD Video-On-Demand

VOIP = Voice over IP, a VoIP-device and -service to send and to receive IP-voice.
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WAP Wireless Application Protocol. The de facto worldwide standard for providing Internet and 
advanced telephone services on digital mobile phones, pagers and other wireless devices 

(Steinbock 2003).

xDSL generic term for different "types" of DSL = Digital Subscriber Line
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Development
Manager

Datatie in person February IIth 2001

Ahlstrand, Klaus Business
Development
Manager

Datatie in person October 31sl 2001

Ahlstrand, Klaus Business
Development
Manager

Datatie e-mail October 31sl 2001

Ahlstrand, Klaus Business
Development
Manager

Datatie in person November Ist 2001

Ahlstrand, Klaus Business
Development
Manager

Datatie e-mail November Ist 2001

Ahlstrand, Klaus Business
Development
Manager

Datatie e-mail November 12lh 2001

Ahlstrand, Klaus Business
Development

Datatie e-mail December 5lh 2001
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Manager

Arhi, Mika BI, Analyst Elisa
Corporation

in person May 2001

Arhi, Mika BI, Analyst Elisa
Corporation

e-mail July 2002

Name (Interviewee) Position Organization Interview Time

Buuri, Marko Product
Development

Elisa, HCB in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

September 2001

Grönroos, Timo Development
Manager

Radiolinja in person May 1999

Hakanen, Seppo Marketing
Manager

Elisa, PCS in person March 30lh 2000

Hakanen, Seppo Marketing
Manager

Elisa, PCS in person,

cooperatio 
n meeting

April 17lh 2000

Hedberg, Nina Voice Services, 
Manager

Elisa, Traffic 
and Sub
scriber con
nections

in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

June 1999

Hedberg, Nina Manager Elisa, PCS in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

March 30th 2000

Hedberg, Nina Manager Elisa, PCS in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

April 17*2000

Hietanen, Petri Development
Manager

Elisa, HCB in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

September 2001

Hölttä, Pertti Research Center Elisa,
Research
Center

in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

January 3151 2000

Hölttä, Pertti Research Center Elisa,
Research
Center

in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

January 25s1 2001

Iivanainen, Jyrki Manager Sonera e-mail June 24* 2002
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Jokinen, Juha Manager (IM) Elisa, BS in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

September 5th 2001

Jokinen, Juha Manager (IM) Elisa, BS in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

September 27* 2001

Name (Interviewee) Position Organization Interview Time

Jäntere, Kirsi Development
Manager

Elisa, PCS in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

March 2000

Jäntere, Kirsi Development
Manager

Elisa, PCS in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

April 2000

Kaasinen, Katariina Student Elisa, HCB in person November 30* 2001

Kaasinen, Katariina R&D developer Nokia, R&D e-mail August 4* 2003

Karjalainen, Ismo Product Manager

(Kotiportti™)

Elisa, PCS in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

June 2001

Kautto, Antti Management
Consultant

Compiei in person December 2001

Launis, Risto Department
Manager

Sonera,
Sonera
Living

e-mail November 20* 2002

Launis, Risto Technology
Manager

Sonera,
Sonera
Living

e-mail June 24* 2002

Launis, Risto Manager Telia-Sonera e-mail January 14* 2004

Lehmus, Pasi Director Elisa, PC in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

January 15* 2002

Malmberg, Juha Director Elisa, Traffic 
and Sub
scriber con
nections

in person May 1999

Malmberg, Juha Director Elisa, PCS in person March 30* 2000

Malmberg, Juha Director Elisa, PCS in person April 17*2000

Malmberg, Juha Director Elisa, PCS in person November 20* 2001

Masala, Sami Business Elisa, HCB e-mail March 30* 2000
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Development
Manager

Masala, Sami Business
Development
Manager

Elisa, HCB e-mail April 17,h 2000

Masala, Sami Business
Development
Manager

Elisa, HCB e-mail November 26lh 2002

Masala, Sami Business
Development
Manager

Elisa, HCB e-mail December 12,h 2002

Name (Interviewee) Position Organization Interview Time

Masala, Sami Business
Development
Manager

Elisa, HCB e-mail January 23rd 2003

Masala, Sami Business
Development
Manager

Elisa, HCB e-mail February 27lh 2003

Masala, Sami Business
Development
Manager

Elisa, HCB e-mail November 13lh 2003

Masala, Sami Business
Development
Manager

Elisa, HCB e-mail December 16th 2003

Peltola, Hannu Product
Development

Elisa, Traffic 
and Sub
scriber con
nections

in person, 
cooperado 
n meeting

May 20,h 1999

Pohtola, Raili Director Elisa, PCM in person May 15th 2002

Rasia, Olli Multimedia
Access, Manager

Elisa, Traffic 
and Sub
scriber con
nections

in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

May 1999

Rasia, Olli Department
Manager

Elisa, PCS in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

March 30,h 2000

Rasia, Olli Department Elisa, PCS in person, 
cooperatio

April 17,h 2000
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Manager n meeting

Rasia, Olli Department
Manager

Elisa, PCS in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

Aprii 2001

Rasia, Olli Department
Manager

Elisa, PCS in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

August 2001

Rauhala, Pekka Manager Telia-Sonera e-mail June 18th 2002

Riipinen, Jarmo Business Manager Elisa, BS phone November 7th 2001

Simula, Timo Head of Develop
ment, HCB’s
Manager

Elisa, HCB in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

March 30,h 2000

Name (Interviewee) Position Organization Interview Time

Simula, Timo Head of Develop
ment, HCB’s
Manager

Elisa, HCB in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

April 17th 2000

Simula, Timo Head of Develop
ment, HCB’s
Manager

Elisa, HCB in person November 7lh 2001

Simula, Timo Head of Develop
ment, HCB’s
Manager

Elisa, HCB e-mail November 26lh 2002

Simula, Timo Head of Develop
ment, HCB’s
Manager

Elisa, HCB e-mail December 12th 2002

Simula, Timo Head of Develop
ment, HCB’s
Manager

Elisa, HCB e-mail January 30lh 2003

Simula, Timo Head of Develop
ment, HCB’s
Manager

Elisa, HCB e-mail March 14th 2003

Simula, Timo Head of Develop
ment, HCB’s
Manager

Elisa, HCB e-mail September 9th 2003

Simula, Timo Head of Develop
ment, HCB’s
Manager

Elisa, HCB e-mail October 13*2003
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Simula, Timo Head of
Development, 
HCB’s Manager

Elisa, HCB e-mail November 3rd 2003

Tirkkonen, Piia Student Elisa, HCB in person November 22nd 2002

Tirkkonen, Piia R&D Nokia e-mail July 22nd 2003

Yli-Äyhö, Janne Manager Telia-Sonera e-mail June 24th 2002

Varjokallio, Liisa Manager Elisa, HR in person January 25lh2001

Vainionpää, Sami Multimedia
Access,
Development
Manager

Elisa, PCS in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

January 15,h 2001

Name (Interviewee) Position Organization Interview Time

Viitala, Erkki Customer Service 
Manager

Compiei in person December 2001

Viitala, Erkki Customer Service 
Manager

Compte! in person July 7th 2003

Vuolteenaho, Petri Product
Development,
Manager

Elisa, PCS in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

March 30th 2000

Vuolteenaho, Petri Product
Development,
Manager

Elisa, PCS in person, 
cooperatio 
n meeting

April 17th 2000

Weckström, J-P. Manager Telia-Sonera,
BI

e-mail June 18th 2002

The pictures of telephone centers in early 20th century as well as of the CEOs of Elisa 
are published with the courtesy of Elisa, with permission of Elisa, © Elisa
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Helsinki Telephone Company (1.1.1993)

,S
Helsinki Telephone Company LIU 1.1.1993

Sales and Services Technical Operations Business Development Internal Services Ц External Relations Personnel H Finance

Partly-owned companiesSubsidiaries

— Mäki torpan Autoradio

— Datatie— Compiei

— Kaukoverkko YsiHeltel

Omnitele

Suomen Keltaiset SivutRahoitus linkki

— Kiinteistö Oy Kutomotie 16 (real estate company)

— Kiinteistö Oy Teletorppa (real estate company)

O Reseach and development projects which later became

Helsinki Telephone Company (1.1.1994)

Helsinki Telephone Company Ltd■

ISales and Services mk Technical Operations

Subsidiaries

HPY Data, radio and value-added services services 

Partly-owned companies
*

Comptel

— Mäki torpan Autoradio

—I Heltel I

Rahoituslinkki

— Extel

— Mobinter

Mobinter Bbaltic, Sia

Telcofounding

Kiinteistö Oy Kutomotie 16 (real estate company)

Kiinteistö Oy Teletorppa (real estate company)

Datarie

Omnitele

Radiolinja

Kaukoverkko Ysi

— Radiolinja Eesti AS

— Finnet International

— Suomen Keltaiset Sivut

Puhelinyhtiöiden Hankinta

O R&D was part of technocal operations business area in which started 

the R&D projects which lead to development of Home Commerce
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----------------—

Helsinki Telephone Corporation (1ЛЛ999)
Information and

sj Operator Network I .
1 ç-rt.iooc ÍOMC3 1

Commun ica-
J Personal Communications (PC)^<r|j Business Solutions (BS) 1 I Mobile Communications (MC)

Subsidiaries

•Mäkitorppa Companies 

~ Mäki torppa

•Helsinki TeleCom Deutschland GmbH

• INTERURBANA Holdings GmbH

" Citykom Münster Gmbh

- Hannovers Telefon Partner Gmbh

~ Nordkom Bremenhaven Telekommunikations GmbH

Partly--owned companies

•Tampereen Puhelin
• Lounais-Suomen Puhelin
• Kaukoverkko Ysi
• Suomen Keltaiset Sivut

4G business and R&D projects which later became Home Commerce business (HCB)

•Finnet International
• Arcus Software
• Onnitele
• Finnet Media
•Finnish International Telecommunications GmbH

•Radiolinja

"Radiolinja Eesti As 

" Tresmec Puhelimet 

" Globalstar Northern Europe

•Datatie

•Heltel

•Compte!

•FINNETCom
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Helsinki Telephone Corporation (1.1.2001)

Personal Communications (PC)gr -o,
Business Solutions (BS) Mobile Communications (MC) 1

 Operator Network

(ПМС)

Information and 

Communications

Subsidiaries

•Radiolinja
■■Radiolinja Eesti As
- Tresmec Puhelimet

- Globalstar Northern Europe

•Compte!

•Datatie

•Heltel

•FINNETCom

Partly-owned companies

•Tampereen Puhelin
• Lounais-Suomen Puhelin

• Kaukoverkko Ysi

• Suomen Keltaiset Sivut

•Mäkitorppa Companies 
“Mäkitorppa 

” Setele

•Helsinki TeleCom Deutschland GmbH

• INTERURBANA Holdings GmbH

- Citykom Münster Gmbh

- Hannovers Telefon Partner Gmbh

— NJordknm Bremenhaven Telekommunikations GmbH

•Finnet International
• Arcus Software

• Omnitelc

• Pinnet Media

•Finnish International Telecommunications GmbH

О
Home Solutions (HS), Smart Home Business Unit and R&D 

projects which later became Home Commerce business
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Group Structure (1.1 .2002)

Elisa Commun IcaTTons^
Corporate Management

Corporate Staff and Group Services. Elisa Innovations (R&D)

Service Operator
Business

Mobile Business Network
Business

Germany Other Business

ElisaCom О Radiolinja Elisa Networks Elisa Kommunikation Compte!
Finnet International Radiolinja Estonia Tropol ys fPStar

Makitorppa Yhtiöt Soon klet Makitorppa elisa Ventures
Soon Com
Kestel
Lounet
Riihimäen Puhelin
Шкз
Communications'

Ecosite
Radiolinja Origo
Radiolinja Aava

K es net Computec
Yomi Group
Arcus Software

’Associated company

Home Commerce business (HCB)
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Figure A2.1. Internet users per 100 population (United nations statistics 
division millenium indicators.Http://millenniumindicators.un.org/unsd/)

Telephone lines and cellular subscribers per 100 population

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

Figure A2.2. Telephone line and cellular subscribers per 100 popula- 
tion(United nations statistics division millenium indica
tors.Http://millenniumindicators.un.org/unsd/)
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M Ilion

Mobile E-commerce Users

Fixed E-commerce Users

Soiree: ARC üroup

Figure A2.3. Mobile and Fixed E-commerce users in 1999-2004 (source: 
ARC Group)

Pwcírttwíth»
hom#wtw«k

K#ve bfoadbjnd

four or

Number ofPCtto hou$*hokl

6*se North American online PC owner*

Sotut» lorrttffi *»t*»f<H W

Figure A2.4. Home Networks and broadband access are more popular in 
multi-PC households (source: Forrester Research ine. 2003)
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subscription x 1000
subscription penetration %

lililí
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Figure A2.5. DSL subscription and penetration in Finland (Source: Gart
ner Group Market Analysis estimation 3/02)

2nd Development 
Phase

1200C
11000
10000

1999 2000 2001 2003

Figure A2.6. The growth of ADSL subscriptions during 1999-2003
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Table A2.1. The amount of fixed-line subscribers in 2001-2002 in 
Finland.

Operators 2001 2002

Elisa 1 003 800 943 200

Finnet 824 732 819 159

Telia-Sonera 753 140 721 194
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Efodi - the e-learning space

Efodi includes educational material and teaching-aid -services for publishers, schools, 

groups, students and teachers. It allows online courses and material delivery via web.

EFODI Customers
Content providers 

(e.g. publishers)
Sellable contents 

(e.g. brochuresTcourses, 
seminars, books)

ШШ

e-learning and 
-teaching 
environment 
is made by:
- students

- teachers

Figure A3.1: Efodi -presentation (Ahlstrand 11/2001)

HUÍ ?! annuite 

ГАО oiHtitKfiNiie
YHTEISTYÖKUMPPANIT

Params 
Raf&nmsit

ШШЗШЯШ
Ÿlileysîtedul

Piessfceskiis
Palatile

Yhteystiedot

Tero Hletaneva 
Datalle Sovelluspalvelut 
GSM: 050 549 6515 
lero.hlelaneva@datatle.fi

Taata lo*yvai aikaisemmin 
aiankohtaísla palstalla

Figure A3.2. Efodi’s user interface in 2001.
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Emma
Emma was online music delivery and subscription service during 2000- 2003.

Bâwteti

I 3 Emma.lm - Microsoft Internet Exploiei HBDl
Fie ЕШ Vm Favontes Tools a*

_ Bad >nr.-ätd Stop
a d

Rehesh Home
St

Seaich
SJ

Favorite;
■J

History Mad
*

Print
w

p titt 1
Address [■£] http: //www. emma lm/ 1 jlr* ; ”

KUNINGAS VOITTAMATON

Etusivu Musiikki Streombox Uutiset Yhteisö F-kortit Osto tohjoksi Poloute

ШШёйКШм№ШшЁШж1ШШШЁяЯШ
MIKÄ ON EMMfl.FM?

Maj Karman Kauniit Kuvat

Vuonna 1992 perustettu Maj Karman Kauniit Kuvat -bändi on 
tunnettu selkeästä omaleimaisesta soundistaan, rankoista 
Hifeistä sekä laulajan omaperäisestä tulkinnasta.

Yhtye on julkaissut jo viisi pitkäsoittoa, joista viimeisin 
Rautaneito ilmestyi lokakuussa 2001. Sinkkulohkaisu 
Romanssi pääsi videoksi ja herätti ansaittua huomiota.

kuuntele ja koe Romanssi nyt Emma.fm:Itä!

ШГ Viikon artisti #*41 Herkkää heviä Tarjan ja Г)
Niqh^wtshir, tahdissa!

ШШ Lisää musiikkia:

» Heavy » Indie
» Hääti :
» P.ock

»Miten.» P OJ¡
» Jsms

I] D one

Uutiset

:
Tämä ja tuoreet uutiset ja 
Kuulumiset musiikin 
maailmasta!
» fttáfc&rtó Wv,ni№,i

Emma.fm on 
suomalainen 
digitaalisen musiikin 
verkkokauppa, josta 
voit ostaa musiikkia 
tietokoneellesi ja 
maksaa kätevästi 
kännykällä, 
luottokortilla tai 
verkkopankissa.

> Lue Iisaa
* Osta musiikkia

TOP 10

Hear Me Now 
2.Anssi Kela

Puistossa (feat. 
Alexandra)
3 .Yo

4. MC laaki Borsta
PA 2001

5. Nylon Beat
Anna mulle

6. Yo
Joutsenlaulu

7. Pat« Mustaiarvi
Ms .alar, ni»!iirin

ф I niemet

Figure A3.3. Emma - website (December 2001)

Habbo Hotel Kultakala. The Hotel Goldfish

A unique chat- place, a web hotel where 

virtual furniture to hotel rooms, create 

selves and invite friends to visit, chat and
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Figure A3.4. Habbo hotel Kultakala - the Hotel Goldfish images.

Kotiportti™

Kotiportti™ consists of various subscriber connections and community services (see 

e.g. Kaasinen 2001,51), like for example, household monitoring and security systems.

å C1Ì84 Kotiportti Microsoft Internet Explorer

pedas» Huofcfcae bèrta S¿M»dt TyaÿRrt 2hje

' O“**" * _0 dû Ê '• / “ ik €• åfr * H •
t »ISiMtltìhtW/wwwJelperte.lV ___ _____________________________________________________________________________

ft StsnU ¡meren Hotmai-to ft Inlemet-twapar*« MJeeuta «dan-и Jfl 4»tdikedus-panfcKeete ft лaa ori »anåxetle ft SjomMm tuto parta

m

V gjsery

e/fsa$
ELISA KOTIPORTTI

51/юИл on yhteys

Kottportm bnk«! ELISA KOTIPORTTI

tervetulo» fcbsa Kcttportin käyttäjäksi!

* S«hkíi¿it¡ Glemme ilo-sia, etta va »tsit kcbsi internet-vnteydeksi nopean ja> TetoyM»,* ; edu-í sen Elisa Kobpcffcn. Mailta sivulta saat ksabetoja El sa kobportb
totymsta seka miden mompuotetsta ja hyödyftsisra lisäpalveluista.

Otenene miete lamme myts avuksi kaikissa Essa KoUportturi krttymttа 
kvsyimxsissa. Käyttötukemme palvelee sinua numerossa 01G 804 480, 
maanantaista torstaihin 7.30-20.0G, perjantaisin 7.39.19.CO ja 
lauantaisin kk 9-17. Voit ottaa yhteyttä myös sähköpostitse 
osoitteeseen i«fr>mWatithl#ettira.ft. Lisätietoja saat kätevästi myös 
Bisan v/w«v-siv‘_rita, jonne löydät vaivattomasti ckeaHa olevan linkin 
kautta

. гч vl Ebsa Kctiportt on laajakaistainen internet-yhteys, jota voit käyttää
rajattcmssti k intesila kuukausin aks ulla Halutessasi internet-yhteys
voi oila auki vaikka koko ajan.
Uuden Eksa Kotiportti tettymin voit hankkia yksm tai eduHisesb 
kimpassa taloyhtiösi muiden asukkaiden kanssa. Tutustu mikä ratkaisu 
sopii parhaiten sinulle tai teidän taloyhtiöönne.

к»т «»im internet -yhteyksiin suosittetemnie veu-itorjunla- ja 
palcmuurohjelmstojen käyttöä. Helpoten suojaa: betok onees Elisa
Tiet oturv ap alvei ulia joo päivittyy auton-asti seso internet-käytön 
yhteydessä.

ИВИН , 1>аЛг,П*М br>m air» Invitar aia-itmnt aiuta riama Knfi no rt i«r a 1

liutirto)a tba KoUportiatai

Figure A3.5: Kotiportti website in 2003.

The implementation of home service center is transparent: only the services are visible 

to end-users. The services can be used via Elisa home portal (Kotiportti) or via service 

provider’s (SP’s) own portal. Elisa controls the login and main functionality of the 

portal. The Internet itself limits quality of services. Technically, the service center is
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challenging as it must have proper customer and transaction management45 services 

and a standard interface to various SPs. Technically there is no ‘service center' but in 

fact the service center is a virtual window to different services. The SPs’ interface is 

built so that the SP can connect to service center where the SP will be identified. SPs 
can have all the service center’s services provided in their use in their own service en
vironment. (Masala, S. 2001).
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Figure A3.6: Logical description of Kotiportti (home portal of Elisa Com
munications) and its service center.

Figure A3.7 describes the home environment with its different networks and terminal devices. 

There can be different networks at home. Networks are connected with a gateway computer 

that can communicate with different languages. The gateway allows different application pro

tocols to work with each other. Gateways are not needed necessarily when all the devices use 

same protocols. (Korppoo 201, 23)

45 Customer management means here: customer identification, right to use services, authentication of user etc. 

and transaction management means: to transfer the identification information of the customers and to identify 

different transactions and to store these transactions
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Figure A3.7: Home networks and devices (Korppoo 2001, 23, Figure 6)

The Figure A3.8 is from Stakes’s smarthousing -report

(http://www.stakes.fi/cost219/smarthousing.htm) describing the activities and capacity- 

requirements and goals of the smarthousing-technology. A smart home according to Stakes is 

“A home or working environment, which includes the technology to allow for devices and 

systems to be controlled automatically, may be termed a smart home. The degree to which 

this control is exercised is variable, being a function of the cost, the person 's own wishes, and 

the type of building into which the technology is to be installed. Homes which can automati

cally adjust the temperature, the level of security and permit efficient communications to the 

outside world, are of obvious benefit to all, providing they do not go too far and affect the 

freedom of choice of the person living within them. ”
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Elements Requirements Supportée Ompational
(Capacities) Measures Activities
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V

Life Strie

Activities

Independent

Le ismeHome
Adaptation

Те chnology

*

Methods
Teduvtegy Survey

Meeds auessi&en î кМе! At/фм
fíbxácap Creation 
Process

Goak

t

Well
Being

Participation

ii

Saíífclys
Аефн

Figure A3.8 Framework for the analysis specific technology design re
quirements of smart housing -technology and activities (see Fig 2, in 
http://www.stakes.fi/cost219/smarthousing.htm)



Introduction: competence laboratories

”Communities of practice may be analyzed as object-oriented, socially distributed and ar

tifact-mediated activity systems. As communities of practice perform cycles ofpractice-based 

competency maintenance and innovative knowledge creation, they also change and transform 

themselves, creating and realizing collective zones of proximal development” (Engeström, 

1998). The triangular model of the activity system and the model of the cycle is presented 

below.
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Fourth order contradictions
(between
activity 5. The new system 
systems) of activity:

consolidation,
. reflection

First order contradictions 
, (within the elements 

1. Present practice: 0f ,fle acHvity system) 
In-need state

Third order 
contradictions 
(between 
the old 
and the 
new way)

4. Application and 
generalization: 

Changing 
the activity 

system

Second order 
contradictions 
(between the

2. Double bind:
Analysis and search K a< 'w l 

for a new solution system)

3. Formation of a new 
object and motive: New 

model of the activity 
and new tools

Figure A4.1. Model of the expansive development cycle and its phases 
(Engeström, 1987)

The competence laboratory is a change laboratory, a space and a process, specifically 

planned for developing a team’s or unit’s way of working and learning, in addition to sustain

ing and developing their collective competence. The laboratory space would be located in the 

area of the daily work of the team that uses it. It comprises a wide variety of instruments for 

analyzing disturbances and bottlenecks in current work, learning practices and for construct

ing new models and tools for the activities (Virkkunen and Ahonen, 2000).
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Z- Model. Vision

Mirror

* videotaped work situations
♦ customer feedback
• statistics etc.

device

workers

Archive,

Interventionist

Figure A4.2. The layout of the competence laboratory space (Virkkunen
and Ahonen, 2000)

The description of the tools used in competence laboratories (according to
Virkkunen & Ahonen, 2000)

The tools used in competence laboratories consist of a set of whiteboards used to represent 

the team’s activity. The horizontal dimensions of the surfaces of the wallboards represent 

different levels of abstraction and theoretical generalization. At one end, the mirror surface is 

used to represent and examine the daily work routines, in particular problem situations and 

disturbances, but also novel, innovative solutions to help workers observe and analyze their 

work routines.

The model/vision surface is used for modeling the activity. The triangular model of the ac

tivity system and the model of the cycle are reused to analyze the interconnectedness of vari

ous components of the activity system and its systemic properties, as well as the work concept 

of the team. The roots of recurrent disturbances and problems occurring in daily work are 

traced and conceptualized as inner contradictions of the activity system. The model is also 
used to analyze the potential for change and to construct a visionary model for future activity 
(Virkkunen and Ahonen, 2000).

The third surface in the middle is reserved for ideas and tools. Intermediate tools includ

ing schedules, flowcharts, conceptual distinctions, layout diagrams, organizational diagrams 

are used to analyze specific activity aspects and for designing new tools and forms of interac

tion for the activity. As the participants move between the experimental mirror and the theo



retical model, they also produce partial solutions and ideas for experimentation, testing and to 

be used as components in the construction of a new activity model. These ideas are repre

sented on the ”ideas and tools” surface. The vertical dimension on the surface represents time 

dimension: past -present-future. (Virkkunen and Ahonen, 2000, Ahonen et al. 2000)

A description of the competence laboratories in the case corporation
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In the case corporation, research focused on teams of telephone technicians responsible for 

installing new ISDN connections for consumers and on the Kolumbus business. In these 

cases, products and services were undergoing important changes, and the respective business 

were facing major challenges in terms of competency and knowledge creation. There was 
pressure from both strategic developments as well as changes to the tasks and processes of 
individuals and teams.

Development, 
processes, 
working

nent, i
s’ L___
methods-.-^

>” a team as a part 
of the company 

Nu a whole”___

” history, 
networks ”

everyday work1

” continuous 
improvement
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7. Assessment, model for change management, documentation plan 
Change experiments during 2 months period
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5. Planning changes 
4. Development phase of the concept 

and learning method, 
and conflicts, business strategies 

and development goals 

3. Current ways of working, networks, 
previous development phase, 
conflicts in current situation 
2. Processes, practices, 
disturbances, surprises and 
how to manage them, ideas 
Company's vision and core competencies, 

manager’s vision, capabilities 
and development requirements

Disccussions with management, group discussions, making videos, documents

During 2 months: 
y 2 hours / week

Figure A4.3. Competence laboratory model in the case corporation

The data collection was undertaken in three phases: Firstly, the daily practices of the selected 

work units were ethnographically observed and interviews conducted with work unit mem

bers, with the aim of uncovering (a) the unofficial structure, boundaries and internal relations 

of the communities of practice, and (b) current tools and mechanisms for the maintenance of 

competencies and the creation of new knowledge. Secondly, intervention workshops were 

conducted in which the work units collectively analyzed their own activity systems and for-



mulated their own visions for development. Based on this foundation, the work units collec

tively designed practical steps towards the enhancement of their internal and external knowl

edge management. These steps were discussed and negotiated with the management in order 

to align them with the overall strategy of the corporation. In the third phase of the research, 

findings and results from the second phase were presented to the management of the compa
nies. Management discussions of these initiatives were recorded, and managers were inter
viewed concerning their views of the future development of knowledge in their own areas.

The competence laboratory meetings

A team uses the laboratory with the help of an interventionist (a facilitator, tutor) who facili

tates learning by giving tasks and conceptual tools to the team to construct new knowledge 

about their work. By applying these tools and models in analyzing work routines and prac

tices, the practitioners learn to see a historically developing, unifying work concept i.e. the 

general principle of the team’s activity, behind their discrete daily work tasks and problems. 

They recognize the current learning challenges, and understand the needs to develop new 

ways of learning and working. The competence laboratory normally consists of six weekly 

meetings of two hours and a follow-up meeting after a two months’ period of experimentation 
with new solutions. The process is divided into three phases which are described below 

(Virkkunen and Ahonen, 2000).

Questioning and analyzing the team 's present practice: In the first three meetings the 

focus is on two learning actions: questioning and analyzing present learning and working 

habits. The team constructs a preliminary hypothesis of changes needed in their work and 

learning practices. In order to do that they will have to acknowledge the developmental 

phase of their activity. The team elaborates the hypothesis by discussing visions for the near 

future (the competence laboratory is also a tool for management to manage near future 

changes). In the first meeting, the team leader outlines the future vision of the company and 

the decisions already made that will change the team’s daily work practice. The team dis

cusses these prospects, as well as the changes they themselves consider necessary. They then 

reflect on the new competencies that they need in the coming year and make a rough esti

mate of the gaps between present and the required competencies.
The interventionist and the team compile statistical and case data about the everyday 

work of the team for the second and third meeting. This provides material for questioning 
and analyzing the team’s existing ways of working and learning.
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Customer interviews are also undertaken to help the perspective shift from an in

sider’s object-oriented view to the external view of the customer. Analyzing all the data, the 

team identifies major problems in present work practices and generates new ideas, all writ

ten down on the whiteboards in meetings. The team traces the roots of current problems by 

collecting observations of changes in different aspects of their activity in the mirror surface 

and by preparing preliminary models of their past and present activity systems. The systemic 

presentation of the historical shift of their perspective and activity made visible by the mod

els on the whiteboards assist the team in making a rough first analysis of the essential con

tradictions that lie behind the various disturbances and difficulties they experience in their 

work.

Between the third and the fourth meetings, the interventionist translates the team’s 

conclusions about the developmental phases of their activity into a clearer hypothesis, by 

placing the models (past and present) of activity systems into a model of the developmental 
cycle of the form of the team’s activity (its’ work concept). The team prepares a summary of 
the best ideas that emerg from meetings in order to develop cooperation with colleagues and 

partners in the network of interdependent activities.

The second phase: dialogue between the front-line team and the business-unit (BU) 

manager: The BU manager is invited to join the fourth meeting. The focus in the learning 

process is still on analyzing: The team has constructed a hypothesis concerning the devel

opmental requirements of their work practices. The manager presents the vision and strategy 

of the BU, the company and the team’s future. The dialogue between the team and the man

ager is divided into three steps to facilitate a meeting of the “bottom-up” and the “up-down” 

perspectives. The three phases are as follows:

(i) A discussion based on the team’s analyses of the development possibilities.

(ii) The interventionist introduces a draft of the developmental cycle of the team’s 

work concept and the team and manager comment on the analysis. Both the team 
and the manager have their own view of the historical and present situation: Strategic 
decisions of earlier changes in work have been made by the management, whereas 

the practitioners recognize the concrete impacts of the decisions at a root level.

(iii) The team discusses how the management’s vision and strategies for the future 

changes their view of future learning requirements. The team asks questions, com

ments on the management’s presentation and suggests ideas to the manager. In these 

discussions with the team, the manager can provide the team with new concepts with 

which to open up new opportunities to solve their current problems.
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At the end of dialogue, the interventionist gives the team an assignment for the fifth meet

ing. This is to make a list of the most vital changes required in work and learning practices.

The third phase: changing the team's practice: The focus in the collective learning 

process now shifts to re-modeling activity, formulating and experimenting with the new 

model.

In the fifth meeting, the team evaluates and elaborates on proposals made so far: the 

desired impact on present work practices, learning practices, the opportunity for advance
ment in the practical implementation of the work concept of the team connected to business 
strategies. The team chooses and combines those development ideas and proposals they 

think are the most essential (usually < 6 tasks). Between the fifth and the sixth meetings, the 

team elaborates on the proposals for new solutions. In the sixth meeting, chaired by the team 

leader instead of the interventionist, the team makes a detailed project schedule for the ex

perimental change period.

After about a two month’s period of experimentation with the new solutions, the 

team and the interventionist meet to evaluate and review the experiments and changes. The 

team and the interventionist discuss observations and experiences as well as further needs for 

change. They also generate new solutions. At the end of the follow-up session, the team 

agrees on the time they will need a new competence laboratory meeting, and organizes the 

preparations for that meeting.
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